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Creed
I only have reKgion with the trees.

Only the trees will let my sins alone

And let me take my path the way I please.

Showing me heaven, not the wrong I've done.

Nodding in sombre worship through the night

They swear a leafy faith to every star;

They say they are my guardians—they are right.

They say that they are sacred—and they are.

You seek your God in churches and you pray

Among a crowded multitude of prayers.

Carefully checking off your bads and goods

With "these things you may not" and "these

you may";
My God prefers the pine smoke in the air—

•

I think that I shall find him in the woods.

John Roedelheim.



Table Pleasures

PHILOSOPHIES have been constructed, using

almost every human activity from dress to love;

but some curious oversight has left the things we
eat untouched. This neglect has arisen because the

mind of man, as exemplified by the Dictionary Makers,

has never distinguished between food and what we
eat: it has always assumed that what we eat is food

and that food is what we eat. True it is that some
more subtle languages, such as German and French,

distinguish semantically between the manner in which

animals and men eat, but this has never become a

general linguistic distinction. In view of this confusion,

it is not surprising that thinkers have considered the

entire matter unworthy. They could, for example,

easily observe that all living things spend several hours

every day in putting other living things into their

mouths. Scientists analysed this phenomenon and after

some talk about anabolism and katabolism, made the

physical reasons for it clear. Some people reduced and

some people built themselves up. The thing was so

terribly undignified. Cabbages had calories and a

cheese was named Vitalic. The sensitive mind of a

metaphysician could be nothing but revolted—where
was a philosophical base to be found?

Now, although a philosophy is by no means a neces-

sary adjunct, every intelligent man must be able to

distinguish between the various objects presented to his

senses. The man, the mind, the morals flourish, as dis-

tinctions are more subtly drawn. The object, then, is,

not to erect a Philosophy of Eating, but merely to make
a valuable distinction between food, on the one hand,

and eating, on the other. This analysis once made,

several implications of great social importance will

follow.
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The idea of food Is the commoner of these two notions,

and the word that loosely expresses the idea comes first

for consideration. Food, apparently, is a thing hidden

in physical objects. We put these objects into our

mouths, and, by a fairly well-known process lasting

several hours, food is removed and the useless remnants

cast off from the body. One important thing is to be

noticed about this analysis. Food does not exist as a

separate physical entity, but only in connection with

some physical object definitely known as different from

food. The artichoke is not food; it merely contains

food. We take the artichoke and use it, not because

v,e are impressed by its shape or color, not because it

is worthy in itself—though it is one of nature's most
beautiful flowers—but because it is an object containing

food. If these other considerations governed us, we
could not be restrained from using the Sumac, an object

of distinct charm, in the same way. Food governs our

choice. The history of the artichoke, as we use it, is

very melancholy. It loses its identity as soon as we
place it in our mouths. That identity which made the

artichoke a gift from heaven is never recaptured, for

Food, now In the guise of an unemotional chemical

formula, is snatched away and the undistinguished

remnants are laid aside at human leisure. Beginning

with this definite idea of food, the word then began, as

words do, to extend its province; and the object contain-

ing food was gradually known as food. In other words,

the artichoke loses its identity even before it is full-

grown, because the scientific mind calls it food.

Eating, on analysis, shows in a very different light.

The Idea of food, as shown above, becomes more and
more general; but the idea of eating becomes more
and more particular, as we examine It. The human
alim.entary canal has at Its upper end, a mouth. Eating

is confined to this one small area. When the throat
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muscles contract, the idea of eating ceases and the idea

of food begins again. Eating is the theme, therefore,

because in eating there can be variety; food hides

behind its chemical character. It is this localized spot

where the idea of eating predominates, that shows the

human character in all its differences. Here the cultured

sensitive man stands away from the "Indian with un-

tutored mind"; on this ground, the man who stirs

together sausages and maple syrup can be left to wallow

in his sty w^hile he who dines on asperges scales avec

sauce d la reine Eugenie can be set free in elysian groves.

The early Nineteenth Century, along with the In-

dustrial Revolution, produced the gourmet or the

gourmand,—he who made table pleasures an end in them-

selves. Brillat-Savarin, who combined intelligence with

a high palate, made this type eternal in his great work

"The Psychology of Taste." Perhaps Savarin goes too

far for most of us to follow, when he insists that the

true gourmet must be able to tell on which leg a pheasant

has slept while in this life. It is hard to pronounce

against such a statement, because the further one goes

in these matters, the more one appreciates that subtlety

is the one essential. But for a modern follower of the

table, Savarin has his limitations. In spite of the fact

that he spent several years in America, his table has a

distinct national flavor. Not that French cooking is,

in itself, a dull thing. To the contrary, it is bright and

gay: but it is by no means a statement of the whole

truth. It neglects such excellent dishes as peloti,

risotto, Irish stew, waffles with raw sugar sauce, spit

roasted bluefish, green corn tamales, baked opossum.

This is not lack of taste on his part, but merely the fact

that the table, in his time, had not yet become an

international affair.

It is with modern gourmandlse that the subject be-

comes the most interesting, because of the varied face
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that can now be put on a good table. Our tongues

know no geographical limitations, and our palates can

taste the savor of a thousand lands. Strangely enough,

among gourmets, this has resulted in a careful guarding

of the canons of good taste—as the possible sources of

pleasure widen, the care which chooses only the highest

pleasures increases. The pioneer of modern gourmets

was the author of that invaluable work, " The Gourmet's

Guide to Europe." A connoisseur by instinct and

profession, he toured Europe and recorded his gastro-

nomic discoveries for the benefit of like-minded men.

Although this work now needs revision, since the World
War, it still stands as a monumental labor and is a

treasury for the sensible. In it, for the first time, is

shown how the palate can be justifiably excited by the

widest circle of wine and dishes.

The difficulties of the modern ^ourme^ are many. How
far, for example, can the taste be trusted when it comes

into contact with exciting newness? Is there any
standard by which the newness can be judged? The skill

with which these dangers are skirted is the marking

of a true table follower. When a new dish appears, its

first taste must be made as a conscious experiment; the

second thoughtfully and aesthetically; the third ration-

ally. All three stages are of great importance. The
first step is taken up by the newness; the second analyses

and appreciates the newness; the third, the moment
of rationalization, unites with all previous experiences,

takes away the strangeness, makes it an intimate part

of one's endless table pleasures.

Let us for the palate's sake, plan an international

dinner of a modest sort. A menu such as the one that

follows, will show how graciously things good in them-

selves, behave in good company.
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bird's nest soup (Chinese)

SHAD ROASTED WITH ASPARAGUS TIPS (American)

GOOSE A LA STRASSBOURG (German)

NEW POTATOES WITH BUTTER (English)

VIENNESE ICE (Austrian)

RHUM OMELETTE (French)

PRESERVED LICHEES (Japanese)

The wines that should accompany this dinner can

present the same varied aspect without evil results,

provided discretion governs their choice.

Another very important feature oimodern^ourmandise
is the discovery of the value of single dishes. A dinner

not unpleasing to the most touchy tongue can be made
from artichokes alone, if the following directions be

followed. Fine large flowers must be chosen, and boiled

until a sharp knife will run easily through the woody-

fibred stalk. They must then be partially—not com-

pletely—chilled, while the sauce is making. The sauce

must be,—butter, flour, artichoke stock, tarragon

vinegar and perhaps a faintly odored herb. The arti-

chokes are then served on small mounds of snow. This

dish needs only a soup of the clear sort, and a custard,

to make a complete dinner.

Most people are so uncertain, so undeveloped, that

they cannot distinguish between an apt and an improper

table. Of the two following menus, one is planned for

the gourmet, the other for the person who eats that he

may live. It is to be imagined that a hot summer day
has come, and that luncheon is a necessity.

A B
COLD CONSOMM^ PUR^E DES PETITES POIS

CHILLED ASPARAGUS TIPS POULE A LA REINE EN PAt6

(Burnt butter sauce) pommes de terres

TRUFFLED CHICKEN IN JELLY SALADE DES FRUITS

ICE PISTACCHIO VANILLA ICE CREAM

COFFEE DEMI-TASSE (Chocolate Sauce)

ICED TEA
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Readers may decide for themselves which of these

luncheons is for the vulgar, which for the sensitive palate,

A French friend, lately come to this country, and seeing

for the first time, the American questionnaire, "Ask
Me Another,'* said, that if he were choosing men for

any serious purpose, he would ask them only the follow-

ing questions:

1. Can you distinguish between a Pate de Perigord

and a Strassbourg Pie?

2. What wine should be served with a baked turbot?

3. Could you, with closed eyes, tell Mon. Sande-

mann's oporto of 1914 from his 1912?

4. Can you tell if the chef, in making his sauce, has

stirred it in only one direction?

5. Are there any Uqueurs a gentleman can drink?

6. What is the greatest American contribution to the

dinner table?

Etc.

It can be seen immediately how great is the social sig-

nificance of such a method. It puts the emphasis on the

correct point, "Manners Maketh Man," and here the

manners are excellently defined as table manners in the

widest sense.

This French gentleman also added that, from his very

small experience in America, he thought it a paradise

for completely formed gourmets, but that America would

never produce of itself a good example of this type.

He explained the first by saying that American produce

was of such high excellence, that taste and sensibility

working on such materials would create marvels. The
second he treated more fully:

"In America, to begin, the palate is not only un-

formed, but definitely aimed at the wrong mark. It

delights in mixtures and in quantity, both of which tease

the vulgar and disgust the polite taste. The arrange-

ment of dinners is awkward and lacks restraint. Amer-
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leans repeat that offense of the 18th Century—multi-

plicity of side dishes. They combine at one table

elements which God in Nature has carefully segregated.

And their sweets or desserts are fantastic rather than

deHcate. To end, they have small conception of the

beauty of service. If they view food in such a material

way, they care not if it be put before them hatefully.

The essence of the gourmet's mind is that everything be

done lovingly, hence what he eats is viewed spiritually.

"If the Americans could be induced to have their

dinners put before them, not luxuriously, but delicately

and lovingly, the time would rapidly approach when
what they eat would be regarded with equal dignity.

Then perhaps a gourmet or two would appear, but even

if this did not happen, think of how the tone of your

social life would be raised.

"Your colleges, of which I have seen one or two,

talk loudly of making citizens. What their lecturers

do, I cannot say, because I never go to lectures; but I

know that the conditions under which their young men
dine are such that any possible effect is destroyed. Who
can be a worthy citizen if he feeds with the animals?

If they would beautify the spirits of their young men,

let conditions be such that sensibility of taste is de-

veloped, not stampyed upon. A millennium of one sort

would then come; the world could then sit down at a

dinner table and arise from it spiritually satisfied,

because every sense had been pleasantly stimulated and

every sense graciously satisfied. So will all live as

brothers/'

The Epicure.



A Dream of Peace

Oh the winding way oj yesterday,

Thais over the hills of Time,

By the sea of Love and the sea of Sleep,

Is the road FLl take for mine.

For my heart knows that the West Wind blows,

And ever the sun goes down
O'er the sea of Love and the sea of Sleep

To the moon in a silver gown.

Ah there in the arms of the setting sun

Sleeps the goddess men call Peace.

There dreams all die as the western sky,

Where sorrowfinds surcease.

Then we shall meet as the sun goes down
When the high stars shine in the deep:

And out o'er the sea of Love we'll sail

Into the sea of Sleep.

Bramwell Linn.
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Lines to An Ungracious Lady

COULD I KNOW . . .

When I walked with you, this moon was gold,

This air was a perfumed breeze.

This path was a quiet chaperon,

Our guardian gods, these trees;

This place was alii'e with two equal loi>es

{Could I know yours would die so soon?)

When I walked with you, this moon was gold . .

// must be a different moon.

I SHALL NOT . . .

Yours was a taunting, strange indifference.

Granting dei'otions suit but hasty trial,

You spoke no word to turn away my loi^e

But mocked me with a half-polite denial.

I shall not, therefore, say you were unkind

To teach me truth by shrouding it in lies . . .

Ifought to gain the fortress of your heart

And lost the silent battle of your eyes.

Le Murmurateur.

11



Heloise

( ^ ^^\ AY that name again! Just once again, if you
please 1"

"The name, monsieur, is Heloise. As I was

telKng these gentlemen when you interrupted me, her
>>

eyes . . .

"Never mind her eyes. Do you refer to Mile, Heloise

de Roget? Come now, be careful! It may mean your

life!"

"Yes, monsieur, I refer to Mile. Heloise de Roget."

And so, they had fought. It had been an odd fight

—

for the honor of living to murder the woman they had

both loved. But it had been so agreed. One of them
was to die for her, but she was to die for him also. There

had been no other way. Honor extended beyond love

—

certainly beyond deceitful love.

And now one-half of the ghastly business was over.

It remained but for H6loise to be removed, and all

would be well. Irony, that—all would be well,—with

the splendid young Comte Valois and the most beautiful

woman in Marseilles both dead! Yes, and there might be a

third . . .

* * *

As he walked fiercely through the rainy night, the

entire procedure whirled through his mind in fantastic

review. He saw the little group of officers in the dusk.

They were discussing women—perfect women—as little

groups of officers will. Lips that were glorious, and

forms that were divine, and eyes that were lovelier than

the dawn. Yes, that was it—eyes. And this unfortunate

youth who had said "But the eyes of Helo'ue are sympho-

nies in gray ..." Certainly, "symphonies in gray"

—

what else could they be? H6loise's eyes. And then he

remembered them as they had followed him down the

12
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haJl, at his departing eighteen months ago. They had

seemed so faithful . . . Lord! At least they had seemed

faithful enough to belong only to him. And now he

knew that they had said good-bye to two in exactly

that manner. Well, they would never say good-bye

to another that way! No, by God!—that much was

certain!
4< :<: *

"So," she had said (how he wished her voice hadn't

had that same low beauty!) "So, you have come back

to me at last?"

They sat down, and talked, as they had before. Her
eyes.

She was at least as charming as she had ever been, he

thought. And she was still the safne H^loise who had

made him believe that he was her only thought in all

the world. There was no use denying it—he had loved

her.

All night they were there together. No one would

have suspected that they were other than two reunited

lovers. Neither did she suspect it. And there was no
use denying it—he still loved her.

"For the thousandth time, Heloise, do you love me
as you did? Was there never another . .

.?"

Never.

"Then," he had said (and his change of tone had

startled her)
—"Then the Comte Valois paid dearly for

a lie!"

She had turned a deathly pale. And she was still a

deathly pale when they found her, there, next morning

. . . with a small dagger, like a slender angel, through

her heart. J. R.



The Wanderer
The rich ripe smell of tar lay on the ship

As she sat still and heavy in the bay;

Upon a warm and sun-baked box he lay

Watching the dark green water slowly drip

From a low jutting plank made brown with weeds;

Beside hisjett a jar of purple glass

Stood glistening; beyond, a black-haired lass

Slowly pressed to her lips a chain oj beads . . .

He thought oj that gray land that stretched below

A white-washed house oj stone made rough with rain.

And oj the pines rising austere and proud.

These silent things he might not have; and so

He only wished that he might see again

One silver gull against a silver cloud.

Frederic Prokosch.

Old Emperor
/ dream at times oj deeds oj mine long past,

I live again the sorrow and the joy;

Those glorious times I think oj, and at last

I grieve, jor 'tis with memories I toy.

The dainty jragrance oj a romance clings—
The mists ojjormer loves surround my heart,

But in my dreaming, the cold present brings

This realization; these are set apart.

I glory and am proud in my oldjame,

I revel in the praise I gained oj old.

But the thought comes that my once great name
Jleans nothing now. And all myjame is cold;

But yet I have my soul, which has no cost,—
It still remains, whatever I have lost.

T. H. Westerman.

14
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Erlanger Beer

CH wuensche Ihnen elnen guten Morgen, meine

Herren." The students broke for the door

with a rush. Old Herr Professor Trockenstaub

had been even more tiresome than usual, and everybody

was glad to get out into the bright sunshine of the

glorious Franconian spring morning. Three of the young
men separated from the crowd that had been listening to

the mathematics lecture, and, leaving the old palace of

the princes of Brandenburg which forms the main
building of the University of Erlangen, strolled together

across the Marktplatz and down a narrow side-street,

lined, in the romantic manner of old German cities,

with steep-roofed red-tiled houses. The three stopped

before a bakery whose window displayed coffee-cakes,

Schnecken, and a thousand and one other enticing

dainties.

"Come on upl I must talk with somebody," said one

of the students, a small, dark, nervous young man who

15
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went under the name of Fritzl Mueller. The others

finally agreed, and Mueller led the way into the bakery,

through to the family room in the rear, and up the dark,

narrow stairs to his third-floor lodging. The old house,

built in fourteen hundred, had settled in the course of

four centuries, and the floor had a decided rake toward

the street. Mueller's room was lovv-ceilinged and rather

bare. There was a bed in one corner, a desk, a sofa, and

a book-case. On the latter was a human skuU, placed so

that it might regard anyone sitting at the desk.

Mueller slammed the door as he followed his two

friends in, and, without waiting for them to take places,

thre\\ himself on the bed. Then he suddenly got up and

threw the skull savagely across the room. "I had it up
there to make me think," he said. "But now I don't

want to think. I wish I could go insane! Herrgott-

sakrament! I shall be, soon, anyway. But that may be

worse yet! If anybody else were as useless as I am,

he \\ ould go out and jump in the Regnitz, but I'm even

too cowardly and good-for-nothing for thatl"

"But Fritzl, for heaven's sake what ails you? Trocken-

staub is extraordinarily pleased with the work you are

doing, it isn't your fault if the old gentleman's checks

aren't as big as could be wished. Napoleon is safe on St.

Helena, you are in good health—and yet for the past

week you have been so nervous and despairing that one

would hardly know you. What's loose? Was somebody
unkind to you?" This from Gletsch, the blond broad-

shouldered student of philosophy.

"For God's sake don't joke about it—no, she wasn't.

It was all my own fault. I \^as a thoughtless, good-

for-nothing half-^it, just once, and ruined it all!"

"Who? How? W^hy?" broke in Tauber, the third of

the trio.

"Liesel Grcschen—^you know, the old magistrate's

daughter—the heavenly one, with the brown hair.

—
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Well, everything was marvelous until a week ago, and

she had even accepted to go to the University Ball with

me, and you know what that means—and then last

Saturday evening I fell in with von Dobeneck and some
of his ne'er-do-well band. And the swine persuaded me
to go in to the Wirtschaft zum Kater with them for a

stein or so. And, being at bottom a thorough, worth-

less beast myself, I took about two liters too much of

this damnable Erlanger beer. So did the others. And
when we came out we didn't know at all what we were

doing, only I had an idea that we must go and serenade

Liesel Groschen. Somehow we got to the Taubengasse

and started to sing, making a hellish noise. Liesel

looked out to see who was making a beast of himself

under her window, and recognized me, hardly able to

stand and bawling out a common street-song."

"If she gives you the basket only for that, she isn't

worth the trouble" said Tauber.

"I don't know that she will—but I must have lost

her respect and my own is gone too. If I had to get

drunk why in heaven's name did I have to come into

her neighborhood with my bestial carcase in that state?

What the devil shall I do? I can't live on this way, here!"

Mueller dropped back on the bed with an expression of

utter despair and misery. Then Gletsch spoke.

"Personally, if I felt that way about it, I should tell

old Trockenstaub to slide down my back, and move to

some other university—Jena, or Munich, or maybe
Tuebingen. The change would do you good, and you
could probably find some other magistrate's daughter,

too.

"

"Nol" cried Mueller. "There's only one Liesel,

and I've ruined that chapter forever. Furthermore I

can't abide the Saxons, and Munich is too French—Oh,

come on, let's go to Nuernberg, where nobody troubles

about a poor student from Erlangen,—and get drunk.
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Really drunk, so as to forget all women, and the whole

world beside, and ;ust drop by the wayside." Gletsch

and Tauber protested and argued, but it was useless.

Finally they agreed to go, partly from an inclination to

visit Nuernberg and partly from anxiety as to what
Mueller might do if left alone.

It was still quite early in the morning, and the three

of them set out at once, hoping to arrive in Nuernberg

by one. The coach did not run at that time of day,

and the young men would have preferred to walk rather

than pay the fare. The sunshine was glorious, and the

green, rolling Franconian countryside seemed to invite

one to go on, and on, and on, and never stop. The
trio set out down the Regnitz at a swinging pace, past

little red-tiled villages, each with its tiny church, past

groves of flowering fruit-trees, and all the wonders that

go to make up a Bavarian springtime.

The perfect day soon put Gletsch and Tauber in

great spirits, and they started to sing, in the manner of

Germans auf der Wanderschaft since time immemorial.

Mueller joined in half-heartedly, so as not to be un-

mannerly, until they struck up the old Swabian appren-

tices' song:

Muss I denn, muss i denn, zum Staedtele 'naus,

Staedtele 'naus

Und du, mein Schatz, blelbst hler?

Wenn I komtn, wenn i komm, wenn i wledrum komm,
wledrum komm

Kehr i eln, mein Schatz, bel dirl

Mueller came to with a start. "No! No more of that

one! I never shall come back from Nuernberg if I have

to listen to that any longer!" At this they fell silent,

and continued swinging down the road, Gletsch or Tauber
occasionally pointing out some beauty of the scenery,

Mueller gloomy and speechless.
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At the end of their third hour of walking, Tauber

pointed to a slight reddish patch in the dim blue distance,

with some kind of an awkward corner that stuck up above

the horizon. The red roofs of Nuernberg, with its great

castle, were in sight.

In another hour, the three young men passed into the

ancient city through one of the gates in the town wall.

Through the winding, narrow streets they made their

way to the Marktplatz, where old Neptune presides on

his fountain and the Electors, Saints, and Heroes keep

watch over the city from the Schoener Brunnen. The
old market-women were out in force, under their great

striped umbrellas, and converted the broad sloping

stretch of the market-place into a canvas-covered grove.

Gletsch and Tauber wandered around, watched, and

listened with considerable interest to the almost unin-

telligible speech of the old women, but Mueller was in a

hurry to be gone, and finally dragged his friends off up
the steep street past the city hall. They turned to the

left at the Golden Ball apothecary-shop, built in 1650,

and came in sight of the Moritzkapelle, an old steep-

roofed red brick chapel. This was the objective of their

walk, for, built against the far side of the chapel, was a

little brick lean-to, with a tiled roof, tables outside,

and a bell hanging over the door, with the sign: Brat-

wurstgloecklein

.

"Here we are. The best beer in the kingdom of

Bavaria/' said Mueller. He sat down, and called for

three steins full. His two companions drank theirs

slowly, and called for sausages to be eaten with the beer.

But Mueller emptied his whole great stein almost at a

draught, and sent for another. It was only a second

until he ordered it refilled, once, and then again. By
this time Tauber and Gletsch were ready for more. But
the beer seemed to make them cheerful, whereas Mueller

grew more gloomy, almost angry, with every draught.
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By the time they had finished their fifth steins, the two
were just at the handshaking stage, but Mueller appeared

to have been racing against time, trying only to bark

out "Kellnerl" with less interval after each order.

Suddenly Tauber realized what was happening across

the table. "Fritzll In God's name! That's your four-

teenth stein] You'll kill yourself!" Mueller turned

slowly toward the speaker: "Doeshn't make any differ-

ence] Haven't forgotten yet] Musht forget Liesel]

Can't stop yet] Keitna! no a dunkles Bier!"

Half an hour later, Gletsch and Tauber, both a trifle

unsteady themselves, dragged the protesting Mueller

in an almost unconscious condition from the Brat-

wurstgloecklein. He still continued to murmur "Haven't

forgotten yet] JIusht forget Liesel]" His two friends

piloted him on up the hill, past the house of Albrecht

Duerer, the greatest wood-engraver of mediaeval times.

Nearby was the city wall, with one of the arched gates,

and its massive tower. At this juncture, Gletsch

noticed something flashing, down the street, and dis-

covered that it was the pike-head of one of the blue-

coated, high-hatted volunteer police.

"We have to get Fritzl out of the way somewhere,"

he said, "let's take him up in the tower until the offisher

of the law gets by." So they almost carried the helpless

Mueller by the arms up the worn stone steps inside,

up and up, to the very top. Here they stood for a few

minutes, Mueller supporting himself on the M'indow-sill.

At length a rattling was heard on the road outside the

wall, far below. Gletsch and Tauber looked out, and

instantly drew back and tried to pull Mueller away
from the window.

The noise was the carriage of one of the magistrates of

Erlangen, and in the carriage, beside the old gentleman,

rode a brown-haired girl. Mueller, with drunken con-

trariness, clung to the window, and looked out, then drew
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his breath in, long and sharp. Tauber and Gletsch

stepped back and gazed at one another in horror. Then
they looked back toward Mueller, quite unprepared for

the greater shock that awaited them. With an unbe-

hevable effort, Mueller had climbed onto the window-

sill. The two saw him balanced there for an instant.

"Liesell" he called, "I couldn't ..." and leaped.

Barrows Mussey.

Musing, On A Pier

When ships salljorth into long green seas,

I wonder if sailors know
How well they love what they've lejt ashore

Or how well they're loved. I think not, for

If they knew, they wouldn't go!

31. R. P.

Sileve

Straining this two-jaced winter weather

My window pane is a sieve today;

It lets the warmth of the sunlight in

Holding the bite of the wind at bay.

And I shall sift my two-phased life.

Parting my sorrow andjoy that way . . .

F. T. Gower.





Princess Rianarmo^s Dream

THE Princess RIanarmo was sitting at tKe window
with her baby, caring very little whether the child

lived or died. She was watching the noisy

soldiers in the courtyard, with her very delicate and

beautiful chin on the sill, cushioned by her delicate and

beautiful hand. Her black hair hung carelessly over her,

and the child was industriously burrowing into the

warm recesses of her lap, playing with the folds of the

Princess's scarlet gown. It was one of those deadening

intervals between lovers, and the beautiful and delicate

eyelashes of the Princess Rianarmo were drooping with

pure drowsiness, and she cared little or nothing whether

the child of Signer Luzie lived or died.

When at last the Princess Rianarmo fell asleep, she

dreamt that she was the old beggarwoman—all rags and

rottenness—who crawled out of the little black hole by
the city gate to beg for her bread, like an impotent old

worm. There she lay in the filth of the highway, hunger-

ing, hungering; and when a proud lady rode by, with a

troop of gallant servitors in livery of green and gold,

then she wept, and cried:

"Fill me with warm milk. Madonna So-beautiful,

for the sweet Virgin's sake."

But the proud lady of the Princess Rianarmo's dream
rode by without a glance, for there were matters in her

head which she held more important than the love of

holy Mary, the sweet Virgin. Therefore the old beggar-

woman crept away into the hole, down the smooth stone

steps to the cold darkness below, hungering. There she

found a small child, lying naked on the straw. A gray

serpent with silver wings and a crest of golden fire on
its head coiled itself behind her eyes, and watched.

Hungrily, hungrily, she crouched and stared, till the

sweat oozed from the scales of the gray serpent. Hunger-
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ing, hungering, the old crone squatted on the floor, the

white little body in her twitching black hands; she bared

her rotting teeth and buried them in its side—motionr

less, she squatted on the stones, eyes furtively watchful,

swallowing noiselessly.

Then the Princess Rianarmo awoke, and took the

baby in her arms and gave it its milk. All her body

thrilled with pure joy to have the child, for she loved it

and loved it—even if its father were only Signor Luzie,

who could not face a sword.

Caliban.

Of Two
/ knew that you would never come, and yet

It seemed that, as I sat awaiting there,

A gentle presence I could notjorget

Was all about me in the drowsy air;

That night I knew our rendezvous was never

To be; that, tho' I kept our trystfor years.

The jaith you broke would so remain forever,—
Thefaith conceived in Laughter, born in tears.

But even when you make this stern decree

Of exile—when you choose to thus betray me
Who once had knelt (so constant^) at your shrine,

I cannot go without one final plea;

This lone concession, then, do not gainsay me:

Of two vows, one wasfalse. It was not mine. .

Eric Hirth,



The Inheritance

I

^ ^ID ^^^^^ GRAHAM, 319 Millvale Road,

r^ Selina, New York. 5 11 145 grey brown"
read his driver's license, but the description

thereon was inadequate, for while hundreds of men
might have answered to it, no one could possibly look

or act like "Honest Bob". Three months ago he had

been an almost unknown young lawyer. Then the

Democratic convention had met. A Republican victory

that year had seemed certain—everyone knew that their

candidate was rotten, a mere tool of the big boss. Den-
ning, but he undeniably controlled the votes. Then
some Democrat had had an inspiration. Why not make
politics a moral issue, nominate the paragon of all good-

ness for governor, and hit the corruption of the Repub-

lican system? In casting about for a likely candidate,

the eyes of this genius had fallen upon Graham, who had

never been in politics, but who had an enviable record

25
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and was happily married. At the convention Graham
had been nominated for the governorship by acclama-

tion, and the campaign had progressed merrily and

successfully to the tune of "99 44-100 per cent pure."

He had stood the strain of the fight well. Not once had

his energy flagged or his spirits failed. In spite of a

reputation that put Sir Galahad's to shame, except for a

maddening tendency to use stilted language when self-

conscious—a tendency contracted, no doubt, from

numberless political speeches—he remained an all-

round "good fellow." Now, as he stood facing his

visitor, his head thrust forward, his hands resting on

the desk between them, the force of his personality

seemed to give life to the steely grey room which was

the holy of holies of the junior member of the firm of

Graham, Dunn, and Graham, Attorneys-at-Law.

"We will win, Tom," he was saying enthusiastically.

"Why, they just brought word that I'd carry Orange

County by seven thousand, and SulKvan by twelve. As

Chester
—

"

"Now just a minute] You're under-rating Denning.

Never forget. Bob, that he's the slickest bird in the

U. S. A. today, politically speaking. He's been in the

game for over sixty years, and he's never lost a hand

—

why look at what he did to your own father when he

tried to get to Albany. Denning's been passive so far

—

too damn passive. But mark me, he's got something up
his sleeve, and one of these fine days he'll spring it. Then
you win have to watch your step."

"But, Tom, what can he do? I think that you're all

afraid of a shadow, anyway. Who is this Denning?

You never see a picture of him, he never goes anywhere,

or sees a reporter—why I have never met anyone who
has seen him. He's an antiquated myth living in an

antiquated brownstone house on Forty-seventh Street.

"

"Don't be so sure. Bob. Denning is far from being a
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myth. You're right in saying that he keeps out of the

pubhc eye, certainly. I don't beheve that there are half

a dozen people in New York who would recognize him if

they met him on the street. But that's all part of his

game—and, believe me, it gives him strength. No, he's

not a myth, and he's far from being a fool. He knows

he can't fight Purity and get away with it, so there's

only one thing left for him to do—destroy it. If he could

convince the doting public that their shining idol had a

few dirt spots on him—why, they'd feel cheated, and the

game would be up, so far as said idol is concerned. That's

why I'm going to ask you now, both as a friend, and as

one interested in your political success, if there is, or

ever has been anything in your life that could possibly be

turned into—mud. Think hard before you answer."

No.
"Well, maybe not, but remember—Denning will hit

somewhere. Now let's drop the subject. How are May
and the boy?"

"May's fine, thank you, and the boy is better. The
doctor is quite encouraged, but he'll have to stay

where he is until Christmas time at least. It's rather

hard for a man to be separated from his wife and kid for

so long—but between the campaign and the office I

simply can't spare the time to make the trip. You
know I was going to join them next week, but as it is I

guess I won't see them until the fight's over."

"Rotten shame. Be careful that you don't overwork

yourself."

"Oh, I won't! May's father knows of a place up in

the Catskills where the reporters will never think of

looking for me, and I can have absolute rest. Cool,

quiet—^you know—'the home away from home' idea. If

things stay as quiet as they are now, I'm going to run up
there next week, and if I like it, I'll spend most of my
week-ends there. I'll confess that I'm pretty near the

end of my rope now.

"
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"Well, keep the reporters away, and you'll be all light.

Good-bye, Bob, and remember—I'll be in town all

summer, and if you ever want any help, call on me.

"

II

On the veranda of the "Valley View Farm" sat an

aged man, his cane resting precariously against the side

of his chair, his gentle blue eyes looking idly at the lake

before him, as he listened to the musical voice of the girl

by his side. She paused for a moment—he spoke with a

voice surprisingly soft and firm for one of his age.

"Very lovely, my dear, Keats always brings tears to

niy eyes. Your mother used to read that selection to

me on this very spot ten—why it must be twenty years

ago. How time fliesl But, thank God, this place never

changes. Even the boarders are the same year in and

year out. I was thinking it over the other day, and I

don't believe we meet more that half a dozen new faces

each year. This year, for instance, there are the Gray-

sons, and Miss Leviss, and the Wests, and—well, that's

all. By the way, the Findlays arrive this afternoon,

and—why, there's the bus now. Yes, and there are the

Findlays. She looks a little older, doesn't she? I can't

see very well. Lookl There's another man getting out.

I wonder who it can be? Mr. Ralph, perhaps—no, I've

never seen this fellow before, though there's something

familiar about his face. WTiy Kathie, " he became

suddenly excited, "do you know who it is—it's Bob
Graham. We are honored, my dear, by the presence of

the gubernatorial candidate."

"Father," the girl turned on him with startling

intensity, "I like him."

"So do I, my dear," said the man. "I'm sorry for

him. Politics is a great game if you don't weaken." A
faint, half-sad smile hovered uncertainly about his thin,

cracked lips.
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"Here he comes now," Kathie warned him. "Wants
to look at the view from the south wing before he goes

to his room, I guess—newcomers alw-ays do. Why he's

positively handsome—almost too handsome to be as

good as they say he is. Ohl" She uttered a cry, startled

as his cane fell to the floor. She stretched out her hand

for it, but another was quicker than hers. "Thank you,

"

she said, as the newcomer handed it to her.

"You're welcome, I'm sure."

The old man chuckled—a dry, shrewd chuckle. "If

you're here for long, young man, you'll be doing that

more than once. I'm like a baby who throws its rattle

out of the carriage to make the nurse pick it up. My
name is Rogers—Earnest Rogers, and this is my
daughter, Katherine. I think I recognize you from your

pictures—^you're Bob Graham, aren't you?"

"Yes. Though I confess I'd never expect anyone to

recognize me from newspaper likenesses—or should I

say unlikenesses?"

"Well, you look sort of like your father, too. I knew
him a long time ago. He was a fine man, but politics

—

and Denning—ruined him. Take an old-timer's warn-

ing, Mr. Graham, and watch out for that devil. Denning,

he—"
"Father," said the girl sharply, "you're keeping Mr.

Graham from the view."

"Oh, pardon me, Mr. Graham, you must forgive

us old men. We forget ourselves and talk too much.

We like to ramble, and when we see some one who
brings back the past, why, we—but I'm off again."

"Not at all! In fact, I should very much like to talk

to you again—especially about my father. But I really

must be getting along now, for I shall have to dress before

dinner. I hope to see you again. Miss Rogers," he

added, "I shall be here for a week at least. Good-bye."

When he bad passed out of hearing, the girl turned
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upon her father. "Dad/' she said fiercely, "I tell you
I like him."

"And as I said before," he answered dryly, "so do I.

Now it's time to dress for dinner."

Ill

Mr. and Mrs. Swift had run the "Valley View Farm"
for alm.ost thirty years so successfully that they could

now have been enjoying a life of ease, had not the habit

of work become so engendered in them that the thought

of idleness never once entered their heads. Long practice

had made the running of the house automatic, and even

the boarders had long ago learned to look out for

themselves. Hence a new boarder was always a disturb-

ing element, and the first step was to acclimate him.

To this end, no one was ever allowed to eat alone, new
and old guests preferably mingling. Therefore, when
Bob Graham, freshly washed and shaved, entered the

dining room, he found himself conducted to a table

at which two others were already seated—and the

others were Mr. and Miss Rogers.

"Why this is a delightful surprise," he said as he

seated himself. "I was expecting to have to eat alone,

in state."

"Oh, Mrs. Swift would never allow that. She always

mixes the new and the old together at tables. If her

grouping isn't congenial—and she seldom makes a

mistake—you can get a transfer, but never a private

domain."

"I'm sure that I shan't bewail this arrangement—but

I'm afraid I'll bore you dreadfully."

"I'm sure you won't," said Air. Rogers. "Not if

you're anything like your father."

"When did you know father, Mr. Rogers?"

"Oh, a good while back, Mr. Graham—at the time

he was running for governor. I was interested in politics
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in a small way myself, then, and I saw a bit of him

—

though not as much as 1 would have wished—he was
an extremely fascinating conversationalist. I think I

even saw you once—^you were just a little boy, of course."

"I don't remember."

"Oh, you wouldn't' and I doubt if your father ever

thought of me after the campaign was over."

"I don't recall his ever having mentioned your name
—but he had so mvich to think of in those days. His

defeat was a great blow to him—he never forgave

Denning. You say you were in politics then, Mr.
Rogers. Did you ever happen to nnieet Denning?"

"No. He doesn't see many people. He's the last of

the old school politicians—sits back and takes no glory,

only money."
"I've come to the conclusion that such a being doesn't

exist."

"Don't fool yourself Mr. Graham," it was Kathie

who broke in. "I've been following your campaign my-
self, and while he hasn't shown his hand yet, he will.

You must watch out."

"Thanks for the warning. It's what everyone says."

"Everyone is right, then." She had been speaking

in a tense, earnest tone, now she became politely conver-

sational as she inquired about his wife and son, and the

general trend of the campaign. Over the dessert, she

apologized. "I'm afraid I've talked nothing but politics

when you were trying to get away from them. But
you see, I used to be interested in father—though he was

never successful—and it sort of grew on me. Now let's

forget itl What do you think of the orchestra? It's an

innovation here, but the younger people wanted to dance

after dinner, so the Swifts decided to have one this

summer."
It was undeniably good, and Graham's foot uncon-

sciously beat the time. "Great, isn't it?" he said. "I
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haven't danced for months, but I wonder—are we in-

cluded among the younger people?"

She hesitated a moment, then smiled at him. "T

shouldn't be surprised."

Mr. Rogers chuckled. "You must watch out, Mr.
Graham," he said, "or Kathie will have you running

around picking up my cane for her. You think it was

you who wanted to dance—but it wasn't,
—

"

"Father," she was blushing furiously, "that's not

fair.

"

"Weill well! Only Kathie always gets what she wants.

Watch out or she'll lead you into dangerous places.

Remember, I warn you." But his smile robbed his

words of their sharpness, and it was with a Ught heart

that Graham led Kathie to the veranda, where a dozen

couples were already dancing, and where the moon was

first beginning to show itself above the mountains

across the lake.

IV

Three weeks later, Graham smiled as he read Tom's

letter:

Dear Bob,

I'm sorry I had to leave town, as I see that you need

my gviiding hand. For heaven's sake, don't make a fool

of yourself at this stage of the game. As far as I can

make it out from your letters, you spent your week at

"VaUey View Farm" exclusively with a Miss Rogers,

dancing with a Miss Rogers, walking with a Miss Rogers,

riding with a Miss Rogers,—but why go on? Now
you're going back there this week-end and expect to

spend your future week-ends there, too. I don't care if

the woman is seventy, with cross-eyes, and bow legs.

She's a woman, and as such, fit subject for a Denning

scandal—in fact she's probably in his employ, you say

she's interested in politics.
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I'll be back Wednesday. For heaven's sake, be careful

until then.

Tom.

"What are you smiling at?" asked Kathie. "Is It a

letter from your wife?"

"No—^just from an old friend. A warning against

entangling alliances."

The smile on her lips faded away and she became
suddenly serious. "Do you know. Bob, I've meant to

say this for some time but just haven't had the courage

—I'm afraid we're seeing too much of each other. I

know it's foolish, but I've been brought up to fear

Denning. He's sort of my infantile bugaboo, and if for

any reason my friendship should be harmful to you

—

well, I'd never forgive myself. I honestly think you
oughtn't to come up again after this week-end."

Graham was just a bit offended, and sought to soothe

his wounded dignity by lapsing into what Kathie called

his soap-box manner.

"But, Kathie, why should I deprive myself of a pleas-

ant place to week-end, and a charming companion, just

because someone might try to miscontrue it. No one

could really misinterpret our relationship, or at least

they couldn't make the public believe it."

"Denning could."

"Oh, forget Denning. I say it's going to be a glorious

night tonight. Won't you drive over to 'The Three

Oaks'? I drove up from the city just so we could have

a car for such an occasion."

"Bob, you're hopeless—and after what I've just said.

I'm really serious. If you won't stay away, why I'll

have to go—and you wouldn't be that ungallant, would

you:

"Kathie! Why it's crazy to feel that way—but I

certainly appreciate your thoughtfulness of me—that's
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what makes it all the harder to give up our friendship.

However, I tell you what I'll do—if you come over to

'The Three Oaks' with me tonight, I'll stay away for

awhile."

"Won't you anyway?"
"No."
"Then I—I suppose I'll have to go. Now I've got to

run along to see father. He's simply furious because

he's been sick ever since your arrival—he liked you a

lot."

"I would have hked to have seen more of him, too.

Well, I hope he'll be up next time I come back."

"But remember, that won't be for a long time."

"All right, I promise. See you at dinner. We'd
better start right after if we're going to drive the long

way around by the Hudson."

The drive along the Hudson had been beautiful, the

dance glorious, but now Graham was cursing inwardly.

It was almost three, and he was trying vainly to awaken

a spark of life in the unresponsive motor. He was no
mechanician, but never before had he felt so helplessly

stupid. There was plenty of gas, the battery was all

right, but the motor just wouldn't go. For over half an

hour he had been poking and prying; after a final

desperate effort, he spoke to the girl on the front seat.

"It's no use, Kathie," he said. "I can't do a thing.

We can only wait for a car to come along and pick us up.

The trouble is that it may be morning before one comes

along this particular stretch of road. I guess I'd better

try to reach a phone—though I hate to leave you here.

We haven't passed a house in miles, so I'd better walk

ahead."

"There's not a house for five or six miles in that

direction—and even then there may be no phone. I
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know the district well, you see. It would be better to

wait and take a chance on somebody's coming along.

Besides, I'm a 'fraid cat and should hate to be left here

all alone."

"But if one shouldn't come?"
"Well, we'd have to stay here, that's all."

"Gee, but you're game, Kathie. Can you ever forgive

me for getting you into this scrape?"

"Easily, but I'm afraid you'll never forgive me

—

especially if Denning should ever find out about it. But
we can only hope that someone will come along."

"It couldn't have happened in a worse place."

JNo.

"Listen! Don't you hear a car coming?"

"I think I do—be careful you don't scare them away.

They may think you're a highwayman."

It was a car, and it stopped. What was more to the

point, the driver was a mechanician and soon had the

motor going again. As he took the tip Graham slipj)ed

into his palm, he grinned broadly, "Some girl you got,

mister, "he said. "Sorry I happened along after you'd

broken that connection back under the hood so carefully.

You must have some small foot to squeeze it in so you
could do it. And on such a lonely spot, too."

"But I didn't. It must have been a mistake."

"Couldn't be, mister. However," he winked broadly,

"a mistake it will be. I'm not too dumb. Good-bye."

When he climbed into the front seat, Graham noticed

that there was a fresh grease spot on Kathie's shoe.

"That was luck," she said, but somehow he did not

like the way she said it. Why was her father always

sick when he was around? W^hy—but he was becoming

unjustly suspicious. Hadn't she tried to keep him
away? Still if she had really wanted to . . .

They drove back in silence, and when they said good-

night, each felt that a veil had dropped between them.
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VI

When Graham arose after a restless night, the first

thing he noticed was a white square of paper lying on
the floor by his door. He opened it and read:

We will have to say good-bye definitely, but before

you go, I must see you alone for a few minutes—to tell

you something of really vital importance. I will be in

the summer house at the west point of the lake at eleven

this morning.

K.

What did she want now? Of course the whole thing

was an attempt to compromise him. Tom had been

right, and he wouldn't go. He would write her a note

—

no, that would be worse, something in writing. What
harm could come of seeing her in broad daylight? Why,
he might be misjudging her entirely. At eleven he was

at the summer house.

She was a few minutes late, and when she did arrive

his suspicions almost disappeared, she was so beautiful.

"Eob, " she said, "you're going to hate me just when
I need your help most. I've got to tell you something,

and you must promise to listen to it all before you say

anything."

"Of course. But I couldn't hate you, Kathie, and if

I can help you in any way—

"

"Better make no rash promises until you hear what I

bave to say. In the first place Denning is a myth so

far as his name is concerned—that is a sort of political

nom de plume—but the force you know as Denning

does exist, and in the person of my father. Remember
your promise." This as he started to speak. "He is

very cruel and unscrupulous and I am absolutely at

his mercy. He'd been planning to ruin you in some

way, and Providence played into his hands by sending
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you to the 'Valley View Farm'. He immediately laid

his plot and I was the center. It was up to me to

compromise you in some way. I refused. Then he grew

terrible. He has a hold over me—a hold I can't break.

He made me. Oh I'm good, Bob, honest to God, I'm

good. I didn't want to, but finally I promised I would

and last night up in the mountains, I deliberately stopped

the car. You can't imagine what it cost me—and then

I prayed and prayed a car would come along. Oh you
can't imagine. Bob, what a Hell my life has been!"

She was becoming hysterical. "You don't know what

it is to be in the power of a devil—a devii, I tell you.

Bob, he's not human. Bob, Bob, you've got to take

me away from him. There's no one else I can trust.

If I go back, he'll kill me—honest to God, he'll kill me
—oh, I shall die a natural death, but he'll have killed

me. He'll know that I've told you the truth, and he'll kill

me. Take me away. Bob, take me away. I can earn

my living typing or something. Just take me back to

the city with you tonight. I have enough money to get

started. Don't leave me here to be killed."

"But, Kathie, how can I? My reputation if you
should disappear with me?"

"Oh, your reputation! And I was ready to sacrifice

Tcvy life for you] Pardon me. Bob, I'm sorry. I don't

know what I'm saying. You're quite right of course,

you must not risk your reputation. I'll stay here. Bob,

and die—happy because you'll be saved, and I love you."

"Kathie."

"Oh, I am a fool! Forget me. Bob. Go away and for-

get me. Go ahead! Win! Beat him! Crush him!

If you should get the governorship, it would kill him!

Do it. Bob, do it! Kill the devil! Kill him! Kill him!

Kill him! Oh, Bob— " She sobbed wildly, and dropped

on the ground at his feet. "Oh, Bob,
—

"
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"Gather yourself together, Kathie. He can't kill

you.

"He can, oh yes, he can. You don't know him.

He's been in the game for sixty j^^ears, and he's never

lost a hand. Oh, it wouldn't hurt his reputation—I'd

die of some obscure disease. But I'd die. Oh, I shouldn't

have come here. I'm simply making us both wretched.

Good-bye, Bob, and please don't think too badly of me."
"Kathiel Wait!"

"Yes?"

"Pack what you need, and we'll drive down to the

city together tonight."

"No, Bob, I couldn't. Your reputation
—

"

"Damn my reputation! No one need ever know
anyway, and I'd never forgive myself if I left you here

and something did happen to you. Meet me at the

garage at eight o'clock—I'll say good-bye ostentatiously

at dinner."

"But. Bob—"
"You understand?"

"Yes, Bob, thank you. Oh, you're too decent, too

decent.

"

VII

That evening at nine they were well on their way.

It was beginning to rain and Graham had to keep his

eyes on the road. Kathie, too, was silent, though she

seemed more composed than she had been that morning.

It would be a stiff four-hour drive, and each of them,

realizing it, was trying not to think of the import of the

occasion. Darkness had settled over the district, and

lights were beginning to appear in the numerous cottages

that lined the road.

"We should make it by one, if nothing happens,"

said Graham, " and you can stay overnight with my
mother. I telephoned her—discreetly, of course. To-

morrow we'U see what you can do."
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"You shouldn't have gone to all that trouble. Bob,

I feel like a cad."

"You certainly have no reason to. Look at what
you did for me."

She was silent. The rain was descending in torrents,

and he had to drive so slowly that eleven o'clock found

them with sixty miles yet to go. They were in the wildest

district now, and a mountain thunderstorm added

to the havoc of the steady rain.

Suddenly something loomed up in the road ahead.

He slapped on the brakes and the car skidded to the

side of the road, avoiding a giant oak which had fallen

in its path.

"Lightning," said Graham shortly. "There's no
way to get around it here."

"Perhaps," suggested Kathie, "there's some other

road we could detour on. Of course with this mud it

•would be difficult, but I don't see what else we can do.

Look! There seems to be a house off there to the left.

Perhaps
—

"

"Sure enough! I'll go wake the people up, and see

what they can tell me . . . You wait here."

"No, I know it's silly, but I'm afraid to stay here

alone."

it s pouring.

1 don t care.

"All rightl We'll make a dash for the porch."

They tore through the long grass and arrived breath-

lessly on the roofed piazza. Graham beat violently on

the door, but there was no response.

"No one at home, I guess," he said.

"Perhaps you could get in a window and use the

telephone,

"

"Great ideal" The first he tried was locked, but the

second yielded and they entered.

"Damn," he said as he stumbled over a chair. "Wait
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where you are and I'll light a match." The flicker

revealed a large room, evidently in daily use.

"There's a candle on the shelf," said Kathie, and he

lit it. The storm was growing steadily worse, and the

whole house seemed to rock on its foundations.

Suddenly there was an unusually violent flash and crash.

"Bob," screamed Kathie, and flung herself into his

arms, her lips pressed on his.

Alnnost simultaneously there was a lesser flash and

report within the room itself. A man stood in the door-

way, and drew aside the curtain. Behind the curtain

was a camera, and behind the camera were several

other men. "Nice pose, Mr. Graham," said the man.

"Good work, Kathie!"

"You planned this?" Graham struggled to hold his

fury in check.

"Yes indeed, Mr. Graham—and admirably staged, I

may say. Kathie quite outdid herself this morning,

and the fallen tree—neat touch, even if my muscles

are sore from chopping." He rubbed his arm ruefully

as he added, "Ahl What a sensation the picture would

create in the Sunday papers!"

"You'll publish it?"

"Oh, dear no, Mr. Graham, that won't be necessary.

You'll withdraw from the gubernatorial race because of

•—your health, shall we say?"

Graham turned to the girl beside him.

"I'm sorry," she said. "Honestly, you know I quite

like you. Bob. You've been so darn decent all through,

but—well, politics are politics, and they were born and

bred in me. I almost gave up once or twice, but—I'm

my father's daughter. I doubt if we ever meet again.

Bob, but I shall always like you. Please try not to

think too harshJy of me. Won't you say good-bye? . . .

Well," as he was silent, "I don't know as I blame you,

but I'll say it anyway," and she left him standing there.

R. C. Bull.



The Sunset Sings Again

Builders, ye are dreaming.

As man has dreamed before,

Oj theflood oj tideless waters

That wash an unknown shore.

Ye hai'e broken, burned the temple

Of the gods who knew no wrong.

Ye have sold yourjate jorever.

And ye sold itjor a song.

There had passed unnumbered ages

Ere your little schemes were laid;

But the ages are but minutes

When the hands oj Time are stayed.

Take your thunder engines

And go hurl them in the sea.

Though your hands are boundjorever.

Set your soulsforever free.

Builders long before ye.

They had dreams as yours so fair;

And they wait ye 'mid the ruins

Of their castles in the air.

Bramwell Linn.
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An Open Letter to the College

Administration

"... The great problem then becomes not to find students Jor your

college, but tofi.nd rightjacuity. We grade students by what thejaculty

think oj them—why not rei'erse the process? Why not find out Jrom

the students which projessors they are getting the mojt Jrom, which

projesdors are a la'e inspiration? Why should an inefficient andfruit-

less instructor be allowed to remain year ajter year, paralyzing the woik

oJ a whole department? We gel rid of deadhead students—why not oJ

deadhead projessors? The latter do the college Jar more harm ..."

Christopher Jlorley, in 191}.

Sirs:

Having come upon the above while perusing an old

issue of The Haverfordian, I was at once struck with

its perfect adaptability (to the general situation at the

coUege which played a large part in forming Mr. Morley's

ideas) fourteen years after its writing. I asked myself

whether there was any reason to believe that the un-

fortunate condition there spoken of was, in 1927, any

less unfortunate—whether, in other words, the persons

in whose hands lies the jurisdiction over such matters,

had seen fit to take any action thereupon. After a care-

ful survey, sirs, I find that they have not.

The deadhead professors and the fruitless instructors

remain. The loudest complaints of the students are

seldom heeded, except in such cases as they happen to

coincide with the complaints of the faculty. I know of

a recent case in which a department of freshman English

was largely taken over, for a full year, by a perfect

numbskull whose knowledge of the subject he strove to

teach was considerably less than that possessed by the

majority of his pupils. The instances of his (sometimes

peculiarly amusing) ignorance were not few and far

between, but sufficiently numerous to banish all possible

doubt as to his incompetency. But for a year the
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foundations of the College's instruction in English

composition and public speaking were laid by him, for

several score of powerless unfortunates.

There are still instances of professors-who-remain-

because-of-venerableness. There are two main objec-

tions to these: In the first place, they are pretty generally

unwilling to alter the time-worn procedure of their

courses to harmonize with modern practice or recent

development. And in the second place, this standardiza-

tion of teaching is almost certain to be productive of a

standardization of studying—the one thing most objec-

tionable of all in a well-ordered educational establish-

ment. It is a real question whether the young professor

who is interested in his work in a flexible way is not

more valuable than the old and honored veteran who
works by the hard and fast rules of a quarter or a half

century ago. I wonder, sirs, if you cannot find examples

of the thing to which I refer, on your own faculty?

I understand that, at your college, there is a practice

of inexcusable unsoundness; a practice that can be

characterized as nothing so much as a breach of faith on

the part of those who employ it. I refer to the marking

of papers by others than those in charge of particular

courses. Nothing could conceivably be more destructive

to the desired relationship between professor and

student than this is. In a lecture course, none but the

lecturer can be really sure of what he has said and so

none but he can be competent to understand the meaning

derived therefrom by his hearers, as a group and indi-

vidually. In conference courses, none but the man in

charge of the conference can be quaHfied to judge how
well the facts of discussion have been pondered and as-

similated. In recitation courses a similar condition

gives the instructor sole and peculiar power to determine

particular abilities and endeavors. In view of which

facts, it seems a bit odd that a college which pretends to
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be progressive should tolerate any such thing. Themes*

theses and examination papers are supposed to be the

products of careful thought,—frequently tiresome and

laborious thought. Through them, a student attempts

to put himself before his professor, and not before some
complete outsider whose only means of grading is a

theoretical and impersonal one. Might not this be

taken as a fairly accurate indication of those men who
are not really concerned with the welfare of their classes

—the deadheads?

I realize, sirs, that your position is a difficult one.

There is no professor entirely free of student enemies.

But might it not be well to take recognition of the fact

that some professors are generally respected while some
are generally considered as jokes? And, having recog-

nized that, might it not be logical to take some significant

action? Your faculty, sirs, is comparatively excellent

but quite strewn with flaws that can and should be

corrected. I firmly believe that the undergraduate body
is the most accurate possible indicator of these flaws.

Unsigned.

(Editor's Note: This letter lias been publuhed because we heartily

concur with the opinions expressed therein, because oj the precedent

setjor us by a well-known contemporary, and because we are very eager

to find out If any oj those to whom it is addressed willfind it worth his

while to reply. Such a reply should be addressed to the Editor oj the

Haverfordian; we would be glad to publish it in the first issue next

year provided, we hasten to add, that it comes up to our own literary

standard.)



EDITORIAL

There are still, we feel, a great many people who
confuse the purpose of this magazine. It is, and will

continue to be, frankly literary, with no other motive.

To assign ourselves any high altruistic aim, such as

the furtherance of an appreciation of good literature

among the undergraduates, would be ridiculous. We do

claim to foster the spirit of belies-lettres, but even this is

confessedly secondary, and must of necessity be so.

Our single objective is the maintenance of an inlet for

the creative literary effort of those connected with

Haverford College. We endeavor to keep the standard

of this inlet as high as possible; and we are but little

concerned over how good an outlet we prove to be. If

we can crystallize the expression of intelligent thought,

the manner in which it is received is of relatively small

moment. We do our best to be unostentatiously intel-

lectual and we can, therefore, never be exactly popular.

But we can be, and we shall try to be satisfactory to a

group whose silent approval we value highly.
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THE ARROW
Our noble alumnus breaks forth with a short, tart

book of no importance and of great charm. As in

Kathleen, that early little gem, his mind runs (quite

explicably) to the meanderrngs of a young Rhodes
Scholar. This one meanders, again, with a young lady,

but he does it oh so differently! An airy perfection of

romance engineered in delightfully impossible manner,

and that is all. One feels that Mr. Morley is consciously

letting his imagination get the better of him for the first

time since Thunder on the Lejt, two years ago. And when
I say consciously, I do not mean self-consciously, because

that would be far, far from the truth.

Nothing could be more typical of the book, or its

author, than: "The phonograph wenches, regardless

of a whole continent of irregular verbs waiting for them,

packed the French grammars they had never opened

during the voyage, and unaware of plagiarism, made the

customary ;okes about the Scilly Islands." This,

indeed, is not brain food, but it is very fine appetizer

—

and just enough of it to appetize without sating. It's

worth an hour of anybody's time; and for the person or

two who are unacquainted with the work of a finely-

tempered American humorist, there could be no better

introduction than The Arrow.

There are, really, no two ways about it—one is either

of the opinion that Morely is senseless, or of the opinion

that he is grand. Leaving alma mater quite aside, I am
of the latter. J. R.

{The Arrow,

Page and Co.)

by Christopher Morley. Doubleday
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REVOLT IN THE DESERT
When the war is over, then comes the time to tell the

stories. Historian, professor, statesman, and novelist,

present the world with their versions and ask attention

and applause. You are introduced to facts before un-

known, theories of responsibility, apologiae, and imagi-

native pictures; and to personalities. Every voice is

heard. In the enormous collection of words there is

now and then the sudden flash of revelation and dis-

covery.

In 1927 appeared in this company a new name and a

new document; a little tardy and brought forward with

gestures of modesty and indifference. Re^oli in the

Desert was written by T. E. Lawrence for his friends;

and in its popular edition, shortened by a half, it will

bring in expenses and fees for the artists who illustrated

the large edition, not profits for the author. He is off

again on his anonymous way, as you are told, a private

in the British Tank Corps of India, leaving his account

of the Arab revolt with British support against the

Turks in 1917.

"When at last we anchored in Jeddah's harbour, off

the white town hung between the blazing sky and

its reflection in the mirage which swept and rolled over

the wide lagoon, then the heat of Arabia came out like a

drawn sword and struck us speechless."—^So the book

begins with Lawrence's arrival and meeting with AbduUa,

son of the Sherif of Mecca. It ends with the setting up

of a government by British and Arabs in Damascus, the

achievement of months of scheming, delicate Arabian

diplomacy, fighting and movement over the vast bitter

desert, and the subtle unofficial leadership of a member
of the Intelligence Service, a subaltern-archaeologist of

twenty-eight, already rejected as unfit for military ser-

vice. Lawrence had a wide precise knowledge of the

Near East and its peoples from long wanderings there
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while he was still an undergraduate at Oxford; he carried

the approval and help of Sir Henry McAlahon, British

representative in Egypt; but he had the task of inspiring

and organizing the Arab tribes scattered over the

desert, of planning a military campaign without ade-

quate material, of riding over the desert and beating the

Turk out of his strongholds, and then of holding his

victory. Revolt In the Desert is his story.

The book is therefore not only a piece of history,

another part of the w hole composition which we are just

beginning to see. It is the history least familiar to us,

who know of the Eastern campaign little except Gallipoli.

It is the companion of Dough ty's Arabia Deserta and the

pages of Sir Richard Burton, on the shelf of Eastern

masterpieces. Great adventure and a marvelous scene

are in it, and a great leader.

To read it is an adventure.

M. B. L.

{Rei'olt in the Desert, by T. E. Lawrence. Doran.)

THE KING'S HENCHMAN
Intended primarily as the libretto of an opera. The

Kind's Henchman is in itself perhaps the greatest lyric

drama that this age has produced. Miss Millay has

accomplished the apparently impossible task of writing

a play of heroic action and primitive emotion in verse

which is never stilted; and of reconciling the language

of the Elizabethans to modern treatment.

The story is a simple one. King Eadgar sends his

henchman, Aethelwold, to investigate the charms of the

Lady Alfrida, prospective queen. On the journey,

Aethelwold falls asleep in a wood where he is discovered

by Alfrida. They fall in love, and when the henchman
discovers Alfrida's identity, he sends word to the king

that the prospective queen is unworthy. Aethelwold
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and Alfrlda marry, but when Eadgar comes to pay

them a visit the truth comes to Kght. Alfrida despises

her husband for having robbed her of a queendom,

and in a frenzy of remorse Aethelwold kills himself

before his wife and his master.

The first act is apt to prove disappointing to one who
has long admired Miss Millay's work. It cleverly

catches the heroic spirit, but is both confused and dull.

On the other hand, the second, given over almost entirely

to the lovers, reaches and sustains a height of pure

lyricism seldom equalled. Miss Millay, preserving her

customary grace and simplicity of diction, adds an

unwonted dignity to her treatment. The following

selection from Alfrida's speech on discovering the

sleeping Aethelwold illustrates the spirit of the scene:

' Alazed in drowsy sleep he lies,

The small and childish locks about his brow

Bright in the moon, and crimped by the wet wind.

Beware! Beware!

No moonlifjhl, but the wanton crajt oj witches

Hath wrought him!

Ah, that black evil hath might to build so fair!

My heart hath seen him, too.

Oh, heart, be wise!

Else mayst thou love Jorever in hunger and lean

Qolden husk!"

The third act combines the heroic mood of the first

act with the lyric mood of the second. It is told with

admirable restraint, and the closing scene is one of rare

power and beauty.

The King's Henchman should give joy to all those

who deplore the decay of the drama in verse, for it is

not only fine poetry, but also a highly effective and

admirably conceived play. R. C. B.

{The King's Henchman, by Edna St. Vincent Millay.

Harper and Brothers.)
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MARCHING ON
It is only fitting that the author oi Drums should have

turned from the Revolution to the Civil War period for

his latest novel. In Marching On, is combined with the

utmost dexterity the two essentials of a pleasing

semi-historical work. The background is laid, in book
one, with a calm and unhurried descriptive power that

is peculiarly Mr. Boyd's. His treatment of the love of

James Fraser, the poor descendant of a still-proud

family, for a rich planter's daughter, leaves scarcely

anything to be desired. The characterization is never

forced, but it succeeds in being uniformly convincing

from beginning to end.

The brakeman's advice to James, at the end of the

first book, will serve as well as anything to demonstrate

the casualness with which the atmosphere is given:

"And in them caws, don't set neah the stove. That's

wher' the passengehs gets burned up in a wreck. And
if you feel her leave the track, get undeh the seat and

stay ther' till she stops rollin', then kick the window

out and watch fo' jagged glass." And, when James

inquires if they have many wrecks,
—

"Wreckingest

road in the Union" says the brakeman with pride.

The actual war story, is done with the same

nice restraint that was used in Drums; situations

may be thrilling, but the thud of marching feet never

gets on the nerves, and the bloodshed is never overdone.

Mr. Boyd has qualified as a novelist of real importance

because of his ability to catch an historical spirit and

incorporate it well in his theme.

J. R.

{Marching On, by James Boyd. Scribner's.)
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THE PLUTOCRAT
Mr. Tarkington throws a wealthy mid-western one

hundred per-center and an ultra-sophisticated New York
playwright together and amuses himself by watching

the gradual reconciliation of the latter to the former.

"The execrable Tinker" leaves a triumphal trail of

currency behind him in the course of a tour through

Africa, and we are led to beHeve that his plutocracy

must be secure for all parts of the world solely because

of that currency. Mme. Moromo and Olivia Tinker

subsequently, and in quite different ways, enchant the

susceptible Ogle; the transition from the one passion to

the other is the foundation of the book's plot, and it is a

well laid foundation. Sometimes (as when Tinker

inquires of "Mrs. Mummero", "Widow, I expect?",

and again when he slaps her roundly upon the back in

an attitude of good fellowship) one is tempted to ask

himself if the whole business isn't, after all, a bit over-

drawn; but most of the time it is convincingly accurate

—or at least, convincingly what one supposes would be

accurate under the circumstances. It is remarkable the

way the sympathies of a person who is neither an Ogle

nor a Tinker sway back and forth between the two from

beginning to end. Libby, who is perhaps the most

sympathetic character, is not a bit better depicted than

is her mother, who is surely the least sympathetic—in

other words, the author has played no favorites. And
that is what makes The Plutocrat an extraordinary work.

Each character preserves his own personality with a

deadly persistency through all of the odd situations into

which he is brought; the scene is laid arbitrarily and

often artificially, but there is never any artificial action

when the actors arrive there. "Yes," Mr. Tarkington

seems to say, "money is assuredly king." And then he

adds "But why not?" And his latest contribution

to his remarkable gallery of contemporary American
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portraiture is, in reality, nothing but a succession of

echoes, "Why not? why not? ..."

J. R.

(The Plutocrat, by Booth Tarkington. Doubleday
Page and Co.)

ELMER GANTRY

The latest thing by the young—shall we say rejecter

of the Pulitzer Prize?—is either his best or his worst,

according to the side you're on,—Boston, or the rest of

the world. It is really worth reading, no matter where

you stand. If you are one to devour Americana with

greedy eyes, you will probably shout with glee at such

passages as:

"The wall behind them was thick with diagrams,

rather like anatomical charts, showing . . . the illustrated

progress of a pilgrim from Unclean Speech through

Cigarette Smoking and Beer Saloons to a lively situation

in which he beat his wife, who seemed to dislike it . .
."

and:

"And some day—Elmer with a famous church . . .

married to a dear pious little woman with half a dozen

children ..."

If, however, you thought the Dayton trial an immense

success, you will probably enjoy rising at intervals of six

minutes and hurling Mr. Lewis, personified by his book,

against the wall. For those who don't care much any-

way, it is the story of a brutal, sensual, and vulgar young

man who falls into the Church and shouts and tramples

his way to the top. He is anything but a decent respect-

able person, but sometimes you like him for it. The
book has one distinct fault—length; but ifyou are enough

of a Mencken-maniac that won't bother you.

F. C. E. J.

{Elmer Gantry, by Sinclair Lewis. Harcourt, Brace.)
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THE FIELD OF MUSTARD
It is seldom that a group of short stories shows as much

versatiUty as does The Field of JIustard. Reahsm
jostles idealism. Humor and pathos mingle with a

touch almost Barriesque. Only the style is uniform—

a

simple, smooth style with more than a touch of mellow^-

ness, and plenty of the spice of shrewd humor. The
opening lines of the title story are as typical as any:

"On a windy afternoon in November they were

gathering kindling in the Black Wood, Dinah Lock,

Amy Hardwich, and Rose Olliver, three sere disvirgined

women from Pollock's Cross. Mrs. Lock wore clothes of

dull butcher's blue, with a short jacket that affirmed her

plumpness, but Rose and Amy had on long gray ulsters.

All of them were about forty years old, and the wind

and twigs had twisted their gaunt locks, for none had a

hat upon her head."

Perhaps the best of the stories is Fifty Pounds, a

rather heartless exposure of human selfishness. Philip

and his mistress, Lally, love each other deeply and

sincerely, but are so poor that Lally feels it is best for

her to go back to her relatives. Philip disagrees, and

is hurt when Lally is firm in her resolve to thus cut his

expenses. Then Lally receives a tiny inheritance. She

wants it to be Philip's so she can stay with him, but she

feels it will save his pride more if he receives it as an

anonymous gift. She sends it to him by messenger,

then returns to him, eagerly expecting him to break the

good news. But he is silent—perhaps he is waiting to

tell her tomorrow. Tomorrow comes and Philip still is

silent. Silently he puts her on her train and lets her go

unknowing.

For second choice there are The Two Wretches, a spark-

ling comedy of marital relations, or Oli^-'e and Camilia, a

more pretentious study of the devastating effects of

jealousy upon the friendship of two disappointed spinsters.
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It is a vigorous volume cut with clear, definite

strokes. Above all it has that rare quality—whimsy.

This is not to be confused with fantasy; Mr. Coppard

does not see life from a distorted angle, he merely reaches

crooked corners that other authors overlook.

R a B.

{The Field oj Mustard, by A. E. Coppard. Alfred A.

Knopf.)

YOUNG MEN IN LOVE

Even more than before, the adroit Mr. Arlen employs

that convenient compromise between sentimentality and

cynicism that makes books best sellers. Perhaps it is

because a little of Arlen seems to go a long way and

perhaps it is the fact that a constant use of epigrammat-

ical form will easily get on one's nerves, that makes us

predict an appeal definitely less than that enjoyed by
The Green Hat and These Charming People. Also, the

author's mannerisms have now become a bit less con-

spicuous than before. There is a notable decription

of the eyes of the heroine, Venetia. One Mill like it if

one is fond of startling simile, and (we suppose), if one

is not fond of that sort of thing, it will be unbearable:

"... like the birth of Plato, the defeat of Attila, the

coronation of Queen Victoria, and Alice in Wonderland
..." As for the lady herself, she is the typica) Arlen

heroine. And (also, as usual) the men are uniformly

unpleasant and unattractive. If one is not already

acquainted with this somewhat enigmatical writer.

Young Men in Love would be a poor novel with which to

begin one's education along that fine.

F. R.

{Young Men in Love, by Michael Arlen. Geo. H.

Doran and Co.)
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Sonnet for a Young Man

This plan is wrong. We lose our heritage

In hoarding facts andJarthings to bestow

Upon an unappreciative old age;

We take our bounty lightly, jor I know

These slim-limbed days oj grace were never

meant

To be denied—they are not granted twice;

The interlude oj lije is quickly spent

And promises oj God do not suffice.

You talk oj "jruits oj labor" and you say

That happiness must come to those who bide

Their time;you say thatpatience always

pays . . .

It may be so, but I cannot obey.

Because I know I shan't be satisjied

By dim tomorrows bought with sure todays.

J. R.
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"A number offine dragons

flylnq about over the

roojs and towers ..."
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The Tale of Prester John

KNOW you, my son, that in the East there relgneth

a monarch than whom there is none more
mighty under firmament, save beUke the great

Chan of Cathay. So good and pious a Christian is he,

that he taketh not the title of emperor, but rather that

of priest, for he is called Prester Jolin. Of the progeny

of the Magi is he, and so great is the wealth that God
hath conferred upon him that he beareth a royal sceptre

of pure emerald and weareth raiment of the seven colours

of Paradise, besprinkled with jewels. For in this land

all manner of gems as well as of magical herbs are more
plentiful than hereabouts, so that witchery and strange

wonders are the more often wrought; and yet there is

little deviltry in this, for it is said that there be an herb,

growing hither and yon like a Aveed, the which may be

used to the destruction of impure spirits. Of such holi-

ness is this King, that he goeth often to Heaven to

counsel with the elect upon matters of state; and so

vaHant is he, that men tell of how he hath gone down
through the great black hole that leadeth into Hell,

and there of his harrying all devildom in a most riotous

manner, until he did meet with Master Beelzebub him-

self, whom he did soundly belabor with his sword, and

whose great castle he did bring down a-rattling about

their ears with one knock of the foot.

The palace of Prester John is broader than a city and

its towers are taller than the stars, and this is a true

thing, well known to many learned men. It is daintily

worked, of many marbles and of glass, with beautiful

pictures and cunning sculptures, curiously wrought;

it is furnished with gold and silver, and therein are to be

found diamonds, rubies, alabraundines, chrysohte, pery-

doz and all precious stones. And there be many black
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ethlopes, nobly bedight, to wait upon the pleasure of the

knights and ladies therein. Roundabout there standeth

a great wall, with tall gates of sardonyx inlaid in holy

characters with the ivory of the horned serpent, so that

no manner of evil may pass through them. There is but

one road by which an impious thing may enter, to wit,

through the air, and ere I go any farther I shall tell you
a Kttle tale of how this was once attempted and of what
befell.

There one time lived among the heathen a god whom
they called by the name of Apollo. This god by some
oversight survived the coming of Our Lord, and wandered

up and down the earth, committing deviltry upon all

honest folk. Bye and bye, he came to the castle of

Prester John. But when he knocked at the door, calling

out loudly for to be admitted, he did so scorch and

blacken his knuckles on the holy sardonyx, that it was

plain enough that he would never get through at that

way. Then he laid him down in the dirt and made
great dole, for there is nothing more miserable among
devils than to be baffled in any deed of wickedness.

Anon, as he lay upon his back among the toads and

vermin of the dust, and when the tears had dried away
from his eyes, then he did look up into the sky and there

behold a number of fine dragons flying about over the

roofs and towers of Prester John.

"Susej sunlmod," quoth he, which is the beginning of

a very black and unhallowed spell, the which no honest

man dareth to repeat. In a twinkling, there was a great

fiery dragon at his side, with broad black wings Hke a

bat, ready to do his bidding. He lay down upon the

back of the dragon so that no man below might see, and

then away they flew, to seek an entrance into the great

castle.

Now it so befell that at this time Prester John and his

court were passing away the merry hours over their
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wine; for know, that in this house no man ever felt

hunger or thirst unless meat or drink were set before him,

and then he could eat and drink as much as he pleased

without overtaxing the organs of the body. They sat

in a great hall lighted by tall windows whereon the life

of Our Saviour was pictured in many colours, at a long

table covered with fine white linen, and with great golden

bowls filled always to the brim with laughing wine. They
shook their goblets in the air and sang loud songs of

praise, the while a company of musicians did make joyous

music with frestels, drums and clarions, with citterns,

psalteries and rebecs, with clashing cymbals of silver,

and a great, twisted horn of brass, whose very wind did

make the sparkling wine to dance, and shook the windows

of coloured glass, so that the lights therefrom did quiver

pleasantly upon that merry throng.

Now had not this same Apollo been a very potent

doer of mischief in his day, methinketh he would never

have entered unscathed into the palace of Prester John.

Nevertheless, he succeeded in his design, coming into

the room where the gentlemen of the court were making

merry in the guise of a fair youth.

"This is a goodly sight," said he to himself, "and

before I do aught else, I shall drink me but one lustrous

draught."

Now it should be known that this wine, which was so

beautiful and pleasing to the taste, is sent yearly to

Prester John on the joyous feast of the Nativity, from no

other place than Paradise, the source of all good things.

Therefore, when this demon Apollo did drink of it,

he received not the pleasing exhilaration which he

expected; nay, rather it did work his destruction, for he

forthwith melted away into a cloud of black smoke, and

there was an end to him. None of the knights and

barons of the court heard the death-cry which he uttered,

because of the loud music, and none saw the black vapour.
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for it was very soon wafted away by the wind from the

great twisted horn of brass.

Thus it may be seen for the edification of all people,

how no evil thing may endure in the presence of purity

and holiness.

Now I shall tell you of that one great endeavor in

which Prester John was baffled, by the will of God.

This is ofhow he failed to come to the aid of the crusaders,

although they finally won the holy sepulchre of them-

selves. When he arose one morning frorai his couch of

sapphire, which keepeth in purity the virtue of whosover

heth upon it, and when he had been dressed by the noble

lords of his chamber, he stood before the enchanted

mirror which revealeth all plots and naughty contri-

vances whatever in the realm of India. There he saw

that the province ofEcbatana was in rebelhon against him.

Then he called together his armies, from East and

West, and from North and South, and all his great peers

and mighty captains for to lead the hosts, and he himself

rode at their head, through the gates of sardonyx, west-

ward, toward Ecbatana. All the knights were nobly

crested and wore armour of silver and gold and their

steeds likewise, while the footmen wore gambesons of

white velvet; and there was a host of noble elephants,

draped in purple, and carrying towers filled with armed
men; and there were loud-beating drums and fierce

trumpets sounding the war calls; and there were many
rich banners and gonfalons, but before all the host were

borne three golden crosses, set with crystal, beryl and iris.

On the plains of Ecbatana, they came upon the enemy,

and so great were the two armies that they covered the

land as far as one could see in any direction whatever.

So eager was each to have at the other, that they were

closed in terrible combat before anyone could tell who
had struck the first blow. Never since that time when
Joshua gave battle to the five kings of the Amonites,
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had there been such a head-breaking, hmb-lopping

affray as this, or such furious valour shown. Three

days and three nights they fought, and all the day the

sun beat down upon the warriors, so that the sweat did

pour boiling from their bodies as they fought, and those

who fell wounded did drown beneath the waves of blood,

and the ground trembled under the fierce blows that

were struck, and the sky shook with their wild war cries,

and the trumpets and the drums and the roaring of the

elephants. Nor ceased they to wage battle in the dark-

ness of the night, when the silent stars gazed down upon
the scene of fury, and glistened on the flowing lake of

blood, and on the armour of the warriors, and on the

swaying banners of the host.

Know, that when on the third day of fighting, God
gave the victory to the chivalry of Prester John, he

then bethought him that he would march towards

Jerusalem and enter therein with the crusading armies

from the West. But God did not desire that his triumph

should proceed so far, for when they came to the river

Tigris, they found it so swollen that there was no means

of crossing. Therefore they encamped by the side of it

and there remained for three years, hoping in the summer
that it would dry up, and in the winter that it would

freeze, but all without avail.

And herein may be found a lesson for all such ignorant

and wilful youths that ye content yourselves with so

much as God wills, nor seek to serve him over-well, or in

any extravagant way, for that is a sorry business when
a man hath bitten away more than he can chew. Be
ye not as the false god Apollo and wantonly play bawdry

and merry riot on fast days or in the presence of holy

things. Be ye not as this great monarch of old time and

seek overzealously to squeeze more virtue from thy

piety than the good Lord chooseth to accord. And
heaven be with you, my son, and pardon you your sins.

C. C. Sellers



Auslander

Yes, we've come about twelve kilonulers, but we've that many more

to go

{We will or we won't—It really doesn't matter much to me),

A good snug pack and a long strange road with trees in an even row.

(Snug so snug, and long so long and me with a heart that'sJree!)

We're getting tanned in the sun down here, but that peak's

half white with snow

{Funny, too, jor the mountain top's much nearer the sun than we).

High Bavarian Alps and each with its small blue lake below.

(High, so high, and blue so blue, all shining there Jor mel)

What's the German Jor "vin ordinaire"? Yes, that's the thing

I mean

(Moselle and Main, Necker and Rhine—they're equally good,

you know.)

AgoodJull glass oj a clear while wine with puffs oj a pipe between.

(Full soJull and clear so clear, and me to sip it slowl)
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Such Stuff

^ ^^^ TE ARE such stuff as dreams are made on,

"

^J^ wrote Shakespeare, "and our little life is

rounded with a sleep." Then, like dawn
in the motion pictures,—came psychology. To look

at poetry through the eyes of a psychologist is dangerous.

It is very similar to looking at gunpowder through the

eyes of a Bolshevik; or looking at a Bolshevik through

the eyes of an Englishman. But we have put the Bard's

plays into modern dress and we might as well do the

same with his dreams,—even if it again makes the modern
dress appear rather foolish.

That sleep with which our little life is rounded has

long been meat for scoffers at immortality. Apparently

Shakespeare's idea was that in this eternal sleep of ours,

some of us had been careless enough to lie on our backs,

and so were seeing visions until we should turn over and

settle down again to the business of sleeping. There are

endless possibilities in this theory. Of course it is a fine

excuse for wine, women, song, and sin. He would be a

blithering idiot who did not try to stuff his pockets with

the pirate gold that glittered before him even knowing,

as we always do, that it is going to vanish with the

alarm clock.

Then too, there wouldn't be much point in voting,

or joining the Red Cross, or being kind to dumb animals.

Suicide would be as common as nightmares. And
murder,—well, we have always put those who wake you
up out of delicious Arabian Night-Decameron adventures

in the murderer class, anyway. It would be a very ^oUy,

careless sort of existence with every man for himself

and no devil to take the hindmost.

But all this is not psychology. It is nonsense, which

is just a Httle different. If we are such stuff as dreams
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are made on, the important question is what are dreams

made on, and not what would they be like if they were.

Dreams, we are told, represent suppressed desires, or

complexes, or fancies built on our last waking thoughts.

There are always men who can Interpret dreams,

—

who can tell you that because you dreamt you sailed

with Drake on the Golden Hynde you are going to

marry a rich blonde with no sense of humor; or that

your nightmare of slaving In a coal mine Indicates a dark

secret or crime in your past life. Sometimes they

prophesy the future and sometimes they reveal what has

gone before, these priers Into other people's dreams.

But always they connect their wise conclusions with

something outside,—the life or the thoughts or the

desires of their helpless victim. Never do they or can

they Interpret the dream per se or give it an intrinsic

significance.

The appHcation of this to Shakespeare's claim is

obvious. If dreams, according to all the psychologists,

are merely mental reflections of our larger hves, then

our lives, dreams in themselves, are but . . . score

one for the Immortallsts. If we could not dream,

had we not Hved, then we could not Hve, had we not

. score two for the ImmortaHsts. The No-Heaven
eleven ruled out Wordsworth, Tennyson, and Browning

as being too prejudiced to act as referees. They Insisted

on Billy Shakespeare, best of them all, and here they

are being beaten on their home field. It Is disconcerting.

Plainly, however. It is Inevitable. Dreams are flimsy

enough things, but you can't even hang out silk under-

wear without something to hang It on. Our Hves may
be equally unsubstantial, but they can't be altogether

detached either. And unsubstantial compared to what?

Gossamer would be Bessemer If the world were frail

enough. If our hves are shallow there must be something

deeper.
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Moreover, the sleep that rounds our httle hves may
be only an insulation, a protective covering which

guards its wires from weakening contact with exterior

things. In monks and philosophers that insulation

seems to have worn dangerously thin. They are too

much occupied with the realms beyond their own petty

scope to give any real strength to the world in which

they hve. They want insulation, not isolation, as they

seem to think. But again,—the sleep that rounds our

little hves is a pleasant thing to consider,—a good

healthy snooze before we wake up in eternity. It makes

it rather nicer than to be tumbled, bleary-eyed and

confused, straight into the Elysian Fields or the Happy
Hunting Grounds or what you will.

Drawing conclusions about life from Shakespeare's

poetry is as futile as trying to run in a nightmare. He
knew no more about immortaHty than you or I, even

though he could express what he didn't know much
more beautifully and eloquently than can you or I.

And we can only hope that in our previous lives we have

gone easy on the mince pie and plum pudding, if "we
are such stuff as dreams are made on."

/. M. P.

WITH A SLIGHT SMILE

"Yes, I'llJorget, tomorrow, dear

And you IIjorget, today . . ."

{I say it doesn't matter, and
I hide my little sorrow);

But I know, well as you do

That I'm only right half-way—
you IIJorget, today, dear

And r II still care, tomorrow!



To a Contemporary Prophet

Thou art so strange, my friend,

For temples only know thee

As 'tisfit they should:

And yet there comes an end

When wonder turns that good,

And seems to set theejree.

'Tls then thou art so strange.

And him I knew seems dead,

Unreal, and sadly wrought.

I wonder is this change

In thee so dearly bought;

Or is that other bred?

Art thou then oj the Jew
Who dare to weigh their dream,

And match it with their life?

Jriend, the term oJ strije

Shall crush the thing we seem;

And some day I'll see thee true.

Bramwell Linn
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The Thing to Do

THE educational and cultural purposes are rather

definitely in the background in our age. That is,

of course, speaking of the great majority of cases.

It has become the thing to do, or rather the thing without

having done which one cannot very successfully carry on

one's end of a tea-table babble during the winter months.

Which, of course, is very important to those who keep

Cook's going. Let us survey the unhappy business

somewhat disconnectedly.

The steamer. George doesn't much care which one,

except for a hazy sort of an aversion to the Leviathan.

It hasn't all the comforts of the foreign boats, he has

heard, and his point, from his point of view, is well taken.

Mrs. George, who does not quite understand, will later

have reason to wish that they had decided differently.

("Mortified? My dear . . .")

The terror of mat-de-mer looms large, and the factories

that make the remedies do very well. In spite of which

George Jr., who is the only one to spurn the drugs, turns
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out to be, also, the only one who remains well and

happy, and in a shuffle-board humor. About the second

day out, the dining room is nearly empty and the

gentleman who is so very green about the gills staggers

bravely down to announce to the steward that he's still

feeling "Just fine, just fine" (and proceeds to nibble a

dry roll).

All seem to survive, however, in spite of Neptune's

valiant efforts to clean house, and the thing gets in full

swing before the half-way mark is passed. Now the

boys from the Hackensack Kiwanis have decided to put

aside base prejudice and have invited the Terre Haute

Rotarians into their httle poker game. And the ladies

in the deck chairs are becoming accustomed to the way
the horizon goes up and down in spite of how still they

sit. And so to Europe.

For the following, I can absolutely vouch: When in-

spection was going on in the shed at Plymouth, a dazed

emigrant from the home of the brave came up to a man
standing next to me and inquired, "Do we all have to

get on trains and go somewheres?" That this is extreme

there can be no denying; but that it is unique is strenu-

ously deniable. One need never fear for the safety of

such as he, for he need only follow the crowd to wherever

it is that the man in the uniform takes them, and he will

have done his Europe.

Our George will soon learn that the only accurate way
of distinguishing a foreigner from a compatriot (they will

probably be in equal numbers along his route) is by the

length of his trousers. He will also soon learn that he

must decide between the railroad carriages numbered
"1" and those numbered "3", and in any case he will not

fail to remark that this system of dividing into compart-

ments is queer and undemocratic.

In England it will probably be pointed out that the

people move much too slowly to ever get anything done.
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and that that Is the reason why London's skyline is so

inferior to the pride of New York. All through this

backward island the dearth of modern improvements

will ehcit as much joy because of the opportunity of

critical comparison as it will cause sorrow for the incon-

venience suffered

.

"Shakespeare's house" will be endured and Warwick
will be dashed through and Kenilworth will get the once

over, and the motherland will be quite adequately taken

care of. The ale was good, but we did have to get on to

Paris, you know.

Here in Paris George Is really In his element. The only

thought that had bothered him at all bothers him no

longer after his first timid query (in Americo-French) Is

quickly answered (In Franco-EngHsh). Harry's New
York Bar and the Folies Bergere are not missed by
any self-respecting gentleman—In fact there Is a case

on record of an American who visited each place twice

in a two-week sojourn.

The Eiffel Tower is undoubtedly quite a structure and

too much credit cannot be given to those frogs who put

it up. (And the Brooklyn Bridge and the Woolworth
Building somehow don't seem to be able to keep them-

selves out of the conversation at this point.)

Comments on the Rue de la Paix-as-you-enter are

hardly necessary. It is still one of the world's major

wonders, nevertheless, that a man who is known at

home for his hard-headed business astuteness will think

nothing of giving a perfectly fabulous sum for a bauble

worth something less than one-quarter of that amount
while under the spell of this swindlers' row.

I have been told that the record for doing the Louvre

was broken again this summer, by an American, who
claims a mark of four minutes and thirty-three seconds;

his disqualification seems Hkely, however, as he is said

to have used spiked shoes. ("And-on-the-left-we-have-
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the-Mona-Lisa-one-of-the-finest-pictures-ever-painted

notice-the-bewitching-smile-that-plays-about-the-face-of-

the-subject-and-on-the-right-we-have . . .")

Paris is really made safe for true American pride by a

brilliantly accurate observation made recently by a con-

temporary: That one could see more good-looking girls

in the American Express Company in five minutes than

could be found in all the rest of Paris in a week. Which
does help.

The recital is infinite. Of the Pennsylvania collegian

who, when requested to put on the usual felt sKppers to

walk over the fine floors of an old German castle, replied

"I've walked on better damn floors than these with me
street shoes on." Of the tourist who, when asked by her

companion whether they were in Rome or Venice at the

time, is reported as having said, "Let's see—this is

Thursday, isn't it? We're in Naples, then." And finally

of the returning pilgrim who looked toward New York
harbor with a sad and bleary eye and observed, "Liberty,

you're only a statue now."

What difference? George and family got what they

went for, and if they had gotten anything else they would

have been unstimulated and unsatisfied. Let the rest

of us, who want and try to get something else, while in

Europe, do so in silence. Ours to realize, and to find

disgusting or amusing or pathetic, if we choose, but never

ours to try to reform. The culture, or whatever you
want to call it, can never be reduced to schedule and

there is no reason to hope that it could be.

John Roedelhelm
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X

A Elysse

Soui'eni,

Doucement,

Tout en revant

Tu me parals belle comme
L'amour meme.

Charmante—
Charmante,

Chhre petite enjante,

Elysse, tu ne sals pas

Queje t'aime.

Tellement,

Tellement,

Toujours vralmentl

Que Je Jusse purjamais

Pres de toll

Jamais—
Jamais,

N'as-tu donne

D'esperance a quelqu homme
Nl d mol.

Pourquol—
Pourquol?

Je sals pourquol.

Tesjaveurs ne sont que

Pour les rolsl

LeM.
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Old Waves
When the West has lost her glory,

And the long sea swell is low,

Come sailing ships of Memory
From ports of long ago.

Through all the night Ifollow them

O'er many a chartless sea:

And nei>er a wind's a headwind then

For ever the heart isfree.

And all I ask of the dying stars.

As theyfade in the eastern glow.

Is a pilot's task on a ship bound home

To the ports of long ago.

Bramwell Linn

Stand Back
Stand back, you fools! You cannot bar my way!

Think you Til wait until you give me leave

To pass? Think you V II wait your slow reprieve?

Or even ask, that you may say me nay?

Go knot your wordy whips and try toflay

Some other spirit; kill itsflame; or weave

It in your nets offlattery. I grieve

Not. No! It matters little what you say.

So fling them wide, these jealous gates you've raised!

Unbar! Unchain! Fling wide those gates, you foois!

For some day soon you II stand about amazed

To find that you yourselves have edged my tools.

Stand back and let me pass, I caution you—
Then it will look as though you judged me true.

Robert Barry
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NOW WE ARE SIX

I ask you—^how long is this thing going to go on?

First we exhausted our adjectives on When We Were

Very Young; then we ralHed feebly in an attempt to do

justice to Wlnnie-the-Pooh. And here comes Now We
Are Six to put the finishing touches on the reviewer's

sense of his incompetency. Will the Messrs. Milne and

Shepard never reaKze how cruel they are to such as we?

We hope they never will, because after this, we quit.

Now let's get down to earth. "DeHghtful"? No.

that won't possibly do. "Charming"? (Yes, the

Grand Canyon's quite pretty.) "Gay"? "Whimsical"?

(Shakespeare wrote rather well, didn't he?) But you
get the idea. And it would be cowardly to simply say

"Read it for yourself"—of course you'll do that, and

it's none of our business if you do or if you don't. But
we can be sorry for you, if you decide that it isn't worth

your while.

Might as well start with the dedication:

To
ANNE DARLINGTON

Now She is Seven

And
Because She Is

So

Speshal

(Which, by the way, is a trick—We didn't start quoting

from page one—we went back before that even.) And
now to the verse, skipping the introduction by a great

and heroic effort. "Which do you Kke best—?" Well,
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let's let the book fall open, and that one will do as well

as any other. (Actually doing this, by the way.) Ah

—

page 33. Good, it's "Us two"—I sort of hoped it would

be.

Wherever I am, there's always Pooh,

There's always Pooh and Ale.

Whatever I do, he wants to do,

" Where are you going to-day?" says Pooh:
" Well, that's very odd 'cos I was too.

Let's go together," says Pooh, says he,

" Let's go together," says Pooh.

Don't be surprised to find Pooh. At the end of the

introduction (oh Lord—I've cheated! Maybe not, tho,

because it's a "P. S." only) we get this apology: "Pooh
wants us to say that he thought it was a different book;

and he hopes you won't mind, but he walked through

it one day, looking for his friend Piglet, and sat down on

some of the pages by mistake." It's all right. Pooh—we
don't mind a bit—big-hearted us I Now for a different

method for quoting. This, by the way, is to be patented,

so be careful of using it after us; tho' we confess we don't

see how it could be done with any other book. (Call to

friend in next room)
—"Name a number between one and

one hundred and three." "Seventy-four". So we'll turn

to page seventy-four and quote therefrom:

Good King Hilary

Looked at the beggarman.

And laughed him three times three;

And he turned that beggarman round about:

" Your thews are strong, and your arm is stout;

Come, throw me a Lord High Chancellor out.

And take his place," quoth he.

Which was from King Hilary and the Beggarman; and

the procedure of selection was strictly as represented,

honest and above-board.
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We only wish that we might also "quote" some of the

Shepard decorations. Try pages 35, and 12, and 65,

and 28, but don't try them in our copy, because they're

getting a bit worn out already, anyway. "Hither-and-

yon"; "Pat-and-Mike"; "Milne-and-Shepard".

But now I am Six, I'm as clei'er as clei^er.

So I think I'll be six nowjar ever and ever,

J. R.

{Button, $2.00.)

LAND OF THE PILGRIMS' PRIDE
George Jean Nathan's latest is an intelligent criticism

of some present-day weaknesses and prejudices. An
unobserving reader may decide—and quite justly—that

the author is merely ridiculing some idiosyncracies of

homo-Americanus but, a little close inspection will

certainly show that this criticism is not wholly an attempt

to get an accumulation of cynical wise-cracks off his

chest; but rather it is an effort to do something about

these weak spots in our contemporary society. The
wisdom of making this work so entertaining is doubtful,

due to the peculiar mental twist that causes the average

reader to consider very superciliously any work that is

humorous, no matter what the wisdom of the book

may be.

Mr. Nathan, in his chapter entitled "The Changing

Morality," offers a series of sane reasons in explanation

of the phenomena of current morals. In this particular

article, that considers everything from monogamy to

Sadistic tendencies in infants, the author openly voices

what the timid person has frequently suspected, namely

:

that the loss of virtue in woman does not always damn
her. He goes on further to state that the woman with

the same background of experience as her husband, may
be the cause of at least an endurable marriage, thor-

oughly happy ones being out of the picture.
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This author assures us that the appearance of rhlne-

stone garter buckles is not necessarily a sign of the revolt

of youth. This statement will, of course, make him un-

popular with the very group he is defending, due to their

inherited belief that they constitute a grave problem.

He observes that the Victorian adolescent may have been

slightly more to be suspicioned due to the cloak of false

modesty which covered up his youthful indiscretions.

Parts of this book are frankly satires of some American

institutions. Mr. Nathan lauds the American's choice

vocabulary of cuss words. This picturesque roster of

expletives leaves nothing to be desired, when contrasted

with the meagre resources of the Frenchman or German,

he says. The American blossoms out with "a fortissimo

flourish of forty-five observations upon the fellow's

dubious birth, youthful indiscretions, defective physical

cleanliness and relationships to various specimens of

offal."

It is pointed out in this book that the reason for the

present disHke of the Frenchman for the American is not

wholly on account of the United States' desire to collect

money, but because some mentally dead American will

insist upon singing "Hail, Hail
—

" in the Madeleine

and ordering a Martini in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

And it must be confessed that one can appreciate the

Frenchman's reasons for being galled by this type of

performance. j ^

{Knopf, $2.50.)

DUSTY ANSWER

Dusty Answer is undoubtedly the most important

first novel that has appeared since The Green Bay Tree.

Not only is it a first novel, but, with the exception of a
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single poem, it is the first published literary efifort of a

young EngHsh girl,Rosamond Lehmann. Yet in no sense of

the word is it an experiment—it is as finished, as polished,

and as mature a novel as the deans of Hterature have

ever offered. It combines those qualities which one

has hitherto come to consider incompatible— it is a

"best seller", and it is also a very great piece of work.

Those who like plot will find no nutriment here;

those who have a taste for fine writing and penetrating

characterization will discover a feast. The story osten-

sibly centers about the life of a sensitive EngHsh
country girl, Judith; but the really interesting char-

acters are the "family next door", a decadent and wholly

unconventional group of four boys and one girl with

whom Judith's life is inextricably entwined. The first

chapters deal with their childhood—always a difficult

task for the novelist. Instead of delaying the action,

these prove to be among the most fascinating in the

story, for Miss Lehmann has laid bare in some mysterious

way the very soul of childhood with all its rich humor
and pathos. Three of the boys live to become integral

figures in Judith's life. Handsome, reckless Roddy
becomes her lover; stupid Martin, her fianc^; and

cynical JuHan, her wicked angel. Then, one by one, they

pass like the shadow ghosts of some fantastic dream,

leaving her a wistful spinster rich in understanding.

Like Morley's Thunder on the Left, and Shaw's Heart-

break House, but more adequately than either of them.

Dusty Answer deals with that fantastic realm of uncon-

ventionahty, where hearts and souls are worn like hats

and coats, and to think is to act or speak. It is a

poignantly beautiful tragedy of man's search for that

"Unknown" which some term "happiness"; some
"wisdom"; and others, "God".

R. C. B.

{Holt, $2.50.)
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WE
Of course, as a literary work, this is slightly less

than nil. One can hardly get away from the fact that

it was written with the commercial principle somewhere

in the background and although it will probably do

much to further an understanding of aviation, one wishes

that it might have been done in a somewhat more finished

manner. It will do no good to consider its authorship;

suffice it to say that we are encouraged by being able to

believe that a few of the chapters have at least an even

chance of having been written by Charles A. Lindbergh.

The heroic gentleman did, however, very definitely

fail to grasp the opportunity of making the record of

his achievement readable as well as Instructive.

The trouble seems to be, as a matter of fact, that he

leaves out practically nothing but the thing in which the

reader would presumably be most interested—his

flight from New York to Paris. It Is all very well

to dwell (even at some length) on his preparation in

aviation, but it is pointless if it is to lead up to nothing.

When an obscure figure becomes famous by a sudden

thirty-three hours of supreme and thrilling endeavor,

the interest will surely be In the thirty-three hours

as against the years of obscurity. This, Lindbergh

(or whoever it is) did not realize. Perhaps It is

attributable to his very real, if somewhat overworked

modesty; but that Is hardly an excuse for We.

There is really no point in being over-critical of such

a book, because It should be judged by its connections

rather than merely as a book. But the main (perhaps

the only) Interest is ridiculously suppressed and such

suppression. In such a case, is almost unpardonable.

The name of Lindbergh is certainly immortal, but

We Is qviite as certainly destined to be forgotten.

What a pity that an opportunity of this type should have
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been muddled for the world of books when it was so

splendidly carried through for the realm of science 1

{Putnam, $2.50.) J. R.

THE EARLY WORM
This is a collection of Robert Benchley's more recent

writings which have appeared on occasions in the New
Yorker and Kke periodicals. The reason for the title

is never made clear, but it covers the mass of accurate

misinformation as well as any other. The book does

not require a heavy-weight mind to appreciate it. In

fact you had better not read it ifyou like to be thought

of as serious.

The first lesson is called a "Talk to Young Men";
and if supplemented by Dr. Sylvanus Hall's "What a

Young Man Should Know", will pretty adequately

equip one to pass through this corrupt vale of tears

unscathed. In this same sketch. Air. Benchley thought-

fully considers the sex Hfe of a fish and concludes that

there is nothing in it to arouse envy.

In the confidential talks to college men, the author

strongly advises agains a scientific degree for the average

student due to the unfortunate twist of affairs that

causes laboratory periods to run on till four P. M., thus

causing him to miss the first round of cocktails at his

week-end destination. He suggests French 16s (excep-

tions to the verb etre) as a substitute.

Somewhere along the line the Christmas Card evil is

analyzed, and some snappy suggestions for varying the

jolly old Russian custom of setting a time bomb under

the Christmas tree are offered.

It might be well to mention the fact that the illustra-

tions are by Gluyas Williams, which may please you or

not. If you don't read this book you will have it thrust

upon you anyway; so you might just as well read it.

{Holt, $2.00.) J. B.
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A GOOD WOMAN

When The Green Bay Tree appeared as the first novel

of an unknown Louis Bromfield, it was greeted with

cheers and skeptical shakings of heads—cheers for its

merit, and shakings of heads in doubt of the author's

ability to maintain so high a standard of excellence.

Possession and Early Autumn, the Pulitzer Prize winner,

showed a steady increase in power; and now A Good
Woman surpasses all Mr. Bromfield's previous efforts.

Against a background of the exotic and sensuous African

jungle where naked women wear themselves out carry-

ing jugs of water to pour over the bellies of obscene

idols, and of the sordid and ugly mill works of a small

industrial city where naked men die pouring molten

steel for the great god industry, he has sketched the

story of Emma Downes, "a good woman", who by her

stupidity and selfishness ruined the lives of all with

whom she came in contact. A pillar of the church and of

all temperance and reform movements, the patron saint

of her small town, she drove her husband to drink, and

eventually flight; and her son, Philip, to a life of a mis-

sionary, and to a loveless and nominal marriage with

the dowdy Naomi, offspring of a line of missionaries.

It was she who drove her son to the grinding hfe of the

mills upon his return from Africa; who forced Naomi
into an elopement with the local minister and then both

to a double suicide in a squalid boarding house; and

she who eventually caused Philip's own death in the

African heat, only after he had driven his life-long love

and second wife half-mad by the ideas which she had so

deeply inculcated in him that he could not escape them.

This done, she consoled herself for her undeserved

tribulations by the fact that her son had died "in the

service of God". With passionate self-pity she resolved
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to bury the past, to marry an influential politician,

and to devote her life to the uplift of humanity; for, as

Philip's father once told him, "Your Ma's a queer woman.
She's got as much energy as a steam engine, but she

never knows where she's goin', and she always thinks

she's the only one with any sense. And my, ain't she

hard . . and unforgivin' . . . hard as a

cocoanutl"

Yet the merits of the story lie in the character study

as much as in the plot. PhiUp, a sensitive being whose

retarded discovery of the art of Hving is the most im-

portant single action in the story, almost completely

occupies the center of the stage and succeeds in de-

manding interest and sympathy. Naomi is one of the

most skillfully drawn characters in contemporary

fiction; it is no mean art to transform a naturally

ludicrous figure into a genuinely pathetic one; but

these, and all the other figures In the action, are mere

feathers blown to their destruction by the cruelly blunder-

ing force of the "good woman".

Superficially Emma seems to be a feminine Elmer
Gantry. Really there is no comparison. Elmer was an

absolute hypocrite, purposely, wholly, almost unbe-

lievably, bad: the character of Emma is a much more

subtle and convincing one—her overwhelming bigotry

and stupidity blinded her; she honestly considered

herself a misused paragon of all virtues. A Good Woman
lacks the sensationaHsm and epigrammatic wit of

Elmer Gantry but it strikes much deeper. The slm-

phclty of Its style, the wealth of Its characterization, and

the inevitable rich tragedy of its plot, tend to make it

more impressive, more moving, more devastating.

R. a B

{Stokes, $2.00.)
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TRADER HORN

To this book a just review could probably never be

given by a person who has not come under its spell.

Frankly we have not, although we approached it with

every intention of finding it as diverting as did the vast

majority of its readers. It is the story of a long and

truly remarkable experience on the Ivory Coast of West
Africa, told with disarming naturalness by an old man
looking back over a rich life. Unusual we will grant;

excellently well done we will grant; but we find that

even the best of material can grow monotonous. And
we find ourselves wondering whether, even after all the

assurances of verity, Alfred Aloysius isn't romancing

considerably, in spite of himself. This, of course, would

be no reason for not enjoying the book—it would simply

put it in a httle different light. In point of fact, it is

shghtly difficult to see how the old trader, once started

on his reminiscences, could help straying rather far

into the paths of his imagination. Trader Horn is

without doubt an immensely interesting character, but

a small part of his book would have done us nicely.

J. R.

{Simon, Schuster, SJ.SO.)

.y^
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DRAMA
LONDON TO NEW YORK—THREE PLAYS

While Broadway, The Constant Nymph, and

—

mirabile

dicta—Abie's Irish Rose continue to draw the applause

of London theatergoers, the English capital sends in

exchange as its contribution to the 1927-28 New York
dramatic season three successful EngUsh plays of varied

types. The Letter, a melodrama from the pen of Somerset

Maugham, has already opened in New York with

Katherine Cornell in the leading r61e. Interference, also

a melodrama, at this writing is playing a one-week stand

in the metropoHs of the Maryland Free State with a

distinguished cast, prior to going to New York. The

Fanatics, an ultra-propaganda comedy, is scheduled for

Broadway later in the season, the date being as yet

uncertain.

Much space has recently been devoted by American

dramatic critics to The Letter, and widely divergent

opinions have been expressed. Personally, we cannot

quite share the tremendous enthusiasm that has been

manifested in some quarters for this thriller. With the

memory of Rain and The Constant Wije still fresh in our

minds, we expect something more from Mr. Maugham's
talent than a mere technically excellent murder story,

for that is the best that can be said of The Letter. A
married woman, having been cast off by her lover, flies

into a jealous rage and kills him as the curtain rises.

We can credit the author at least with an unusual

beginning. The rest of the play reveals her efforts to

convince the strong arm of the law that she committed
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the murder In defending her honor and at the same time

to keep her worshipping husband from finding out about

her affaire d'amour. Her lawyer knows the worst, and

in order to secure her acquittal on the murder charge

is forced to pay a large sum for blackmail. And so on,

through a not very remarkable plot.

Then why, you ask, did the play take so well in

London? One answer is Gladys Cooper, who acted the

lead for all it was worth. Miss Cooper is an invariable

drawing card with English audiences. But a more

important reason is this: Mr. Maugham has displayed

such marvelous technique in the construction of the

play that a huge majority of the spectators are holding

on to their seats during a great part of the performance.

The plot, commonplace though it is, is whipped up to so

high a degree of intensity that the audience is held

spellbound with anxiety concerning the outcome.

It is the sort of play that absorbs your interest while

you are watching it, but in retrospect makes you wonder

why on earth you ever wanted to sit through it.

This very intensity presents a rather serious problem
in producing the play. The part of the wife-murderess

calls for a constant display of extreme emotionaUsm
that is attainable by very few actresses. Miss Cooper
carried it off brilliantly in London, and if the reports

from New York are to beheved. Miss Cornell is repeating

the success. That being the case. The Letter should

provide a good evening's entertainment for all but the

most blas4 theatergoers. But beware of it if ever a

second-rate actress is cast in the lead, for the play will

not carry on its own merits alone.

Interference, though also a melodrama, presents quite

a different case. If The Letter is characterized by
"thrilling", "pohsh" is the keynote of Interference.

The play is a product of Roland Pertwee and Harold

Dearden who may be congratulated on having turned
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out so deKghtful a work. One London playgoer said of

it, "Cunningly compounded, skillfully seasoned, ex-

pertly served. Interference is a dish for the most dis-

criminating public. Highly sophisticated melodrama,

astonishingly sustained from start to finish," That is no

exaggeration. The ordinary material of secret love

affairs and blackmail, with a few variations, has been

worked into a thoroughly deHghtful comedy-melodrama

of the most refined sort. The thrilHng intensity of

The Letter is replaced by sparkling dialogue that is a

joy during the performance and a pleasure to think

upon afterwards,—and all this, mind you, in the midst

of an interesting and well sustained plot. It is a re-

markable combination of a type that is becoming all

too rare on the contemporary stage.

An appreciable part of the credit for the notable

success that this play scored in London was due to the

excellent acting of Sir Gerald du Maurier in the leading

r&le. This distinguished actor gave a memorable

rendering of exactly the kind the part required, and

contributed, along with a good cast, to the success of

the performance. The reports from Washington and

Baltimore where the play has already appeared, indi-

cate that the producer, Gilbert Miller, has assembled a

more than adequate cast, including A. E. Matthews,

Phoebe Foster, and Arthur Wontner, who are said to

be repeating the success of the London cast. The work

of Mr. Matthews and of Mr. Wontner, the latter a star

in The Captive last season, is said to be especially bril-

hant. All in all, it seems safe to predict that Inter'

ference will take as well in New York as it did in London.

It certainly ought to.

The third, and in our opinion the best of the three

plays, is The Fanatics by Miles Malleson. It is a play

packed full of propaganda of assorted kinds,—trial

marriages, birth control, anti-war, anti-church, and
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so forth. It is iconoclastic to the nth degree, workecl

out with perfect logic and interspersed with innunxerable

bons mots and brilliant flashes of high comedy.

The theme of the play is announced in the lines:

"I believe you've got to have something of a fanatic

in you to do anything worth while these days. The thing

is to keep one's fanaticism and to keep one's humanity."

The plot concerns a young Englishman, like so many
Enghshmen, a War veteran, and dissatisfied at the

failure of the War to make the world safe for democracy

(and for a number of other things said to be equally

desirable). In three acts of intensely interesting drama,

he and some others in the cast announce their views

on life and their theories of living, in an altogether

delightful series of dialogues filled with delicious humor
and a great deal of very sound logic. Like most logical

theories, those advanced in The Fanatics are largely

Impractical, but they are none the less Interesting and

thought-provoking. No matter how complacent a state

of mind one carries to The Fanatics, one is certain to

come away with a feehng that our social order has not

been such a howling success as one might have thought.

Besides its other virtues, the play stands out as being

eminently well constructed and well written. Par-

ticularly notable, in addition to the dialogue, are the

sharp rises in interest and humor that characterize the

ends of all of the three acts. The plot being relatively

unimportant, these rises cannot be called crises, but

the close of each of the first two acts leaves the audience

decidedly stimulated and eager for more, and the end

of the play is quite satisfying. The Fanatics throughout

is decidedly reminiscent of Shaw, except that the charac-

ters stand out as being more real than do most of Shaw's.

Surely no higher praise could be asked or given. The

Fanatics, with its disturbing comments on the existing

social conventions. Is a play that every good Republican
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and every believer in "Coolidge prosperity" should

see and absorb, because for just such people has Mr.

Malleson written it.

The play was produced in London with an excellent

cast. The personnel of the New York production has

not been announced, but if it is good the play should

carry, provided it is not censored. There are some

passages containing some very interesting and very

frank comments on sex. These passages, though by no

means obscene, provoked comment from London critics,

who termed the play "outspoken". "Outspoken" it

certainly is, but it gives the impression of clean frankness,

not of "dirt". If the Powers That Be, in New York,

see it that way, well and good. If not, they may ruin it.

E. D. H.

MURRAY HILL

Murray Hill, LesHe Howard's first venture as a play-

wright, is frankly labeled "a farce". Really it is much
less farcical than many a more pretentious effort. An
aunt of the Misses Tweedie—the Misses Tweedie of

Murray Hill, of course—has left her fortune to a great-

nephew, Worthington Smythe, subject to the Tweedie

approval of said nephew. Worthington arrives for the

funeral in a state of extreme inebriation, and, in an effort

to save his fortune, he is shipped off and the under-

taker's clerk, Wrigley, takes his place. Of course this

mistaken identity theme leads to many complications.
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for Wrigley turns out to be the lover of Amelia, the only

niece and ward of the Misses Tweedie—and, of course, he

isn't really an undertaker's assistant at all, but a rich

young man. Meanwhile the real nephew returns as a

friend ofWorthington and,having liquored up theyoungest

and most kittenish of the Misses Tweedie, proceeds to show
her "a night of it", returning almost simultaneously with

the pair of lovers who had meanwhile tried to stage an

elopement. And what a scandal there is! But every-

body is happy by the time the curtain falls.

All this is rather weak material, but Mr. Howard has

succeeded in translating it into witty and brilhant

comedy. The cruder points of the plot are delicately

handled, and the dialogue, while spicy, is by no means
offensive. The caricatures are shrewdly drawn and set

each other off perfectly. Minor theatrical gags, such as

Worthington's lurid exposition of his model of an old

maid's home, are used in a most novel and effective way.

With the possible exception of the somewhat colorless

work of Genevieve Tobin in the r61e of the young niece,

the cast gives excellent interpretation to its parts. Mr.
Howard himself ably fills the role of Wrigley, but the

real honors of the evening are divided by Gaby Fay as the

youngest Miss Tweedie, and Glenn Anders as the real

Worthington Smythe. That excellent actor, whose work
in They Knew What T^ey/Fizni^^^is now theatrical history,

gives his interpretation of an inebriate role an unexpected

wealth of humor. His scene with Miss Fay in the second

act is one of the most hilariously funny bits to which the

stage has been treated.

When shown in Philadelphia, the third act lagged

decidedly, and only the pantomime of Mr. Anders kept

it from falling flat. By the time the play reaches New
York it may have been doctored up a bit. We hope so.

R. C. B.



The King of Kings

{Editor's Note: The opinions of this photoplay have been so

numerous, so divergent, and so definite, that the Haverfordian

has decided to try to get to the bottom of the matter. Variously

called, "The Gospel According to St. Cecil" and "DeMille's Con-

tribution to Christianity", it is perhaps the most understood and

misunderstood motion picture that Hollywood has sent east. We
have asked Dr. Grant to consider it for us, seriously; as a theologian

he does so.)

THE Life of Jesus the Savior, freshly selected from

the extant memoirs and newly portrayed, might

easily be the title of this amazingly fine spectacle.

The story is new. One recognizes favored scenes from

the Gospels, many an apt quotation, and all the heroes

are there who assisted in the beginning of the Gospel

faith. The properties are adequate, the scenery is

grandly fabricated, the portraiture is as vigorous and

satisfying as the imagination can render. Jesus and

Judas Iscariot, Caiaphas, Mary the Mother, and Mary
Magdalene stand out in the picture. The boy Mark and

Simon of Gyrene are nearly all new. The mother of

the thief who reviled from the cross is a tender invention.

Other new conceptions are the inert strands of cords in

Jesus' hand as He overturns the tables of the money
changers and releases the creatures on sale, and the

burning of the temple vail by lightning strokes at the

time of the crucifixion. The scenes between Jesus and

His mother are very lovely.

Mary of Magdala, the courtesan, misses her favorite,

Iscariot, who has followed in the train of a carpenter

from Nazareth. She goes in her zebra-drawn chariot to

reclaim her own and incidentally to fascinate Jesus.

The result is her complete conversion under His Com-
mand "Be Clean". Judas is an ambitious, handsome

youth who hopes to climb high in the service of Jesus,

who seems Hkely to be made King. Judas stays with
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the Master until disaster threatens and then in bitter-

ness sells Jesus' secret to the enemy. Jesus, in the

meantime, strong, sensitively tender, whimsical, greatly

magnanimous, and always masterful, continues His

daily work of heaHng and teaching.

The supremely difficult representations are handled

with considerable success, even such as the heahng of

the blind, the scenes in the temple, the raising of Lazarus

from the dead, the trial before Pilate, the way of the

cross, the death, the Easter morning, and the appear-

ance to the disciples. Considerably more than half of

the two hours and three-quarters is given to the Passion

Week, the Crucifixion, and the Resurrection.

Perhaps the artistic peak of the story is the tempta-

tion by the arch Satan himself, who assails Jesus in the

temple just after the populace has sought to force Him
to become their King. The Last Supper is a close

second for the honors, however, and considering that

it has been so often depicted, and hence is one of the

best known pictures in the Christian world, is very well

portrayed. Judas neither eats of the bread handed to

him nor drinks of the common cup when it is passed

about the circle, though he pretends to do both. The
sacramental touch to the event is enhanced by the aura

which glows from the chalice in the deserted room.

The earthquake is grossly, almost grotesquely over-

done and reheves the tension of the tragic hour rather

than accentuates the horror. Much more difficult situa-

tions are handled superbly and we are left with a sense

of the sup>eriority of moral power over the physical and

worldly. The acting of the younger Schildkraut in the

part of Judas is excellent. Altogether, one looks upon
the screen production of The King of Kings and declares

that it is good.

E. G.
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Sonnet

Although I shall have been misunderstood,

It will occur to no one, after all.

Thai I was not the person whom they would

Have made me; though, in kindness, they

recall

Some harmless late-deceased that was not I,

That hypocrite whose self they did not

know

Is all that I will be remembered by:

So haveVseemed—and they shall see me so.

The one quite splendid thing they will not

see—
This constant effort to appreciate

Fineness in men and women, beauty oj place.

{My ghost, I think, will smile so wearily.

And sink back to eternity and wait

With tolerance—perhaps—upon its face.)

J.R.
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And he sat on the iopmosi top oj a hill

With a bird on onefinger,

A bird on one toe.

And he sang, " Fol-de-rol'

Tm-a-fine-sort-oj-slnger"

,

For never a whit cared he-o\
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The Man on the Hill

AND there he sat on the top of his hill, singing,

singing. What did he care for the town below

and for the people there, and for the various

things they were saying and doing? They weren't

saying anything of him—that much was certain. Also,

they weren't doing anything that concerned him. And
what if they had been? Here was he, singing and not

minding for anything but this particular hill and the

birds seemed rather fond of It too. And fond of him.

So, truly, did it matter very much that some great

new powerful foreign potentate or emperor or some-

thing had just entered the high gate down below? Or
that the turning point of the history of some continent

was in the balance? Or that eras, periods, regimes

were to be reckoned from this day? Not to him, cer-

tainly—not to him, and not to the birds. Also, not

to the hill.

Probably somebody, down there, would be shrieking

some excited thing, pretty soon, about his having run

away at just the time he was needed most. And they

would all babble foolish logical sentences about his

duty to somebody and his loyalty to somebody else and

about his fealty to something and about his debt to

something else. None of them seemed to understand

that he was not a bit concerned with these somethings

and these somebodies. Indeed, if he was not, why
should they bother about it?

Whatever was happening down below, he hadn't

had the slightest interest in it, and it wasn't—even

remotely— his fault. That was all there was to it.

He owed nobody anything, and nothing to anybody.

This was his hill, and the birds seemed fond of him,

and he was singing, singing. ...
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My Garden
BY FREDERIC PROKOSCH

My garden is an oil-painting

That God must have made

In a moment oj abstraction,

Justjorjun,

I did not plant it,—
IJound it all as it is now:

I merely watered it, and plucked out the stones.

And protected it.

And now,

It is a little oil-painting.

Done in beautijul, big, careless strokes,

With aJew delicate, accidental. Utile splashes.

It is not in lines, row upon straight row.

Nor in circles, and round, regular plots—
It is all huddled together.

With a single path through the middle,

{For it is a small garden.)

The tiny Asperula

Look through the tall thin legs oj red poppies

Up at the sky.
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^ TA^rtf is only a single row— ^
^ Larkspurs, very tall and proud and military;

«J|

^ They happened to come up like that. ^
^ Larkspurs look well in rows— ^
^ Like soldiers, stomach in, chest out! ^
fi o • ^
^ Sometimes my garden speaks to me. ^
^ // moves quietly in the breeze, ^
** i^/rj"/ one way, '*'

S! //n^ then another. SJ

S TAtf little tenderflowers, Portulaca, ^
J® Chime in with the big heroic ones M.

^ To have their say; ^
^ And the mignonettes seem to strain ^
^ To express themselves with their very sweet smell. ^
^ 1 do not quite understand them yet, ^
^ But I shall some day.

I*.

^ ^/«/i Me ^/mc sky burns straight down, ^
** ^/i^ tingles on my garden; ^
SK 5m/ / sit in the shade oj a tall sycamore, «*

M And watch as their hearts beat. ^
^ Perhaps I shall understand them some day. ^
^ / think perhaps they can tell me ^
^ How God happened to make them ^
iS& In a moment oJ abstraction ^
^ Forfun. tUl
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So Long as I Have . . .

REAMS have been written—doubtless reams more
will be "written, of the vagaries and the vices

and the what-have-yous of the youthful Amer-

ican generation. It has seemed to bother no one that

the youthful American generation has written nothing

of itself, in relation to these vagaries and vices and

What-have-yous. Not that the riotous life of the col-

lege lad and the college lass has not been represented

and misrepresented frequently enough. Reference is

made to the deep philosophical treatments of morality

and indulgence and laxity of stamina; to the considera-

tions of how far this thing has gone and whither it will

lead if it goes so much farther; to the line of high-

sounding and totally unsound doctrine that is expounded

by the grey-bearded professional pessimists whose pens

scratch incessantly in dark studies far from contact

with the objects of their psuedo-concern. There could

be no such thing as a general spokesman for modernity.

But there should be some effort to provide an under-

standing whose basis is in the statement of youth about

itself rather than the statement of age about what it

thinks youth to be. A broadly inclusive "we" will be

used for this purpose.

We have taken what has been set before us with no

concern as to who provided it, or how much effort was

expended in its provision. Such things as automobiles

and radios and jazz bands happened into our world

and fell into our hands and it never occurred to us that

years had been used in their development, or that

great parental labor had been necessary for their pro-
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vision. If we were not supposed to have them and to

use them as we saw fit and to weave them into our

plan of things, we should never have been permitted to

lay hands on them in the first place. We never have

had any sympathy for the plan of letting us have and

then impressing upon us the fact that the giving was
an original error. Supposing we don't know how for-

tunate we are? Grandma and grandpa never had and
never did, but what's the point of that? Grandma and

grandpa never had the chance to, and if they had, they

would have done exactly as we are—we give them that

much credit at least.

And is it our fault that the great amendment occurred

in our life-time? Or that human nature is constructed

to insure a real or a supposed desire for things pro-

hibited? In such external ways we live in a world

definitely changed from that in which our elders hved.

Prosperity has enabled us to hai'e more, and legislation

has done what it has done, and we have built our unique

patterns of living therefrom. But the building has

necessitated mental attitudes, somewhat as the build-

ing of a house necessitates architectural advice, and

mental attitudes are almost too slippery to be caught

and jailed for misbehavior.

Our arrogant plea of innocence for inheriting the

modern world in its present condition must certainly

be backed up by an equally arrogant denial of responsi-

bility for the attitude of mind mentioned above. Some-
how, from somewhere, we were possessed with the firm

conviction that we only live once, that we're only

young once, and that life's too short to look very far

ahead. We developed the supreme conviction that,

in spite of various poets, one possesses a greater capacity

for enjoying one's self when one is carefree and few

of years than when one has the weight of the world and
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several score of winters to carry. Dorothy Parker did

pretty well for us, when she said:

So long as I hai>e yesterday,

Go take your damned tomorrow!

Only we substitute "today" for her "tomorrow",

confessing as Httle interest in what has been as in what

is going to be.

It is all perfectly simple: the capacity for doing

exhilarating, joyous, frowned-upon things, is not an

infinite capacity. If we have it in our possession now,

we figure that now is the time to utilize it. There

have been other modes of procedure, we admit; but

we insist that there have been no others quite as suit-

able to us—and we aren't, if you please, going to bother

trying other procedures to see if they might not be

superior. Ours works nicely enough.

Perhaps we represent the Renaissance, and perhaps

the hypothetical adversary at whom all these disputa-

tious remarks are addressed is the Middle Ages. Per-

haps we have developed to a degree higher than any

ever attained before, the concept of Uving this life

because this Hfe is good. Heaven knows we are far

enough from supposing the present world a vale of tears

through which we must pass into the all-important

next. Being ourselves for the sake of being ourselves,

doing things for the sake of doing them, and not worry-

ing much. Our plan is nothing more than an effort

to Hve fully, happily, temporally, and nonchalantly in a

world not made by us. Complaints should be addressed

to those responsible for that world.

John Roedelheim



White Dawn

Today I may love only little things.

The tiny tremble oj a moth's white wings,

Or one green blade oJ grass, even; I may
Not love big distant things today,

For ij I were to fill, most casually.

My heart with star and wind and wind-swept sea,

The added weight of one still drop oj dew

I know would break myjull heart through.

Captive

Believe me it is not alone that I
Unconsciously appraise small things I do

(Inconseijuentiat things, done casually)

In terms oj how they might appeal to you.

Neither that, as I read, yourjace should grow

Sojtly upon my open page, nor yd
That it should say so clearly what I know
And mock my so brave efforts to jorget.

I know how much you mean to me in ways

More devastating, less to be denied—
/ realize howjullyou fill my heart

Through one decree, by which I must abide:

That in another's arms I think oj you.

Loving you most when least desiring to.

Eric Birth.
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Heroics

DIMLY visible by the faint light of the myriad

stars (for there was no moon), a little band

of horsemen picked Its way along a small

valley. Considering the rockiness of their path and

the clearness of

the air, they

made rather less

noise than one

would have ex-

pected. They
talked—if at all

—in subdued
tones, not be-

cause there was

any pressing
need for silence but because the vast panorama of

the stars above and the all-pervading stillness of the

April night had quieted, for the time at least, their

warlike spirits. For the moment they forgot they were

Gothic warriors and imagined themselves—in so far

as their rude, savage minds could—Greek philosophers

speculating on the origin and end of the universe. A
few hours before, they had been mere coarse, animal-

Hke barbarians setting out on a plundering expedi-

tion; a few hours later, they would be tall, fair-haired

fiends, cutting and slashing, killing and being killed,

crying out in ecstasy or in agony: while the spell lasted,

they were almost civilized.

A dozen yards In front of them rode their leader.

If his followers were subdued by the magic silence, he

was crushed. His head sank on his breast, the reins
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dangled loosely from one hand, his horse went where it

would. Although clad in the same tattered skin cloth-

ing, he cut a far different figure from his companions:

his height, though considerable, was much less than

theirs, his hair and eyes were brown, his features more
finely chiselled. In short, he was no wild Goth but

an erstwhile Roman provincial.

As he rode, plunged in thought, poignant memories

arose in wave after surging wave, and conflicting emo-

tions fought for the field of his brain. They mustered

into their armies the ghosts of his dead past, called

up dreams of days forgotten and reopened wounds he

had thought long since healed. The shadowy recollec-

tions of his former fife passed in spectral parade before

him—what a difference ten years had made! Then he

had been not Glatius the renegade, but Glatius the

rich young landowner. A dull throb of pain went

through him as he turned over in his mind the circum-

stances which had brought about this change.

An almost forgotten ancestor of his, banished from

Rome in the turbulent days of the Flavians three cen-

turies before, had come into possession of one of the

Thracian gold mines; succeeding generations had pros-

pered till Glatius's father owned the richest mountain

villa in all southern Thrace. Left an orphan a year or

so before coming of age, he had been forced to accept

his uncle Lucianus as guardian. His uncle had looked

with covetous eyes on the property he then held as

administrator and plotted cunningly to hold it as

owner. Nor, under that corrupt govermental system,

was his task a hard one. Just at that time, in 367 A. D.,

the Eastern Emperor Valens, having formally espoused

what the Christians of the West regarded as the Arian

heresy, had inaugurated a persecution of what he as

firmly believed were the Athanasian heretics, A word

in the ear and a bribe in the hand of the nearest pro-
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vincial magistrate had resulted in Glatius being declared

an Athanasian and, as such, an enemy of God and the

Empire. So far as he had bothered about such things

at all, Glatius had, in fact, accepted the Arian rather

than the more orthodox behefs; but denial, unaccom-

panied by a larger bribe than his uncle's, had proved of

no avail and he had been forced to choose between

imprisonment and flight. Accompanied only by his

body-slave, he had left behind the soft, pleasant hfe

of his villa, crossed the Danube and thrown in his lot

with the barbarian Visigoths. Here, not so much
through any inborn genius as his knowledge of Roman
affairs, he had risen to a position of some importance.

When, pressed by the savage Huns, the Goths had the

year before asked and obtained from the Imperial

authorities the right to migrate into Roman territory,

he had even played a minor part in the negotiations.

His raised his head and gazed steadfastly at the

panoply of stars above. Their number seemed scarcely

greater than that of the barbarian host as it lay en-

camped by the Danube waiting to be ferried over

by the Romans. He could picture in his mind that

great spectacle of the fleet of boats filled with human
freight crossing and ever recrossing the mile-wide cur-

rent of the swollen river. He could hear the confused

cries of the thousands waiting on either bank, the bark-

ing commands of the Roman soldiers, the despairing

shrieks of the boat-loads overturned and drowning.

He could remember the astonishment of the Roman
officials as more and more barbarians, in numbers sur-

passing even the fabled hordes of Xerxes and Darius,

had crowded down to the river passage till nearly a

million Goths stood on the Roman bank. He smiled

grimly as he reflected how Roman cupidity had brought

on the present state of affairs with the Goths ravaging

all Thrace. The proud warriors had sold their cattle.
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enslaved their sons and prostituted their daughters

to escape the stipulation that they surrender their arms.

Then, systematically starved in a land of plenty that

their money might enrich Maximus and Lupicinius, the

Imperial governors, they had at last rebelled, defeated

the troops opposed to them and seized the land in their

own right. Now, within a year from the time they had
crossed the Danube, they were gradually over-running

all Thrace. A fierce desire to revisit his old home and

revenge himself on his uncle had seized Glatius and

now he was leading three score of his new companions

to plunder his own villa.

One of the horsemen drew up

to his side. Glatius dreamily

turned and recognized his

faithful lieutenant and devoted

body-guard, Sirax. "My
lord," murmured Sirax, "are

we not near it yet?"
" Be patient, " replied Glatius

slowly—almost wearily
—

"I

know the way. What dif-

ference does a little time

make?"
"You are not yourself to-

night, my lord. Why do you
hang back now when before

you pressed on so hard?"

At another time he would have regarded the question

as impertinent; now he rejoiced at the chance to

unburden his mind. In answer he whispered, "Ride

forward with me a little way." When they had done

so he began, "Sirax, did you ever love anyone deeply

—

madly—not with your body alone, but with your whole

being—what these Greeks would call your soul?"

"My lord, I marry Arthea at harvest time and none

awaits the harvest more eagerly than I."
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"You marry her because you love her or because she

is comely and it is the will of your people and hers?

But, no matter. Perhaps you remember when I first

came among your people?"

"I was still a boy, my lord."

"True, and I counted for but Kttle more. Your
people think very little of a broken-spirited dreamer.

For two whole years I was inconsolable—but not in

mere vain regret for my former life of ease. I had

given up more than a mountain villa when I fled; I

was in love, Clodina her name was—short, slim and

dark, she seemed and was scarcely more than a child.

She too was a ward of my uncle's—a distant cousin o

mine—and in a year or two, no doubt, we would have

married. We roamed the mountains together in child-

hood and in youth confided our secret ambitions to

each other. She knew how passionately I loved her

and I am sure she loved me as much. I have often

wondered what became of her after my flight. She

would have killed my uncle, I think, if she found out

it was his doing—she loved me that way. If I could

find her tonight and take her away with me, I would

be almost reconciled to this hard, savage life. And her

joy at my return—at my resurrection ... to see

me—to embrace me to
"

Here his voice trailed off and the two rode for a half

hour or so in silence, Glatius overcome by his memories

and Sirax too wise to break in upon them.

All at once the sight of some familiar landmark

recalled him to the business in hand and turning around

toward his men, Glatius barked forth a sharp command.
Instantly the lyric spell was shattered and the light of

battle flamed anew in the men's eyes as a moment later

they wheeled sharply to the right and urged their

horses up a scarcely definable mountain path. In a

few minutes they had reached the brow and could look
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down upon a large isolated villa nestling in the next

valley. Here Glatius halted them.

Secluded though it was, the place was not altogether

unprotected: a short distance down the valley

—

scarcely an hour's ride for mounted legionaries—lay

the Roman garrison of Danalium. It was evident,

therefore, that his tactics must be those of a stealthy

raid rather than of a wild sacking of a conquered city.

Accordingly, Glatius posted a dozen men along the

road leading to Danalium to cut off any tell-tale fugi-

tives; this done, they descended upon the villa. Glatius,

knowing that it was impossible to keep his men in hand,

gave them up to plundering at the start, and they, in

the frenzy of avarice and lust which always held sway

at such times, made for the women's quarters.

With the virtual accomplishment of his long cherished

plan, Glatius's mood abruptly changed. He no longer

felt the wild thrill of hewing down all obstacles and

smashing his bloody way wherever he chose, fearless

of God and man. For once he could take no pleasure

in the looting, could not revel in the might of his good

right arm, could not get gloriously drunk with the wine

of power. A sharp pang of homesickness shot through

him—homesickness for that collection of ancient Grecian

urns he had once made, the sunsets he had seen from

the porch, the long mountain walks with Clodlna and

all the other pleasures he had enjoyed in that almost

forgotten youth of his. The sight of his old home had

transformed him, for the nonce, into the old Roman
Glatius of ten years back; he revolted at the thought

of this villa, his home, a smoking ruin and longed to put

himself at the head of his slaves and beat off these

desecrating northern barbarians. Even his old hatred

of Lucianus was swallowed up in this new passion and

in all good faith he set out to find and warn his uncle.

A light glowed in the villa proper: he surmised it
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to be Lucianus, ever a miser and too suspicious of

human nature to keep a steward, poring over his accounts.

Not quite himself—or perhaps almost his old self

—

Glatius headed

for it and,
silently drawing

aside the door-

hanging, stood

behind him.
" Good-evening,

uncle," he
drawled.

Lucianus
started as if his

voice had been a screech from the tomb; his eyes went

wide and involuntarily he cowered in fear. Glatius

smiled down at him—not the cruel, sardonic smile

he had so often practised for this moment, but a some-

what puzzled, yet withal a friendly smile. He had

forgotten his r6le and thought of himself as a mere

bearer of tidings. Before he could speak, however, his

uncle had regained his composure.

"Well, Glatius," he began in his old oily, yet domi-

neering manner, "you seem to have had a hard time

of it. The Goths aren't such kind hosts, I judge,"

—

looking at his tattered clothing
—

"but perhaps I can

remedy that and spare you a little money besides.

Crops have been bad this year so I can't give you much
and, of course, I'll have to do it all secretly and you
mustn't stay here. Here, take this bag now and I'll

send a slave with more later, but for the love of God
don't let yourself be seen here."

At this reception Glatius's warm-hearted intentions

began to cool, but he carried out his resolution bravely.

"I am no bedraggled fugitive, uncle," quoth he. "The
Goths are at your very doors and I am their leader.

I give you this one chance for
"
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"Ah, Glatius," his uncle broke in, "always the

young blusterer and his fiery thunderbolts. Come! come!

it won't do. Here, take this and go or else, by ChristI

I'll have you scourged from the door like any beggar."

Gone now were Glatius's merciful intentions—death

to the wretched old villain! revenge! his long plotted

revenge! His hand flew to his side but even as it did

so the piercing shrieks of women and the hoarse cries

of men reached their ears and Sirax, bloody sword in

hand, entered the room.

Lucianus's eyes again went wide and again he quivered

involuntarily with fear as he realized that he was not

only trapped but self-condemned. Like a startled

snake he darted for the opposite door but, at a word

from his master, Sirax quickly seized him. "Put him
out of the way," commanded Glatius curtly. Ten
years of that hard, barbarian life had robbed him of

all pity for a fallen foe. Sirax's long sword rose and

fell—and it was aU over.

Startled by a slight rustHng of curtains, Glatius

slowly raised his eyes from the corpse on the floor.

There in the doorway stood Clodina.

For a full minute neither spoke. Clodina stared at

him in a blank, stupefied way as if unable to compre-

hend what had happened. For his part, Glatius was

at first far from astonished: there stood his old love

before him, there on the floor at his feet lay his old

enemy—everything was working out just as he had

fondly pictured and planned. As he continued to gaze

on her, however, it became evident that this was not

quite the Clodina he had left behind ten years ago.

It was not only that the slim, rather pretty girl had

grown into a somewhat stout, heavy-featured woman;
there was a faint elusive quality, a certain winning

charm gone from her face. Her eyes, once sparkling

and expressive, had taken on a dull, bovine vacuity;
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her hair, once blown about her face in such attractive

wisps, now seemed mterely to straggle; her whole air

was listless. Of a sudden, however, it changed; she

brightened and spoke—though even as she did so Glatius

could not help noticing that her voice was a harsher one

than that he carried in his memory.

"So you have come back at last! Tell me about those

ten years." Merely this and never a word about the

dead man at her feet. Apparently she accepted that

as a matter of course. Could she know of Lucianus's

guilt?

For reply he made a shght gesture toward the outside

with all its confused din—whispered oaths and shouted

prayers. "You forget," he said, "that I am in com-

mand of all this and must see to the safe return of my
men.

"As to that," she answered, "be at ease. If you will

give the order that no one else is to be killed, I can see

that none of them give the alarm at Danalium. Let

them plunder if they wish, but no more killing. Go."

Obeying without question, he turned toward Sirax

to give the necessary command but no one was there.

Arthea's faithful lover was busy elsewhere chasing a

terrified slave girl. Cursing him perfunctorily, Glatius

left the room and performed the errand himself, calling

in the small guard placed on the road, ordering all

killing to stop and then once more leaving his men to

their orgies.

He returned to find Clodina, bejeweled and clad in

a different gown, lounging luxuriously on the couch.

"Sit down now and talk to me," she half commanded,

half entreated. Again he obeyed as a matter of course.

He found himself telling her of his life with the Goths;

of those first hard years of barbarism; of his gradual

rise to a position of something more than a mere rene-

gade; of those terrible months of starvation after
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they had crossed the Danube; and of their present

situation with the Empire trembling beneath their

blows, the old Greek civilization prostrate before them,

and Thrace theirs for the taking. He described the

villas they had looted and

the towns they had sacked;

grew almost poetic as he

spoke of the ecstasy of dash-

ing through a captured town,

seizing whatever pleased him
and, by mere virtue of his

hacked and bloody sword,

master of all he surveyed.

The thousand questions he

had meant to ask her were

slowly crowded into the back-

ground—almost into forget-

fulness. Time and again one

died on his lips as, by a skill-

fully timed query, she started

him off on a new tale. She had always been a good

Hstener—it explained to a great degree her ancient hold

on him—and under the spell of his own words he was
slowly forgetting his disillusionment at the first sight of

her. As her old fascination for him grew, his feeling of

heroic exaltation gradually faded. He talked less of cap-

tured cities and more of the destruction of everything fine

and artistic which went with such scenes, less of con-

quest and more of loneliness. He began to realize how
solitary his life as a Goth had been and rejoiced at hav-

ing someone to talk to who could understand his con-

fidences. As he sat there his soul filled with a feeling

of peace—the peace of a sea-weary sailor who has at

last won safe to port. Abruptly he reahzed that now
he was really happy.

As they had talked, the hours had rolled by, the din
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outside grown less and less and, with the approach of

dawn, almost ceased. Suddenly it rose anew. The
hoarse commands, the hoof-beats of iron-shod horses,

the clash of sword on sword and spear on shield, could

mean only one thing—the legionaries from Danalium
were upon them. Probably outnumbered and sure

to be taken at a disadvantage, the Goths had no chance

and Glatius knew it was all over. He and his men would

bleed out their lives in the arena or sweat them out in

the slums of some Mediterranean city—if they were

not butchered on the spot. He looked at Clodina and

her smile of triumph told him the stunning truth. It

was her doing—probably when he had left her to dis-

perse the guard, she had sent a slave to Danalium.

"I am as good as dead and it is your doing," he said.

"Your uncle is dead too," she replied, pointing to

the corpse on the floor, "and you killed him."

"Yes, he was my enemy. But why have you betrayed

me:
"He was my husband."

J. W. Martin

Skeptic

Cleopatra, Helen and Dido

{^Probably vastly overrated),

Cleopatra, Helen and Dido

(So much remembered, so much Jorgot)

,

Cleopatra, Helen and Dido

{Praise the LordJor what's unrelated),

Cleopatra, Helen and Dido

{What had they that my love has not?)
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A Philosophy of Art

(AN INTERPRETATION OF CROCE)

IDE by side with what may be called genuine

philosophy there seems to be a type common to

certain artists and scholars, and to the great mass

of people. Approximating the philosophical value of

rationalizations, it is called "philosophy" by those who
are too much in haste to arrive at any sort of explana-

tion and whose intellectual curiosity is too easily satis-

fied by the substitution of aesthetic pleasure. To
quote Douglas Ainslee, the Scotch poet: "As an under-

graduate at Oxford I had caught the exquisite cadence

of Walter Pater's speech, as it came from his very lips,

or rose like the perfume of some exotic flower from the

ribbed pages of the Renaissance. Seeming to solve the

riddle of the Sphinx, he solved it not—only delighted

with the pure pleasure of poetry and of subtle thought

as he led one among the pathways of his Enchanted

Garden, where I shall always love to tread."

What is this problem of Aesthetic, what value results

from attempts to solve it? "Many a brave adventurer

has navigated the perilous seas of speculation upon
Art. The remarkable insight of Aristotle gave him

gHmpses of its beauty, Plato threw away its golden

fruit, Baumgarten sounded its depths, Kant sailed

along its shore without landing, and Vico hoisted the

Italian flag upon its shore." Of all philosophers,

Benedetto Croce seems to be the only one who has

penetrated the morass of imperfect thought, scientific-

ally studied it, and given an accurate description of its

true character as a spiritual activity.
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It is a well-known fact that a very small portion

of our actions are in any sense really rational. As a

Greek scholar has said in connection with matrimony,

rationality is impossible, and if it were possible it would

be inadvisable. In everyday life we make constant

use of intuitive knowledge. The so-called practical

man lives rather by intuition than by theories and

abstractions. Those philosophies which ignore the

real value and influence of the imagination are apt to

work counter to their own aims in striving to find out

what reality is. For too long logic has usurped the

rights belonging to the field of imaginative knowledge,

which it has all but looked down upon. Intuitions

are a purer form of knowledge than concepts, and

indeed quite independent of the latter, though con-

cepts are not independent of intuitions. A musical

motif; the impressions of a sunset or a garden of roses;

all the forms of human passion, are most certainly

intuitive facts. Granting therefore that imaginative

knowledge is real and independent of intellective knowl-

edge, the relation between them may be defined as

one of double degree. The first is the intuition and

the second is the concept. Just as impressions are the

material of intuitions, so are intuitions the material of

concepts, and knowledge by concepts is knowledge of

relations of things and those things are intuitions.

Of the several features connected with intuition it

will suffice for our purpose to point out just one of them.

We have said that impressions, sensations, or to be

more exact, formless-matter, are the material of

intuitions. The chief characteristic of sensation is

that of passivity, something which is experienced

but not produced by the mind of man and which the

latter cannot apprehend so long as it remains mere

matter. Only as it is clarified, developed, elaborated,

and differentiated by aesthetic activity does it become
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concrete and real,—in a word, intuition, the imaginative

form of knowledge. We may say that the peculiar

essence of intuition as distinguished from the passive,

natural fact is this: every true intuition is expression

and it is formed only by making, forming, objectifying,

i.e. by aesthetic activity. To take a simple illustra-

tion. If one is called upon to outline the contour of

Europe, he can only do so in so far as he has an accurate

picture of Europe in his mind, an intuition of the con-

tour. As accurately and as quickly as he can make
the drawing, so far has he advanced toward forming

a true intuition of the contour of Europe. On the other

hand the portrayal or expression of a moonlight scene

in music calls for something else besides purity of

expression. The soul of the artist is revealed in his

sense of dramatic values, in the lyrical and vivid quality

of his work, in the personality and passionality of his

art, without which the intuition is cold, emotionless

and lifeless. In fact, pure intuitions are essentially

lyricism. They represent states of the spirit, and these

are feeling and personality, which are found in all art

and without which art is absent, simply because pure

intuition is absent.

Having most superficially sketched enough of the

features of a philosophy of aesthetic for the purpose

in hand, it would be well to sum up the foregoing in a

general way. Aesthetic activity as one of the forms

of spiritual activity is expression; in its higher moments,

lyrical expression; one resulting in the intuition, the

other in the lyrical intuition. Such a scheme will be

found invaluable whenever criticism of any kind of art

is attempted.

The first consideration in approaching a work of art

is to classify the spirit of its author. Thus, in the

history of music, Beethoven occupies a quite definite

place in relation to Bach and Scarlatti on the one hand,
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to Wagner, Liszt, and Debussy on the other. Once
this is determined, the actual criticism of the work in

hand may be attempted. First, what is its peculiarity

and in what way is it individual and original; how does

it differ from other works? In the case of Debussy we
find such peculiarities as the use of the whole-toned

scale, the kaleidoscopic nature of much of his music,

the use of new and striking effects in orchestration and

harmony, the frequent subordination of melody to

harmony and rhythm, etc. Second, its degree of purity,

—How far has the author kept himself clear of all

considerations foreign to the perfection of the work as

an expression, as a lyrical intuition? How much of

the work comes directly from inspiration and how much
is "composing"? Does the artist indulge in such

diversions as merely technical display, effects that

surprise and shock the reader and listener? Just so

far as the work expresses his sincerity, true emotional-

ism, and individuality, may we form a just estimate of

its worth. All other matters are questions of personal

taste, individual preferment. Unfortunately the latter

standards have prevailed too often to give what might

be considered a just and valuable criticism. And indeed

other extraneous details, e. g., whether the artist parks

his or her sky-blue roadster beside a fire-plug, recom-

mends a certain brand of cigarettes, and takes a Turkish

bath twice a week, are interesting in themselves though

non-essentials in the work of aesthetic criticism.

The materials of intuitions may also be concepts,

intellective knowledge, indeed they are usually mingled

with mere sensations and old expressions. In this

case they must all descend again to the level of impres-

sions, in the work of producing a single expression.

Beethoven is not popular with the moderns because he

drew heavily on conceptual knowledge, therefore they call

him philosophical. And indeed it is true that his music
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has a peculiar richness, variety, and depth of meaning

which requires an effort on the part of the hearer to

appreciate and enjoy. With the great mass of people

Irving Berlin gets across because his music is based

almost entirely on sensuous material. The difference

between the two men is not depth of emotion, but

complexity of their expressions. A flapper's heart is

indeed deeply stirred by Berlin's ballads, just as much
as some are by Beethoven's Fifth. But she can never

hear the same thing more than a few times without

becoming tired of it. With repeated hearings, the

music of Beethoven engraves itself on the mind, always

getting clearer and richer in meaning.

Aside from the concrete results we have obtained

from a brief examination of the essence of Art, there

are some indirect, and, philosophically, more important

ones. John Ruskin, Walter Pater and others made the

mistake of assuming that because art was in contact

with life, Hfe was understood through art. True, art

is not concerned with the abstractions of the intellect,

and therefore it does not make any mistakes, although

it is not aware of that fact. But this must not cloud

our vision to the fact that art is only the dream of the

life of knowledge. "Its complement is waking, lyricism

no longer but the concept; no longer the dream, but

the judgment. Thought could not be without fancy;

but thought surpasses and contains in itself the fancy,

transforms the image into perceptions, and gives to

the world of dream the clear distinctions and the firm

contours of reality. Art cannot achieve this; and

however great be our love of art, that cannot raise it

in rank, any more than the love one may have for a

beautiful child can convert it into an adult. We must

accept the child as a child, the adult as an adult."

What is overlooked is the reflective, critical conscious-

ness of Philosophy: that which criticizes science and
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determines the nature of art, things which neither

abstract sciences nor art can do. The means for awaken-,

ing this consciousness of thought is a precise under-

standing of the limits of art, the construction of an.

Aesthetic.

J. Hamor Michener

Indebtedness, to W. W.

Wordsworth,—to you In a peculiar way
We youthful rhymers stand in heavy debt;

Others, sustaining golden word and phrase

Have given inspiration due, and yet

We somehow felt that their realm was not ours.

So high above our own their stars were set.

For these the Muse kept constant vigil, and
Unwavering theirflames of genius burn;

But when from them we turn to you, our hopes

Revive; our gloom is lightened as we learn

That, safely an immortal, you could be

Sublime and then ridiculous, in turn.

E. T. A.



The Gate Out of Reality

And there I thought I saw a gray old man

With winter in his beard,

Unbowed, though sere, with something oj the weird

In that bright eye did seem was in myself.

I challenged him: Jor here the path was hid.

And trusting in his age I thought T(Ifind the way.

Then half in doubt hefingered o'er my words

Which seemed to cause him pain.

" The path you say is here? Pray, look again!

You saw the way—and I must alwaysfeel?"

Ifollowed where his eyes in question gazed—
There was no road, no path, nor aught to build upon.

I turned once more to ask; but he had gone.

Bramwell Linn.
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France Looks Us Over

{Editor'f Note: "Impressions of America" written by newly-

arrived foreigners have become so common that we are apt to be

deceived by the straightforwardness of the few which are, happily,

perfectly honest and unconscious efforts. It is a bit difficult, per-

haps, to realize the relative curiosity to the rest of the world of

many things that are almost second nature to ourselves. Perfectly

unpretentious and quite iinassimiing, the following article was

written by request for the express purpose of pointing out those

•eemingly trivial differences that are so indicative of divergence ia

temperament and in civilization.)

THE United States exercises such an attraction

on the minds of young Parisians that it seems

quite natural for me to be here now.

The first thing to be noticed is that there are no

points of resemblance between France and America;

everything, here, is different, and of all the countries

having a white civilization that I have ever visited,

yours is certainly the most original—the one that has

the most personality. It is a young, and novel per-

sonality, but a gigantic one.

When the steamer had freed me from its prison to

disembark on the New York dock, my impression was

that of having fallen into another world. This impres-

sion would have been much stronger, much truer, if

I had never seen England or visited London. But,

having toured an EngHsh-speaking country, I was less

surprised in setting foot on your continent. The
signs, the buses, the sound of voices, and several words

overheard in the course of conversations recalled my
stay in Great Britain; and when I crossed Fifth Avenue,

certain spots reminded me of Oxford Street and Pica-

dilly Circus.

But what of your skyscrapers? The truth is that

we had been told so much of them, on the other side
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of the ocean, that the sight of them was no cause for

surprise. Deceiving? No. Dazzhng? No. I Hke

them, that's all; and I find certain of them very aes-

thetic—I could distinguish three styles in their archi-

tecture, but the thing that struck me most forcibly

was the absence of balconies, and I breathed a sigh of

reHef when I perceived balconies adorned with plants on

some of the mansions about the Fifth Avenue Cathedral.

The elevated : a frightful thing, let us admit.

First mishap: I got lost in your subway, and an express

carried me, with Hghtning speed, in the opposite

direction from the one in which I wished to go..

First encounter with an American: The conductor of a

bus didn't want to give me any change, and I had

no dimes.

First disappoinimeni: I read on a menu, "Cocktail".

Allured, I ordered a cocktail, and they brought me
a Httle glass of something or other—sauce I believe!

Laughter from the waitress who was serving

me. . . .

The Old World

and

the New,

or:

M. StoU's

first encounter

with the most

doubtful of

America's

contributions to

civiHzation.
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First astonishment: I am told that central heating is

distributed by the city, as are our gas and electricity]

One of the things that struck me was the abundance

and size of your newspapers: they are everywhere!

On the tables, on the chairs, on the ground, in the parks,

and the wind hfts them sometimes in great clouds in

the middle of the street!

Another thing that astonishes me is the number of

places where smoking is forbidden; in France greater

freedom is allowed.

In my opinion, the most difficult thing for a French-

man who does not know your language very well, is

to order a meal. How to manage with a menu always

full of extraordinary names? One might as well be

reading Hebrew. Also, I find myself continually

fooled: One day I saw escalioped macaroni and I thought

that, as in Paris, that meant Escalope aux JIacaroni.

But not so: they bring me no meat and I look in vain

for scallops under the prying eyes of the waitress, who
understands my distress not at all.

They told me that taxis were cheap in New York.

As for me, I find them expensive enough. It wouldn't

amount to much if they went straight to the address

given, but they must spend an hour cruising Fifth

Avenue and stopping at every corner. At this rate

the taximeter is a lucrative invention.

But I've forgotten to tell you the most marvelous

thing in this country: it is the accuracy of your tele-

phones (I never had a wrong number) and above all,

the politeness of your operators—but I deplore the

fact that there is but one ear-phone: if there is anyone

around you, you can hear nothing.

A peculiarity of New York is the number of beautiful

automobiles. In Paris, eighty per cent of the autos are

ancient, are prehistoric in model, and have their colors
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worn off by time. Here, the contrary—the number of

fine cars makes the ordinary ones conspicuous, whereas

in Paris, the number of ordinary autos causes a fine

one to be marvelled at.

And the trains? The Pullman is certainly very

comfortable and is worth the small difference in price.

In France one would pay much more for the difference

between second and first class.

Drug stores and automats are original here as the

ierrasses de cafe are a Parisian monopoly.

Your movies are marvelous. Their programs are

so full that the film itself seems secondary in importance.

I could tell you volumes more but I must stop

—

my conclusion is this: I have a profound admiration

for a people hke yours who have the genius of modern-

ism and comfort. Your factories, your railroads,

your products, are marvels; and your outlook on life

is most practical, in the sense that money plays a con-

siderable role in your activities. We would have much
to learn from your civiKzation, but you must not blame

our backwardnesses, for we have on our shoulders

ages of history which have woven a tangled web of

tradition and local custom, hard to overcome. But
I have confidence in a future of progress for France.

Only give us time—and above all, wish to learn to

know us, as I am learning to know you—more each

day,—thanks to my stay among you.

From the French of J. H. M. Stoll



CELIBATE LIVES

There are times when we get a very definite inferiority

complex about our American literature; here, for

example, is an Irish gentleman, Mr. George Moore,

that makes the strong, stark staginess of our Dreisers

and Andersons seem puerile and silly. Certainly we
can boast no writer that concentrates into his books

so civiHzed and refined an art (we hate this word every

bit as much as you do) as George Moore. It's this

sort of thing that convinces us that the stability and

serenity that come only with generations, is something

that not a single one of the American writers possesses;

perhaps it is something not in conformity with the

American temperament, perhaps we only need to wait

—

one or two of our writers, such as Willa Gather, seem

to work definitely in that direction.

There is some talk in Moore's introduction to this

book of stories, about the necessity for "melody" in

any form of art, and particularly in the short story.

This seemed like idle drivel until we had read the stories,

when we began to have a faint ghmmering of what
the man was driving at. There are five stories in the

volume, the best being Henrietta JIarr, the subtle tale

of a young lady who knew what she wanted but couldn't

quite get it; and the most striking being ^/Z'^r/ A^o^^j", the

very curious account of an unfortunate woman who all

her life has gone about under the guise of a man. All

of these treat of delicate, slightly pathological situations,

but with so restrained a technique that one can't help

(pardon if we seem to harp on this) having one's little
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misgivings about what our American greats would have
done with the same materiaL There are occasions when
good taste becomes a mighty difficult proposition, and
Celibate Lives always conforms to it with a beautiful

self-confidence.—95% F. P.

{Boni e3 Liveright, $2.50)

SOMETHING ABOUT EVE
Of course one might as well admit right off the bat,

that Cabell writes English about as well as anyone

these dreary days. We don't say, mind you, that the

name of Jimmy ought to be added to the names of

Edgar, Mark and Walt up in the clouds of American

Literature; but the man has something to say, and

says it beautifully, so why quibble?

Something about Eve is an acrid Voltairian story.

Gerald Musgrave, Virginian, pays a visit to another

worid, and chats with the Great Deceased and Divine,

—

Eve being one of those present. Which obviously

supphes Mr. Cabell with a splendid chance to devolve

in very lovely and obscure words, his suave and mature

and sophisticated views on life; but in it, too, is a dose

of hemlock for the facile-minded, and Something about

Eve is torturous reading. You wiU be mislead by the

prettyfication and charm that smiles now and again,

for around the corner there is always a nasty Cabellian

kick in the teeth.

But the book does not leave one discouraged, for

there is a big comforting tolerance about this Jurgen,

Silver Stallion business that Mr. Cabell has in common
with Anatole France and Rabelais. Surely he is their

spiritual inheritor.—93%
P. S. For the benefit of the carnal minded and the

Boston Watch and Ward Society, we call attention to

section 16, "The Holy Nose of Lytreia". It is really

quite astonishing. J. 3.

{McBride, $2.50)
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I KNOW A SECRET
This, we are told, is the book everybody has been

wanting Christopher Morley to write. We wonder,

after having read it, whether it isn't rather the book
that he has been wanting to write, for years and years

and years. Probably it is both; certainly neither the

"everybody" nor the "he" has any reason to be dis-

appointed in the result. It might not be going too far

to say that the success of / Know a Secret has been

jeopardized by over-zealous advertising: It has been

carefully pointed out that, although it is a children's

book, it will be even more delightful to grown-ups.

This may be true, and we are quite ready to admit that

it is, but Messrs. Doubleday Page and Company should

know that the really rare specimens of this type (the

Alice in Wonderlands and the When We Were Very

Youngs) fell into the favor of the elders by natural

means, and not by the force of advertising. In other

words, we are suspicious of any conscious effort to make
a book appeal to us when it is ostensibly written for

our baby brothers. But we should hasten to say that

this is the pubHsher's, not the author's error. Mr.

Morley, evidently an excellent sort of a father, writes

of and for his four children and their pets and their

pets' friends; he writes pleasingly as always and more
naturally than ever. And Jeanette Warmuth does

admirably with the decorations. We were prejudiced

against this book, and we recommend it anyway,—which

ought to mean something.—90%
{Doubleday Page, $2.00) J, R.

BALLADS FOR SALE
Miss Lowell's third posthumous volume of poems

will neither add nor detract from the general estimate

which time wiU give to her work. There is nothing

new or startling in this collection of poems of varying
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merit—we have long since become callously acclimated

to the form of free verse and the spirit of the Imagist

Movement. The works in this volume are collected

from various periodicals, and their composition is dated

over a number of years. Hence certain of the poems
which may have seemed significant when first pub-

lished, have here lost that significance when grouped in

a collection.

The volume, as I have said, is one of varying merit.

Most of it is just so-so; a Kttle is very poor; and a

little is very fine.

It may be added that the volume proves conclusively

that nothing is as tiresome as free verse if read in quan-

tity. At the same time the work is certainly vastly-

superior to the great bulk of contemporary verse.

{Houghton Mifflin $2.25) R C. B.

THE WOODCUTTER'S HOUSE

There is no adjective that fits The Woodcutter s House

better than "lovely"; Robert Nathan's clear and poetic

prose is like a dehcate web stretched between trembhng

blades of grass. The story is idyllic and simple. The
chief characters, Metabel, Joseph, Uncle Henry and

Prissy Deakan, are not like human beings, while the

animal characters are quite sophisticated and go about

talking of sex and life in a worldly-wise manner. There

are, for instance. Musket the dog, who had belonged to

a fiddler and had danced for applause and pennies,

Isaiah the horse, who is a somnolent stoic, and a wasp

who Kved in the attic, and who was the largest apple-

owning wasp in the county.

Using these characters, Nathan weaves around them

a delightful tale, so simple, so charming, and so lovely

that no one who loves good books should neglect to

read it.—90%
{Bobbs-MerrUl, $2.00) R. M. D.
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MARGHERITA
This short novel by Leon Kelley appeared entirely

unannounced, and turned out to be a pleasant surprise.

One is left in doubt after having read it as to whether

it is a first novel, or merely the only one that managed

to get published.

"Charm" and "atmosphere" have both been done

to death by book reviewers, and it is with hesitation

that they are used here; but it just happens that they

are the exact words that describe this story. The
author has a definite style, but it is so simple that its

pecuKar quality may not be at once placed. The
chief virtue of it is its ability to create atmosphere

without doing so in an obvious manner.

The story centers around the life of a New England

woman, the daughter of an Italian singer and a Boston

importer, which queer parental combination produces

Margherita—a woman who is both sanely practical

and crazily ethereal, depending upon which strain of

her ancestry is in the ascendency. She adopts a young
Italian pianist and at once becomes devoted to him,

and although this love is returned, it does not prevent

her from suffering at his hands when his marriage

looms on the horizon. This book is really worth read-

ing.—91%
{Putnam, $2.00) J. B.

SILENT STORMS
Ernest Poole's new novel grips one in spite of stilted

conversation and minor characters who torture the

imagination in that they are so overdrawn. It Is

evident that Mr. Poole has never had a mother-in-law,

since his Charlotte, minor character though she be,

completely dominates the novel with simpering, sac-

charine sympathy. The plot deals with the problem

of international marriage. Some one should remind
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Mr. Poole that "too many conflicts spoil the soup";

the number of conflicting forces which are grouped about

his vital problem merely obscure its objective.—80%
J.K.,Jr.

{Macmlllan $2.50)

RESPECTABILITY
We've come into contact with Mr. Bohun Lynch

before several times, as the author of a "History of

Caricature", the editor of an anthology of ghost stories,

and as a caricaturist himself. Now he goes and writes

a novel. Mr. Lynch, we feel sure, is a very nice sort

of English gentleman, with a knowledge of painting,

a dry sense of humor, and an acquaintance with Max
Beerbohm. And here in this book he bridles and snorts

and occasionally gets just a Kttle bit morbid about

two generations of ladies, one bound in by the rigors of

respectabiHty, the other breaking loose from it. Mr.

Lynch writes with pecuHar grace, with restraint, and

with a penetrating insight. Result: we should have

a first-rate novel. Why KespectablLlty isn't quite that

is difficult to say, but it isn't—quite. Perhaps the

author is too comfortably imbedded in his Morris chair

to be able to make Hving such a scene as that of the

mother trudging for miles with her baby on her back,

vivid as the scene managed to be. Perhaps the solu-

tion is that Mr. Lynch has too balanced, too refined a

mind, but this is merely a conjecture. We do, however,

recommend the book very sincerely, for it is a beautifully

finished product, if perhaps a Httle bHnd.—80%
F.P.

{Little, Brown, $2.50)

{With this issue of the Haverfordian, the Book Depart-
ment is instituting a system oj grading novels on the basis

oj 100 per cent. Naturally it does not seek to evaluate the

comparative worth oj books in different fields—// attempts
rather to grade them according to their position in their

own particularfield.)
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THEN, TOO
From Gallagher to the Deserter, by Richard HUrding Davis.

(Scribner's, $2.50) Here's over 700 pages of just real good old-

fashioned short stories—the kind our parents (if they were really

refined) used to read; guaranteed to look slick on the library table,

next, say, to Galsworthy's "Caravan". 85%

Ideals, by Evelyn Scott. (A. & C. Boni, $2.50) Brittle, merci-

less sketches of character (we really mean it too), with just enough

low life thrown in to make them pretty snappy reading, especially

"Queenie Abrams". 83%

White Hands, by Arthur Stringer. (Bobbs-Merrill, $2.00)

An ideal companion for the bath tub, nice and clean and Y. M. C. A.,

and just the right size to hold in a reclining position; and if, per-

chance, it goes down the drain-pipe, well, then it goes down the

drain-pipe. 60%

Purse Strings, by Edith M. Stern. (Boni & Liveright, $2.00)

If you're one of the happiness boys who don't think that Money
Really Matters, read this fine story of parsimonious bourgeois life

some two decades ago. Recommended. 87%

Lazy Isle, by George F. Hummel. (Boni & Liveright, $2.50)

This is really a summer book, being a pleasant, efifervescent narra-

tive about wine and women on the island of Capri, exactly suited

for the hammock mood. 80%

The Nuptials oj Corbal, by Rafael Sabatini. (Houghton,

Mifflin, $2.50) And you know what General Robert E. Lee said

about this Sabatini person. 65%

Are you Decent?, by Wallace Smith. (Putnam, $2.50) Don't

get excited, it isn't that kind of book; even so, it isn't bad, and does

for the cheap vaudeville stage what Jim Tully did for the circus in

"Circus Parade". 83%

The Lonesome Road, by Lucy Furman. (Little, Brown, $2.00)

This won't cause the stir in fashionable circles that "The Time of

Man" did, but for those whom the prospect of a simple, lucid and

moving story of the Kentucky mountains attracts, we recommend

it higMy. 85%
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The Barberry Bush, by Kathleen Norris. (Doubleday, Page,

$2.00) This is the sort of book that makes one want to throw

around things, preferably copies of "The Barberry Bush". 30%

Caste, by Cosmo Hamilton. (Putnam, $2.00) If it's High

Society that you want here's a boatload of it by a capable author,

with enough left after you get through to pass around among your

girl friends. 75%

The Black Bull, by H. Bedford-Jones. (Putnam, $2.00)

It's a shame that Sabatini beat this author to it; the Borgias hold

forth in these pages in as exciting a manner as they ever did in

"The Baiuier of the Bull". And now who's ever heard of H. Bed-

ford-Jones? Such is life. 80%

Count Ten, by Mildred Evans Gilman, (Boni & Liveright,

$2.00) Dear old New England Puritanism drops around again for

a pleasant three-hour session in a novel which we can recognize

as being at the same time dull and good. 79%

Samples. (Boni & Liveright, $2.50) This collection of stories

does for us approximately what the "Georgian Stories" do for

England, and manages to be interesting at the same time, even if

not strikingly original in its selection. 80%

Bugles in the Night, by Barry Benefield. (Century, $2.00)

This really deserved a leading review, but we found on second

thought that we had nothing to say about it beyond that it was

perfectly satisfying and entertaining, finely written, and an ideal

best-seller; for we have already forgotten the plot. 85%

In a Yun-Nan Courtyard, by Louise Jordan Miln. (Stokes,

$2.00) Some more Mr. Wu stuff, with fine passages and a good

deal of prettification, and the prospect of making an even better

movie than "Mr. Wu." We can't resist from recommending this

especially ifyou want to take a real good mental vacation. 80%

Angel's Flight, by Don Ryan. (Boni & Liveright, $2.50)

Another book about New York, the movies, etc., and with a ven-

geance; the genuine beauty of some passages makes it seem a pity

that the book is so disjointed and arty, and is built on so fragile

a conception. 75%

Delia Demonstrates, by Berton Braley. (Century, $2.00)

All about a real peppy salesgirl who simply exudes common sense

and Personality Plus till you wish she were there in the flesh and

you with a table knife handy; you might (though we throw this
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out as merely a conjecture) be able to stand it if you don't mind the

persistent odor of Fleischmann's Yeast that stares out at you from

every page. 50%
Slag, by J. McIntyre. (Scribner's, $2.00) It takes about

twenty-four hours to recover from the nice pleasant graveyard

atmosphere of this book, and to realize that, after all, it's not half-

bad. We made the mistake, knowing that our limit for this kind

of book was one every six months, of reading this shortly after

"Ninth Avenue", with the result that usually follows an overdose.

80%
Gold, Gore and Gehenna, by George A. Birmingham. (Bobbs-

Merrill, $2.00) This is one of those frolicsome books where every-

body (including Lady Anne) goes mad and starts on a treasure-

hunt; fast and furious, and proud of it. 77%

Dream oj a Woman, by Remy de Gourmont. (Boni & Liveright,

$2.50) A letter-novel, sensuous and fleshly, detailing forth in a

convincing manner one of these complicated French love stories,

with just enough suggestion of perversion to make it fashionable.

O, this French race! 88%
The Unpaid Piper, by Woodward Boyd. (Scribner's, $2.00)

We're getting into a real mean vindictive mood by now, and if

another book comes around expatiating in the grand old manner

on how the Younger Generation is going to Hell, we're going to

flunk it for fair. Now let them come forward, who dare. 60%
The Sentimentalists, by Dale Collins. (Little, Brown, $2.00)

We were asked to star this book, but somehow that inevitable baby

in the story got on our nerves; which was too bad, for outside of

that it was as good an adventure story as we've read for many a

day. But that baby. ... 80%
The History oj Anthony Waring, by May Sinclair. (Macmillan,

$1.50) It hurt as sincere an admirer of May Sinclair's as we are,

to see that lady's fine art go soxu* this way; when a man's hfetime

is going to be compressed into a few pages, something (with all

due respect for Miss Sinclair's ability to extenuate) is going to be

lacking. We only hope that she'll raise this 80 to her usual 95

next time. 80%
Empty Shrines, by Elizabeth F. Thomas. (Bobbs-Merrill,

$2.00) The combination of vaudeville, Milan and Palm Beach

ought to put this book in the movies. It would make a pret

fair movie, with, say, Clara Bow and Milton Sills. 70

ty

%
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Moon Lady, by Upton Close. (Putnam, $2.00) The very

essence of China hangs over this excellent novel; only one thing we
wish—that we might have had the China, and perhaps the heroine,

without the rest of the book. 80%

Bed and Breakfast, by CoRALiE Hobson. (Boni & Liveright'

$1.75) Clean wholesome fun in an artists' commimal house run

by a professional virgin. With pictures. 75%

This Way Up, by Solita Solano. (Putnam, $2.00) A rather

effective treatment of the fatal fascination exercised by a Spanish

dancer (Raquel Meller Type) over a young American. Parisian

in both setting and style. 80%

The Lunatic in Love, by J. Storer Clouston. (Dutton, $2.00)

You will be amused to see Mr. Essington in love, and all we can

say is that if the people in Mr. Clouston 's next book act as crazy

as they do in this one, we will look forward to it with pleasure.

80%

Captain Cavalier, by Jackson Gregory. (Scribner's, $2.00)

A pleasant colorful romance of Spanish California. What more

can we say? 77%

An Unmarried Father, by Floyd Dell. (Doran, $2.00) Here's

the old father and son motif again, this time it being the reverse

side of "Sorrell and Son"; Mr. Dell has settled down a little, and

writes with both dignity and effectiveness. 85%

The Black Douglas, by Donald Douglas, (Doran, $2.50)

It gives us a nice warm feeling inside to know that a direct descen-

dant of the old war-horse wrote him up in this novel, and made a

pretty presentable job of it, too. 80%

Thicker than Water, by W. C. Tuttle. (Houghton Mifflin,

$2.00) Wild Western stuff, and good of its kind. Professional

dignity forces us to give it a 70, however. 70%

Translations Jrom the Chinese, by Christopher Morley.
(Doubleday Page, $2.00) And just to think that Mr. Morley

learned all his Chinese off laundry-slips 1 70%

God's Drum, by Hartley Alexander. (Dutton, $7.50)

Very interesting and de luxely published poems about the Aztecs,

etc.; a splendid appearing book to have lying around, but for the

archeologist rather than the Ktterateur.
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Creatures, by Padraic Colum. (Macmillan, $2.50) The

Artzybasheff drawings are fine, and so is of the poetry what we

could understand; the rest of it we'll blame ourselves for not under-

standing, and when we say that we're sa3ang something, we being

the sort of person that we are.

Lei's Pretend, by GEORGETTE Agnew. (Putnam, $1,75) Pretty

weak after A. A. Milne, but then we're spoiled. 75%

The Harvest oj a Quiet Eye, by Odell Shepard. (Houghton,

Mifflin, $3.00) A peculiarly pleasant book, consisting of drawings,

poems and sketches about lanes, brooks, hawthorn and other

attributes of the New England countryside. 85%

The WolJ Cub, by Maurice Souli6. (Bobbs-Merrill, $3.00)

The adventures of Gaston de Raousset-Boulbon in the early days

of the West,—the interesting story of a profoundly interesting

man. This book was crowned by the French Academy, and is

especially recommended to those who enjoyed Blaise Cendrars'

"Sutter's Gold". 90%
The Joyous Friar, by A. J. Anderson. (Stokes, $3.00) Another

fine biography in the new manner, this time of Fra Filippo Lippi,

the scandalous, sensual, socially inclined painter of the Renais-

sance. One understands, after reading this, why this man's Madon-

nas have such a fleshy torturous smile on their thin lips. Get

me? 85%

Certain Rich Men, by Meade Minnigerode. (Putnam, $3.50)

In a very interesting and readable meandering journalistic style

the keen-minded Mr. Minnigerode does up our "successful" men
of America. The sketches include Stephen Girard, Jay Cooke,

Daniel Drew, Cornie Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, and Jim Fisk. Verb,

sap. 87%

Happiness, by William Lyons Phelps. We wotJdn't resist

sticking this in just to show that zero's the limit. For God, for

Country and for Yale, presumably, the darling Mr. Phelps has at

last solved that little question of happiness that's been bothering

the world for a few thousand years, and how grateful we do feel.

Just in case anybody's interested, we might add that Mr. Phelps's

recipe to be happ3' is "to think interesting thoughts". Now isn't

that nice? On second thought, we'll give this book 1% for its

courage in thrusting itself on the world. 1%
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Sonnet

There are a hundred trifling things I crave,

A hundred things that have appealed to me

With an unreasonable intensity—
A hundred things I see but may not have.

And these must constitute my little shrine.

I have a very real and presentjear

That death may come one day, one month,

one year

Bejore that moment when they might be mine.

For those less rich in earth's inheritance

I cannotjeel, if they have never known

Richness. A darkened lije is no mischance

To him who never has beheld the sun:

I hold desire more fierce than ignorance,

Imperject blessedness more cruel than none.

J. R.
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" ... as he made his halting

uncertain way through the

dark streets ..."
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The Dark Banner

IN THOSE young years In Heidelberg, when'^faces

were scarred and the sword blade was justice, he

had drunk and fought and loved with the best.

It was not that his fame had rung high in the tavern

gardens—for had not the name of Wilbrecht echoed

to countless years?—rather it was that his soul was a flame

and his heart not yet grown old when age found him,

defiant beside his Stradivarius.

And now the Neckar still ran blue between its

meadowed banks. Blue and lazy as it had always been

and as it always would be. To Erich Wilbrecht, lonely

and wan and waiting for death, the place was a curse

of tortured memories—a curse that might have been

a blessing. Never, by this unforgetting stream, could

he clear his mind of a flashing, ringing panorama of

events and of men. Over the events he himself had

held the whip and among the men walked, in stateh-

ness, the woman who haunted him still. . . .

It was the other Heidelberg now, with its battle-

ments and buttresses black against the stars. They
were quiet days, with only the trampling of hoofs on
the hills Hke a thunder from Italy, and slow passing

of the black-clad merchants over the cobblestones on

their way to the carnivals. There, over the village,

rose the castle, gray and monastic, where lived the

Duchess Renate. Here spread the gardens within the

walls and the poplars gleaming Hke pillars before the

sun. But somewhere deep in the cellars the rust of

old shields and armor mingled with the fragrance of

sweet red wines to rise cold and austere to the stairs

of the courtyard; for the Lornenhofs bore in their

147
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breasts the cries of the ancient battles and the high

gallantries, and theirs was a stern blood. What of it,

that on the turrets the dark banners were torn and
wistful? The Duchess Renate still sat proud in the

balconies, with her black braids against white satin,

and her black lashes against her cheeks.

But behind the short hills, where the trees grew taller

and more dusky, the young Erich sang to the viohn

that sang to him. It was near the earth he Uved, and

his pulse beat with the strong warmth of it—even

with the old swiftness and poetry and wonder of the

Nibelungen. For this he was called the "wonderer",

as they saw him sitting by the waters, eyes twitching

with an unknown longing and pulKng the young wet

clovers. . . .

The day came when the Cardinal's men passed

through Heidelberg. There were trumpeters, and the

brave ringing of steel, and In the by-streets the singing

of lutes and the clapping of hands; and the burghers

and gulldmen cheered as the young-faced Cardinal

from the Netherlands rode through the streets raising

his eyebrows and smiling. Later in the day the towns-

men rode out to the meadows and pastures that fringed

the waters. Rockets and great high-colored candle

Hghts swinging in the air made the night gleam Hke

a hidden jewel. There were songs, gallant and high-

hearted and, farther off, the more patient sound of

guitars.

And underneath the ash tree by the road, away from

the motley crowd, two eyes reflected the fires and

flaming arcs over the stream; and the small sound o

a violin swam high into the leaves. It was more quiet

there. All about there was noise and loud laughter,

and bawdy singing, and the song of the Neckar in the

night wind could not be heard.

Farther up, by the banqueting tables, sat the nobles.
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and with them, the Cardinal. Their faces gleamed

pale with the candles, and their eyes were lantern-

lit and gleaming. There, in the half darkness, sat the

Duchess Renate, still and cold and white as always,

and unsmihng. And her vision floated, a forgotten

melody, to Erich, as he sat far in the darkness. Old

lost things came up in him, and he heard voices whis-

per. . . . All the bitterness was gone. There were

young clovers again, and white stones washed clean

by the waves. It was slow to occur to him that some-

thing new, too, had come up in his heart, for he was

young and had loved bravely, and Kke a boy.

As the night grew more deep, the lights and the

voices grew less. Long after the Duchess had left

the tables, her image still sat in the great chair, cold

and white and sullen beneath the stars. And when
Erich left the bleak gray merrymaking place, it was

with a song in his heart and a little of pain.

Deep in his confused thoughts, he let his horse take

him, unguided, out past the scattering of houses at

the end of town, and over the fields on a straight hne

for home. Into the grove of tall sycamores he made
his way. When about in the midst of the trees, he

suddenly straightened up out of the reverie into which

he had sunk, to behold two riders barring his way.

As he drew up, one of the figures moved slowly away,

a stone's throw into the underbrush; as it did so, he

saw the rider swiftly turn and toss a head of black,

black hair, in an impatient, petulant gesture.

The other figure approached him, at a trot, and a

heavy voice called out to him,

"The Duchess Renate is not accustomed to the

staring eyes of villagers. She is annoyed by them.

She will be in town while the festival lasts. Kindly

be discreet, or there may be shedding of blood."
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"My friend,'^ replied Wilbrecht, "I care not how
long you stay or whom you escort. My sword is the

friend of my eyes—the eyes rest where they will and
the sword tells them that they may."

With calm dehberateness they dismounted and tied

their horses and drew their swords. And when the

flashing of blades was over, Wilbrecht nursed a bloody

shoulder, while the stranger lay groaning at the foot

of a sycamore that observed him from its aloof height,

with no sympathy.

The bushes parted and the Duchess Renate rode

out into the clearing. She looked down at the bleed-

ing form of the man who had fought for her, and she

rode slowly past it; she knelt by the man who loved

her and bound his wound with a dark banner torn from

her saddle.

Out of the high gate and down the long avenue of

tossing poplars, through the shouting town decked in

carnival garb, out on the gray road over the hiUs, they

rode. He with his head high, on the black horse, and
she, in her proud defeat, on the white. Your old

Prussian was not prone to bothering with ;ust desserts

and free consents when a thing of beauty was to be

had for the asking. Gustave von DiirHnger, being a

Prussian, was but little troubled over the fact that his

bride did not love him and would never be made to.

A kind of stohd practicaHty pecuHar to his blood,

allowed him to overlook what to him were tempera-

mental—and therefore unimportant—pecuharities, such

as this. That she would be an obedient and a faith-

ful and an externally competent wife, he did not doubt.

That she loathed him with a cold loathing, he did not

care, or did not see. Down the valley, along the beloved

Neckar that she was leaving forever, past the Black
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Forest of shadow and fear, to the Durhnger Schloss.

She rode in frosty triumph over the bridge into the

massive prison walls of her new home; and she cursed

an abode that was as unfeeUng as the lord who ruled

over it. She and the gaoler and the household cheer-

ing and dancing and welcoming, in its absurdity.

Erich, whose heart was too young and too staunch

to be broken by battle, went back to the old violin

and played to two smouldering embers that were eyes

and to a torrent of black that was her hair. The Strad

that he loved was more than a solace now. It was a

low vibrant voice, sweet in its finahty, and it told him
that he should not try to forget. His part, it said

was to wait in hopelessness and to be strong when
strength was least. And the bow told the strings that

she would not come back and the strings told the bow
that he loved her. . . .

Night had come 'round again, inevitable as the hands

of a clock; the old white moon (it was a grinning, unkind

moon, now) was again swinging through the tall gate-

ways and over the battlements, growing all the while

more dim and ghostly, Hke a half-remembered dream.

Erich laughed as he made his halting uncertain way
through the dark streets, up to the castle, with the

violin trembling under his arm. Suddenly he sang,

as he had not sung for this score of years:

Love that is sure

And a heart that is pure

And what if the world be gray?

Give me your sighs

And give me your eyes

And the world shall be mine today!
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Slowly a wind arose; October came flying on black

wings over the valley, and the leaves moved uneasily

in their dreaming. As he neared the postern gate,

the rain began to fall. The moon was no more, it

was blackness on the hill, and uneasiness.

Quickly he stepped into shelter under the high gate-

roof.

"Maria Mutter Gottesl Das der Donner dlch nehme!"

His voice was a thin pathetic thing, not worthy of

the high fervor that had brought him again to the old

beloved places. He was a quaint old man, people said,

and he felt his end was near. And so he raised the

cup to his lips once more, and went the rounds. He
thought again of young clover, and of black braids and

black lashes against the white. Again he was under

her window (the room had been empty these long

years) and looking up through the rain. And as he

stood under the gate, again he took out the ancient

Strad, and played as he had played on a night long

ago, under an ash tree, by the water. . . .

"Damned useless " He was growing rebelHous,

strangely, and plaintive,

"And you won't be the better for the rain, my child!"

He placed the vioHn under his jerkin.

Suddenly the old tenderness swept over him, and

the old sorrow. There was little of strength now, and

only a great compassion for aU the world and himself.

The window lighted up; his mood changed to a

blinding feebleness. There was a face, and two braids,

black and silver through the rain, against black velvet.

"Meine Herzogen," he whispered and his voice failed

him. . . . Suddenly he understood, and holding his

heart tenderly, hke a brinmiing cup, he turned and

wandered down the hill, through the rain.

Now at last he could die. He had seen her again

and she had seen him, and their eyes had spoken—God
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had been good this one final time, and now he could

die with no fear of heaven.

Slowly, slowly, he gained the high-flung knoll that

looked out over the town—the knoll on which he had

left his heart, never to find it again. The faltering

autumn dusk settled on Heidelberg, seeming to ghde

down the slope and to pass him by in its uncertain

course. To pass him by as happiness had, and love.

He sank to the sweet, dewy grass and remembered a

prayer.

It was nearly dawn when she came to him. Death

was coming, too, but she was moments earlier. As on

the evening before, and as on an evening long before

that, her eyes had sought his . . . And then she was

in his arms. Death was to come. She was speak-

ing

"Is it not enough that we have loved?"

"It is enough."

Strugghng to his feet, he waved a dark banner high,

high above his head, challenging death as it came.

John Dickson Carr



Two Sonnets

By I. L. Hibberd

AUTUMNAL
There are someJew thin incandescent things

That ever seize me with a new quick thrill

And shake me into muteness; brave white wings
Oj moths at night; swijt wild things that are still;

Rainbows; the clear sharp gleam that does not stay
On sea-wet sands; the tiny singing quiver

In a bird's throat; wet streets; sun on a bay;

And many lights caught in a darkfast river.

Yet now, without there is a slight soft snow
Falling. And still I quietly sit and shake
By a dead hearth, momently growing colder.

With ten years less I'd be upon that lake

Now thinly dust-white. I'm not. I know
That I am slowly, slyly getting older!

OLD BELOVED
Aly heart was once responsive as your own,
My lips were once a laughter and a lie—

Think not that you have lived or loved alone
More deeply or more beautijully than I;

For even when my heart hasflown forever
Out of the opened casement of your eyes,

I would not have you pity me—no, never:

Myflame will burn in sileru:e till it dies.

You, who have known my heart when it was younger.
You, who have here known glory in aface—

Leave me my peace, my patience, and my hunger,
My memories, and the stillness of this place.

It is not right that you should come to me—
You who revered the thing I used to be.
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A Sort of Editorial

THERE is always a temptation, at this time, to

wax delightfully, naively, unspoiledly scholastic,

and break forth in an editorial called, "The
Christmas Spirit". In it, attention would first be

called to the fact that it is, once more, the joyous Yule

of the year; the whole world, it would be pointed out,

has turned from the naughty pursuits of its work-a-day

life to the high and the fine and the more-blessed-to-give-

than-to-recewe-\^; the point that we, of the South

Mervick High School, are certainly especially for-

tunate (and therefore should devote ourselves the more
to the glad business of making others happy), would

be stressed; peace, in short, would be on earth, and

good will to men. All this is just as it should be,

—

make no mistake about that. Doubtless South Mer-

vick High School is especially fortunate this year

(having won the Thanksgiving Day game with Mervick

Central); doubtless there is peace on earth, excepting

as always, of course, the inevitable revolutions in

Mexico. Certain other observations, however, might

be made along somewhat the same line,—just to show
that we've left our rosy scholasticism behind and have

donned our cynical collegiateness. Some detail (this

as a warning—a beyond-this-point-you-needn't-go-if-

you-haven't-the-time-to-spare) may be necessary for

this purpose.

We will omit entirely, just to keep from being too

nasty, the observation that, while giving may be more
blessed than receiving, it is not nearly so economically

sound. Likewise, we will pass over the pedantic crack

about the correct translation being, " ... to men of

good will" rather than, "... good will to men"

,

—
because the idea is probably erroneous anyway. We
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will assume that all the conditions emphasized by the

editor of the South Mervick South Alervicklan are

quite accurate as stated,—and promptly step entirely

off of his innocent toes. We will merely carry his

(well, it isn't exactly all his, but a great deal of it is)

Christmas Spirit on a little observation tour with us,

into a random home, which has been kindly thrown

open to us for observation uses.

(The Christmas card habit is, clearly, an epidemic

disease. All attempts by thoroughly competent per-

sons having failed to discover the route of its entrance

into this country, research in the field is practically at

a standstill. It seems little short of criminal that

the preHminary steps of germ-isolation and the later

process of quarantine-supervision are, at the present

writing, being shamelessly neglected. To be quite

coldly philosophic about the awful thing we must look

at it this way: somehow it reached our shores, somehow
it spread, and somehow—facing the battle with cool

determination—we must conquer it.) But to the home.

There is young Ferdinand, lately graduated from college,

and lately returned from abroad, who must get to

work weeks before the rest of us so as not to disappoint

the people who were so nice to him and asked him to

tea and bored him stiff in London; and perhaps a girl

or two in Paris whose Kves would be wrecked beyond

repair if he "forgot"; and then there is a Spanish

address—but maybe a package, not a card, is to go

there, and we must stay in our field. The rest of us,

fortunately, can forget all about it until, say, the twenty-

third, at which time we will all remark that we were

very thoughtless of the poor post-office employees and

that next year we will surely remember to mail early

and avoid the rush. Joe, Ferdinand's younger brother,

will stifle a poor remark about "that's what they get

paid for, isn't it?", but he will think it just the same.
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Uncle Horace, who presides at a bank, will have had
everything nicely taken care of by Miss Hoffman
(the ne plus ultra stenographer) and he will not have

to bother much. Miss Hoffman, so the rest of the

family figures, well earns her Christmas present of a

diamond tiara, for this service. Everyone borrows

everyone else's stamps really intending to pay them
back; and young Tim has at last learned (to the regret

of his mother, to whom the learning may prove to be

no small expense) that the pretty tuberculosis-preven-

tion stamps will not carry an envelope through the

mails to a destination—no matter how close the des-

tination or how hard the stamp has been licked. The
cards do help to get rid of those t.-p. stamps, tho—no

one can deny that. In fact if you paste them on with

the reckless abandon of a paperer of walls, you may
hope to get rid of at least a third of your five (or was
it ten. Flora?) dollars' worth. In any case the basic

rules of the game (yes, I know I called it a disease a

while back, but honestly, the metaphor's much too

hard to continue) will be observed, and they are these:

If the card from the person to whom you had not intended

to send one, arrives on or before the twenty-third, you
may send him one in return,—if it is a slightly more
expensive one; if it arrives later than the twenty-third,

you may send a New Year's card. Be it well under-

stood that this last rule is perfectly ethical and bears

no resemblance, even remote, to cheating while the

referee's back is turned. The part of the book that

contains the rules for procedure next year (for "next"

read "this", if situation has arisen last year), if you
have sent and have not gotten, is a bit hazy; impatient

persons cross offenders of this type off of their list

immediately, and the other two per cent just keep

right on sending and sending.

^The question of presents is so delicate as to be almost
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taboo in a printed treatise (we'll stretch that word a

bit). But all information as to the gauging of how
much and its relation to the expectation-quotient will

be sent free, in a plain paper wrapper, upon receipt of

a dime to cover cost of mailing. Whatever it is, remem-

ber, will be "just what I wanted" anyway, so it really

shouldn't matter much what is selected. However,

in the better circles it is considered poor sportsmanship

to present (for example) a wicker baby carriage to a

young and handsome bachelor, or (for example again)

a Pekingese puppy to Arnold, who Hves in the city

and already has two dogs who share his particular

dislike of Pekingeses. Putting this positively, rather

than negatively, it is a good thing to give a book to a

person who likes books, or a piece of old Javanese

pottery to a person who fancies old Javanese pottery.

The method eliminates a great deal of the element of

chance, though to be sure it may help to build a vulgarly

large Hbrary, or a rather unwieldy museum of old

Javanese pottery. When it comes down to a present

for the person who has everything he wants anyway, it

is sometimes both advisable and mannerly to select

something that person wiU almost surely not want.

Far from being arbitrary, this is nearer to an effective

treatment of willfulness or, as somebody has very aptly

said, "It serves him right".

The Day itself cannot be adequately described in

the space at hand. The scene in the observation-home

by which I was particularly attracted would do justice

to a volume by itself. Jason and Maude watching

the three youngsters descend upon the presents heed-

less of the tree whose trinuning had taken most of their

night and all of their available sense of beauty. The
arrival of Mabel and Herman and Godfrey in time

(oh, plenty of time!) for dinner—the dinner from which

Godfrey will probably not recover for at least a week.
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The destruction of little Amy's nice new things, one

by one, as relentlessly and as inevitably as the decline

of Rome. And Aunt Hannah dashing madly hither and
yon, picking young Peter out of the dogs' drinking

water bowl,—telKng Amy for the sixteenth (actual

count) time that yes, her new doll is very cute,—tell-

ing Horace to wait till tomorrow to clean it all up and
not to be so impatient,—arranging for an early supper

that no Trojan army could possibly think of getting

away with, after the dinner that she has just finished

arranging.

Christmas, the Christmas Spirit, should not be

hghtly dismissed in a blaze of ghttering and inclusive

phrases. Let us get down to the details of the matter,

—

see what makes what constitutes this most remarkable

of all hoHday phenomena. Such an observation tour

as I have sketched would certainly prove beneficial

to each and every one of us in the reahzation of these

details. As surely (it Is pretty sure, by now, isn't it?)

as tall oaks from Httle acorns grow, the Yuletide

spirit is as great as its component parts. It is the

college's job to spread this gospel, even as it is the

part of the South Mervick students to carol "It came

upo-on a midnight clear. . .
." when hymn number

seventy-three is announced.

Merry Christmas, everybody and oh yes

—

Happy
New Year tool

John Roedelhelm

*•"•».
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The Married Man to His Pipe

An Ode Impromptu

By Charles Wharton Stork

Good old pal, you never tease me,

Always do your best to please me,

Spare my overburdened senses

Lectures on disease, expenses.

I need only not mislay you.

Have a mixture to display you

At your everjaithjul best. Oh,

Then nojear but—voild,! presto!—
All my cares like thistle fluff

Go to limbo in a puff.

Patient pipe, though I neglect your

Comfort, do you resurrect your

Grievances against me? No,

In an instant you're aglow.

Pouring spice of consolation

For each trial, each vexation.

Am I dull, 'tis you thatfire me;

Vapid, it is you inspire me
To high thoughts beyond my hope.

Do IJret or sulk or mope.

You will ease my melancholy.

Do I chafe at my own Jolly,

tt^
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You can steer me back to reason.

Am I happy, you can season

My delight with richer flai^or.

Am I reckless, you can savor

The wild daring oj the fit.

Shrewd magician, you can hit

On my every secret mood:

Whether In outdoor solitude.

Pines around and sea before us;

Or amid the camp-fire chorus;

Or In mellow study nook

With that best oj thirds, a book;

And you never scorn to blend

With the good talk oj ajrlend.

Women think but little oj you;

Not the lessjor that I love you.

Ij they call you joul and smelly.

They're butjealous, I can tell 'ee,

Oj your power to give jull measure

Draughts oj un-uxorlous pleasure.

You keep quiet till I want you.

That's why most Ijaln would vaunt you

As a model oj discretion.

You betray no man's conjesslon.

In your nature, I opine.

There's a sympathy divine.

Blessings on your pungent bowll

Have you, pipe, an answering soul?
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Peter the Pedlar

PETER the pedlar was a simple fellow, as poor as

he was honest. But in those days, the simpletons

were not always so simple, nor the poor men last

served, as you shall see. He was such a one as is born

under the planet Mercury when he be poorly dignified,

—that is, in appearance tall, with a long face and nose,

fair eyes, brown hair and a thin beard, and by nature of

a sharp, subtle fancy, witty in a dull way, and much
given to prating and boasting.

This Peter was set upon by two robbers upon the

highway that leads into Prague, half-naked wretches

who rode suddenly at him from behind and threw him
down with their spears. He made off as fast as he

could go, leaving the two thieves to divide all the nice

things in his fardle between them, his needles and

threads and spectacles and beads and touchboxes and

crosses and cards and other things, but most particularly,

his fine linen shirts, cut after the pattern of the shirt at

Chartres which had belonged to the Virgin Mary.
And it was well that he wore one of these shirts himself,

or else he might never have escaped aUve. As it was,

he came well-nigh penniless into the city, where there

was no chance to make an honest earning, for the

people were at war with Sigismund, their King, who was
encamped with a great army nearby.

The Pope had declared it a crusade against the ana-

baptists of Bohemia, for that they had raised the stand-

ard of Antichrist, and Sigismund was the leader thereof.

This aroused great fury among the people of the reformed

church, who had insisted time and again that the pope

himself was Antichrist or the Devil, it mattered little

which. Then Sigismund marched into the city and
raised the siege oftheHradcany Castle; but the Hussites
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retaliated well, for they won a great victory shortly

after.

All this fighting was a great nuisance to Peter the

pedlar, who cared neither for war nor for the fine points

of religion, but put himself into the keeping of Saint

John Nepomuck, a great power in those parts. He
walked about the city in sad hunger and misery, until

bye and bye he came to that quarter where the Jews
hved.

"Here is a good place for me to rest," thought he,

"for these poor Jews, damned though they be, are not

going to be clattering around after Antichrist."

No sooner had he given himself this assurance, than

a body of horse came galloping over the cobbles as fast

as they might go, and had there not been an open door

nearby, he had been laid out by their hoofs, food for the

dogs.

Once inside the doorway of Master Jew's house, Peter

went farther, peeping first around all the corners, and

for no other reason than for morbid curiosity. Very

soon he came to a table where were wines, meats and

other good things a-plenty. This sight was more than

an empty stomach could endure in passive honesty.

"It is plain enough," thought he, "that these poor

Jews have run away to hide from the soldiers in the

street, and that John Nepomuck does not mean to have

me die of hunger."

Then he began to eat and drink, taking ;ust a bite

from each dish and just a sip from each cup, so that

nothing would be missed and no harm done. Very

soon there were voices and a rustle of clothing, and the

Jews came in and sat down to their dinner; but they

did not see Peter the pedlar, for he was under the table

trembling with fear. This was no wonder, too, and I

for one would have trembled likewise, for every Jew is

a fiend incarnate, as all the world knows, and woe to the
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poor Christian that falls into their power; here were six

of them, talking gibberish, and for all that Peter knew,

plotting some deviltry, perhaps his own crucifixion and
death. With this thought he turned cold, and the sweat

chilled his brow; he braced his back against the top of

the table to prevent his falling against their legs, which

were moving about as they reached hither and yon for

food above. In doing this he raised the table upon his

back and slid it a little across the floor. The voices

died out into a terrible silence. Trembhng and gasping

with fear, he turned him about and carried it back

again.

Quickly he knelt and prayed with great devotion, in

order to assure himself that he was in the keeping of

John Nepomuck. This gave him strength, so that

when he saw one of the Jews beginning to bend over to

look under the table, he dealt him such a furious blow

on the foot with his fist, that he sat up at once, with a

cry. Soon he treated a second Jew likewise, and then

he could see that now it was they and not he that

trembled, for all the legs were quivering and they spoke

in low whispers. Bve and bye one of them addressed

him aloud.

"I am one of the greatest devils in Hell," said Peter,

giving the man a tremendous buffet on the great toe,

"and you must not speak gibberish if you would have

me listen. And if you are not civil, you shall pay for

it."

"What must we do to be honorably quit of your
lordship?" said they,

"O, nothing much," said Peter, "the poor Jews of

this town have been troubled enough already, and as

one devil to another, I may say that I would not have

bothered you one whit had not your speech offended

me.
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"It is well that your lordship is aware of our poverty/'

said they.

Yes; the demon under the table was very well aware

of that, and consequently he would ask no more than a

good healthy dinner and as much gold and silver money
as he could carry away with hinx. To this they mumbled
and grumbled, and finally agreed.

"Very well," said he, "and that I may not frighten

the ladies—being most hideous to behold—I shall come
out from under the table in the guise of an honest young

man; and you may call me Peter."

In this way, with the assistance of Saint John Nepo-

muck, Peter the pedlar might have become a rich mer-

chant, had he not spent the greater part of his money on

fine clothing, and on feasting and pretty wenches at the

taverns. So that in the end he had nothing to do but

lick his fingers and set out a-peddHng again.

C. C. Sellers

Now I May
Frankly, I do not believe In love—
I£s a hoax and a sham and a snare;

Women are all deceitful wre tches

And passion isJolly, I swear; -

Love is aform of insanity,

Some kind of a mental disease

{For my love—who was constant—
Has chosen another,

And now I may say what I please.)



Romantic Greece

ailLlU'lllllKI

OMANTIC Greece is not quite the

same as classical Greece. It is the

Greece of Leonidas and of Pericles,

of Sappho and of Socrates that

we call classical. What does it

mean, this term? It means that

the soldiers and philosophers of

ancient Greece are enshrined in

memory as actors in a sort of

dream-world that defies the rough

usage of time and change. They
are so set apart because their

words and deeds are transmitted to us through the medi-

um of a literature that is itself a supreme achievement

of art. It means also that on the material remains of

Greek life, temples, theatres, sculpture, vases, on all works

whatsoever, the Greek who made them bestowed that

mysterious charm of perfect art which exalts the thoughts

of the beholder beyond time and place to a realm of

changeless beauty. Such is the classical land of Greece,

the spiritual homeland of artists and ideaUsts.

Different indeed from this classic dream-land was the

real Greece of ancient times. That was a glorious con-

fusion of cross-purposes, a meeting-place of human
atoms charged individually with abundant energy, and

combining and recombining to produce collectively a

varied and spectacular sum of achievements, some good,

some bad,—achievements moreover in either case

absurdly significant in comparison with the circum-

stances that produced them. For the glory of Greece

was as fleeting and unsubstantial in its actuaUty as it is

solid and perdurable in the realm of the ideal. The
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throbbing life of a few generations of blundering impul-

sive Greeks has been purged of dross and transmuted

for us by the twin alembics of art and memory into an
enchanted palace of the imagination whose antique

beauty is tinaeless and flawless.

Great, however, as is the charm of classical Greece, it

has a rival,—a romantic Greece which the traveller in

Greek lands today discovers for himself. Romantic
Greece, hke classical Greece, exists in the imagination of

the beholder. Its charm is for those who know and love

it. The classical is beautiful with a beauty that is

understood and orderly, that charms without surprising,

and that charms the more, the more it is familiar. The
romantic is beautiful and strange. It astonishes and

captivates. It is full of incongruities that throw into

reHef new, hidden harmonies. When the romantic

ceases to be strange, it may retain its beauty and become
in its turn classical. If on the other hand its beauty is

less than its strangeness, it fades on acquaintance into

the commonplace. Now, though the romantic Greece

that the traveller discovers may exist only in his imagina-

tion and though perhaps it could not survive a lengthened

stay in Greece, yet so long as the freshness of the travel-

ler's impression is preserved by the magic element of

distance, so long will the charm of romantic Greece

endure and shine beyond the reach of tedium.

It is a vision of unspoiled nature, of towering crags

and peaceful valleys, of rugged coasts and shimmering

isles, of gorges and of plains, of snowy summits lost

among the clouds, and of stony mountain wastes aglow

with sudden flowers of spring, as varied as they are

thick and numberless. It is a vision of patient people

toiHng hard for bare necessities, but withal content,

—

friendly and democratic too with the simplicity of those

who have never imagined a world too big to be a neighbor-

hood. It is a vision haunted by memories of Frankish
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knights building and defending the mighty walls and
keeps that still stand frowning at modernity from their

isolated peaks and islands, dumb witnesses to the

departed glory of barons and of dukes, of Venetians and

of Turks . Moreover, amid the natural environment, the

life ofmodern Greece, the memory of medieval pageantry,

there shines the glamor of the ancient world, glorious

in its ruins. The remains of ancient Greece have been

brought to light after long burial, have been restored

and freed from the incrustation of time, or have been

discovered in remote corners now made accessible; and
fragmentary though they are, they are more than

enough to kindle an imagination already stored with

fuel from the pages of Greek Hterature.

Greece is little visited by tourists, and the wayfarer

will find a wealth of charming shrines of the imagination,

in which he may forget the busy world and lose himself

in an environment that belongs to some past age far

more than it does to the hurrying present. Such a

spot is Olyniipia, remote even from the slow current of

modern Greek existence. Here there are the rivers and

the hills and the remains. Among the ruins of temples

and monuments the trees and the wild flowers have

returned to cover the traces of modern excavation.

There was no town here in ancient times, and hardly a

sign of human existence is perceivable near the place

today. The altars and the columns in their overthrow

are alone eloquent ofhuman rivalries and human achieve-

ment, for they recall the days of Pindar and of Plato

when once in four years the Olympic festival attracted

an immense throng of Greek men from all lands. Here

they encamped for a few days, witnessing the games,

meeting old friends, gaping at the displays of tyrants

and of sophists, listening to harangues, and in general

filling the quiet valley with a babel of chaffering and

chattering that must have made it seem very empty
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indeed by contrast when they all departed again as sud-

denly as they came. Great was the glory to be won at

Olympia in those days, by athlete or wise man or tyrant;

and great today is the peace that there as elsewhere

ultimately buries winner and loser alike in all our

glorious conflicts.

At Mycenae we are left alone with the departed glory,

not of a free people, but of imperial tyrants whose

works survive to advertise their vanity. Classical

Greece owes its fame chiefly to Hterature. Its ruins are

sHght and feeble compared with these Cyclopian remains.

The walls at Mycenae had stood for a thousand years

before the Parthenon was built, and they tell without

words a tale of power and of needless waste of the

strength of slaves. These ranks of stones, each weigh-

ing many tons, may well remain in place forever. No
one has been tempted to remove them, for since the

kings who built them there has never been a near-by

uler powerful enough and absolute enough to command
m equivalent of the reservoirs of human toil that must
have raised them in the first place. They defy the

puny efi'orts of peasants and freebooters alike. Perma-

nence of human achievement is here attained in stone,

but alas for dreams of famel It is the spirits of Aga-

memnon and of Clytemnestra that haunt these ruins.

They have supplanted the fame of the line who built

these walls, just as they supplanted in reaUty the last

degenerate successors of the first lords of Mycenae.

The art of Homer and of Aeschylus has conferred a

permanence of fame that reigns triumphant over this

mere monument in stone.

At Sparta we marvel that the state which humbled

Persia has left hardly a trace of its existence. We
marvel also that the magnificent mass of Mount Tay-

getus that dominates the view from the city should be

almost uncelebrated in verse. How famous are the
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lesser hills of Attica! The Spartans were silent in their

lives and they left their deeds to speak for themselves,

recorded only in the writings of the strangers they

despised. Mistra on its peak is far more eloquent of

Frankish arrogance and turbulence and ofthe days when
Greek civiUzation found for a brief period a refuge here

from the spoliation of the Turk. Castle and churches

and humble houses all stand deserted. After Con-

stantinople Mistra fell, and here the Turk crushed out

the life and left the shell of Byzantine civiUzation still

standing aloft among the crags to this day.

Of all the sanctuaries of the archaeologist Delphi is

the most mysterious. Its mighty cliffs and its deep

gorges subdue the visitor to something hke awe. Perched

precariously on the slope of great Parnassus, looking off

across the gulf below to other towering heights, Delphi

must always have seemed to exist merely on sufferance.

The works of men here hardly challenge the power

that was before man and will be after him. The bright

light of Greek scientific thought dispelled the influence

of Delphi from other regions, but here at the centre the

shadow of religious awe still rested. The underlying

primitive was always near the surface, and now the

works of civilization have succumbed and savage

grandeur reigns once more as of old.

At Athens nature recedes into a humbler position.

The works of man occupy the centre of the stage.

Athens and the Piraeus are to be sure mostly the newest

of the new, but in the very centre rises the Acropohs

once more freed from its medieval overgrowth and

raising to its old eminence of rule the temple of the

virgin goddess upon which Pericles and his fellow

citizens lavished the superfluous resources of their

imperial democracy. All around stretches the natural

theatre of the Attic hills; at sunset they shine with the

same ethereal purple glow that inspired the poet Pindar
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to call Athens her of the violet crown. The violet

crown and the Parthenon are still there. So is much
else of course, but into those two is packed for the

romantic traveller all the significance of ancient Athens,

whose ruins grow ever more romantic as time adds the

element of strangeness to their beauty.

Z. A. Post



The Freethinker

/ have done with cant andjable,
AUJetters oj the mind,

And all that doth enable

The blind to lead the blind.

I hai>e burned down shrine and altar,

OJJetish, saint and god;
I hai>e made their prophets/alter.
And on their ashes trod.

I greet with mocking laughter

Archbishop, monk, and priest;

I smile at their hereafter

OJfamine or ojfeast;
For the dumb, believing, lowly,

I have but scornful ruth,

And naught to me is holy

That is not born of Truth.

For, bare of myths and morals.

Life stark before me stands.

And cold grow men's sham laurels,

Within her icy hands.
Nor loyalties nor treasons
My calm disturb or mar;

I have butfaith to Reason—
To see things as they are.

Mine eye, with sight of seven.

Sees, free from charm or spell.

Not lured by hopes of heaven.

Nor lashed byfears of hell;

And, Truth, now shall Ifind thee.

Long sought o'er sea and sod;

For I've cast the gods behind me.
And turned myface toward God,

J. W. Martin
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Not the Strength

/ think there U but one quite tragic leaf

In all the crowded i^olume of mans tragedy.

And I hai^e often prayed, and I shall pray

That God will not see fit to have it turnedfor me;

Though pain might not suffice to bow my head,

Ifear that in the distance there will always be—
Invincible—the shadow of that grief

That I have not the strength to face with bravery.

This thing alone I have a constant horror of:

To not be loved if ever I should deeply love.

Robert Barry

Le Pays Reve . . .

. . . L'acharne voyageur qu un long ennui promhne

Par les pays divers au spectacle pared,

S'est arrete surpris, en un soudain rhveil,

lyenfin voir le tableau dont sa pensie est pleine.

Le rtve! la vallee adorable et loiniaine

Le coin mysterieuse qu inventa le sommeil,

Ce pays irreel luit sous I'or du soleil

Et semble avoir surgi d'une aube surhumaine.

Oui cest bien Id, ton charme inexplicable et doux

pays entrevu dans tant de songesfous!

O palrie attendue oil la course s'achhve!

. . . Ainsi, lorsque sur moi son regard s'est levS

Voyageur de la vie attarde dans mon rive,

Je vis dans ses yeux clairs ce quefavais rive.

J. H. M. StoU
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THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY

Readers of this review will no doubt be gratified to

learn that the present reviewer has been rendered

speechless with admiration. Absolutely speechless.

Thornton Wilder's The Bridge oj San Luis K.ey (in

polite circles it is already being called, "The Bridge") did

it.

Five people are hurled into the abyss as the bridge

of San Luis Rey in Peru breaks one sunny morning;

the book is devoted to the stories of these five, ostensibly

with a view to discovering whether the catastrophe

was purely accidental or the result of a Higher Inten-

tion. The three tales which make up the book center,

roughly, around the idea that there are solutions for

nearly all things in this life of ours, but not for a love

that is too great.

Doubtless it was when we saw how all this was done

by Mr. Wilder that the speechlessness set in. There

is an epic quahty woven into these very subtle stories;

there is glamour, and lambency, and humor . . . well,

we are getting silly. The book is only a thin shce,

but it reaches all the way up and all the way down. It is

useless to try to place one's finger on the thing that

makes a book as fine as 'we consider this one, but we
announce, with great sincerity, to the world at large,

that we know of no other American novelist who so

combines the quahties of understanding and of beauty

as Mr. Wilder; and if that doesn't constitute great-

ness we confess ourselves at a loss as to what does.

96%
E.H.

{A. and C. Bonl, $2.50)
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RED SKY AT MORNING

It has become so natural to take for granted that

the novel succeeding a very excellent one will be inferior

to it, that many people (and certainly many reviewers)

simply let it go at that. To be sure that is the easy

thing to do. We must here depart from the general

course, however, and state with emphasis that Miss

Kennedy has performed the remarkable feat of match-

ing her Constant Nymph with another story along the

same Kne, quite as fine. The Crowne twins, children

of an unfortunate father who leaves their hves before

making any impression on them, grow to be the wealthy

and altogether charming Hon and lioness of London
society. Contrasting them with their cousins, the

unfortunately ordinary Frobishers, the authoress makes
them vivid as she made Sanger's Circus vivid—with-

holding nothing. At a time when it is trite to speak

of authors' positions in the hterary world "being assured"

Margaret Kennedy holds up her head as a noveKst

entirely devoted to the production of work that is

essentially readable in spite of the fact that it is care-

ful. We see her as a silent, watchful figure observing

the life that surrounds her with tolerance and dignity,

pondering long and writing well. 94%
J.R.

[Doubleday Page, $2.50)

THE FIFTH CHILD

It always has been and always will be, we suppose,

a disputed question as to whether there is an authentic

field of art that belongs to the very young writer. The

Fifth Child is an excellent case in point, for it is frankly

and proudly the work of a young man, sporting up
all the good quaHties of youthful writing and not at
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all worried about the regions beyond its reach. If

there is at times the shadow of a pose, or a turning

about of the head to see the effect he has left behind

him, it is difficult to criticize the author for this, for

they definitely add to the exuberant spontaneous

method of the whole book. The translation (from the

German of Klaus Mann) is very adroit in displaying

all these characteristics.

We are told how a fifth child is born to a widow who
has been living out in the country since the death of

her husband some years ago, the father being a young
student who has happened into the neighborhood; but

the most valuable and sympathetic part of the book

deals with the life of the other four children. All this

is done in a method which to American readers will

recall Schnitzler, with somewhat of his undercurrent

of symboUsm. Single lines of a most remarkable

insight and suggestiveness make this a very interest-

ing book to read: it is not great, certainly; but it is

in its way very choice. 90%
F.P.

{Bone and Lii^erlght, $1.50)

JALNA

Just when such atrocities as Children oj the Ritz had

made us forever lose faith in prize novels, along came
Jalna to prove that there are exceptions to every rule.

For the winner of the Atlantic Monthly $10,000 prize

for "the most interesting novel of any kind, sort, or

description" is, indeed, a remarkably fine piece of work.

Mazo de la Roche has created another of those "family

stories", lacking plot, and reveling in atmosphere; but

so very vivid and picturesque is that atmosphere that

it is not until the book is laid aside that one suddenly

realizes that there was no story at all. The characters
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stand out, not so much as actual people, as like those

so much more real shadows that inhabit our dreams

—

this distinctness and vividness of personahty is not

only a characteristic of each and every person in the

story, but even of the pets—Bony, Sacha, and Nip.

Coupled with some very fine prose, it is the force of

the personahty of the various members of the White-

oak clan that impels the reader relentlessly to finish

the novel in a single sitting. But pleasure which the

Work affords is not limited to a few hours; old, tooth-

less, ribald Gran, and young Wake, at least, will occupy
a permanent place in our mind in that group of eternal

friends which includes an assortment ranging from
Tish to Hamlet. 93%

{Little, Brown and Company, $2.00) R. C. B.

THE MOB

This is M. J. Lorente's translation of Vicente Blasco

Ibafiez's La Horda, which was written more than twenty-

two years ago. It deals with the turbulent town of

Madrid and with the love affair of Maltrana (whose

book is to make him famous) and FeHciana. The
scene that it describes is nothing so much as a whirl-

pool of cast-off humanity; as such it cannot help being

depressing to a degree. And there is a great tempta-

tion to draw a rather decent parallel between that old

Madrid and any one of a dozen large American cities

—

one might, if he chose, wax eloquent here about the

changelessness of times and customs and all that sort

of thing. Seriously, however, it does its work well.

Ibdfiez may not always be an artist but he is always

aHve; The Mob achieves both these ends, simply because

its author never lets us doubt that he himself is a part

of the picture he paints. 85%
{Button, $2JO) J. R.
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ON THE KING'S COUCH

Here we have the story of Anne Roman, who came
to Paris from Grenoble to be the mistress of Louis XV,
just because Casanova, self-appointed ChevaKer de

Seingalt, made up a horoscope for her in which he pictured

her as the king's favorite. Naturally enough, Anne
does not prove equal to the task of displacing Madame
de Pompadour, and is, in the end, vanquished and sent

into a convent, partly because of her love for Casa-

nova, and partly because, although beautiful, she is

quite kind-hearted and unselfish.

Taking place as it does in the time of Louis XV, there

is necessarily in the book much description and more
talk, and hosts of historical personages appear in every

chapter. Poor Louis is made to pass his hand over his

forehead and say, "Apres moi, le deluge.", and every

now and then Casanova or Madame de Pompadour,

or somebody else utters a priceless and historical boti

moi. As it is, howevei, the book is a very amusing

and light-hearted piece of work, although it obviously

loses somewhat in being translated from the original

French of M. Aubiy. 83%
R. M. D.

{Bonl and Liveright, $2.50)

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN

Mr. Ernest Hemingway has been heralded the world

over as the writer of world-beating short stories, and

we do not hope that this review will be more than a

tiny voice in the wilderness, striving for Truth. We
flatter ourselves that we read his stories five years ago,

when no one had heard of him, and considered them
qmte good, and said so. Recognition for this discern-

ment, we fear, will never come to us, but at least it's
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going to give us the Strength and the Courage to put

ourselves up as a pretty fair Hemingway-judge in our

little way, damn it.

These stories aren't revolutionary; they aren't

even wonderful, as the old lady from Dubuque said of

Ethel Barrymore. They're just darn good stories,

that's all. We mean it. This strong stuff, dealing

with prize-fighters and marines and such hke tough

guys, has, we take pleasure in being quoted as saying,

been done before. It merely hasn't been done quite

this well. Almost, but not quite. But we notice that

Hemingway verges toward types, and if he succeeds

in always giving us a bona fide shce of life, it is pretty

usually the same sHce.

"The Killers" is much the best story of the bunch;

its quaUty of fataHty and splendid dialogue carries it

very close indeed to art. But those strong double-fisted

men who can take their vodka and their Hemingway
straight, and in big gulps, will like all of them. All of

them, that is, except maybe "Banal Story". 89%
F.P.

{Scribtier's, $2.00)

FACE VALUE

This is a story of the childhood and youth of Serge

EngKsh, born in a Parisian brothel. The reader is

regaled with aU. the intimate and sordid business of

such an institution. The earKer portions of the book

are so insinuatingly dirty (yes, that's what we said)

that one becomes disgusted—but reads bhthely on!

The catch in the story is that, unless your own mind
is above reproach (which ours is not) you don't grasp

the significance of all the details. But despite the

unpleasantness of the early part of the book, it is much
better than the last—in which Serge is adopted by a
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wealthy English couple and circled in aristocratic society,

with the results that might have been anticipated.

Mr. Campbell's rapid journalistic style makes his

novel suitable for swallowing at one gulp. Despite

the fact that it is interesting reading, you had better

be careful whom you send it to, for Christmas. 0% or

100% (depending on the color of your soul).

{Button, $2.50) J. B.

LOVE IN CHARTRES

This Isn't going to be a seller; we might as well make
that clear before we start. There is. In the two hundred-

odd pages here, a total of about five pages of narrative;

the names of the hero and heroine aren't even men-

tioned (they are called "the man" and "the girl", or

simply "he" and "she"—a system we seem to have

met with before); and the average reader won't have

much of an idea of what it's all about, or care either.

In fact, the Average Reader (it looks better In caps,

doesn't it?) won't get beyond page 3.

But for the more contemplative minded there is true

gold—pardon us, we forgot ourselves—there is some
right mean stuff to be found here. The thing is simply,

with an emphasis on the "simply", the story of two

young Americans that meet and fall in love in the

shadow of the great Chartres cathedral, live together,

and finally separate. There is nothing tawdry or

cheap, nothing to catch the eye; one lays down the

book in a half-daze, and a dim realization that in these

few pages of beautiful calm prose there is somehow
injected an overtone of other-worldly permanence,

that one has learned to know Intimately Its nameless

protagonists.

But here we're getting mid-Victorian again. A man
as clever as Mr. Nathan Asch (who seems to be in his
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rather early twenties) will doubtless, Hke Mr. Heming-
way before him, learn to turn his talents into more
popular channels, and some day produce, maybe, a

"sensation". But Love in Chartres will remain, of its

very nature, a unique and penetrating document.—88%
{A. 6 a Boni, $2.50) F. P.

CARRY ON, JEEVES!

These short stories, all printed in periodicals at one

time or another, succeed in being consistently amusing,

in the traditional Wodehouse vein. As a group, they

are not quite so delightfully entertaining as The Small

Bachelor or Leave it to Psmith, but those who want

light and effortless reading can rarely do better. The
stories all center about Bertie and his meticulous and

immaculate valet, Jeeves—a delightful fellow, never

daunted and ever successful. In each of the ten episodes

this admirable character succeeds in untangling some

affair or other in a wholly delightful manner. The
stories are all about on a level. If we had to choose

favorites, we might mention Jeeves and the Hard Boiled

Egg and Fixing itjor Freddie.—85%
R. C. B.

(Doran $2.00)

Verse
Dick Turpin's Ride, b^ Alfred Noyes. (Stokes, $2.00) The

very estimable English poet's latest collection. At the risk of

dishonor, we state that it is our conviction that Mr. Noyes writes

really fine poetry quite seldom. The poem which gives the book

its title, in the same vein as the justly famous "Highwayman",

can not touch the earher work for dash or feehng, and it is (with

the possible exception of "Fey Joan" and the sonnet "The Sea-

Mark") the best of the new ones.
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Sleep Ascent, by Jean Starr Untermeyer. (Macmillan,

$1.50) The handicap of a famous husband does not daunt her,

and we're very glad of that. For while she will probably be relegated

to the large category of poets whose talent never approaches genius,

hers are many beautiful moments productive of many beautiful

single lines.

Tristan and Isolt, by John Masefield. (Macmillan, $2.00)

We wish that Mr. Masefield had seen fit to make a poem instead

of a play, this time. For he sees the characters of the lovers so

clearly and brings out their lovable folly so well that he could

not possibly have failed to render them splendidly in what ought

to be his favorite medium. A few of his longer pure poems wovdd

have been powerful drama in drama form; and the story of Tristan

and Isolt appeals to us as a perfect opportunity for Masefield's

poetic expression without the impediment of the theater form.

Perhaps it is just as well, for he could not have outdone Robinson

anyway; and probably not Swinburne either.

Then, Too
Splendor, by Ben Ames Williams. (Button, $2.50) The

story of the splendid in an ordinary life—not trite, as it sounds.

A painstakingly accurate background of progressive events in the

thirty last years of the nineteenth century, with a newspaper atmos-

phere all through them. Well done. The first of Mr. Williams'

novels that has not been serialized. 90%

The Canary Murder Case, by S. S. Van Dine. (Scribners, $2.00)

We recall the frayed look of our copies of Scribners Magazine while

this fine story ran in it. Just about the best mystery story of the

year, by common consent. 80%

The Dejenders, by Stella G. S. Perry. (Stokes, $2.00) This

is a story of "romance and action" back in the days of Andrew

Jacksoa. Well now, our feeling for stories of romance and action

ain't what it used to be, but even at that, something told us, after

we had read ninety pages, that somehow something is lacking

somewhere in this here book. 70%
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Juggler's Kiss, by Manuel Komroff. (Boni & Liveright, $2.50)

We don't understand why this book isn't creating more of a stir

than it is; it is genuinely good, a well-written, poetical novel, and

interesting to boot. 86%

Him, by E. E. Cummings. (Boni & Liveright, $2.50) We
recall when Cummings was a cloud on the hterary horizon, small

but looming in the distance; now he is straight overhead, and he

is still, alasl, rather small. He should have realized that even a

first-rate poetical gift can go stale on a consistent diet of artiness.

75%

Eros the Slayer, by AiNO Kallas. (MacmiUan, $2.00) Our

glimpses into Finnish literature (from which this is a translation)

hitherto have been few and casual; but the two very fine stories

in this book will put us on the lookout. There is more than an

Incidental merit here. 85%

The Wayward 3Ian, by St. John Ervine. (Macmillan, $2.50)

Another tale of a lad's craving for the sea, and his wanderings

thereon, written in the author's fine, sober, classical prose. Highly

recommended. 88%

//, by Elinor Glyn. (Macaulay, $2.00) It is only with great

jittering of fingers that we are able to ^y^G. the title of this historic

work on to paper; emotion carries us before it hke a ship in a storm

at sea. Honest, girls, it's just grand! And the style,—gosh,

kid. . . . 2%

A Yankee Passional, by Samuel Ornitz. (Boni & Liveright,

$2.50) The author of the remarkable "Haunch, Paunch and

Jowl" turns to the power of Catholicism, taking his hero—an

undertaker's assistant—through the conglomerate New York of the

time of the turn of the century. The same strange power as appeared

in the earlier book, and quite as effective. 88%

Jeremy at Crale, by Hugh Walpole. (Doran, $2.00) Proving

that old friends are best in spite of their faults and occasional

dullness. 85%
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Zelda Marsh, by Charles G. Norris. (Dutton, $2.50) One

of those disturbing females, holding forth ahnost too long—for

slightly less than five hundred pages, in fact. Despite the fact

that it begins more pleasingly than it ends, it cannot help but

appeal to the undoubtedly large circle of admirers of Brass and

Bread. 78%

Lily-Iron, by Mary Briggs. (McBride, $2.00) In which the

author does better by a dull and disagreeable character than he

deserves. All of O'Neill's crudity with little of his genius. 70%

The Gay Dreamers, by Roger Devigne. (Stokes, $2.00) A
simple story of simple souls, simply told. Some will find in it the

delight of mellow wine; others, of distilled water. 75%

It is Better to Tell, by Cathleen Coyle. (Dutton, $2.50) In

which a delicate situation is handled with subtle delicacy. A
sensitive, pathetic mother of illegitimate children. Some beauti-

ful description in a Flemish setting. 81%

Louis XVIII, by J. Lucas-Bubreton. (Putnam, $3.50)

This picturesque biography of a rather pathetic figure should,

even with the competition being what it is, go on the shelf of the

year's best biographies. 87%

The Confessions oj St. Augustine. (Boni & Liveright, $3.50)

Another addition to the very excellent Black and Gold Library

put out by Liveright's. This is one of the world's most profound

autobiographies, and is only too little read. Perhaps the present

edition may help this situation, as it helped Brillat-Savarin's great

opus a year ago.

A Short Course in Love Culture. (The Unicorn Press, $.25)

This rather wonderful little book (and real reasonable, too!) has

brought Love to where all the rest of the arts and sciences are

already harbored—the Correspondence School. We can only hope

that the L. C. Society, which has put out this pearl, will continue

its noble work and make these U. S. a fit place to live in, from a

Love Culture point of view. 10%
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Roaring Bones, by Prince William of Sweden, (Button,

$2.50) The adventuresome prince tells his tales with slightly more

vigor than we would have been led to expect. Big game hunting

in Africa has been written of, better, and it has been written of,

worse. Several translators seem to have been killed off in the

process of translating the fourteen chapters. 79%

Glrb Who Did, by Helen Ferris & Virginia Moore. (Button,

$2.50) The classic example of the book that attracts by its title and

then betrays its trust. Becidedly not the type of thing you would

have thought. The stories of how some real little girls got ahead

in life—Peggy Hoyt and Alice Foote MacBougall for instance

—

and nice wholesome little girls they were. Probably a very good

textbook for that queer animal, "the goil wit a career". 40%

Me—Gangster, by Charles Francis Coe. (Putnam, $2.00)

Unpretentious and unpleasant realism that often succeeds in being

exceedingly interesting, and even fascinating. 80%

Salome, by Oscar Wilde with inventions by John Vassos.

(Button, $3.50) A new edition of this favorite with the pictorial

end taken care of adequately for, perhaps, the first time. The

perfect partnership between author and illustrator-decorator is

here as it is seldom seen. So good, in fact, that our copy was

promptly stolen.

THE BOOKMAN
It might be permissable, though it is certainly not conventional,

to review a magazine. The new Bookman, under Burton Rascoe, is

probably all that a magazine ought to be—according to us at least.

It is terribly serious in the beginning, as it must be; and it is suffi-

ciently "literary"; but when one reaches the departments, he has

in store a treat of delightjul informality obtainable in absolutely no

other American magazine. It gives one great joy to see John Farrar

relinquishing the helm but not disembarking, and conducting his

several pages called "Anonymously" with the carefree air of a released

schoolboy. He and Rascoe disagree with one another, very nearly

call each other liars and horse thieves, and give the general impression

of being perfectly sincere but quite unconcerned all the while. Then

we have a "sort of department" by Bob Benchley, and a section named

{very poorly) " Variety" in which Dorothy Parker is entirely at home.

The only trouble being that the darned book costs too much.
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Sonnet

These scribbling years have taught me this ai

least:

That thought and word are allies but not

Jriends;

The pen still scratches ajter the mind has

ceased

Its quick dictation; inspiration ends

Before the servant hand neglects to serve,

Learning by constant practise only then.

{Resultingfrom this process we observe

Our automatic literary men.)

For thought and word are allies but notjriends;

One must be master, one the slave that brings

Its surly temper and its eyes to covet

The upper hand. And ij the vigil ends.

The hand, as is the way oj underlings,

PlaysJabe. {This is a perject instance of it.)

J. K
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"The Scorcerer is squatting on
the throne . .."

The Kings Peacock.
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Reading Around the World

^ ^ ~|r T IS a favourite pastime with some people to

I
make lists of books which they would choose

to be their companions in case of their being

cast away upon an uninhabited island." Thus a recent

writer of the sea, who confesses that Lloyd's List would

be her choice. There is no accounting for taste in such

matters.

I never expected to be forced to make such a choice,

and had never given the subject the consideration which

it deserves. But the sudden prospect of a voyage around

the world, with only an incidental stop of a few weeks in

China, brought me face to face with the employment

of a large amount of leisure. My human companions

had been selected for me with the utmost skill and con-

sideration; hardly less important was the selection of

the books which were to be my other companions and

for which I must myself be responsible.

Leisure is a rare commodity in our civilization, but

it may still be had in quantity upon a long sea voyage.

The airplanes may deprive us soon of slow surface

travel, and the chances of being cast upon a desert island

are growing negligible, but a sea voyage offers twelve to

fifteen hours a day of as nearly corriplete leisure as it is

possible to secure here below. In anticipation, the

question arose "What shall I do with it?" No consid-

erable quantity of books could be taken, for I proposed to

journey with only hand-luggage, and books simply

cannot be bent or crushed hke socks and ties: they hold

their corner bravely in any sort of a container.

Before saying what I took, it is fitting to apologize

to certain favorite authors for not selecting them as

companions. There is, for example, LaBruy^re with

his Caract^res, but I read them every year; there are
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Pascal's Pensees, but I just read them two years ago on a

short voyage, and the same is true of Don Quixote.

These three are excellent companions and, but for the

reason given, they would have pressed hard to be included

in my meagre accoutrement. No ordinary novels,

French or otherwise, would be satisfactory because of the

small amount of ammunition for thought which they

would furnish; a novel is very well when it is to be
sHpped in between distractions, but a novel does not last

long enough to be considered for a voyage or a jail

sentence. One could revel for weeks in a full set of

Dickens and Trollope, but such a collection of library

editions was out of the question.

As a matter of fact, the ships' libraries of most ocean

Hners contain a remarkable conglomeration of Kterary

junk. One suspects that they have been furnished

chiefly from the cast-off choice of previous travelers.

In a recent number of La Rei^ue des Deux Mondes M.
Edouard Champion, of the well-known publishing house,

points out that many Americans do not buy books with

the intention of keeping them. The ships' Hbraries

must be one of the places where they dispose of them!

One cannot cavil, of course, with the shelf containing

Bibles, hymn books and prayer books for the Sunday
service, but the rest are enough to make one despair of

human taste. How did such novels ever find a pubKsher,

and who could ever have read them? I will mention no

names, but the traveler by sea will be able to fill in the

omission. However, after the printed catalogue, the

steward and the key of the closed cases have all been

assembled, one is sometimes thankful to secure the least

bad novel at which one has helplessly stared through the

glass doors and upon which one's choice has been fixed.

But, after all, such books are not intended to satisfy the

requirements of more exacting readers, and I hasten to

give an account of my own small but nutritious hbrary.
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The books selected for my test case were the New
Testament, LaFontaine's Fables in French, Vergil's

Aeneid in Latin, and Shakespeare's complete plays, the

last named in three volumes of Everyman's Library.

There was of course a reason for the choice of each of

these, for the New Testament suffice it to say that I

wished to read it consecutively to see what it had to say

upon a certain topic; LaFontaine is a healthy epicurean

and a poet whose charm never grows stale; the Aeneid

I had read through twice before, but new beauties

develop with each fresh perusal, and moreover, in

the earlier books it is essentially an epic of the sea to

whose mercies, Hke Aeneas' band, I was committing

myself; in addition to the conventional reasons for

taking Shakespeare, there was the fact that there were

some plays which I had never read at all. These, then,

were to bear the brunt of responsibihty for keeping my
mind awake and on edge during a vacation of unparal-

leled duration.

These were the books which, as Cicero says, had

proved a delight at home and which, I trusted, would

prove no hindrance abroad. But before chronicling

some account of the outcome, I should state that one

of my companions, unknown to me, had provided for

himself a trunkful of new books on China, Japan, and
the Far-East situation in general, specimens of which

he placed at my disposal every morning on the

Pacific with embarrassing generosity. In defense of my
own classics, I had to tell him that after consideration,

it seemed best to approach the East with an open mind
rather than with the prejudices formed by the tomes of

his western observers! He was inclined at first to be

skeptical of my sanity, but the hours of silent com-
munion he saw me spend with my Oxford Vergil finally

convinced him that I was sincere. It was too cold to be

on deck, so we each dug a deep hole in the luxurious
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divan before the electric heater in the smoking-room and

there pursued our divers tasks with his substantial

library parked between us. My companion's books

served as a symbol dividing asunder the modern scien-

tist concerned with remaking the world to-day from the

impenitent classicist doting on old wives' fables and
twice-told tales.

A brief stop in Japan and a longer sojourn in China

disturbed the monotony of sea travel. There was much
to see and to be done. Aeneas was left temporarily in

the midst of his unenviable r61e in Carthage smarting

under the deserved reproaches of poor Dido and sister

Anna, while the unfeehng Fates beckoned him to an

empire in Latium. I never cared much for this chapter

in Aeneas' career and was quite willing to allow my
chivalrous sentiments of resentment on behalf of the

Carthaginian ladies to cool off, when I should be able to

turn my back on Africa without shame and to face the

perils of Schylla and Charybdis with equanimity.

It was Christmas time in Canton, and I was far from

home. Reading LaFontaine in China, of all things 1

Yet from out of all his worldly philosophy came a cry

from the heart in Les Deux Pigeons, which, as George

Fox said in a very different connection, "spoke to my
condition":

"L'absence est le plus grand des maux."

What folly could have possessed me to leave home and
be absent from the family circle at Christmas time?

Doubtless, they were even now thinking at home of my
welfare and asking

*' A-t-ll tout ce qu II veut,

Bon soupi, bon gite, et le reste?"
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The parting at home had been hard, but I had been

braver then and had said in substance

:

"N& pleurez point . . .

Je revlendrai dans pea conter de point en point

Mes aventures. . . .

Quiconque ne i^oit gu^re

N'a guhre d dire aussi. Alon voyage depeint

Vous sera d'un plaisir extreme.

Je dirai: J'itais Id; telle chose m'avint:

Vous y croirez etre vous-meme."

Of course, like a pigeon, I got back safely,

"Que bien, que mat. . . •

Sans autre aventure Jdcheuse."

But is there anything more touching in LaFontaine

than the old man's counsel in this connection based upon
his own experience?

"Amants, heureux amants, voulez-vous voyager?

Que ce soit aux rives prochaines.

Soyez-vous I'un d I'autre un monde toujours beau,

Toujours divers, toujours nouveau;

Tenex-vous lieu de tout, comptez pour rien le reste.

J'ai quelquejois aimi: je naurais pas alors,

Contre le Louvre et ses tresors,

Contre lefirmament et sa voUte celeste.

Change les bois, change les lieux

Honoris par les pas, 6clairis par les yeux

De I'aimable etjeune berg^re

Pour qui, sous le fits de Cythhre,

Je servis, engage par mes premiers serments."

Manila, Singapore, Penang, still as far as possible

from home, but moving in the right direction! As we
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plowed through the molten seas of the tropics, we sought

shelter under the awning of the after-deck. And there

one day a remarkable coincidence was revealed. Three

men were sitting side by side and queried what each was

reading. One was reading the Aeneid in Enghsh, one was
reading it in Latin, and one was preparing an edition of

the fourth book, and this through no pre-arrangement.

Yet some say that Latin is dead! Probably not another

ship in the fabulous Seven Seas could have offered such a

testimony to the strength of the Vergilian tradition,

but where is the author of to-day who can anticipate such

vitahty nineteen hundred years hence?

"AU places that the eye of heaven visits

Are to a wise man ports and happy havens"

says John of Gaunt in Richard II, but some ports are

happier than others. I can imagine Colombo was one

of the less happy havens to two of our young people

who were separated there. First they went ashore to

say farewell, and then they came aboard again, and then

they went ashore again, and then returned to the ship

in the harbor, and finally one was left ashore to stay.

But, as usual, Shakespeare has an adequate description

full of feeling for this as for every human situation.

You remember how Imogen when left behind in Britain

by Posthumus, who perforce took ship, sought for all

details of her lover's embarkment from his man Pisanio:

Imo. "What was the last

That he spake to thee?

Pis. It was his queen, his queen]

Imo. Then waved his handkerchief?

Pis. And kiss'd it, madam.
Imo. Senseless linenl happier therein than 11

And that was all?
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Pis. No, madam; for so long

As he could make me with this eye or ear

Distinguish him from others, he did keep

The deck, with glove, or hat, or handkerchief.

Still waving, as the fits and stirs of's mind
Could best express how slow his soul sail'd on.

How swift his ship."

Two days in Cairo with King Tut and the more

acquisitive denizens of the bazaar were enough. The
people of Egypt who are not dead may be classed, so far

as I am concerned, with those of Ceylon's spicy isle, and

the hymn of Bishop Heber gave the latter as low a rating

as the rhyme would permit. Not even the Children of

Israel could have been more reconciled to leaving

"Pharaoh's land" than we were to take ship again at

Alexandria with that httle of which the Egyptians had

not spoiled us. They have a long record as spoilers o,

the strangers among them, and so far as we could see

they have not degenerated in these last days. One
might have lingered there pleasurably in the days of

Cleopatra
—

"royal wench", Shakespeare calls her—for

"Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her infinite variety."

But those days are gone and the charms thereof. We
were glad to be on the Mediterranean, the home waters

of Vergil and St. Paul. As we passed through the

Straits of Messina at dawn and up the coast of Cal-

abria, the last books of the Aeneid were much in mind.

We were nearing those parts in which the Trojan exiles

at last dug in. Many were lost in the attempt, and but

few were chosen to found the new city. Vergil always

surprises upon occasion with his great tenderness. You
recall how Aeneas mourned for Pallas, first in words

and then in touching rites to his youthful ally:
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"Haec ubi deflevlt, tolll miserablle corpus

imperat, et toto lectos ex agmlne mittit

mdle vlros, qui supremum comitentur honorem,

Interslntque patrls iacrlmls, solatia luctus

exlgua Ingentls, mlsero sed deblta patrl.

Haud segnes aid crates et molle Jeretrum

arbuiels texunt vlrgls vlmlne quemo,,

eocstructosque toros obteniu jrondls Inumbranl.

Hic LUi>enem agrestl subllmem stramlne ponunt,

qualem vlrglneo demessum polllceflorem

sea mollis vlolae seu languentls hyaclnthi,

cut neque fulgor adhuc nee dum sua forma recesslt,

non lam mater aid tellus vlresque mlnlstrat."

But Vergil could respect foe as well as ally. Turnus
made a deal of trouble for the invading Trojans.

Indeed, it was he who had killed Pallas. Yet as Turnus

is gradually hedged in and knows he must die at last,

he will not flee, but will die worthy of his ancestors

:

" Terga dabo et Turnum Juglentem haec terra vldeblt?

Usque adeone morl mlserum est? vos o mini Manes
este bonl, quonlam Superls aversa voluntas!

Sancta ad vos anlma atque Istlus Inscla culpae

descendam, magnorum haud umquam Indlgnus avorum!*

I trust it may not seem morbid, but I find some of

these ante- and post-mortem scenes on the battlefields

among my favorites. Young John Talbot is another

who will not flee the EngUsh camp, even when pressed

to do so by his noble father:

*'Is my name Talbot? and am I your son?

And shall Ifly? O, If you love my mother,

Dishonour not her honourable name,

To make a bastard and a slave oj me!
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The world will say, he is not Talbot's blood.

That baselyfled when noble Talbot stood."

This appeal to ancestry, and especially to one's parents,

as a motive of virtue is heard all through the ages, but

nowhere so often as in English hterature. Was it not

Stevenson in our own day who harks back to the same
deep inspiration in the Hnes To my Father,—that father

who had built the beacons on England's shores to guide

lost sailors:

*' This hast thou done, and I—can I be base?

I must arise, Jather, and to port

Some lost, complaining seaman pilot home."

But the last dish of spaghetti had been eaten at

Naples, the bouillabaisse over which we bad lingered

in the boulevard restaurant at Marseilles was only a

memory, when we passed Gibraltar and nothing remained

but the short run across the Atlantic in March "half-

gales". The Aeneid was closed, and it was just as well,

for we were now past Vergil's ken. Only Shakespeare,

of my authors, could do justice to the shake-up we
endured

:

" The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds;

The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous mane.

Seems to cast water on the burning bear,

And quench the guards of the ever-fl.xed pole:

I never did like molestation view

On the enchajedflood."

Propped and braced in the smoking-room, with

nothing to distract me, I devoted days to Shakespeare.

There was time to read a play at a sitting and to do a

little pondering and note-taking on the side. Coming
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to him from the French side, it is not his plots that

interest me; the French have left him out of the contest

on that score. Nor in general, do his comedies measure

up to the tragedies, many of them being comparatively

trivial elaborations of conventional Itahan intrigues.

But the tragedies, and especially those based upon
English history, contain passages of unsuspected beauty

and impressiveness.

However, after all the whimsical comedy, the knowledge

of human nature, and the touching pathos, there remains

a constant adequacy of language for every situation.

Hazhtt, in speaking somewhere of Shakespeare's choice

of words, observes that: "There is scarcely a word in all

his more striking passages that can be altered for the

better. If any person, for instance, is trying to recollect

a favorite Hne, and cannot hit upon some particular

expression, it is in vain to think of substituting any other

so good. That in the original text is not merely the best,

but it seems the only right one." Dante alone is com-

parable with him in this respect, and he also is not to be

accounted for. These two men possessed a Hnguistic

imagination which sets them entirely apart from others

of the modern world and places them with

"La bella scuola

Dl quel signor deW aliisslmo canto

Che sopra gll altri com' aquila vola."

How suddenly come changes in circumstances] And
how well it is to have some literary memories to tie to I

The Nantucket lightship was passed as the last play of

Shakespeare was finished. Mr. Podd went back to join

the Plutocrat and Billy the Kid in the ship's library.

But my own books came ashore to instrutt me in many
another scene. They had proved "a deHght at home and

no hindrance abroad, companions by night and in

travel and in the country".

W. W. Comfort.
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Trilogy

By Frederic Prokosch

Three things I know
That must be still:

The lips oj one

Just dead; a hill

At midnight;

And the petals that

Have jallen, fragile.

Delicate . . .

Three things I know
That may not die:

The watching mountains;

The low cry

Of oceans

On a winter noon;

And the white trembling

O
O
o

8
o
a
a
o

9 Of the moon . . .

a§And now I say

There only are

55

Three things I love:

The last gray star

At morning;

fO

And the moons white light;

And April

tt Wandering at night.

O 9a 9
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A

Peut-Etre

Let me believe, my dear, the constancy

OJ love we take onjalth, as yours and mine.

Rather than dally swearing dreary vows—
A thing we may not do—be ours more fine,

Holding as true some truths we have not sworn

And knowing, untold, the many things we know:

Year upon year we yet mayfind our love

Subtler, because we chose to have it so.

J. I.

In Two Voices

Your love was but a lyric, a light song

Suddenly lighting on me, over soon;

And yet It might have changed Into a tune

Empty and vague, had It been sung too long.

Your bve was but a spring wind ajter rain,

Blowing upon me, ruffling my heartjorfun.

Without a thought. And now Ifind no one

To come and brush the wrinkles smooth again.

Eric Hlrth.
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The King's Peacock

FIRST SCENE
A Garden Before the King's Villa. There is a

large clearing injroni. Around it lie colored cushions and
rush-mats. From it a path leads back to a black stair-

way rising to the veranda oj the villa itself. The sun

makes the yellow rose blossoms appear like petals of gold;

the keora plant seems to have imparted its soul to the

surrounding shadows. The silence is broken now and
again by the scream oj parrots. Two elderly retainers

are squatting motionless on the ground, at the lejt.

Ret. 1 : Will not our King soon tire of this Ufe?

Ret. 2: He must leave it. He has no choice.

Ret. 1 : He will leave her?

Ret. 2: Today. The Singalese princess arrives soon.

What will happen to Ghyn Phru, I know not.

Ret. 1 : When will the marriage come?

Ret. 2: I know not. But this I know,—one heart, at

least, will break when it does come.

The other shrugs his shoulders and continues smoking.

Both rise and leave when two attendants enter R. They

bear two low ebony chairs and some cushions which they
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place In the center of the clearing. Enter C. Mho PhOUNG,
and Ghyn Phru, clad in flimsy Alalay silks. Following

them, comes a Burmese slave, bearing two tiny children

on her hips. The King and GhyN Phru seat themselves,

while the children are placed at their jeet and are given

marble blocks to play with.

Mho Phoung: But several hours are lacking to the two

years that we have spent together.

Ghyn Phru: And after that, you will go,—to her?

Mho P.: Go. {Nods).

Ghyn P. : And you are happy?

Mho p.: Happy as a god. And you?

Ghyn P.: I too am happy,—happy as a goddess.

She smiles, turns her head, and gazes into the distance;

the rubies hanging jrom her ears tremble, and she is more

beautijul than ever.

Mho p.: And tomorrow?

She is about to answer, when the servants rise, and,

whispering to each other, point to the left. The King
and Ghyn Phru both glance in thai direction; the latter

slips away quietly, R., the Vizir of the King approaches

Mho Phoung, and presents a message inscribed on the

leaves of Palm trees. It remains unopened. The King
notices Ghyn Phru's absence.

Mho p. : It is better thus.

Vizir: Thou hast worshipped long enough at the

Pagoda of the Silver BeUs, Lord of the Moon and

Stars, thy subjects and thy bride await thee. The
ship of the princess is arriving.

Mho p.: I shall return one day,—return and worship

here again.

He goes with the Vizir, L. Ghyn Phru reappears to

watch them go. Then, sinking down on the ground, she

faints. It is rapidly darkening. The parrots are quiet;

and the silence is broken intermittently by the melancholy

cry of pea hens.
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SECOND SCENE

The Abode of the Sorcerer. // Is strangely quiet

and dark. On a slight elevation in the center is the black

throne oj the wizard. Before it stands an oblong table

covered with richly embroidered black silk. On the center

of the table gleams a large crystal in which strange and
queerly colored figures seem to move about; on either side

of it stands a low bowl with smouldering incense. Its

smoke rises, sometimes straight as a candle, sometimes

with demon-like distortions, finally disappearing in the

darkness above. The light from a large, red lamp which

hangs on the left, clothing the left side oj each object in

red, is the only light in the room, except jor the vermillion

glow oj the smouldering sandalwood.

The Sorcerer is squatting on the throne, almost motion-

less. His jeatures are difficult to distinguish, as he is

extremely aged and wrinkled. He jondles the crystal

with hands thai are like a vulture's claws. Enter R.,

GhyN Phru. She possesses the jrailiy oj a cassia-flower

as she stands bejore the sorcerer, and her quivering opal

ear-pendants glow.

Ghyn Phru: Lord of the regions of the unearthly, take

pity upon an unhappy woman
Sorcerer: You have a sad tale to relate.

Ghyn P.: A king once loved me. I, a young and

poverty-stricken girl, returned it. To him I bore

two soft-skinned sons who now, with their father,

have left me,—left me to rot hke a wounded dove.

I wish to go to my children.

SoR.: Your children, who will perhaps become princes

and kings?

Ghyn P. : I wish to go to my children.

SoR.: Your children, who will soon have forgotten

you?
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Ghyn p.: My children] {For the first time a note oj

passion is In her voice?)

SoR.: Shall I transform you into a bird?

Ghyn P.: A bird?

SOR.: Then you can cross oceans and lands, fly to his

palace, and watch forever from the jessamine

bushes in the grove that overhangs the Jamuna's

waters.

Ghyn P. : What bird would it be?

SoR.: I would transform you into a sea-gull, white as

the pure ivory of the sacred elephant, for you are

still the untarnished daughter of the sky and the

sea.

Ghyn P.: I would rather be a peacock. Transform

me into a peacock, for then the King's children

would love me.

The Sorcerer smiles, fondles his crystal. A purple

mantle of smoke surrounds Ghyn Phru. Soon it dis-

appears, and in her place stands a peacock. Its feathers

have a strange sheen, and its eyes are two blood-redJewels.

THIRD SCENE

(Three years have passed.)

The King's Bedchamber. The room is vast. In
shadedcorners lie brilliantly coloredcushions. In the center,

on a raised platform of snow-white marble is the Kings
bed. Steps, covered with perfumed Persian carpets,

lead up to it. Under a gorgeously embroidered baldachin

of black velvet, reclining on enormous pillows of purple.

Lies Mho Phoung. A heavy, pearl-sewn cover weighs

down upon his body. The pallor of his face combines

with the olive color of his skin, to form a deathly, greyish

hue. On the elevation, behind the bed, stand physicians

and astrologers. On the right, in back, is a great ebony

door. The light in the room is greyish, like the color of
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the dying monarch's skin. Through an enormous window,

high above the bed, dawn is seen, slowly, slowly rising.

Everything is silent,—only the physicians whisper, and
astrologers murmur.

Physicians: The king's life is fading.

Astrologers: But his star fades not.

Physicians: The King passes.

Astrologers: Yet his star is still bright.

The ministers and courtiers murmur and wait. The

great door opens slowly, and the Grand Vizir enters.

Mho Phoung opens his eyes when the minister approaches.

Mho p. : How fare my pets?

Vizir: One of them is no more, my Lord.

Mho p.: Which is it that died?

Vizir: The large peacock,—the peacock with the soul.

I saw it raising its lovely head, then slowly lower-

ing it, letting it fall on its breast; its feathers lost

their irridescence.

The King looks towards the door. Suddenly it opens,

and a woman advances. She is strangely lovely, fragile

as a Gulmohor blossom, and her trembling opal ear-pendants

burn. She rushes through the crowd of courtiers and
physicians standing between her and the King. She

reaches the foot of the stairs leading up to Mho Phoung.
Ghyn Phru: I come to bring you hght, my Lord, I

come to bring you Hfe.

She falls silently on the stairs. The King sits up in

his bed. The physicians rush toward her. One of them

says, "She is dead." The sun breaks through the vast

window, pouring gold over the objects in its path. The
shape of a large peacock, perched on the baldachin, over

the King's head, is revealed. The hidden fire of the jewel

that burns on the brow of a serpent king is in its eyes.

A rare fragrance Jills the air, and sunlight falls like a

blessingfrom heaven on all.

C. G. Baker



The Old Tale

The tale that's ever new Is the tale that's ages old:

There Is no call that is like the call to sea;

For my heart is brimming, brimming

With the rolling blue at dawn
And the screaming gulls come wheeling back to me.

Sing a song oj many ports, sing a song oj many
lands,

Sing a song oj distant islands, distant sky—
A hundred winds are blowing

To a hundred haunting harbors

And the sea-trail is the trail to find them by.

There s a prow that's cutting clean through the deep'

ness of the green.

And a gleaming wake that's widening out astern,

And the hardest lotjor me
Is to think about the sea:

It's the lesson oj the land that I must learn.

F. T. Gower
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The Fork in the Road
HEMINGWAY was in his castle. Current English

proverb to the contrary, this castle was not his

home but his class room, for at home he was
but a poor vassal of a husband; here, under the title of

Professor of English, he was a proud-crested troubadour-

knight and lord of all he surveyed. Here in the towered

capital of his tiny kingdom he could feel that he really

was somebody—a man of parts with a definite position

in the world. When pacing up and down with long, stately

strides as he talked on literature to those roomfuls of

Central European and negro youths who made up the

classes in the Benjamin Franklin High School, he became
a returned Crusader describing in glowing words the

milk and honey of that holy land where he would lead

his motley band on one more romantic pilgrimage.

No sword ever clanged on shield, no spears rattled in

applause; his blank-faced hearers would still slouch

in their chairs with scarce a sparkle in their dull eyes,

but in spite of themselves they were stirred, and more
than one would secretly—perhaps unconsciously—vow
to seek out some day these golden shrines his leader told

of and mayhap even break a lance in their behalf. And
Hemingway, who sensed rather than saw the impression

he made, would be filled with pride. Imperious and

baronial as his manner towards them often was, he bore

a genuine affection to this cultural riffraff and prized all

tokens of their approbation. Although he rarely realized

and seldom admitted it, he was seldom so happy as when
snugly ensconced in this noisy, nerve-racking citadel

of his.

Hemingway yawned. Even the best of castles is likely

to grow stuffy and tiresome at times, and on fine autumn
afternoons his seemed especially confining. He glanced

at his watch. Two-forty—only twenty more minutes.

209
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Again he yawned and stared out the window. Amazing
the way the sun hit the rear of those apartment houses

beyond the garage across the street—symbolic, too, the

way they turned their backs to all that glory in the west.

dull, prosaic dwetUngs,

Turn round and see the sun!

Good tag end for a stanza, that—must write a poem on it

sometime.

Abruptly he realized by the sudden pause in Katinsky's

shrill-treble rendering of Brutus's speech in the Forum,
that something was expected of him. Knowing from

severalyears' experience in teaching Shakespeare to high

school freshmen that it must be his cue to enter as

Marc Antony, he hastily arose and swaggered majes-

tically over to the other side of the class room, fumbUng
in his book for the place as he went. Brutus, satisfied,

resumed his breathless oration, interrupted every now
and then by a very Yiddish-sounding remark on the

part of the "Citizens". Hemingway let them pass un-

corrected; he was too busy planning how he would

handle the approaching speech of Antony over the body

of Caesar. The romantic character of Marc Antony,

the man who could win an empire in the teeth of all

Rome and toss it hghtly away again for a woman,
appealed to his own essentially romantic nature. Each
year when he distributed the various parts of " Juhus

Caesar" to be read off in a supposedly dramatic manner
in front of the class, he kept Antony for himself and de-

claimed it with great enthusiasm and vigor, if not with

entire dramatic accuracy. The high-Kght of this per-

formance, of course, was the famous address over the

corpse of Caesar, and Hemingway always tried to make
it come at the end of a period so he could pretend to have
lost the place and give it all over again the next time.
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He noted with satisfaction that he would be able to do

this now and decided to read it straight through to-day

and "discuss" it Monday. Plunging in with "Friends,

Romans, countrymen", he plowed majestically onward

in the grand oratorical strain until it came time for the

"Citizens" to clamor altogether to hear Caesar's will.

This they did so realistically that the dramatist's line:

"The will, the will! we will hear Caesar's will," became,

as in real life it probably would, a perfectly uninteUi-

gible jumble of "Willi will! willl"

"Hold on there," Hemingway commanded. "Poor

Will will turn over in his grave if he hears that." Some-

what nettled by the feebleness of the laughter this

attempted pun drew, he went on to correct the "Citi-

zens'" stage technique: "Now, all together," he admon-

ished them, motioning somewhat in the manner of a

college cheer leader, "so we can understand it. Try
and wake up Zeritsky back there on the last row."

The resulting volume drowned even the roar of

laughter at this "Old Faithful" sally, and the unison

would have done credit to any rooting section. The
action of the play, however, had stopped and Hemingway,
in pointing out the cleverness of Antony as an orator,

soon strayed into comparisons with WilUam Jennings

Bryan, Robert IngersoU and Henry Ward Beecher, and

finally into the whole field of Victorian literature. In

the middle of a burning tribute to Browning's genius

the period bell rang.

"Well, gentlemen,"—he used the term not in

conscious sarcasm but merely to enhance their dignity

and his— "we'll go on with this on Monday," he con-

cluded regretfully.

"Book report on Monday, 'fessor," piped up someone
on the front row.

"Well, then on Tuesday."
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"Don't come to you Tuesday/' earnestly volunteered

another young genius.

"Then the next time you do come. Now pass the

books up to the front row, gentlemen, and will you
collect them, Mr. Churno£f and Mr. Riley?" Always

"Mr."—like "gentlemen" it added fully as much to his

poise as to their vanity—and amusement.

Riley and Churnoff were his two hopefuls. They alone

of the class had a real interest in the subject which, in

spite of their rather mediocre abiKties, he had fanned into

hterary ambitions. Hemingway, who was reminded by
them of his own early youth of boundless, over-weening

hope and saw in each some small part of the man he

himself might have been, had adopted them as proteges

and encouraged them at every turn. Did Churnofif

write for one of his compositions an imaginary dialogue

of Adam and Eve visiting modern New York, he com-

pared it not to the other squibs of this sort which filled

the humorous magazines, but to Dante's "Inferno";

did Riley produce an especially crude and bloody murder
story, he immediately cited the precedent of Shakespeare

and "Titus Andronicus", and bade him persevere. He
fixed their goals as stars so distant that it was no disgrace

to fall far short. He encouraged but never criticized.

To anyone really launched on a literary career he would

have been as useless as a springboard in the capacity of

wings, but to those on tiptoe poised for flight he gave an

impetus, the lack of which had kept many a skylark,

born to soar, flapping awkwardly on earth.

The two usually came up to his desk after class on

some pretext or other to talk with him, or rather to Hsten

to him with shining eyes. Today it was Churnoff

inquiring about the return of his last composition and

Riley as usual asking for the privilege of handing his

next one in late.

"Ah, yes, Mr. Churnoff, I have it home. I'll return it
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with next week's bunch. I think I remember it

—

Henry VHI and Brigham Young holding a discussion

in Hades on marriage, wasn't it? Yes, that was very

clever. Classmate of mine at college has written some

very brilliant stuff along that Hne." (Churnoff knew
when he said it that he was thinking of John Kendrick

Bangs, but drank it in eagerly notwithstanding.) "Fos-

ter Traymoor—you may have seen his book that won
the PuHtzer Prize two years ago—splendid chap, pro-

fessor at Columbia at present. I was talking to him at

the class reunion last year." And the next ten minutes

were devoted to Hemingway's one contemporary hero,

Foster Traymoor.

Riley explained the lateness of his composition by
saying he was writing his first poem for it and couldn't

make very fast headway. (He had rather nonplussed

his professor the week before by coolly stating that he

was thinking of writing a poem, and asking what metre

Professor Hemingway recommended.)

"Oh, you mustn't be discouraged by that, Mr. Riley,"

said Hemingway. "The great English poet, Alfred,

Lord Tennyson"—he always spoke of Tennyson this

way; it sounded so dignified
—"would often spend a

whole day just in poHshing one line, but when he got

through that was a line. Amazing genius, Tennyson

—

Alfred, Lord Tennyson—marvelous ability." And so a

rhapsody on Tennyson.

When he finally looked at his watch it was going on

four, so gathering together his papers, he put away the

books the class had used, locked up his desk and walked

with the two to the stairway. He stayed in the

faculty room only long enough to get his hat and coat;

that cemetery of dead hopes, a third-rate high school

faculty, always depressed him and he avoided its mem-
bers—collectively—as much as possible.

Going home on the elevated he found it too fine a day
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to mark papers as he usually did. Involuntarily he

stared out the window at the sea of slag roofs, brick

chimneys, and crazy-angled radio aerials from which

he had turned in boredom a thousand times before.

Now he gazed at them only half-bored, the other half

fascinated—fascinated by the thought of the countless

dramas being enacted in those tiny boxed-in stages, the

hearts leaping with joy or throbbing with pain, the

aspirations soaring bravely aloft and the dreams crash-

ing miserably to awakening and disillusioment. All these

people, each with his own hopes and fears, each going

his own way thinking himself master of his fate, and
yet each but a tiny coil in the great dynamo called

society, controlled by some mysterious force which he

neither understood nor even knew existed—this was
Lifel God I what a subject for one of those essays of his!

He started scribbling key sentences on the odd bits of

paper he always had about him for the purpose, for

essay writing was what a business man would term his

hobby and he himself call his ralson d'etre. Hemingway
Hved in a world of hyperbole where praise was sounded

with blaring trumpets and thundering drums, and blame

entirely mute; consequently, his writing fairly flowered

with extravagant superlatives. Like that amazing book,

"Moby Dick," they contained large mixtures of mag-

nificent free verse (he hated free verse in verse form and

unconsciously wrote it himself in prose)buried in mere

bombastic prose. Through all this choked but gorgeous

jungle, however, there flowed a tiny stream of crystal

clearness—a wild pagan joy of Hving and a conviction

that in spite of all the bumps and bruises the game was
really worth the playing. He had the fortunate ability

to see romance in almost everything and particularly

in the heart of a big city. However, much he enjoyed

those long country walks he used to steal from his family

on Saturdays, his best work was done in hjncnning the
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savage beauty of the towering skyscrapers, the brilhant

play of light and shade in the long, jagged shadows they

cast on the hard stone pavements, and the mad intoxica-

tion of the scurrying, busthng crowds.

Such esssays as he completed he sent away to maga-
zines—always to first-raters—and now and then received

a check instead of a rejection shp. These, however,

were small and few enough to keep his work on a virtually

amateur basis—if not art for art's sake, at least for the

sake of seeing "W. Forsythe Hemingway" printed in

neat. Impressive-looking black letters in the table of

contents. So unremunerative was it, in fact, that his

wife Mabel was forever nagging him to abandon it in

favor of book reviewing. Having long since given up
trying to make her understand that he wrote for the

satisfaction of his own soul and that soul demanded
creative effort, he would merely reply that he knew
little and cared less about contemporary literature and
wouldn't be bothered learning the catchwords of review-

ing. And so he wrestled and strove with these essays

of his, not being made happy by the mere writing of them
but not being able to be happy without them.

By the time he had reached his stop he was well along in

the architecture of his essay if not in its actual construc-

tion, and he arrived at the house with eyes ablaze

and the intention of cUmbing to his den immediately to

go on with it while his pen still dripped fire.

He opened the door. "Is that you, Walter?" his

wife's voice called. "Where hai^e you been? I was
getting worried about you, dear."

"Just talking to some pupils after school. I'm sorry,"

"Well, anyhow, it's awful nice to be home for the rest

of the week, isn't it?"

He made no reply.

"Now as soon as you get your coat off, please come
out in the kitchen, Walter. There's something the
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matter with the refrigerator door—you can't shut it

—

and I'm afraid all the food will spoil. I couldn't seem to

fix it but you go out and see what you can do with it.

"

"All right, Mabel/' he said kindly, "I'll tend to it

right after dinner, but I've got some very important work
to do now."

"But it wouldn't take you a minute," she objected.

"I know, dear, but this is very important and I must
get at it right away," he soothed, knowing how futile

it would be to attempt to explain.

"Well, what about this being important, too?" she

queried sharply, her voice rising. "It's been that way
all day. That's just the way you always do—put off,

put off, put off—tend to your own affairs and never

mind about me. Do you think / enjoy working out

there in that kitchen all day? I guess not I"

Anxious to avoid the storm, Hemingway sKpped off

his coat without a word and walked out to the kitchen.

Anyhow, manual labor was a good thought-lubricant.

Unfortunately, his optimism was not justified. His

wife, much mollified, as if she wished to indicate her

willingness to forget his misdemeanor, followed him
to the refrigerator and, standing behind him as he

worked, proceeded to regale him with a recital of the

day's news. The morning mail had not arrived until

nine o'clock, the laundry had sent back one of his shirts

torn clear across the back, she had met Mrs. HolKngs-

head at market and been nearly a whole hour late getting

home. In the afternoon May Crandall, whom she hadn't

seen for simply ages, had dropped in and they had had a

nice long chat. May's brother had just had an operation

for appendicitis. And then Mrs. Digby had telephoned.

"Oh yesl and somebody called up for you, Walter," she

concluded triumphantly.

Walter said not a word ; a great triumph of self-control.

"He was from Chapman's, the publishers," she went
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on blithely, "but I couldn't find out what he wanted
with you." He longed to remark that this probably

wasn't from want of trying, but held his peace. "Any-
how, he asked if he could see you at eight o'clock to-night

and I told him yes. You'd better put on a clean shirt.

That one's awful grimy around the cujBfs. There! I think

I've told you all the news." He breathed a sigh of reUef.

Dinner was a silent meal. After assisting in

packing little Marjorie and Robert off to bed and
helping Milton with his lessons, Hemingway finally

climbed the stairs to his den. Sinking into his easy

chair, he lighted his favorite pipe and leaned back

blowing smoke rings. This always reheved his feehngs

and he needed solace then. Through the layers of blue

smoke he gazed rather wearily at the pile of unmarked
compositions. He wondered if Churnoff's had gotten in

there. The thought train thus started made him trace

over the happenings of the afternoon. He drew the

embryo essay from his pocket, read it through with a

rueful smile and slowly pushed it into a pigeon-hole in

his desk—his isle of dead ships, where he kept all these

bits which he had never worked up into essays—the

half-burnt wicks of lights that failed, as he sometimes

called them.

"Pettiness, thy name is woman," he paraphrased

half aloud. He sighed a httle as he thought how quickly

the flashing sunHght of the afternoon had faded—but

no faster than the exalted poetic emotions it had aroused

in him. Should have cHmbed in a window in his stocking

feet if he'd wanted an even chance of finishing that

essay. Couldn't really blame Mabel, though. She was

perfectly right according to her lights and it wasn't

her fault if she couldn't understand. He'd been the one

who'd tried to five by a double standard.

He who would woo the Muses
Must have no other loves.
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Hmm.
He who would walk with the gods on Olympus
Must put off earthly shoes.

Not bad—might be able to work them up into something

sometime. Could probably juggle a rhyme out of

"Muse" and "shoes"—have to chop out part of Olym-
pus, though—entirely too long. Why was it that he

could never finish a poem? Was it because his second

standard of life tore him away from it too soon? Did
happiness consist in being able to live by one standard

alone without any other butting in? Was that why it

was so elusive and fleeting? Did one ever know when
he'd gotten it? Did he

Buz-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-zr-r-r-r-r-r-r-ring]

The sound of the doorbell reminded him that he had
still his shirt to change; as he did so he speculated on
the nature of his caller's business. From Chapman's,

Mabel said. He had sent his last essay to them. Could

it be that they wanted him to write on contract? Sup-

pose they did, what would he say? Bad practice that

—

prostituting a man's art, yet it certainly paid. Well,

he'd go down and see the feUow, at any rate.

A red-faced, heavily built man rose to greet him as he

entered the hving room. "Good evening, Mr. Heming-

way. How are you? Let me introduce myself. Donald-

son's my name—George P. Donaldson, Advertising

Manager of Chapman and Company."
Hemingway's face fell. "Glad to know you, Mr.

Donaldson. You're in the business end of it, you say?"

"Yes, the Advertising Department—that is, of the

publishing house, not the magazine. I suppose you
wonder what I want to see you about."

"I must confess I'm completely in the dark."

"Well, it's this way. We've decided to strike out in a

somewhat new hne in the advertising of our books

—
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especially our standard sets which we're going to push

rather hard. Now we've been looking around for a man
who has a distinctive hterary style—something flashy.

In bright colors, packing a wallop and all that sort of

thing, but hterary enough to make people read his lay-

out as something different and higher class than ordinary

advertising copy. We've looked over our regular staff

but none of 'em seem to fill the bill—good, clever chaps,

y' understan', but nothing out the ordinary—which is

7ust what we must have. Finally the magazine recom-

mended you on account of some essays or something

you sent 'em. They said they were disUncthe enough to

suit anybody." Hemingway winced at the suggestive

way he stressed "distinctive". "And there's the case

as It stands, Mr. Hemingway. I know it's rather a

radical departure to get in a new man entirely green to

the advertising game, but it's a rather radically new
scheme of advertising."

"Well, I don't guarantee I'd come up to all those

specifications," said Hemingway non-committedly.

"Don't you worry about that," replied the visitor,

"that's our risk."

"Well then, how much salary would I get?''

"What do you draw now at the high school?"

"Twenty-one hundred."

"Hmm. Well, I can offer you a fifty per cent Increase

on that—say thirty-two hundred to start and con-

siderably more later if things break right."

"How much of my time will it take up? Much work
outside the office?"—he must spar for a breathing space

somehow.

"Pretty nearly all of it, for a while at least, Mr.
Hemingway. You see we have to plunge right Into it

as soon as possible if we want to make any bid at all for

the Christmas trade, and you'll have a lot to learn at
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first. You would have to do a lot of planning out and

writing at home on your own.

"

"Well, er—uh—you see I get a good deal of spare time

at present to spend on my essays. They may seem a

more or less foolish waste of time to you, Mr. Donaldson,

but they mean a lot to me and I'd hate to have to give

them up."

"I don't want to hold out any false hopes to you, Mr.

Hemingway, and to be frank with you, I don't see

where you'd find the time. You see we'll be paying

you a lot more than you get at the high school and

we'll expect more of your time in proportion.

"

"But just what is this stuff I'll have to concentrate

on day and night?"

"Well, for one thing, there's this set called 'The

English Muse', a leather-bound, pocket-size edition of

EngKsh poetry from Chaucer to Rupert Brooke. We're

going to start in by booming the Keats, Shelley and

Byron volumes. They're money makers ;ust now and

ought to make a good entering wedge for the edition.

Now what we want is a series of short literary essays

praising their genius, bringing in any famous quotations

or verses about them and all that sort of thing. Look,"

said his visitor, opening his brief case, "here's one of the

set. Nice looking, isn't it?"

Hemingway took it and glanced through it admiringly.

It was evident that the idea appealed to him and the book
was followed by a perfect flood of binding samples, proof

sheets, art work and typewritten advertising specifica-

tions. As his visitor talked on and on explaining these,

his interest rose; for a moment his imagination was

fired by the thought of making that series of advertise-

ments a classic of Hterary tributes.

"Of course your work wouldn't consist entirely of this,"

Donaldson went on. "It would probably be mostly

pushing contemporary stuff—to be brutally frank about
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it, trying to give a first-rate literary reputation to things

that are mostly third-rate twaddle/'

"Ohl"
"And then, there'd be a lot of business details to

attend to—squabbles with the art department and so

forth. I'm being unusually frank with you because we
don't want you to take the job under any misapprehen-

sions and then have to throw it up."

"Well, naturally, I'd want some time to think this

over," Hemingway parried, on his guard once more.

"I'm sorry but we can only give you till Monday

—

first thing in the morning," his visitor replied. "It's a

case where time's money. You'll have to start right

away if you do decide to accept.

Hemingway winced. He hated sudden changes.
" I think I've given you the long and short of it now

—

I hope I've put it plainly. We'll be very pleased to have

you with us, Mr. Hemingway, if you can see your way
clear to accept. I'll expect to hear from you bright and

early Monday morning, then. Good-night, Mr.
Hemingway."

His visitor gone, he sank into a chair, thinking hard.

The thing was so damnably comphcated—Mabel and
the children to consider besides himself. Why not lay

the whole case before her? Surely she could understand

his feelings just this once. He must have someone to

talk it out with.

Mabel tiptoed up to the side of his chair and slid an
arm across the broad of his back. "What did he want
to see you about, dear," she asked.

"He wants me to take a position in their advertising

department," he blurted out, his eyes fixed moodily on
the rug. "Much better salary and all that but I'd

probably have to give up my writing and "

"Ohl Walter! how wonderful1" she exclaimed, her

face fighting up. "Now we can get that piano we've
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been saving for, and new dining room furniture and a

—

why we can even move out to the suburbs!"

He turned his head away from her kisses. What was
the use? Would she never understand?

He was walking down a long country road in the paling

sunshine of the next afternoon, thinking furiously. It

would be bad enough if he had only himself to consider

—

he himself hked fine things and good living well enough.

But there was Mabel—she had no other goal or guiding

star but glorified respectability; a fine country house

with a host of servants, floors you feared to walk on and

furniture you didn't dare use. Ugh! Still, she was his

wife. And what about the children? He wanted to

send them—the boys at least—through college Hke fine

gentlemen, but how do it on twenty-one hundred a year?

Practically no chance for a raise unless he became

head of the department or the Board suddenly got

munificent. And, much as he enjoyed his job at Benja-

min FrankKn, he didn't want Milton to go there. Be-

sides, he always had wanted to see Europe.

But then his essays I They were the real things in his

life—the stars that fixed the course of an otherwise

purposeless voyage. Take them away and that voyage

might end on the rocks. Yet disappear they would, he

he knew himself well enough to admit, if he left behind

the crisp, clear air of the classics he now breathed and

sailed into cloud-filled southern seas. Yes! for the salva-

tion of his own soul he must stuff" his ears to this song of

the sirens and avoid their rocky isle. Yes, all well enough

for his soul, but was that the only consideration? Did

being captain of his soul make him master of his fate

as well? Old Francis Bacon had summed it up pretty

well when he said that "he that hath wife and children

hath given hostages to fortune. " His family's happiness
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—^had he the right to lay it on the altar in sacrifice for

his soul?

Turning the bend at the bottom of the hill, he was

confronted with a fork in the road. Two gray prongs,

exactly ahke with not even a signpost to choose between

them, grew out of one and disappeared from sight, the

one seeming gradually to climb the hill towards the

setting sun, the other to fade into the distance near a

small village. Hemingway, who hated to make a forced

decision, sat down on a stone at the point where the

two branches parted. To postpone choosing one of the

two he drew from his pocket what he had been writing

late the night before. For perhaps the twentieth time

he read over these passionate outbursts—read them
though they wrenched his soul—seeming to find a certain

peace in sheer joy of craftsmanship.

"O the soul of the poet hemmed in by deadly com-

monplaces! O the pangs of an idea strugghng for expres-

sion] O the agony of interruptions to the blest com-

munion with beauty, with nature, with God! How
racking to the mind, how harassing to the soul are the

well-meant but tormenting solicitudes of good, prac tical,

uninspired people—especially those who rule us with the

terrible tyranny of uncomprehending love! How irk-

some the everyday tasks, how maddening the humdrum
duties to one who feels the divine fire and longs to give it

expression.

"But these are naught to his agony when he enters

the valley of decision—that vale more fearful far than the

valley of the shadow of death. The man in such position

stands at the parting of the ways; at what will be either

a new beginning or an inglorious end to his inner, truer

life; at the choice between ignominous surrender to

the conmionplace or continued striving towards his

high goal. The hands of those dear to him unwittingly

try to hold him down; the thirst for temporary honors
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goads him to awaken from his dream of romance and
beauty. The materialistic maxims dinned into his ears

from earliest childhood all point the way to the safe

valley roads below: the inward consciousness of his

high calHng, the blazing of the divine fire, urge him to

choose the precarious mountain paths above. In this

conflict he must depend on himself alone; the advice of

others is a hindrance rather than a help; he must fight

the battle single-handed.

"Ay, pity the man who must pass through this fire,

who must face this ordeal, who must make this decision.

And yet, of such stuff are poets made."

He was in the valley of decision—at the fork in the

road. Within one day the whole aspect of his Ufe had

changed. It could no more go back to what it had been

before than this water in the ditch at the roadside

could flow back up the hill. Whichever horn of the

dilemma he seized—passive or active—his fife would be

forever altered; it could never again be the same. And
time was hurtling on. He must choosel The poet in

him would choose one road, the paterJamilles the other,

and yet they must both go the same. One of them must

give in, there would be sorrow and heartache either way,

but you couldn't compromise with a fork in the road.

Choose] choose] take your road for better or for worse

—

on] on] fate was snapping at your heels. What did it

matter if he couldn't decide which was better—both

looked the same? Choose now and make up your mind

afterwards] No delay] No retreat] Life was a one-way

street with the traffic forever moving—faster and faster,

onward and onward, never a pause. Bends, turns, sharp

corners, and forks—take them all at full speed, snap

judgments and forced decisions. No asking for sym-

pathy] no hanging back] no time for thought] Pick

your fork and travel it—choose]

Standing at the very parting of the ways, his back
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squarely towards the hill down which he had come, and

looking straight down both roads, the one to where it

crossed the brow of a hill right into the golden disk of the

setting sun, the other to where it met a few rosy points

of Ught—fires lighted in the village against the chill of

the evening

—

, Hemingway made his decision.

II

Slowly, pausing meditatively on each step, Hemingway
cKmbed the stairs to his "study" up under the eaves.

The evening had been a success but had left him tired.

Yes, as Mabel could proudly say, a notable success:

next week's Facri^iew Herald would contain a sentence

or two to the effect that "Mr. and Mrs. Walter F.

Hemingway gave another one of their dehghtful dinner

parties on Friday night, the guest of honor being the

brilHant young poet and essayist, Mr. Delancey

Winters." For once, this information was quite correct:

Winters certainly was a coming author, he had been

invited—naturally as guest of honor—on a business

pretext by the Advertising Manager of his publishing

house, and he had entertained everyone present with his

wit and enchanted with his personal charm. That is,

almost everyone—or everyone so far as appearances

went—, for if his host thought him a bit of a conceited

ass, he had the good business sense to keep it to himself.

But then Hemingway had felt rather out of sorts, any-

how, when the evening had started; perhaps a sharp

reminder from Mabel about sitting on that chair in the

corner, perhaps spilKng cigarette ashes all over his shirt-

front while dressing, would account for it. At any

rate, he had felt distinctly disgruntled throughout the

whole affair and had played the part of "the genial

host" required of him by the write-up in the Herald

only with pronounced—through inward—grumblings.
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He dropped into the chair in front of his desk, pawed
unsuccessfully in a drawer for a pipe—damn Mabel
where the devil did she hide them when she tidied the

place up? (Mabel had not entered the room in a fort-

night)—and finally lit a cigar. He looked boredly at the

pile of mail. Bills, ads and a letter from Bob at Prince-

ton. Putting aside the latter, he pushed the rest back

into the rest of the litter on his desk. Too tired to

attend to it now. Damn that conceited young puppy,

anyhow] If he couldn't name a dozen young chaps of

Winter's age who could write better stuff, he'd eat his

shirt. Why, by George, if he'd stuck to essay writing,

he could have done better than that himself.

He rocked back in his chair, blowing smoke rings.

Queer how that vioh'n piece they'd heard over the radio,

kept coming back into his mind. "The Old Refrain",

wasn't it? some piece he'd once heard Kreisler play,

anyhow. It soothed and yet haunted him—made him

revive dead memories, call up old ghosts and march

them before him in shadowy parade. Humph! strange

the effect that piece had. Like to write something about

that. Wished he had time to write essays now-a-days.

He's have to take a couple months off from Chapman's

and see if his hand was still in. It was rather different

from ad writing—he'd found that out rather bitterly

when he went into the advertising game. Have to look

up some of his old work some time—maybe it was in

this drawer with a lot more of his old junk. Yes, here

it was,—a pile of it all tied up with dirty white string.

This looked like his old "ugly duckling pile"—stuff no

magazine would accept. He had always had a warm
place in his heart for them on account of this. Let's see

what they were really Kke. He turned over the tattered

bits of paper. "The Romance of Reahty"—ah yes,

he'd written most of that looking out the window of a

dentist's waiting room. Funny, the queer places he used
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to find inspiration in. "Literature and the Masses"

—

yes. "Modern Literature"—let's dip into this; inter-

esting to see what was modern then.

"... Modern Hterature, Uke much of modern
food, is highly seasoned and attractively served but is

woefully lacking in substance and 'meat', often leaves a

bitter taste in the mouth and frequently causes indiges-

tion." Well, no. You really couldn't expect a con-

temporary magazine to have swallowed that.

Free verse! exactly so—free from all the rhythm, the

power, the beauty of the old poetry. And verse, verse,

verse I volumes and volumes of verse and not one line

of poetry 1" He smiled. Not bad. Of course that had

damned it completely, though, so far as the magazines

were concerned. Free verse had been bringing in the

millenium just about that time. Hello, one without a

title. What was it about, anyhow? . . . Romance
of housetops seen from the L, or som.ething like that.

And then this last one, "The Valley of Decision."

Sounded pretty good. Why wouldn't anybody accept

it? "O the soul of the poet hemmed in by deadly com-

monplaces! O the pangs of an idea struggling for expres-

sion!

He read it through to the bitter end. Now he could

remember hke yesterday the day he had written it.

He had been under great mental stress—in agony, in

fact—but still with the two roads before him; now he was

far along on one of them with no chance of retracing

his steps. The old Uterary Hemingway, the man who
could write Hke that, was forever dead and his ghost,

who lived in the body of the Advertising Manager of

Chapman and Company, was a bored, disatisfied wraith.

Life had become an easy proposition but it had lost its

interest. What use was his money when the thing he

most desired was dead past raising? In spite of that

living token before him of the ancient agony of his soul.
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he would have given up all his present position to stand

again at the parting of the ways where he had stood

that chill October day forgotten ages ago.

"Yes," he mused half-aloud, "I chose the wrong road."

Ill

Wearily, yet doggedly and without hesitation—he had

long since learned that pauses, no matter how dramatic,

only made one lose time and have to hurry later—

,

Hemingway mounted the stairs to his den. He had
had a hard day at the high school and some shopping

to do for Mabel afterwards; altogether a most tiring

time of it. He threw the evening paper hstlessly on the

floor and collapsed in his desk chair. He permitted

himself the luxury of a pipe and his feet upon the desk

while he went through the day's mail. That plumber's

bill at last—four dollars more than he'd figured on.

Well, he'd have to cut down somewhere else. He knew
what was in this one from the bank—account overdrawn,

but he'd been down there to fix it up this afternoon.

SoHciting his contribution for a new wing to the Poly-

clinic Hospital. Wastebasket. A check—he could tell

it by the size of the envelope—from Chapman's. Put

it aside—open it later. Also another of his manuscripts

returned—probably not the right length. Good enough

essay—have to send it some place else. And a letter

from Bob at State—he'd read that later, too.

As he stooped to pick up the paper he remembered

he'd promised to read Httle Goldstein's short story for

him. Taking it out of his pocket, he laid it on top of the

inevitable pile of compositions. He'd mark comps till

ten, then try his hand at writing something of his own.

After glancing at the political news, he started to turn to

the Friday Hterary supplement when his wife called hixn

to supper.
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He ate slowly and in silence, hardly noticing his

daughter's conversation with Mabel about John Gilbert's

latest picture. As Marjorie switched to bridge parties

and beaus, however, he couldn't help noticing the wistful

look on his wife's face. He had never realized before

how much she had of that pathetic look which comes to

conscientious wives whose life is one long battle with a

dollar mark, and never a taste of the sweets of victory.

He must take her out more; must get pretty dull for

her.

"There's a letter from Bob," his wife said halfway

through the meal.

"Yes, I saw it. Haven't had time to read it yet,

though."

After dinner they sat in the living room for an hour

or so, Hstening to the radio. Damn it, what was the

name of that vioUn solo? "The Old Refrain," Mabel
said it was—she had a tear in one eye. Damned senti-

mental, women. Nevertheless, he was moved.

Finally Mabel went up to get her mending and he

up-stairs to mark papers.

He started off with the newspaper and a pipe, how-

ever, and was soon engrossed in book reviews. (Since

he had become Kterature himself he took more interest

in the contemporary world of letters.) He found a

review of his book of collected essays and swelled with

pride as he read the praise of "W. Forsythe Hemingway".

This was something worth living for. He read on and

came to a special article on the rising star of the essay,

that briUiant young genius, Delancey Winters. Hem-
ingway, who had read some of his work and thought it

rather poor stuff, sniffed scornfully. A sensation always

looked so suspiciously Hke a fake. Winters would soon

get over his celebrity stage. He knew, having been

through it himself—quite a thrill when one is first

"discovered", but fortunately the pubHc and the
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celebrity often grow tired of it at the same time. He
was somewhat mollified, however, to find further down
in the same article the sentence: "If young Mr. Winters

continues in the same fine strain in which he has so well

begun, the younger generation will soon boast a writer

to place beside that master of the essay, W. Forsythe

Hemingway." All very nice and flattering to see in

print, but that didn't pay the plumbing bill. No money
in essays.

He opened Bob's letter—needed money as usual.

Perfectly legitimate need, though and it'd be a shame for

him to have to quit in his senior year after getting a

scholarship and earning most of his other expenses him-

self the summer before. Of course, it would be a scrimp

to send it to him, but that was quite the usual thing.

Probably that check from Chapman's had enough in it.

He could just endorse it.

He opened the envelope. A highly-glazed, gaily-

printed piece of paper fell out onto the floor. Too lazy

to pick it up, he started to read instead the accompanying

letter. "Dear Book-lover," the mimeographed sheet

ran, "You are probably famihar with the long and

glorious history of the English novel; you have, no

doubt, read most of the better-known ones; perhaps

even own sets of some of the great novelists. But have

you ever wished to possess in a finely-printed, Hmp
leather-bound, pocket-size edition, a// the great classics of

Enghsh fiction from the masterpieces of Defoe, through

those of Scott, Dickens and Thackeray, to H. G. Wells

and Arnold Bennett, in a comprehensive, uniform

library? Through a special arrangement with a great

English printing house, we are able to offer you just such

a set at an unbeHevable low figure. Could you merely

see these books, we feel sure

He dropped the letter and picked up the circular.

There it stared at him—"The English Muse" come to
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Kfe again with "The English Novel" lettered on its

cover. He remembered how it had once momentarily

captured his imagination only to be indignantly spurned

as a trap. Would it have been such a terrible thing,

after all, to have been caught in the trap? Wasn't the

snared animal often better off in captivity? Didn't

freedom, Kke everything else, have its price?

He lived over again that night when he had first seen

"The EngKsh Muse"—the mental torment of that battle

alone with his dilemma. Had it really been worthwhile

to be so strong willed? He had achieved Hterary fame,

yes; but what good was it? Was it worth the ceaseless

struggle with dollar marks and decimal points, the

luxuries and even necessities he had had to deny his

family—even their happiness itself? Hadn't his gods

demanded too bloody a sacrifice? Hadn't he paid rather

too much for his whistle?

He saw himself back at the fork in the road, his rash

decision made, dashing break-neck and bHndly along the

way he had chosen. Had he chosen aright?

"No," he murmured sorrowfully, "I took the wrong

road."

J. W. Martin.

Quand Meme

For "girls who wear glasses" the Leap Year was

made,

For "the girl who's too short" and "the girl who's

too tail"

,

Injactjor alljemales not smiled-on by nature

{Butjrankly it's not going to help them at all).
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EUROPE AT LOVE

It is so seldom that one finds a perfect adjective for an
author. Paul Morand is cosmopolitan. His L'Europe

Galanie has been translated into unexpurgated English,

and the result is truly brilliant—the more so because

it would appear to have an elusive DeMaupassantish

difficulty o£ translation. These are stories of the author's

amours and the amours of some others, in the capitals

of Europe. They are six steps beyond frankness and

six steps short of vulgarity at the same time. M.
Morand seems to be the man who could feel at home in

New York after a year among the esquimaux. You get

the idea.

Style is not, supposedly, a factor in a translation.

But there is here a conscious unselfconsciousness to

conjure with. We would be amused to see Mr. H. L.

Mencken give a public reading of this book on Boston

Common. 93%
{Bonl S Llverlght, $6.00) J. R.

WORLD'S ENDS

To our way of thinking Jacob Wasserman's The World's

Illusion is one of the four or five greatest novels of the

last fifty years. Wasserman, to phrase it succinctly, has

Dimensions. Here we are given several novelettes from bis

more recent stock. We confess to a mild sort of disap-

pointment. The stature of the man is obvious behind

these heavy-fire stories, but only as through a glass,

darkly. Adam Urbas, for example, is the story of a man
who kills his son and then himself; a misunderstanding

232
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is the basis of the story; there is nothing inevitable

about it all. But, all things considered, the book is

worth having. Wasserman is one of the few very great

living writers, and everything he writes will be remem-
bered. 85%

(Boni d" Li^eright, $2.50) C. G. B.

THIS SMOKING WORLD
This approaches perfection as a treatise. On a

popular subject, written extremely readably, redolent

with facts and surprising conclusions, very attractively

printed, short. Mr. Hamilton has his smoky business

well in hand from start to finish. He discusses the cigar,

the cigarette, the pipe, tobacco in general, famous

smokers, and "The Battle of Smoke". One need not

read this through from beginning to end—in fact the

opposite method (opening the book here and there) is

advised.

Sometimes the smoker becomes alarmed at Hamilton's

findings and wishes he had never started the darned

book, because his peace of mind is being totally wrecked.

But just as the alarm reaches its maximum, a calming,

a comforting paragraph is injected, and one puffs on.

The famous speeches of obscure persons, upon the nico-

tine habit, are given side by side with the obscure speeches

of famous persons, and a royal tussle is waged. How,
one thinks, are we to get anywhere when, "Even the

battle of Waterloo would leave us at stalemiate, for both

Napoleon and Wellington hated tobacco smoke, while

Marshal Ney and Bliicher smoked almost constantly!"

We do not hesitate to say that this is the most pleas-

antly exhaustive, the most readable, the most valuable,

the most dehghtful, the best book on tobacco that has

yet appeared in EngUsh.

{Century, $3.00) C. H. C,
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BISMARCK

While Herr Ludwig's three plays on Bismarck's life

pubKshed here by Putnam are not accorded the same
serious reception of his bigoraphy of that great man
(pubKshed by Little, Brown), nevertheless the dramatic

rendition of the personaHty seems to us the more inter-

esting. These plays are, we hasten to add, not to be

read for their Hterary value, which seems inconsiderable;

Ludwig has a sHghtly exaggerated and poseurish sense

of the dramatic that seems characteristic of his country-

men. But from a biographical point of view, this volume
has a commendable spiciness which does the heart good.

90%
{Putnam, $3.50) N. D. P.

MORROW'S ALMANACK

This is nothing short of a little jewel—more accurately,

perhaps, a crown of little jewels. Or something. Burton

Rascoe, of Bookman fame, has compiled pertinent and

impertinent jottings of various well-known persons, and

made an almanack-form his excuse for printing them.

That we be not misunderstood, the fact that the con-

tributions were written for the Almanack (not culled

from their authors' former writings) should be empha-

sized.

We find Marc Connelly, Dorothy Parker, George

Nathan, Jane Cowl, Witter Bynner, Gertrude Stein,

H. L. Mencken, Texas Guinan, Frank Sullivan, Flo

Ziegfeld, Corey Ford, Kathleen Millay, and Gilda Gray,

to mention a few and to mention the most notable.

John Macy's sections ("Our Own Book of the Week
Club") tell the moron reader what to read; his selections

are trite enough to obviate originaHty and perfectly
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worthless. The monthly calendars are only fairly

amusing medleys. The interpretations of the signs of the

Zodiac are slightly forced. In short, what may be called

the regular features—the parts that make the book an

almanack—fall below the line; the rest is swell.

It's going to be a yearly thing, so they say, so you'd

better get them all as they come out. They ought to

make a rather nice little row on your Kbrary, in about

twenty years. (Who said library?)

{Morrow, $2.00) F. T. G.

SAMADHI

Frankly, this is not the type of literature that we
particularly enjoy. But we are broadminded (or

what have you?) enough to see that it has a very

great and a very real appeal. If it is possible—as

we believe it to be—for persons to be transported into

strange lands and for persons to imagine themselves

doing strange things through the medium of fiction, then

books such as this fulfill their purpose. And elephants

are always thrilling, admittedly.

But this business of the taking on of a "mystical

significance in which the great drama of good and evil

appears" has us rather floored. It being the type of

indirect attack against which we have always preached,

we really must do Right by Our Public and say that

that much is just that much rot.

Still the book is enjoyable, if one knows just what one

wants. Not placeable as literature, but surely recog-

nizable as diversion. 80%
N. S.

{Houghton Mifflin, $2.50)
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His professorial way of life

has not

forced him to assume that dignity

with which he knows he would be ridiculous.

He says what he thinks

when he thinks it,

believing, as we do, that it

is more hypocritical to conceal

than to say so.

Unfortunately for him,

he makes us feel that we have

something in common with him,

To him we dedicate this,

our one issue of the Haverfordian

in which there is:

No assumed dignity

No self-consciousness

No conceit

Nothing pompous

Nothing reserved
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Foreword
Wj jOURSCORE and seven years ago our jothers

g' brought forth on this continent a new nation,

conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposi-

tion that all men are created equal.

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether

that nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated,

can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that

war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a

final resting place for those who here gave their lives that

that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper

that we should do this.

But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate—we cannot

consecrate—we cannot hallow—this ground. The brave

men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated

it far above our poor power to add or detract. The world

will little note nor long remember what we say here, but

it can never forget what they did here. It is for us, the

living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work

which they who fought here have thus far so nobly

advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the

great task remaining before us—that from these honored

dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which

they gave the last full measure of devotion; that we here

highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain;

that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of

freedom; and that governm,ent of the people, by the people,

for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

The Editors.
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riAJH'' -C9- NAY

The Big Game

or "'Flash'' McSkjorski Shows
His Mettle

IT WAS the afternoon of the eve of the big game.

Of course "Flash" McSkjorski was ineKgible be-

cause of failure to score very heavily in Dean
Sours' Intelligence test. Sours, or "Old Soursie" as he

was affectionately called by the undergraduates, was
very insistent on his platform of "No brains, no football".

This made the rest of Gadzooks College very mad. For

no avail had "Flash" been dragged bodily from a

Canadian lumber mill to old Gadzooks; in vain had the

alumni hoped and prayed for the first victory over Egad
in several score of seasons. "Old Soursie" was adamant
and "Flash" was ineligible.
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Just then a freshman walked in.

"Mr. McSkjorski" said he, "may I speak to you
sir?" he said.

"Yea," said "Flash".

"Gee, Mx. McSkjorski, sir," said the "Frosh",

"I'm awful sorry you won't be able to play because

I wanted you should play,—honest I did."

"Kid," said the big athlete (and the tears filled both

of his two blue oculars), "Kid, you're game."

II

Then she walked in from the girls' dormitory, which

was really only a part of the men's dormitory (because

"Prexy" Petervitch insisted on informality as a keynote

of coeducation at Gadzooks). Her name, by the way,

was May—May X. Flower (the girls called her "May"
—^which is irrelevant)

.

"May, kid," said "Flash", "I want you should let

me espouse ya. I do so."

"O. K." said the beautiful blond young woman of

some eighteen summers with pearly teeth and a rose-bud

complexion to say nothing of legs, who stood before him.

It was in this manner that it was all decided that He
would score the winning touchdown the next day and

that they would be married without waiting for him to

change his football "togs" which would have a trifle

of an odor but she wouldn't care because she loved

him so.

Ill

The "pep" meeting was in full swing and there was
darned Httle "pep" in evidence. "Prexy" had just

finished leading the very difficult "Endea^'or-ffilh-

Slncerity-and-Vlgor-Jor-Gadzooks" cheer, and two attend-

ants neatly dressed in immaculate white had but finished
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removing him to the "Infirmary". Suddenly "Flash"
appeared, through a wall. Every one knew he was not

going to play, and so did he. "There's 'Flash'," said the

"Frosh". Sure enough—it was "Flash".

IV

Egad was ahead 56-0, at the end of the first quarter.

The stands were in a frenzy. Egad was ahead at the end
of the first half 56-0. Still the stands were in a frenzy.

And at length, after the end of the third quarter the

score was 56 to 0, in favor of old Egad. "Flash" was not

playing. And indeed it seemed to the frenzied stands

that, had he been playing, the score might well have
been different. "If that McSkjorski were in there"

said "Old Soursie" to "Prexy", with a malevolent

grin, "the score might be different now." But Prexy

did not reply. He was looking at the silent figure of

May X. Flower huddled in the lower tier. Suddenly

he called for "Alfred", his lackey. "Alfred," he said,

"go tell Coach Ziezenhoofer that McSkjorski may play."

Then he growled twice at the offending Dean and

descended to May.

V
Of course it is all history now. The way "Flash,

dashed in, in the last fifty-seven seconds of play; the way
he disabled the entire Egad team and all the substitutes;

he way he laid the last Egad player out just three'

seconds before the whistle would have blown to end the

game. It is history now, that Egad was forced to forfeit

to old Gadzooks because of inability to complete the

playing time. The game is on record as follows: "Gad-
zooks—57, Egad—56. 1927. Courtesy Mr. J. J.

McSkjorski."



a couple in a 1921 Ford roadster

Struggle

or The Desert Takes Its Toll

^ ^ /f^~^
OSH, Kid," murmured Am^y the Wop,

\l "ir writhing her lithe arms about the big

brawny neck of the Kid. "Gosh Kid,

you're an ace!"

"That's all right, little girl," said the big strong man,

and his voice had a ring in it, with two diamonds and

three sapphires in a platinum setting.

"Aw, Kid, let's quit this life; it ain't for the likes of

us" reiterated Amy, and her eyes twinkled mischiev-

ously. "Let's go out West, in the open air, where

men are men and women wear great open spaces. This

city life will get us in the end, sure."

"Gee, Amy, shucks amighty " and his voice

trailed ofP into the distance as a sob shook his power-

ful frame. A heart-rending sight it was to see that

mighty man weeping Uke a child.

"You win, girlie," he said finally, hanging his head.

"You win," he said, not wishing the point to be lost

on her.
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II

Boom I boom! boom! the sun beat down on the sands.

Far off in the distance your eye might have discerned

a couple making their weary way across the desert in

a 1921 Ford roadster. And if you'd gotten up closer

you would have recognized the couple to be none other

than petite httle Amy the Wop, and the Kid, whose

name was a by-word (and what a by-word) in the inner

circles of New York's cruel underworld.

"What's the next stop?" whispered Herman, hoarsely.

We shall call him Herman from now on, for when he

started on Life's journey anew, he threw off also the

sobriquet of "the Kid", that kept strong men trembling,

children from play and old men from their chimney

corners.

"Cahboose Corners, Ariz., three miles," rephed

Amy, quick as a whistle. "What's the matter," she

exclaimed, seeing Herman's head sink; with a mother's

unerring instinct she took out a bottle from under the

seat and lifted it to his Hps. He drank eagerly.

"God I that's damn' white of you, pal," he whispered.

"It's this beastly tropical heat that gets you."

Day was drawing to an end. On the horizon the

setting sun was sweeping in great circles across the sky.

Again Herman's head sank.

"The bottle]" he cried—and again he drank eagerly.

A lone passerby might, in the shades of the coming

night, have seen a 1921 Ford roadster wending its

devious way over the burning sands.

Ill

And when the stars began to twinkle in the blue vault

of heaven o'erhead, two persons and one mechanism
might have been seen lying cold and still mid the desert

vastnesses. It was Amy the Wop, and Herman ("the

Kid") and the 1921 Ford roadster.

They had struggled—and lost.



he had plucked the heanly crystaled chan-

dellerjrom the ceiling . . 5 "

The Great Wen Murder
or Detective Keene Sees it Through

THE murder was of a most baffling and perplex-

ing nature. The body was found stuffed partially

into a kitchen sink in a fashionable Park Avenue
residence. Blood was upon the floor. In fact,^had

it not been for the blood upon the floor (and the body
partially stuffed in the kitchen sink) there might have

been nothing to tell the police that a murder had been

committed. (And now, before you go any farther, it

might be just as well to tell you. Gentle Reader, that

the mystery has never been cleared up.)
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II

Let us first look at the character of the murdered

person. Inasmuch as she was never identified, it is,

of course, a bit nebulous to tell of her character. But
certain distinguishing characteristics upon her mangled

corpse seemed to reveal that: (a) She was in the habit

of frequenting a certain pool room at 32nd and Mul-

berry Streets on alternate Tuesdays, from two-thirty

to four o'clock, (b) On the arm that had been chewed

off by the murderer, she had a wen upon the inside of

the elbow, (c) Her family life had been a conspicuous

failure, because of the existence of a third cousin, who
wrote insulting notes to her cooks, thereby causing

them to leave.

Ill

Now that's that. A mere babe could tell (and that

at a glance) that: (a) Upon Tuesday the 14th of

November (the year was 1903), she had gone to the

pool room as usual, (b) She had there met the obnox-

ious third cousin, and invited him to five o'clock tea,

immediately following the pool game, (c) The tea

had failed to materialize because of the fact that the

cook had left, for the sixth time in as many weeks.

All these things are perfectly obvious pieces of evidence,

even to the casual observer.

IV

But how did the police discover that: (a) The man
had said, "It's my fault that the cook left—I'm sorry!"

(b) She had hissed, "You dastard!—^you've been
doing it for thirty-eight weeks then?" (c) He had
said, "I have!" (d) She had said, "Out of my house!

Out of my house—forever!!" (e) He had said, "You
are a lout and an angleworm! I dislike you for reasons
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which I do not find it convenient to disclose at present!

I detest wens. You have a wen." (f) She had rushed

at him with bared fangs, and he had plucked the heavily

crystaled chandelier from the ceiling and struck her

with it, over the left eye ?

For such had indeed been the case.

V
But how

—

how—had the Police found all these things

out? What devilishly intricate method of reasoning

had they used? Where had the association of fact

(c) with fact (a) led them? What, if any, were the

reasons for supposing that the above conversation had

taken place? What would you have done in a similar

situation? What did they do? What good did it

do them? Did or did not Darwin believe in the theory

of the Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics? Give

reasons.

VI
Perhaps you have assumed that the miscreant was

brought to justice. That he was tried by an unbribed

jury of intelligent citizens and found guilty. That he

was electrocuted. That he descended to the Shades

of Hades in the form of a paramoecium caudatum.

Perhaps you, too, have often wondered just how the

criminal mind works, and how a knowledge of its work-

ing aids the police in tracking down murderers like

ours. {Now—don't be nasti/!)

VII

In conclusion it might be well to state that the body

was removed from the sink, and that the sink was
thoroughly scoured with a liberal application of Dutch
Cleanser. But that did not bring our hero back to

Hfe, nor did it bring back the thirty-eight departed

cooks, nor did it prove anything.

You can't win.



'For she got caught on a piece oj projecting wire , . .

Simple Sixteen

or Little Gertrude Comes to Grips
With Life

THE haggard face of the little girl gazed up from

amidst the pillows.

"Is there a God, mumsey?" she murmured
eagerly.

"Yes, darKng, up in heaven, and he watches over

all of us," was the kindly reply.
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"And will I go to heaven when I die?"

"Yes, dear."

"I think I'll go to heaven soon, then," said little

Gertrude.

A salty tear dropped onto the carpet, from one knew
not whence. Then all was silence.

"Mumsey dear."

"What, darling?"

"Will God let me take my teddy-bear with me?"
A sob rent the air.

II

Outside, all was sunshine and happiness.

"Oh" said little Annabel joyously as she stumbled

over the curb where she was playing hopscotch, thereby

breaking a leg.

And at that signal, all the little girls ran, as with

one accord, over to Jenny the Governess, who was
carrying a tray of sandwiches.

For it was Gertrude's sixteenth birthday.

But within, in the sick girl's room, all was dark.

"Mumsey, dear, have I been a good girl?"

"Yes, darhng, you have been a great joy and a great

blessing, and it will be with considerable reluctance

that I will deHver you into God's hands. But we must

not be selfish, and I am sure that He will enjoy having

you with Him as much as I have enjoyed it."

"Mumsey, what are you talking about?" The voice

was feeble, now.

"Darling, . .
." But a loud clap of thunder inter-

rupted her childish prattle. Rain was coming down
in torrents. The girls without came within so as not

to get wet.

And so is Life! One moment it is all Sunshine and
Happiness—the next, it is Darkness and Cruelty and

Doubt.
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III

But life still lingered on in the little girl, with an

obstinacy that was something awful. Her parents

had consulted all the doctors, but there was nothing

to be done. She wouldn't die. Her disposition, as

always, was irreproachable.

One morning, as her mother was bringing in the

breakfast tray consisting of the Welsh rarebit with chili

sauce and pimento cheese, and the usual tempting

dash of potassium cyanide, a luxurious Rolls-Royce

roadster drew up outside the happy peace-enwrapped

domicile. Out of it stepped a very handsome young

man, with a moustache and a top hat and an air about him.

"Oh, maybe it's my Prince Charming!" exclaimed

Gertrude, for she had been brought up (as far as she

had been brought) on fairy tales. 'Twas.

"Well, I wouldn't be a darned bit surprised" parried

her mother.

Ensuing happenings also pointed in that direction,

for, to make a long story short, the gentleman carried

off Gertrude in his car, after receiving a twenty dollar

bill, which her mother had surreptitiously slipped into

his hand.

But, life is a hard, cruel business. You've got to

fight, or it gets you, every time.

It was not long before Gertrude discovered, with her

usual acumen, that the young man meant no good; for

as they were driving over Brooklyn Bridge, he made a

pass at her, and threw her over the railing. I am happy
to be able to report that Kttle Gertrude met with no

harm, however, and was returned home intact, if a

trifle haggard. For she got caught on a piece of projecting

wire, and was rescued by some kindly fisherman.

Most recent indications seem to point toward the

fact that her parents are resigned at last to their fate.

(There's a moral in that!)



Here was a pair o} perfeclly mated lovers.

YelloAv, Blue, Red, Lavender,

Tan

A SAFFRON moon hung in the Hmpid air. All

about was the scent of hyacinth and jasmine,

and on the wings of the dusk was borne the

long low call of a lone whippoorwill. The very trees

seemed to breathe "Romance", "Romance", and the

occupants of the rakish yellow roadster seemed to

have heard and heeded the call. "Darling," he was
saying for the third time, "Darling, I wonder—I wonder
if—if—^you love me?" And for the third time the

warm live httle bit of femininity in his arms was say-

ing, "Darling, I do—I do—love you]"

Not the ordinary passion, this, but something more
deeply interfused with the philosophical spirit of two
who were born to be mated. He for her and she for

him, and let the world go its own way.

Somewhat farther down the road, a blue roadster

was drawn up beneath the trees. An inquisitive cricket,

hopping on the running board, heard a masculine voice
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saying in an ardent, earnest tone, "Beloved, do you

—

can you care—care for me?" And the cricket had to

listen intently to hear the low-spoken reply, "Beloved,

you know—you know—I do carel"

Here was a pair of perfectly mated lovers. Theirs

was not the ordinary love of a man for a woman. They
knew—each knew that the other knew—that they were

meant for one another. It was as inevitable as night

after day. She had come into his Kfe, he had come into

hers, and that had been all that mattered.

And on the same road, there was a flaming red roadster,

and a lavender one, and a tan. Each contained a

man and a woman whose love was unique, different,

perfect.

(Well, College Humor comes out once a month, doesn't

it?)

MENTIONING NO NAMES . . .

I have never seen a man who could take so many snap

courses at once. Ordinarily one doesn't mind a man tak-

ing, say Dr. Dash's "Dash 1" or old Dash's "Dash 2b"
at once, but for a person to take "Dash" and "Dash"
and "Dash" (to say nothing of the "Dash" course

he tried to get in and couldn't), is carrying the thing a

bit too far. And have you ever seen him the night before

an examination? He is in a turmoil. He just does not

know what it is all about. "For Dash's sake, George,

what does this Dash thing mean. I am in a turmoil,"

he will tell you. And snap courses too, if you please.



she pressed her shapely limbs into the luxurious

Jolds oj the bedspread."

The Shot in the Dark
A TRAGEDY OF LONDON'S HIGH SOCIETY

^^ipj^OR crying out loud!" said the Duchess. "Will

|i that dog nwer housebreakl" And with a lan-

guid motion so typical of the higher type of

Duchesses she pressed her shapely Hmbs into the luxur-

ious folds of the bedspread of henna brocade, lined with

alternating strips of old rose and mauve crtpe de chine,

accordion pleated.

Suddenly the phone rang.

Now to most people this would have been mystifying,

for nowhere about was the peculiar apparatus commonly
associated with the telephone visible. But with an
adroit motion of her little finger the Duchess Wilhel-

mina of Wyx (for such indeed was her name) pressed

a Httle trigger on her luxuriously embossed and engraved

hot water bottle, and out popped naught else but a

little telephone, of silver and gold and jewels of rare

lustre.

"Hello," she queried.

"Hello," said a voice at the other end of the wire.

"Zat you. Duchess?"
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"Yah. Zat you, Julius? Oh Juhus dear, you don't

know how lonesome I've been! My husband, the

Duke, has been away for three days now, and I'm just

crazy to see you Julius dear. Now you'U come over

right away won't you?" And she hung up with the

dainty motion that had been taught to her while she

was still an innocent Httle lassie at the Myra J. Dum-
fries School for Girls.

She pressed a button.

Suddenly from among the velvet draperies and

cushions and candelabra at the east end of the room
emerged a maid, very smartly attired in the latest

French fashions, and if you knew what they were you'd

wish that you'd been there too.

"Tferese, " said the Duchess in the slightly though

not too haughty tone of voice recommended for use

with servants by Emily Post's book on Etiquette,

"T^rese, my breakfast!"

Scarcely a minute later appeared the winsome damsel

with a silver platter piled up with the most delicious

and tempting morsels such as, to mention but a few,

blanc mange, chocolate eclairs, banana mousse, ras-

berry fondant and krimpets.

"Oo-oo-ool" cried the Duchess in childish glee at

such a fare, for it was a fare indeed.

"Oo-oo-ooI" she repeated, though this time less

eagerly, for she was getting down to business. She

set herself to the repast with a vigor that would have

done honor to

Suddenly a door opened.

"Well for crying out loudl" said the Duchess, for

it was a favorite expression of hers.

A shot rang out in the dark.

There was a low moan.
With a dull thud the body fell to the floor. Tragedy

had come and passed its cruel hand over the House of

Wyx.



"... tlie result oj a process so mysterious that the

best minds oj the world have in vain studied ..."

The Two Vital Facts

THE lovely soft little three-and-seven-twelfths-year-

old fellow snuggled closer to his mother, and put

his chubby Httle arms about her neck. She
kissed his firm pink forehead and cooed softly to him.

It was the bed-time hour and, as was usual, the tot

had come to pour his childish questions into the under-

standing ear of his fond and adoring parent. Without
this, the most tender and poignant of all the tender and

poignant relations of the happy household, the child

would not have slept a wink, nor would the mother
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have been able to eat her dinner in comfort. As they

rocked back and forth in the big chair by the window
they were the very picture of domestic bhss.

"Mother" whispered the child, "I would be ines-

timably obliged ifyou would be good enough to enhghten

me on a point that has troubled me the entire day."

"Yes, child?"

"Mother, who were the progenitors of Kriss Kringle?

His habitation, as we know, is in the frozen reaches of

the north, and his way of hfe soHtary. Indeed, so

rumor has it, his good horned beasts are the sole com-

panions of his waking hours."

"His daddy and mummy were Mr. and Mfs. Kringle,

dear."

"Ah yes, but in that case why do we hear no more

of them? Is it not true that fihal piety is one of the

prime virtues? Is not the good Saint the very epitome

of virtue?"

"Child, it is true, yes. But the happiest and most

important moment of the lives of Mr. and Mrs. Kringle

was the moment when the stork brought Kriss. Now
he has grown to be such an important man that they

are only known through him. Just as daddy and

mummy hope some day to be known through you."

The child peered deep into the eyes of its mother,

and a Hght of combined love and understanding, with

just the least touch of condescension, broke over its

face. "Mother," it began, "I do not wish to shatter

any illusions for you or to be an iconoclast. But it

is high time you knew of the More Serious Things of

Life. The device of the 'stork' is but a method for

veihng in understandable parable the secrets of human
reproduction. The 'stork' did not bring Kriss Kringle,

nor did it bring you nor, for that matter, did it bring
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me. We are all the result of a process so mysterious

that the best minds of the world have in vain studied

for centuries to fathom it. Bringing the matter down
to plain language: Supposing your 'stork' had been

engaged in bringing happiness into the Kringle home away
up in the icy wastes and a baby had been knocking

upon the gates of Existence at the same time down in

Palm Beach or Coral Gables? Can't you see for your-

self the sheer impossibility of such an explanation?"

"Dearest, you're three years old, and it's time you

knew one of the Big Secrets. I beHeve every teeny

word of what you just told me about the stork. But

then you must beHeve me when I tell you that there

is no Santa Claus. No Kriss Kringle. The good saint

is the image of the Spirit of Christmas and . . ."

But she broke off with a cry. The tot had swooned

In her arms. In a moment he regained consciousness

and, looking up Into his mother's eyes, he feebly mum-
bled, "Then it is—^It is as I had feared!"

Smiling, the boy fell dead.



Mr. Badger Bites the Dust

MRS. WEASEL was having a party.

She had invited seven other ladies including

Mrs. Ferret, Mrs. Badger, Mrs. Squirrel, Miss

Screech-Owl, Mrs. Rabbit, Miss Titmouse, and Miss

Chipmunk.

Now the big problem was

—

How to seat them? Look-

ing the matter up in Fine's College Algebra (See

"BOOKS" at end of this issue), which was as a friend

in need and bedside companion to her soul, she found:

That there were (n - 1)1 or 7] or 5040 possible arrange-

ments (see page 396). So that didn't help much, did

it? She had to be careful, for there were nasty rumours

about Mrs. Rabbit and Mr. Badger; Mrs. Ferret and

the Titmouse woman had recently had a dispute in

the Woods Hole Times about the Byron Complex; and

also there had been some unpleasantnesses about a

baby-carriage that Mrs. Squirrel had bought from Mr.
Ferret, and which had broken on the middle of a bridge,

depositing all the baby squirrels in the water. And
there were other things.

But the matter just had to be faced and you just

cant be too careful about such things. Finally she

arranged them in this order:

liwTIhoujfr—,

a

Q Ji-S. Badger

Mn.Sfjhrtl^\\^ ^/
n

MissCrxpmant.

And the party turned out a very jolly one.
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While all this was going on, the sleek, handsome
Mr. Badger was visiting the lovely Polly Partridge at

her luxurious Park Avenue home.

"Alec," she said languidly, "Alec, I'm stifling in this

atmosphere. My parched soul is thirsting for Beauty.

Sometimes I think that only you understand me. Let

us hie us to the Norwegian fjords, or the dreamy snow-

capped Himalayas. . . ."

It was twilight. All breathed Romance.
"Darling," he said for the sixteenth time {Actual

count), "Darling, I wish that—I wish that I could

beHeve that—that I am yours?" For the sixteenth

{Actual count) time, the bit of furry hfe in his arms was

saying, "You are—^you arel"

"Alec. . . ."

"Gosh, Polly," repKed he, "that would be swell.

But with the little wife and the kiddies at home. . . .

Well . . . you know. . . ."

"You mean . . . ?" she said.

i mean . . .

But there is no fury Hke that of a woman scorned,

and PoUy Partridge's was a fiery Italianate soul.

And as the sun's last rays crept over the purpling

hills, a shot rang out, and Alexander Badger, who once

had thrilled all women's hearts, lay nought but a

crumpled warm bit of fur.

Time had taken its toll and revenge had been swift

in its wake.

The verdict was, of course, suicide and Miss Part-

ridge left for the Riviera shortly after.

And the story of the Riviera, and the way it seeped

into the veins not only of the Partridge family, but also

of an old gentleman named Dinglebinder, will be related

next week in a story entitled:

"Miss Partridge on the Riviera, or. Are All Women
Feebleminded ?

"



Apologia Errataque, and Also
Some Intimate Facts

{Several corrections in the text oj the past jour Issues

have been called to our attention. It seems advisable to

collect these and call them to the Public Attention at this

time.)

November Issue:

In the poem called "Auslander", the River Necker

should have left its suggestiveness at home, and been

the Neckar, Our German correspondent was in high

dudgeon at this and says that the anonymous author

of the verse had descended to him from heaven in the

form of a white dove to reprimand and to scold. Now
let's get it straight once and for all: It is "Neckar",
with the "a" pronounced as in "Neckar".

The warden of the Statue of Liberty has written in

to say that the expression of his charge, as in the cut on

page 69, is far too blank properly to convey the lady's

intelligence. Sorry, warden.

Our French friend, M. LeMurmurateur, says that he

is not the author of the rot above his initials (page 76).

We are glad to exonerate Monsieur. The author of the

lines would favor us greatly by making himself known to

us. We have several garlands of roses and some myrrh
that were given us to give him.

Whether or not Mr. Robert Barry, of the Philadelphia

Ledger, wrote "Stand Back" on page 77, we are at a

loss to state. At the time of going to press (January

18, 1928) there have been two contributions to the current

volume of the HaverfordiaN, to which Mr. Barry's

name was signed. Mr. Barry wants us to say, however,

that (but perhaps we'd better let him say it for himself:)
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"... nor is he the author of the majority of verses to

which his name has been affixed in the last volume."

Let's see now. Two contributions, the majority of which

he did not write. Majority of two, majority of two,

majority of two. . . . We can only figure it to mean
that he wrote neither. "Stand Back" however, was
delivered into the editor's hands by Mr. Barry in person,

in Mr. Barry's own home, and the editor understood that

Mr. Barry claimed it as his own. The editors regret

their error.

December Issue:

Mr. Eric Hirth tells us that, of the two poems of his

on page 107, only one refers to the recent earthquakes

in Japan. He says that in Long Island (where Mr.
Hirth Uves) the general impression was slightly to the

contrary. He also says that "White Dawn" is the name
of the first four lines of his on the page, "Captive" is

the name of the second four, and that the other fourteen

should be under the caption "Sonnet Number Seven of

a Series of Eight Unintelligible Sonnets from the Rus-

sian." Mr. Hirth wanted to be remembered to all.

Mr. Fred Roedelheim, author of "Artist's Prayer"

on page 119, has closed his literary career and now
attributes all his work to his friend Rodell. He assures

us that this is not merely a nom-de-plume. Page 119.

M. Stoll is said to have told a friend that, in his

translation "France Looks Us Over", the sentence read-

ing, "But what of your skyscrapers?" should read,

" But- what of-your-skyscrap^rj".^" The editors hope that

the rumor is correct.

January Issue:

An observer has called our attention to the similarity

of style between John Dickson Carr's "The Dark
Banner" (page 147) and George P. Rogers' "The God
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of the Gloves" of the April 1927 Issue. We confess it a

bit beyond us, but the observer goes even so far as to

insist that the two were written by Mr. Rogers or that

the two were written by Mr. Carr, or that the two were

written by Mr. Haddleton. Apologies will doubtless

follow.

This is really unpardonable. Page 154. The "Two
Sonnets" were written by a gentleman who signs his

letter ofcomplaint "Old Beloved". (See? "Old Beloved"

is what he calls himself.) The title of the first sonnet

is correctly "Autumnal"; the title of the second sonnet

is "I. L. Hibberd". That was bad, and we're awfully,

awfully sorry.

Mr. Barry disclaims "Not the Strength" (page 174).

In fact he says that he definitely did not write it. The
manuscript came into our hands with no signature,

and we were advised by friends of Mr. Barry that his

name should be appended. The editors sigh and, once

again, regret their error. But they repeat that they

cannot hold themselves entirely responsible for unsigned

manuscripts that come into their hands.

M. StoU's poem contains an error of accent. Maybe
two. The HaverfoRDIAN prize of thirty peseta will be

awarded to any natural-born white Nordic male under

fifty-two years of age who spots the aforementioned.

February Issue:

Page 202 is the result of an interesting literary contest.

Mr. Joseph Ingraham Gordon, ex-' 88, called on Mr.

Hirth one night and in the course of the conversation

it developed that they both were interested in the same

young lady, a Miss Strawes of New York. They de-

termined to see which could write the better eight fines

to her. At the end of eight minutes, they turned in their

work, and Mr. Gordon was returned the unanimous

victor. "In other words," as Hirth said "you voted for
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yourself, and I was polite and foolish and voted for you,

too. But I knew mine was better." Gordon gets the

place of honor on the page as a result of the vote, but the

apology must go to Hirth for we consider him both the

better poet and the better man. And that, in turn,

means an apology to Gordon. Don't you see how
complicated the whole thing is? Will you e-K.cuseitp[eaase?

Mr. C. G. Baker finds that a sentence in his "The
King's Peacock" (page 203) has been slightly inverted.

It is the last sentence, and it should read "... falls

on all like a blessing from heaven." Baker wants us to

say that the author should be applied to for permission

to give public presentations of his play, or to translate

it into foreign languages including the Scandinavian,

or to set it to music.

F. T. Gower, whose "The Old Tale" appears on page

208, is also the artist of the very charming accompanying

sketch. Our failure to emphasize this point brought a

most delightful letter from Gower, who is at present

en route for the South Seas, his favorite land. He said

"... to tell my HaVErfordian friends that I shall

think of them always, no matter in what part of the

earth I may happen to be. Hoping that you will attend

to this matter for me, I am most sincerely, (signed)

F. T. Gower."

The storm of protests that has followed the printing

of the four-line verse at the bottom of page 231 has

necessitated our promise to take some definite action.

Torrents of abuse have been pouring in to the editorial

rooms in the form of letters signed "Homely", "Bow-
legged", "Pigeon-toed", "Unfortunate", "Just Plain

Unattractive", etc., etc. So we must advise the following

expedient : With a sharp knife, cut around the double line

surrounding the offending verse; place in oven and

when well browned serve with melted cheese, on toast.



BOOKS
THE HAVERFORD COLLEGE CATALOGUE

The anonymous author of this interesting bit of

work has evidently taken one of those courses which

guarantee to make your mind "A File, Not a Pile".

There are all sorts of divisions into chapters and sub-

chapters and subsubchapters, and the effect is rather

to confuse than to make clear.

An interesting innovation is a list of the characters

who are to play parts in the story. This reminds one

of the Dramatis Personae of a play; and it shows that

the author must have been self-conscious, himself, about

the confusing nature of his plot, and inserted this to

lead the bewildered reader through. There are really

a series of lists—one or two in front, and an index^in

the back.

The scene of the plot is at a small suburban

college. The college atmosphere is laid with a really

authoritative definiteness that is only too pleasing in

this day of highly impossible collegiate tales and motion

pictures. The writer has exhibited a familiarity with

the mien and the workings of the place that could not

have been obtained at other than first-hand sources.

He does not, for instance, simply say that a student

goes to "Class"—he says that a student goes to:

BIBLICAL LITERATURE

3a Christian IdeaU. The chief teachings of the New
Testament; their rise and development.

Tu. Th. S. 10.30, first half-year—Professor Grants
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And, similarly, he does not simply say that a student

"has a dormitory room", or "goes to the Library"

—

he tells, instead, the nature and rental cost of the room,

and the nature of, and number of books in the Library.

There is even a map of the place I

Indeed, if we are to take "Haverford" College as

a typical small American college, we may say that the

Haverjord College Catalogue is the best picture of the

small American college, that has yet appeared in print.

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY

Mr. Webster has a bit overdone his effort to be truly

Collegiate. He has blurred his main plot beneath the

effusions of a truly remarkable vocabulary, and his

sub-plots are all hopelessly Scottish or Abbreviated or

Geographical. Perhaps the most notable quality of

this unusual work is a sustained gravity of style and

an almost perfectly uniform tone running "from A
to Z". We have here a sheer gaunt grandeur to con-

jure with. There is something reminiscent of Funk or

of Wagnall in the palmiest days of either. There is

breadth, substance, intelligent common sense.

Mr. Webster, we believe, would do well to turn his

undeniable talent to poetry or the stage. Both of

these fields seem, at present, to require a steadying

influence that he could give better than could any other

living author. His scope is all-embracing. There

seems to be no place where he fears to rush in. And
just as one is about to censure him for it, one realizes

that he does know nearly all that there is to know about

everything. It is a starthng discovery. This man
should go far.
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THE COLLECTED PLAYS OF

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

It is difficult to decide whether to admire this young
man for his courage or for his prolificity. Certainly he

has little else to recommend him, and httle else to serve

him as an excuse for bringing out his own Uttle thoughts

on the somewhat difficult art of playwriting. One
rather feels Kke taking the rash fellow aside and talking

to him in a fatherly way: "Listen, Bill" we might say,

"you're a nice boy and all that, and I'm sure you're

a big success with the women and you probably mean
well. But for the love of all that's holy, lay off the

drama—it's no place for you, and the sooner you reaUze

it, the better." Perhaps that would be a bit too hard

on him. He really does show occasional flashes of a

more than ordinary lyrical ability. And he has picked

up, somewhere, a very convenient sort of two-for-a-cent

philosophy which he will feed out at intervals. Some
such thing as the passage starting "To be or not to

be . .
." (from "Hamlet", a tragedy) makes one

wonder whether to writhe or applaud.

One thing is certain. The plays should never have

been collected. They are the sort of thing that one

can stand in small and infrequent doses, but not—oh

really not!—forty at a time. We really have to say

it—we can predict nothing but a somewhat disheart-

ening failure for young Mr. Shakespeare's volume.

The plays are totally unplayable and all but unreadable.

Perhaps he will learn his lesson—we hope so, for we
rather Kke his name!
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FINE'S COLLEGE ALGEBRA
Mr. Fine has chosen a broader canvas on which to

paint, in his newest book. There is a stark strength

about this study of life among the Cardinals and Ordi-

nals, that has hitherto been absent in his work.

But there are flaws; there is too Httle dialogue, and

what there is is confusing and blurred. He has much
to learn in handling this ticklish hterary art. And
there isn't the clear-cut straight narrative and sequence

of events that one finds in Wentworth and Smith's

Solid Geometry, or Smith's Principles of Christian

Living.

An instance is the scene at the dinner table, on page

414, where Mr. X. draws three balls out of an urn con-

taining sixteen variously colored balls. We are left

entirely in the air as to the outcome of this move.

What happened then? No one knows. All of these

things should be in the book.

Mr. Fine has done well, but he has been careless.

We do not recommend the mathematical accuracy

with which he attacks a purely literary subject. His

methods are those of a professor rather than those of

a litterateur, which seems unfortunate.

"A old man" said B, "have you heard the rumor
that's been going round?"

"Do you mean about old X, and the (x +2xy +y )?".

"Yes, that's it. ab seems to think that it's the work
of m but I scarcely think he'd do anything as low as

n

that, do you?"
"Well, you know what they say about X,—that he's

got a whole (r +st^ —w^) at work for him and that you
can never tell when it's going on."

"He ought to be run out of town on a rail."



CLASSIFIED INDEX

Automobiles
The Autocar Company
Len Zengel

Automobile Painting
Richard B. Bye

Banks and Trust Companies
Counties Title and Trust Company
Girard Trust Company
Merion Title and Trust Company
Northern Trust Company
Tradesmens National Bank

Barbers
Fortunato Russo

Belting
J. E. Rhoads and Sons

Building Materials
Mehl and Latta, Inc.

Bus Service
Montgomery Bus Company

Caterers
William T. Mclntyre

Clocks
William A. Heine

Clothiers
Brooks Brothers
Emerson Wholesale Tailors
Pyle and Innes
Jacob Reed's Sons

Confectioners
Bryn Mawr Confectionery Co.
Lang's Candies
Henry W. Wanklin

Contractors
Thomas J. Flaherty
Frank E. Wallace

Department Stores
Haverford Co-operative Store
Strawbridge and Clothier

Electrical Supplies
Rumsey Electric Company
Suburban Electrical Company

Florists
Connelly's

J. J. Habermehl's Sons
Jeannett's Flower Shop

Food and Groceries
Breyer Ice Cream Co.
Comly, Flanigen and Company
Fleischmann's Vienna Model Baker]

Inc.

Hanscom Brothers, Inc.

H. D. Reese, Inc.

Henry Rohner Company, Inc.

Scott-Powell Dairies, Inc.

Felix Spatola and Sons
T. Fred. Standeven
Peter Vitullo

Hotels
Casa del Rey

Kitchen Supplies
J. & L. Frey

Ice
W. B. Kerrigan and Sons

Investment Securities
Bioren and Company
Eastman, Dillon and Company
William G. Hopper and Company
Morley, Wood and Company
F. P. Ristine and Company
Stroud and Company
Rufus Waples and Company

Insurance
The Pennsylvania Company
Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co.
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Sonnet

fFere I, quite certainly, about to die,

I wonder which oj two ways I should take.

I might, oj course, resign myself, and sigh

And mumble hasty prayers contrived to make

My way to heaven smooth. It would be said,

"He is so calm, so patient in thejace

Oj death!" And they would see, when I was dead.

The price that I had paidjor heavens grace.

Or I might do myjrantic uttermost

To run my numbered hours buoyantly,

All unrestrained, living into each day

A lije oj which a score oj years might boast.

Having to choose, I hope that I should be

Strong . . . and dare to take the second way.

J. R.
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Seasons painting the trees. The changing wind

Strong over the ocean, sojt on the leaves.

Clouds tinted with sunset. Dewy grass.

Color oj roses, the carnation's scent.

A great gold harvest moon just coming up

Stpwlt/ majestic. Nights oj million stars

Each with its separate twinkle. Rapid water

Between high banks oj swaying jorest pine.

A heron flapping through the dusk. Ajlight

Oj swijt wild ducks. The brown eyes oj a deer.

The deep, deep stillness oj the woods asleep.

Song oJ birds at dawn. Falling oj dusk . .
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So Much Wisdom

IN A very small town in northern Maine, a very old

man was living the last several years of a remark-

able life. He had not always lived there. And
none of the natives bothered to find out precisely why
he had chosen their particular town, or why he wasn't

using his university degree to make money and a reputa-

tion. Maybe they thought that he wouldn't tell them
(and he wouldn't have). So, naturally, the old story of

drink had been accepted. This was incorrect.

He was known to b educated, and to read a great

deal. And he gradually came to be thought of as some-

thing of a Wise Man. There was no awe connected with

this thought—only a whole conviction which, once

planted, could not possibly have been uprooted. Opinions

of the sort were not formed every week or every year

and so the unusual was made traditional; and you may
hear even to this day the following:

The old man was dying, and the town was greatly

moved. It began to think that it was losing a priceless

asset, and it started to wonder why it hadn't been paying

more active attention, these years. Somebody said that

he had been told always to remember the last words of

famous men. The application was so obvious that

intense excitement took the place of the strained sorrow.

This would be something to write in the cover of the

family Bible. Wisdom. Real wisdom.

When he died, he had been talking of men and of

cities and of strange mechanical things. No one thought

that his last words had fulfilled expectations at all, and

everybody was disappointed. In fact, so far from being

written in the covers of Bibles, they have been virtually

forgotten.

The old man's last words had been: "Nothing is

beautiful but wild fowl settling on the water at even-

mg. . .
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"Every institution has its local Credo.

We must not lookjor any reason behind

it nor must we try to eliminate it or

make excuses for it or be proud oj it.

All we can do is try to express it, and

even this bears a vague resemblance

to the process oJ trapping a ghost.

In the case oj a college, one inhales

the Credo on the campus, and one

forgets it immediately he leaves; it

is the alma mater become articulate,

and opinionated, and naive

.
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The Great Haverford Credo
(With Adequate Apologies)

1

That all reqtdred courses are valueless.

2

That there is no relation between native intelligence

and scholastic average.

3

That, with two exceptions, no student shall be per-

mitted to keep an automobile at College.

4

That the food served in the College dining room is

invariably inedible.

5

That there is some definite relation between en masse

attendance at cheer meetings and the winning of ath-

letic contests.

6

That there is something questionable about all of the

books in the glass case of the library.

7

That residence in Merion Hall is indicative of a desire

for riotous life.

8

That there is something significantly mysterious

about the north end of the Union.

9

That certain professors are addicted to the practice

of throwing examination books down a flight of stairs

to determine their ratings.
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10

That certain professors don't even take that trouble.

11

That nothing in the Haverfordian is ever correctly

signed.

12

That there is some real reason for the maintenance of

cricket.

13

That occupants of the last three benches always

read magazines or slumber in Meeting.

14

That good grades are obtainable by manifestation of

concern as to professors' healths, and by feigned excess

of interest.

15

That it is more worth while to get up for breakfast

than to sleep the extra half hour.

16

That the Haverjord News is an independent under-

graduate newspaper containing news of interest to

Haverford College and its friends.

17

That the absence of fraternity Kfe has resulted in a

perfectly democratic spirit among the undergraduates.

18

That members of the Liberal Club are incorrigible

radicals.
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19

That members of the athletic teams are necessarily

fine physical specimens.

20

That participation in a Cap and Bells play is adequate

preparation for a dramatic career.

21

That those who attend Y. M. C. A. meetings are the

moral cream of the campus.

22

That there is no conceivable excuse for morning

Collection.

23

That the main principle to be remembered in an

examination in Biology I is that the liver is the war-

horse of the body.

24

That outsiders believe that Haverford is the most

difficult college in the country into which to gain admis-

sion.

25

That the attainment of the privilege of unlimited

class cuts results immediately in non-attendance at the

majority of classes.

26

That loyalty to alma mater is dependent upon pen-

nants and banners hiuig in dormitory rooms.

27

That membership on the board of the college paper

is adequate preparation for a journalistic career.
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28

That the Mary Newlin Smith Memorial Garden is

densely populated on Junior Promenade nights.

29

That the Haverfokdian takes itself seriously.

30

That it is not worth while, ordinarily, to take Meet-
ing seriously.

31

That persons who read books other than college iexi

books are somehow abnormal.

32

That there is at least one genius in each class.

33

That there will, of necessity, be at least one fire at

college every year and that the chances are that it will

be the barn and that there is a general hope that it will

some day be Barclay Hall.

34

That John, the peanut peddler, is entirely pathetic.

35

That Swarthmore College is almost the opposite of

its very admirable self.

36
That the food served at the training tables is especially

adapted to consumption by and building up of athletes,

as contradistinguished from students.
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37

That the spirit of romance hovers about the Library

desk.

38

That a ham sandwich and a concoction of milk and

syrup and ice cream furnish a constitutionally adequate

meal.

39

That there is something reproachable about the

service of the Philadelphia and Western Railway.

40

That there are practically no attractive girls at

Bryn Mawr College.

41

That a prevalent method of admission to the Infirmary

is one in no way connected with the health of the appU-

cant.

42

That all freshmen are basically similar as to char-

acteristics and personality and that they should, there-

fore, all be treated alike.

43

That men intend to marry the girls whom they bring

to Junior Promenades.

44

That all Seniors are more learned than all Juniors,

that all Juniors are more learned than all Sophomores,

and that all Sophomores are more learned than all

Freshmen.
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45

That editorials, letters, reviews, and comments on the

editorial page of the Haverjord News are invariably

written by persons who know what they are talking about.

46

That the janitors spend one half of the day making

beds and the other half rolling dice, and all of the night

in social pleasures.

47

That the Public Ledger and the Saturday Evening

Post represent the best of American journalism in their

respective fields.

48

That a liberal education is not complete without

at least one visit to the Trocadero Theater.

49

That the possession of a derby hat is indicative of

social polish.

50

That Coach Haddleton beKeves that anyone with

a pair of sound legs can be made into a champion half-

miler or high hurdler.

51

That bellowing the famihar name of the Superinten-

dent of Grounds and Buildings will cause the lights to

go on.

52

That the universally desired schedule consists of

five "snap" courses, to fall between 11:30 and 2:30,

excepting on days when there is no Collection, at which

times there are to be none before lunch.
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53

That it is futile to arrive at a meal three minutes

late.

54

That the student body of the College is mainly

responsible for the maintenance of the Haverford

Pharmacy, the Ardmore Theater, and the Seville

Theater in Bryn Mawr.

55

That all Library Lectures are valueless.

56

That an adequate method of preparation for semester

examinations is to study conscientiously throughout

the term.

57

That the main and constant concern of the Dean is

whom he will next expel.

58

That a College diploma is worth $72,000.00 or that

it is worth .72 cents.



Two Songs For One

Each smallest thing you do

Leai>es me to wonder, dear,

Whether it was done

For me. If done gaily,

With grace, it was not,

IJear.

And ij done with hesitation.

Perhaps so.

But whether or not—
Though you might never tell

That this gesture, perhaps.

Annoyed you, or, happily that

This one pleased

You well.

Always, always, one

Of us two would know.

Let me, let me be the one

To love, if there must

Be but one;

My heart is the less

Tender, I suspect.

And you will not know

After it has been done—
Not that I suffered, not

That you hurt me so.

II

/ think each tender casual

thing

You say is a white butterfly.

Freshly emerged and samite-

gleaming

In the still sun, then passing by.

I've built a net and caught

them all.

And framed each body in

my heart;

And ifyou wish, I'll letyou see

Each specimen of your white

art.

Only remember this, dear love.

Before you look: they're dead

and dry—
They hang in frames of silver,

but.

They can no longer flyt

F. P.
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"Le Siecle'^

BROADLY speaking, it might not be too much to

say that the reign of Louis XIV consisted of

Louis XIV. His was not the power of an absolute

monarch as we usually conceive such a power; it seems to

have transcended a mere "this you may do and this you
may not do" system, and to have included some sort of

a sovereignty over men's minds and opinions. Finding

his kingdom in a state of comparative calm, he immedi-

ately set out to transform a time of balanced power into

one of absolute submission to himself. With his methods,

we are here unconcerned. Suffice it to recall, however,

that: Le rol Stant I'unique source de tout pouvolr et de

toute faveur, la nation tout entihre se prosterne h, ses pieds,

le glorlfie, I'implore, I'adore.

Perhaps it is quite natural that this phenomenon of

absolutism should have resulted in a great and very

careless throwing about of the term le siecle de Louis

XIV. Everything and everybody remotely connected

(and in many cases even quite uncoiuiected) with the

great reign has doubtless, at one time or another, been

regarded as a true child of le sihcle de Louis XIV. And
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in Kterature this is peculiarly marked. Descartes, for

example—^what, in the name of heaven, does he owe to

Louis XIV] But how often has his name been listed as

a proper concomitant of others of the Golden Age! And
what of Corneille? It is scarcely necessary to point out

that "Le Cid" was played two years before the king's

birth. And so with Retz and with La Rochefoucauld,

and the entire Port-Royal group. This latter seems, in

spite of the patent fact that Louis persecuted it right

down to the ground, to have acquired a siecle flavor for

its benefits—quite in spite of itself. We have only to

look at the cold and unemotional dates to learn that, at

the time Louis XIV ascended to the French throne,

Moliere, La Fontaine, and Bossuet (certainly reckoned

three of the very chief "ornaments") were forty-one,

forty, and thirty-four years of age, respectively! But

enough of this. We have seen that the pie has been

poorly sliced, and that is all that was intended.

Well, now—what wa lacking? Any b anch of Ktera-

ture untouched or poorly touched? We think not.

Concede the poetry of Boileau and of La Fontaine and

of a small and lesser school; concede the dramatists, if

you will; concede the pulpit orators, and the Memoires

of Saint-Simon, and the prose novel of Mme. de La
Fayette. In fact, concede each category, simply for the

sake of pointing out that, c tegorically speaking, nothing

is missing. For, only when we have disposed of physical

omission possibilities, can we go deeper and find the omis-

sion in back. But before passing on, it might be well to

observe the comment of M. Demogeot who, as will be

obvious, is not willing to make the liberal concessions to

Louis' reign that we have made, above. He remarks,

St la Utteraturc de cette epoque n eUt ete que le reflet des

moeurs elegantes de la cour, elle pourrait attlrer la curiosity

de I'hlstorien, elle ne mirlteralt pas I'etude et I'admiration

de I'artiste; elle tiendrait dans les annates de I'esprit humain

la mtme place que la poisie ephemhre des troubadours.
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The lack was lnLtlaUi>e; originality, if you will; unrest,

perhaps. Self-assertion, generally speaking, seems to

have gone by the boards. The placidity and self-satis-

faction of the court—its perfect willingness to eat out of

the king's hand—betoken the absence of a spiritual

driving power that would seem, to us, absolutely essential

to any healthy human society. But the society was dis-

tinctly unhealthy. To live off the fat of the peasant

lands, to make of leisure a predatory art, to establish a

brilHant and gleaming idol to the great god Kotow

—

these are not pursuits exactly calculated to inspire the

admiration of posterity or its wish to live in such a way.

Briefly, the age of Louis XIV never succeeded in

rising abovj Versailles. That Versailles should have

been the "be all and the end all" is in no way repre-

hensible. But that the whole of France (indeed a great

part of Europe) should have looked thither with the air

of the rustic contemplating New York City is quite,

quite ridiculous. It was a period of far too many delu-

sions and far too few disillusionings.

Finally, the France of Louis XIV and the literature

of his reign were of a very highly restricted type. In no

sense was either the nation or the literature broadly

national. It may be all quite well for a small and flashing

"cercle" to usurp the international eye for a short

period of time, but viewing the situation from a later

point of view, it might have been both uncomfortable

and dangerous to have lived during that short period

but not in that "cercle". This is what is meant when
we say that the "age of Louis XIV never succeeded in

rising above Versailles"; this is the reason for the dis-

tinctly bad taste left in the mouth of the casual historian

who review, that age; and this is the one definite defi-

ciency.

What, we wonder, was happening underneath? Where
were the various Muses of the Quartier Latin? Was
there never a bread-and-butter effort with a bread-and-
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butter result during the course of half a century? If

so, what has become of it? Evidently the sustained

brilliance of the court had reacted to an equally sus-

tained torpor of the lower classes. As it is evident,

negatively, in the Uterature, it is evident, positively to

the research of posterity, in all national Hfe.

Spontaneity seldom dwells in high places. Certainly

it abhorred the high places of Louis XIV. A totally

stilted subjectiveness was there in its stead.

Translatedfrom the "Coups D'Oelt"

oj Le Murmurateur.

Chambre Bleue

By Le M.

/ think the moon is a pale marquise

Surrounded by a group oj enchanted listeners

Who draw back their pasty, heavy perruques

To hear the better

Each daintily turned conceit.

Autumn has compiled a garland oJ leaj-odes

No two quite the same, yet none strikingly different.

And has grouped them in its earth-album

Miscellaneously.

Now they rustle: next year they will be gone.

Is it not strange how the cat-taits murmur precious phrases

Intently and incessantly, to one another.

Then move together in sudden admiration oj a single wave

Borne in on the lake?

And so it is: soon they will murmur again to themselves.



A Member of the Staff of the

"American Mercury^^ Discus-

ses Affairs in General

^ ^"^XT^EA, that's what I told old Harry I says to

11
him I says Harry you can say all you darn

please but this country's the best dam
country they is and as I tells people who kicks about it

if you don't like this country why don't you go some-

where else and I'll tell ya another thing they ain't

nothing like democracy for running a country and I

don't care who says no they ain't no country run as well

as this here one is and look at all the presidents we had

why they ain't no other country had presidents like we
had look at George Washington frinstance and look at

this guy Lincoln and Wilson and I guess you'll show me
any other head of any other country that could lead his

people into battle the way old Wilson done eh and look

at old Cautious Cal as I call him why as I was sayin to

the boys just the other night I was sayin this CooHdge

prosperity ain't nothin short of a marvel that's what it

ain't and I don't care what smart guy says he ain't no

good look at the way he sent this bird Charlie Linden-

berg say he is a bird in more ways than one too ain't

he Harry off to Europe to settle about the debt and I

guess they ain't no guy that could of fixed things up any

better than the way he done is they and look who sent

him over why it was Cautious Cal every time and look

at the way he fixed up this here Nickeraguma place and

sent down the good old U. S. Marines and they didn't

take no sass from nobody I can tell you Harry why when
that gang gets to work they ain't nothin can stop em
and to hell with these Uttle backwater dumps clean em
the hell up I says and thats what old Cal says too you
bet Harry."
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Song
For Reynard

Little redfox oj the hunted brush,

Ihls is a song for you—
Enough of the red-coated riders who follow

With bugle blast and reechoing halloa;

Enough of the mounts and the eager pack

Thundering by on your own lone track,

Enough of their cowardly gallantry! You,

The small bit offur that the scores pursue.

Are the one to be sung! {In the crisp morning air.

When autumn has left every woodpath aflare

With riot of color!) Let my song ring true—
Little redfox of the hunted brush.

This is a song for you.

F. T. G.
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Local Color

A,RN it anyway,—he mused, as he leaned back

in his chair and elevated his feet to a position

on the desk. It wasn't a particularly comfort-

able attitude, but he knew that it must look pleasantly

nonchalant and the idea rather tickled him. Darn it

anyway; and he inhaled slowly, deeply on his pipe. Yes,

even the pipe was right—one of those virile, straight-

forward-looking pipes which movie actresses love to see

men smoke,—earnest, cleanshaven men. Women always

have a weakness for the handsome brute type; quite

properly, he added, almost gloating. But why on earth

be a handsome brute when she—darn it anyway 1

Saturday, Sunday, Monday, and this was Tuesday.

Three whole days she had been gone. He knew it

perfectly well but there was a satisfaction in counting

it all out again. What fools her family were! Sending

off a kid like that, practically by herself, for a year in

Paris. "You never know what may happen to a girl in

Paris";—he had heard that somewhere. But it didn't

worry him; stories were always exaggerated, and more-

over she wasn't that kind—not she.

just now, though, she was on the boat; he reluctantly

admitted that he didn't quite Uke the thought of that.

So many couples seemed to "meet" on the boat to

Europe; or was he thinking of the honeymoons? And
all those tales of crisp starry nights—the top deck—the

soothing swell of the ocean. His roommate had been

over once and still drooled on occasions about the romance

of the sea. Romance?—blah!—but he knew that was

sour grapes. However, she might be seasick. He cursed

himself for brightening at the thought; what a thoroughly

selfish ass he was anyway] He had even assured her

that she wouldn't be sick, that it was all mental, this

seasick business. But then, it was her first ocean trip.

The small of his back, where he had been sitting on it,
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began to ache, so he slid his feet down and straightened

up. He drew in on his pipe and let the smoke falter out

of his mouth almost reluctantly, as water must look

going out of a bathtub.

True, they were as good as engaged,—an "under-

standing" they had called it,—and she had promised,

quite faithfully. But somehow he didn't feel at all

confident. She had meant it all right when she said it;

there was no doubting that. But many things could

happen in a year, and he knew what Shakespeare

—

wasn't it Shakespeare?—once said about "woman's
privilege". That was one of the disadvantages of being

a man;—it was in your nature to be constant. Might

be rather nice too, if only women weren't so blooming

fickle. "The weaker sex"—they deserved that title.

Well, he'd talk to her about it—but no, silly, how could

he now? A letter would never do; but what else was
there?

"Dearest," he began. "Darhng" was a bit too

sloppy, and he had used "Girl of mine" the time before.

"I can't seem to realize that you're to be abroad for

twelve long months." No,
—

"in Europe" would sound

better. Why should he think of things hke that when
he was writing to her? Then—"But I shan't forget those

blue eyes of yours—I couldn't forget them—they're too

blue." That was rather good, he reflected; he'd save

that till toward the end— "—those blue eyes of yours

—

I couldn't forget them—they're too blue." . . .

* * *

It was an ideal Prom night. He had known that

when he had suggested a bit of a walk "to cool off."

Funny way people had of talking around the bush;

but then it would hardly do to break out with "let's go

out and neck for a while." Anyway, she had known
what he meant; that was rather expected of a Prom
girl. And here they were. He looked at her, kittenishly

cuddled against him. No getting around the fact that
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she was cute. But she was more than that. Would even

make a good little wife—some day perhaps. But why
bother about such serious things?—it was too vacuously

blissful just as he was.

A speck marred his perfect serenity and his brow
wrinkled ever so slightly. After tomorrow he wouldn't

see her again until the final dance at Commencement
time. He held her a trifle closer. "Dearest," he began.

"Darhng" was a bit too sloppy and he had used "Girl

of mine" a minute before. "I can't seem to realize

that you're to be away for two long months. " Then he

paused. A familiar ring to that; perhaps he was uncon-

sciously quoting something he had read. He saw her

looking up at him, sweetly anticipant, eager for him to

go on.
—"But I shan't forget those brown eyes of yours

—I couldn't forget them—they're too brown." And
even as he bent down to kiss her, a vaguely disquieting

feeling told him that his quotation had just missed being

perfect. F. R.

That I Could Not See
by E. H.

You're gone:

And I do not ei^en know
Whether U was my smile,

Or the lightfalling on my hair.

Or the way I arched my eyebrows

Or slouched in my chair—
/ only know
That you were frightened

At something about me
That I could not see.

And now I hear

Only swift steps

Down the hall.

And a swiftly closing door.



Revolt of the Old Lady From
Dubuque

Modern people, modern ways,

Modern this and that

Often gripe. Just why should I
Wear the same type hat

That I see adorning the

Proletariat?

At the jeet oj those who do

Things not de rigeur—
Each non-tabloid-reading him,

Every long-haired her—
/ will kneel and lay my gifts,

Frankincense and myrrh.

Is it logic that we should

Tamely take our cue

From the thousand thrilling things.

Asinine but new.

That a certain fatfour hun-

Dred New Yorkers do?

Modern people, modern ways,

Modern those and these . . .

{Yes, Fve got the Question Book—
Passed the tests with ease;

Handwriting? Why surely,—

/

Mind my Qs and P's.

Have you mastered contract bridge?

Teach it to me, please.)

J. I. G.
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White Wings and Things

I
LIKE white wings—there's something about them.

They have a pride in their work that's just dandy.

And they keep the streets so nice and clean and

neat and proper. And wholesome, too. That is very

important, keeping the streets wholesome, because they

say that there was a time once when it was impossible

for a nice girl to walk down the street and come back

without looking noticeably soiled. Now, of course, it's

rare indeed that a girl walks down the street and returns

home noticeably soiled.

And my white wing friends are such well-read fellows.

You've no idea the amount of really splendid literature

they come across during their day's work. Besides being

well-read, I find them to be very cosmopolitan. Not only

cosmopolitan you understand, but—well, cosmopolitan.

They've been around, these white wings have. They've

seen things. One white wing I know said he saw too

much and retired to think it all over. But that's Life.

I suppose what I really like most about them is their

individuality. Each one has charm. I suppose the

infinite variety of things, the ever-changing panorama of

things, the scope, the sweep—it all makes for character.

For years and years each one of them has been accumu-

lating things that escape the notice of a material, inartistic

world. I like to call it riches. Not the sordid sort of

riches that goes to buy champagne. No—riches. Like

the Greeks that stayed in Greece a long time ago used

to have.

You ask me what a white wing thinks about while

he's cleaning up our broad highways and stately boule-

vards; you ask me because thinking I'm their friend I

should know. Well, I am and I do. And I'll tell you.

He gets up for breakfast, curls his moustaches, washes

a kiddie or two, then starts off for the office, his lunch

under his arm, thinking what a swell job it is being a
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white wing. At the office he sees the fellows, climbs into

his viniform, equips himself, then starts out, walking part

of the way with some of the other fellows, and thinking

what a wonderful job it is being a white wing.

During the morning he thinks that today's the day
he'll find a dollar bill, hoping that if he does he won't

get bumped off just as he's picking it up. At noon he

goes over to the corner where another building is going

up, eats his Ivmch, watches the street get all dirty again,

curls his moustaches and smiles, thinking how dandy it

is to be a white wing.

Things get slower in the afternoon and it isn't so much
fun. Then, sometimes, he ponders politics, not really

caring a whoop. Because after all it's too silly. But
then, sometimes, he finds a pink carnation and tucks the

stem up inside his hat so that the flower hangs just above

his left ear.

One of my white wing friends has developed a nature

that's positively lovely. He has no contempt for the

rich and illustrious. He hasn't even a contempt for

actresses. He was leaning over along the curb in Forty-

seventh Street one day when a taxi pushed him—not

very hard. He turned around and swore. Just then an

actress got out of the cab. Hearing him swear she gave

him fifty cents. He swore some more. She took back

the fifty cents and gave him a dollar. He never has

stopped talking about that.

Lots more white wings have had the pleasant distinc-

tion of having been able to swear at prominent people in

a loud voice. Another white wing I know had just

finished making a nice, neat Uttle pile of all the dust he

could find when Grover Whalen swept around the corner

in the Welcoming Car and scattered the dust all over the

street again. I was there at the time and I can vouch

for the story. My friend swore violently with appropriate

gestures. Then he began to laugh very loudly, although
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I never could quite make out what was so funny.

Say what you will, I Uke white wings—there's some-

thing about them.

R. B.

D'Outre Mer

If I were slightly braver, I might bear

That this slow-rising cold December moon
Hasjoand me by myself. It is notfair

That you have made me miss you quite so soon

And made me curse this glorious wasted night

That holds you, I suppose {oh so content!)

Happily with another. Is it right

That I should think of you, impenitent?

How hard this is to bear, I wish you knew:

That beauty, as this night, should come and go
Slowly, slowly, to leave when it is gone

Unhappiness. . .It should not have been so;

I should have known these stars, this moon
with you—

fFith you dear, and instead I am alone.

I. L. H.



Song For A Contented Mortal
Muse, take off your trick high hat—
Quit bravado stuff;

Tell the truth—are love and song

Keally quite enough?

Do you really live on that?

Well, old boy, that's tough.

Did you never sink yourJangs
In a juicy steak?

Did you never puff thejumes
My Lady Nic can make?

OJ some bonded bottled bliss

Did you ne'er partake?

Muse, I really sympathize

With your lojty lot;

Inspiration, dear to you,

I believe is rot—
Would I trade my place Jor yours?

Frankly, I would not.

To One Who Did Not Like a Sonnet
Too many words? Well, really, that's too bad.

I wonder ij you say quite what you mean.

Or ij it's not, perhaps, a case oj your

Not understanding and not thinking it

A thing worth while to try to understand

The jourteen simple harmless little lines;

And ij you've really deigned to read them

through

With nothing more important on your mind
As you were reading—also, without all

The preconceived distaste oj which I strongly

Suspect you, I shall then be jorced to see

That there is, after all, one place for those

Who add their twos and twos and get their

jours.

And quite another place jor those who play

(As I do) with ideas and with—words'

C. G. B.
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BOOKS
STRANGE INTERLUDE

It has been pointed out that Strange Interlude marks
the beginning of a "to-which-we-can-point-with-pride"

stage of American drama. We will go this statement

one better and say that it is one of the finest pieces of

literature written in America during our lifetime. For

Strange Interlude is as entirely thrilling to the reader

as it is to the play-goer. It is a novel as well as a play.

Not only that, it is a novel with the superfluity out

and with nothing but the vital parts remaining.

To write a nine-act play with only eight characters

is a task that none but a confident genius would attempt.

To draw in each of the eight so that it is definite, power-

ful, unforgettable, is an accompKshment of which

O'Neill may well be proud. Here are no Rosencrantz s

and Guildensterns, with their ridiculous small businesses;

every one who comes upon the stage is going to be the

reader's intimate before the final curtain. To put the

same thing somewhat difi^erently, there are none of the

annoying turnings-back to the "Dramatis Personae"

to see just who so-and-so is.

The mental processes seem quite as natural and

unforced upon the printed page as do the words actually

spoken. In fact they are in reality nothing but a

filling-in,—a convincing prelude or postlude to the

spoken words. And this is an innovation of the type

which fairly cries, "Why hasn't any one ever thought

of it before?" It is not merely a psychological tour

de force—it is a completed treatment where none has

been hitherto completed. O'Neill will have no one

say, "I'd be dehghted" and get away with it, if he
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really meant "There's nothing that would pain me
more, but social convention forces me to do so." "We
might just as well make this perfectly clear," says he.

If you are in the habit of being carried away by books

or if you are not, wiU make no difference in reading

Strange Interlude. It is a genuine Hterary experience

of the t3rpe that comes all too seldom and cannot be

too well appreciated when it does. How do you like

it, Europe? 97.7%

(Boni and Llverlght, $2JO) E. C. S.

CLAIRE AMBLER

Booth Tarkington works under a tremendous handi-

cap. People seem unable to see him as anything other

than a depicter of Great American Types. This is

as unfortunate as it is ridiculous. Thus, for instance,

it is said that "Claire Ambler isn't true to type" or

that she "isn't accurately a flapper" or a this or a that.

No approach could be more asinine. Claire Ambler

is Claire Ambler, and she is that admirably—what

need to say that she shouldn't be doing various things

because they are unusual?

To us, Claire Ambler is intriguing but unsatisfactory.

She is the type person to get us interested in what she

is about to say or do and then disappoint us by doing

or saying something exactly opposed to our wishes.

But she is, at least, consistent to a fault. And also,

we would very definitely enjoy meeting her.

Tarkington seems fortunate enough to possess a

pleasant prolificity. His books, and the persons in

them, are not tremendously anything, except tremen-

dously satisfying and tremendously Tarkington. 89%

{Doubledar/, Doran, $2JO) J. F. S.
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THE UGLY DUCHESS

Startling as it may seem. Dr. Feuchtwanger has

succeeded in outscotting Scott. It might be more

accurate to say that he has something to add to Scott.

The mediaeval atmosphere,—yes. But with this there

is a really sound narrative ability the lack of which

has been bemoaned by many an ardent devotee of the

venerable Sir Walter.

The Ugly Duchess ;ust misses being as fine a work as

was Power. However,—as is the case here—a book

might be approximately ninety per cent perfect and

still fall a bit below Power. The reason for this is

probably that the sense of completeness is missing from

the new effort; the sense of completeness, of course,

—

the sense of "all-there-is-to-say-has-been-said-and-well-

said" is what made Power so entirely satisfactory. 90%

{Viking, $2.50) R. C. B,

TWO FORSYTE INTERLUDES

A small Galsworthy morsel to be gobbled up for two

reasons: It is a part of one of the greatest of English

sagas; and it is worth reading for its own merit. A
Silent Wooing is just a trifle better than Passers By
simply because it is a trifle more self-contained. The
former, by the way, is the bridge between The White

Monkey and The Siher Spoon, and the latter comes

between The Siher Spoon and Swan Song, to be pub-

hshed in July. Let no one scorn a Forsyte "interlude"

because of its brevity. Indian Summer of a Forsyte

is the most brilliant spot in the whole brilliancy of the

Saga. 94%

{Scribner, $.50) F. W. S.
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AMERICA

Our suggestion for the month is that the present

text-books of American history in use in the secondary

schools in this country be collected, shipped to Chicago

and dropped in Lake Michigan; and that Van Loon's

America be substituted. We mean this quite seriously.

It is a platitude to say that the trivial is often the most

significant, but this history (we apologize for calling it

that) has the quality of putting life into a dry poKtical

event with a mere turn of the phrase. You history

boys may keep your Grotes and Gibbonses and Greenes,

but as for us, give us Van Loon any day of the week,

and we'll pray that our sins may be forgiven us on the

Day of Judgment. 90%

{Boni and Lwerlght, $5.00) G. W. J.

CRUSADE

It is painful to have to admit that friend Donn Byrne

is growing careless. It is even more painful to have to

admit that Donn Byrne seems to be growing the least

bit commercial. In discussing him, the logical thing

is to compare him with his former self, because his

former self is so well known and so respected. Well,

then, in the light of his two last books. Hangman s

House and Brother Saul, we must confess that Crusade

falls almost exactly in between them. It is somewhat
like this: No. 1. Hangman's House, No. 2. Crusade,

No. 3. Brother Saul. (We leave out of consideration the

real gems because we feel almost as though they had
been written by a different person.)

Donn Byrne was hailed and acclaimed quite rightly

as a master in the art of telling a tale well; but the thing

which made him stand out was the deviKshly clever way
in which he made his characters move through a beauti-
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ful surrounding haze of definite atmosphere. Now we
see him reduced to pure narration exactly as If he never

suspected that a great deal more was expected of him.

There is really nothing to say of Crusade except that

it Is a good enough book as books go, but a very disap-

pointing Donn Byrne book as Donn Byrne books go.

Doubtless, he spoiled us; so many authors seem to do

that. 85%

{Little Brown, $2.00) J. S. H.

NOVEMBER NIGHT

The mysterious lady (?) who goes under the name of
" the author of Miss Tiverton Goes Out," has at last come
into her own; in her three previous books, always there

has been admirable psychology and fine writing, but

here, in Denlse, the heroine, we are given the touch of

humanity. This author, like Walpole and Swlnnerton,

is essentially a minor novelist, but like those two, is

at times very admirable and always completely satis-

fying and interesting. 90%

{Bobbs-Merritl, $2.50) C. L. C.

TRISTAN AND ISEULT

The beautiful and moving version of this story by

Joseph B6dier is appearing in American bookshops,

now, with the Robinson and Masefield versions, and

of the three, frankly, it's the one we like best. It

proves, for the nth time, that the plain, simple way Is

the best way. The desirability of this book is enhanced

by the beautiful way in which it has been got out.

Translated—flawlessly of course—by Hilaire BeLloc.

{A. and C. Boni, $2.50) W. K. H.
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ADAM AND EVE

So much has been written about this book that there

is nothing left for us to say, except one unimportant

little matter. Erskine has been called wise, and clever,

and amusing; well, so was Rabelais, and so was As You
Like It. Everybody has silently taken it for granted

that these books will die soon. All we wish to do here,

is maintain, humbly, that they won't. There is com-

prehension and depth as well as entertainment. 92%
{Bobbs-MerrlU, $2.50) T. V.

MEMOIRS OF A POOR RELATION

The subtitle of this book,

—

Being the Story oj a Post-

War Girl and Her Battle with Destiny, rather puts one

on guard; and at times, in the book, one suspects that

perhaps the author, Mrs. Marietta Minnigerode An-
drews, is a Strong-minded Woman—but otherwise the

book is an entirely pleasant one. Over it lies the air

of Southern gentility and tradition, and at times it reads

like a novel. And incidentally the book is most attract-

ively printed and bound. 80%
{Button, $5.00) H. S.

THE FACETIAE OF POGGIO

The first impression one gets on looking into this

Collection of Renaissance jokes, is that the humor is

hopelessly sour. But keep on reading, and the book

acquires a definite charm : these wisecracks and naughty

stories give one, in the bulk, a very vivid picture of

the life of the time. It is a valuable addition to the

very fine collection of Broadway Translations.

{Button, $5.00) E. H. R.
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THE POOR GENTLEMAN

Ian Hay, whatever else he may or may not be, is

always entertaining. In his new novel of adversity

and adventure and love, he reaches a virtual top level

of unassuming and unpretentious story telling. In

fact the work of Major Beeth is a perfect example of

the i'ain et plalsant Hterature that is so conspicuously

tasty and so conspicuously lacking in nourishment.

Captain Barry Shere, the hero, will not let his blind-

ness interfere with his love of danger and romance.

Therefore, as Captain Barry Shere is the whole book,

the whole book is full of danger and romance in alter-

nate and intermingled portions. In reading The

Poor Gentleman one does not have to concentrate

very deeply, or even to think very deeply, but we have

the cheering feeUng—all too uncommon these days

—

that at least we are not missing any innuendos or sig-

nificances. 84%

{Houghton Mifflin, $2.00) E. H, R.

FRANCIS JOSEPH

We've never been the sort of person that goes in

for biographies; we could count up the biographies

we have gotten any pleasure out of on the fingers of

one of our lily white hands. But we are always reason-

able. Eugene Baggers' Francis Joseph seemed to us

a profoundly good book, and interesting as well, in

spite of its terrifying appearance and formidable sub-

ject. The old Emperor is done up for us with justice

and understanding, and stands revealed as both a great

and a good man. Ferh. sap. 90%

(Putnam, $5.00) J. R. C.
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GEORGIAN STORIES, 1927

There Is something vastly comforting in these annual

anthologies

:

1

.

There is a photograph of each author.

2. They are attractively printed and botmd.

3. They are always more or less the same, and

4. They are always eminently readable.

English stories are not Kke American stories, and

Georgian Stories will never sell as well as the Red Book

Magazine. But we have been afforded a very pleasant

day's reading every year for several years, now; Geor-

gian Stories is getting to be one of our few really good

habits. 88%
{Putnam, $2.50) J. E. A,

LAZARUS LAUGHED

There are rather definite insinuations on the jacket ofMr.

Eugene O'Neill's new play concerning the similarities

between that gentleman and another gentleman named
Goethe. We were, to put it bluntly and baldly, flabber-

gasted. Don't misunderstand us, now; we were willing

to go the whole hog, (or almost the whole hog) with the

people who saw greatness in The Emperor Jones and

Anna Christie. But with The Great God Brown, we
hesitated, and Doubt entered in. And now, in all frank-

ness, we confess oursleves at a loss; we just don't know
what to think. Lazarus Laughed, A playjor an Jmagina-

tive Theatre, follows in the footsteps of Marco Millions

it its treatment of a moderately well-known myth, so

at least we have an idea of what it's all about; but there

our enlightenment ends. Mr. O'Neill's beautiful phrases

travel along underneath a veil. There is beauty here,

no doubt, but the element of digestibiKty seems absent.

We will be pardoned in Heaven, we hope, for seeming
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unappreclative; but we've been fooled before by these

Kttle snatchy short Unes of verse, and we've grown

cynical. And so our last word, for the present, is:

Lazarus Laughed may quite possibly have qualities of

magnitude and even of permanence; but for us, who
found ourselves unable to accord it the rumination it

apparently needs, it lacked the appHcability to life

which the dramatic form presupposes. We could only

relish it for its beauty, not venerate it for its philosophical

depth. 90%
{Bonid LiverighU $2.50) E. H.

THE QUEST OF YOUTH

Mr. JefFery Farnol belongs to that large group of

writers whose appeal is neither low nor high, but stable,

consistent. There is something reassuring about this.

Even Sabatini seems like a veritable luna moth next to

this mammoth of equanimity. The Quest of Youth is

most adequate; but it requires a more highly sensitized

sense of discrimination than we can boast to tell whether

it is above the Farnol average or no. But we have a

feehng, somehow, that we can recommend it with

safety and assurance. We might add that we read the

entire book in two sittings, signify that what it may.

82%
{Little, Brown, $2.00) A. K. C.

THE HEART OF THOREAU'S JOURNALS

There is little need to say anything concerning this

book. From the thirty odd volumes of Thoreau, Mr.

Odell Shepard has more than adequately selected the

most interesting as well as the most significant passages.

We view with approbation the recent vogue which has

been accorded Thoreau; without a doubt, he is one of
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the most original and characteristic of our indiginous

writers. This selection will be a very satisfactory sup-

plement to the several interesting biographies of Thoreau

that have recently appeared.

{Houghton, Mifflin, $3.00) W. C.

NEW "EVERYMAN" BOOKS

The following notable titles (none of which should

need, or could stand, an introduction) have been added

to the Dent-Dutton "Everyman" Library: Renan's

Llje oj Jesus, A Book oj Nonsense by various authors

including Edward Lear, Lord Houghton's Life and
Letters oj John Keats, Dostoevsky's The Brothers Kar-

amazoff (in two volumes). The Admirable Crichton

by W. H. Ainsworth.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
o o
o o
o o
o o
o o
Q ... let's see now mused tlie editor I have a halj a page 2
O lejt over here at the end with nothing even partially respect- Q
O able to insert isn't that a helluva note why do things like O
O that always happen to me maybe I'm being punishedjor O

O not using that terrible contribution oj that terriblefreshman o

O which jreshman or maybe he was a sophomore oh I know q

Q what I'll do with tliis space I'll saygood-bye to all my gentle S
O readers long may they wave because this is the very end oj Q
O the very last issue rII edit now that really is very jolly now O

O maybe I'll have time to do my elephant painting and whai- O

O riot we thank you jor your kind attention what there was oj o
O it and now maybe the space is jilled so good-bye one and q
g all good-bye good-bye. . . 2
O 6
O O
O O
O O
O O
O O
o o
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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The top oj the mountain pass
leadingJrom Thabtand. . ."



The God of the Dawning Day
Time: Before the Golden Age.

Scene: The top oj the mountain pass leadingfrom Thalat-

and to Sardanopolis and the Kingdoms of the East.

A number of shepherds are huddled around a small

fire beneath the great crag (K) oi'erhanging the small

patch of level ground by the side of the road. To the

other side of the road {which cuts across the stage

diagonally from left to right) is nothing but a sheer

drop of thousands of feet and a fine i^iew looking off

into space towards the distant mountain peaks to the

east. It is a little before dawn and the myriad stars

are clear and sparkling.

First Shepherd
The gods are angry.

Second Shepherd
The Sacred Seven are wroth at Thalatand,

Third Shepherd
Why is the wrath of the gods not appeased? Each
year our tithe of lambs, for King Astard to sacrifice

in the great temple, goes down to Thalatand.

Fourth Shepherd
Aye, King Astard's soldiers see to that—the whitest

and most perfect lamb out of every ten. Almost

had I rather face the angry gods than those thiev-

ing tax collectors.

ZooRG {an old gray-beard, the sage and patriarch of the

group)

Speak not hghtly of the gods lest some great ill

befall you. The Sacred Seven of Thalatand are

jealous gods, delighting in homage and quick to

punish all who speak evil of them.

SoRj {an eager-faced boy)

But why? What harm can the mere words of man
do to the all-powerful gods?

313
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Fourth Shepherd
The boy is right. What good have all our smok-
ing sacrifices done us?

First Shepherd
Aye, what good, indeed?

Third Shepherd
The gods care not for man. Our offerings but

feed King Astard's soldiers.

ZoORG
Cease 1 You blaspheme against the majesty of the

most high gods.

Second Shepherd
He does.

ZooRG
What days the world is come onl In my youth

men presumed not to talk of such things but wor-

shipped the gods in righteous fear and lived in

peace and plenty. But now

—

First Shepherd
A stranger approaches.

ZoORG
Some avenger sent by the gods, most Hke.

Third Shepherd
Perhaps some fugitive from Sardanopolis. Who
else would be on the roads before dawn?

Fourth Shepherd {bitterly)

Rather a spy of the King's. Guard your tongues.

Enter (Z) the stranger, a tall, wild-eyed and waving-

hairedfigure, clothed in the rags oj a beggar.

Stranger
May a poor man warm himself at your fire?

Third Shepherd
Who are you and whither do you go?

Stranger
Men call me Harpa;, a simple beggar who walks

the dusty roads. I go to high-towered Thalatand,

the City of the Silver Crown.
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Fourth Shepherd {to the Third)

A likely tale!

Third Shepherd {to Harpaj)

'Tis well. Come sit by the fire.

They edge over to make him rather more than enough

room to crouch by the fire, and then pretend to take

no Jurther notice oj him.

Second Shepherd
Aye, the men of Thalatand have sinned—why else

should the wrath of the gods wax hot? why else

should they wreak their vengeance upon man?
First Shepherd

Truly, the gods are angry. The portents of the

stars show it.

Secomd Shepherd
And more than the stars proclaim it. Listen]

Five nights ago at sunset I went to make sacrifice

to Zardak at his high place upon Mount Kashal.

I neared the top—right there beside the altar,

outKned against the sky, was a tall, grim figure.

Long strands of coarse black hair, fiery red eyes,

flames licking around the mouth and one thin arm
stretched out in anger, brandishing a torch—oh,

it was too terrible! It waved its torch wrath-

fuUy over the valley below and I hid my face in fear.

SoRj

And then?

Second Shepherd
Then it was gone and the next day the whole

forest on the west side of Mount Kashal was in

flames.

First Shepherd
It was indeed Zardak, God of Fire, whom you saw

—

Zardak taking vengeance on man.

Third Shepherd
In truth, men have sinned. But how?
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ZOORG
Howl They neglect the ancient sacrifices, walk

no longer in the upright ways of their fathers, and

dare question the acts of the gods. Men have

displeased the gods and the Seven have frowned

on Thalatand to destroy it. How is the glory

departed! Truly, Thalatand rushes onward to its

long-appointed doom, when the white-roofed palace

shall fall, and the robes of the court shall be sack-

cloth and the sound of the timbrels shall cease

because the players are dead.

Second Shepherd
A great sacrifice must be made.

FouRTli Shepherd
King Astard and his grasping nobles must be over-

thrown.

Harpaj {^mildly interrupting)

Perhaps the gods are angry for some other reason?

Several Together
What?

Harpaj
Perhaps men's sin has been that they know not

the gods' true nature. What if they be not gods of

cruelty and vengeance?

Third Shepherd
Then our worship is vain.

Harpaj
And what proof have you that your gods are

jealous gods, delighting in vengeance?

ZoORG
Who are you to ask this? In the first dim ages

of the memory of man, e'er high-towered Thalatand

had one white stone upon another, our fathers on

Mount Kashal sent their daughters through the

fire to Zardak and taught their sons the holy

fear of the gods.
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Harpaj
And what if your fathers were wrong?

ZoORG
Stop! You blaspheme against the

—

SoRj {exciiedly)

No] Go on. Do you know the true nature of the

gods?

Harpaj
I do. I have communed with the gods upon a

hundred mountain tops and they have spoken by
my hps to men of many towns and lands.

Second Shepherd
But different lands have different gods. Do you
know the nature of all the gods?

Harpaj
In all the lands my god—one god, ever the same
—speaks to me. For all lands have but different

names for the one true god, and all their peoples

but grope for him blindly under different names, as

men stumble along the mountain paths in the gloom

before the dawn. Their gods are gods of death and

darkness, but mine of life and light.

ZooRG {scornfully)

Who is this wandering, torchbearing god of yours?

Harpaj
Aurgath, God of the Dawning Day: a god who
delights not in the smoke of an hundred sacrifices

nor in the altars on a thousand hills, but in justice,

mercy and truth among men; a god who shall over-

throw the old gods of cruelty and oppression, and

bring a new day of happiness to man. For all the

gods of the kingdoms are idols and born of darkness,

but Aurgath rules the heavens and beareth light to

those that sit in darkness. There is no god but

Aurgath.
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First Shepherd
These be strange sayings; never man so spake.

Third Shepherd
A god of mercy and truth—truly, a new thmg.

ZOORG
Mercy and truth indeed! What have the gods

to do with mercy? And who dares speak truth to

the gods? An eastern dreamer's talesl

Fourth Shepherd
But a god of justice

—

he would wreak vengeance on

these wolves of soldiers who oppress us. Tell me
more of him, beggar. Will he smite them with

thunder from heaven?

Second Shepherd
You forget—Dorgon is God of Thunder.

Harpaj
Nay, Aurgath is lord also of the thunderbolt,

but he uses it not to slay his enemies. By his

goodness he turns all men to him, for he takes more

joy in one foe turned to friendship than a thousand

slain by fire.

Zoorg
A foreign god indeed, and a tower of strength!—too

weak to take his vengeance!

Second Shepherd
Where does this god dwell? For strong in sooth

must his temple be, and mighty the men who guard

him.

KUrpaj
Where does the daylight dwell and who are the

guards that keep it?

SORJ

Everjrwhere,—^master.

Second and Third Shepherds (Jto each other in amaze'

ment)

Master 1
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Harpaj
Aurgath Is the god of the dawning day.

Fourth Shepherd
Yet tell us—how shall we know this god and what

the way we may find him? For everywhere is

nowhere and even a god has a shrine where one

may seek to see him.

Harpaj
You shall not see him, for Aurgath dwells not

in graven images strangely carved of men, but

on the lonely mountain-tops and in the boundless

sky. No eye has ever seen him nor shall one; but

here, far from the smell of altar-smoke, beneath

the cold bright stars, the righteous man may find

him and hear him speak—within that man's own
inmost heart.

Fourth Shepherd
And what does he say?

Harpaj
It matters little—he has spoken! The man hence-

forth is free. No kings can then oppress him, for

he has talked with god—the god who is above

the lashing whips and darting spears of earthly

soldiers as this eternal mountain top is above the

lashing waves of the sea.

SORJ {breathlessly)

And then?

Harpaj
He goes forth to tell the god's message to men
that others may come to know Aurgath as he has.

Sorj

I would know him—what must I do to find him?

Harpaj
Forsake your paltry sheep and come with me

—

to climb the glistening, snow-clad peaks and walk

the mountain ways—commune with god upon the
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heights, beneath the farflung sky—drink in the

thousand distant stars and bear their peace to men.

SoRj

I will follow you

:

HaRPAJ (m ecstasy)

My cause has conquered] Victory! The Dawning
Day]

Fourth Shepherd {slowly, after a tense pause) :

Then King Astard, whose soldiers take our sheep,

shall be overthrown?

HaRPAJ {in a wave of enthusiasm)

He shall be brought to know Aurgath, the god who
dehghts not in the smoke of sacrificed lambs but

in the noble deeds of men. He will see that his

yoke is too heavy for you to bear and lighten it as

a thank offering to Aurgath.

Third Shepherd
And how will you tell King Astard of your god?

Two tax-collectings ago, when an avalanche had

destroyed a full third of our flocks, I went down to

Thalatand to beg the King for mercy in taking his

tithe. Tired, dusty and bloody-footed from three

days on the sharp-rocked mountain roads, I made
my offering in the great temple and went to the

palace to ask audience of the king. At the outer

gate a soldier of the guard inquired my errand

—

and I was sent back to the mountains bleeding

from forty stripes, and

—

First Shepherd
We paid our tithe of fat young lambs.

Fourth Shepherd
Your god would have need of his thunderbolts.

Aye, let him strike down the walls of the palace with

it and then King Astard will listen—even we would

join you.
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Harpaj
No! Aurgath Is not a god of blood and violence,

and death to man. He cannot bring forth deeds

contrary to his nature; he who made the world can-

not stoop to punish a petty thieving king.

ZOORG {craftily)

You say he made the world?

Harpaj
Aye,—these mighty mountains, the overarching sky,

and that far-distant sea you scarce have heard of;

these and all that Hes between he made and rules.

ZoORG
And the things contrary to his nature—the dark-

ness, the violence and the wrong—he made them
also?

Harpaj
Oh, have done with these petty subtleties! He
who has known the peace of the mountain-tops

beneath the silent stars, who has heard the voice of

Aurgath and talked with the one true god, cares

naught for these tiny pebbles which bruise his

stumbling feet.

ZooRG
But how know you that he is the one, true god?

Is there not a god of darkness as well as of light?

Harpaj
But how much nobler the god of light] Oh, will

you never see it—the dawning day—and turn

your backs to the shadows?

Third Shepherd {kindly)

Indeed, stranger, your words are very beautiful,

and we would see this new god you tell of. But
we have our sheep to care for.

Fourth Shepherd
Aye, the Great King's soldiers would beat us with

their spear butts and those terrible whips of bull's
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hide and drive off our sheep in punishment for

rebelling.

ZOORG
The gods would be angry at us and punish us as

blasphemers.

Second Shepherd
Zardak, God of Fire, would consume our homes.

First Shepherd
Rhadaspes, God of Famine, would wither up our

flocks.

Fourth Shepherd
Dorgon, God of Thunder, would strike us dead with

his thunderbolts.

Third Shepherd
We cannot follow you, stranger. You tell of a

god we know not and have not tried; we must
remain faithful to the Sacred Seven, in simple

trust, and they will care for us.

Harpaj
So be it . . . {to SoRj) Come, my son. Let us

be on our way to Thalatand to preach the God of

the Dawning Day
SoRJ

Yes, master but

—

{he looks Irresolutely at his com-

panions^

ZooRG
Stir not a step, boy!

SORJ

I will!

ZoORG
I command you by the Sacred Seven.

SoRJ

They cannot touch me! I beUeve in Aurgath,

God of the Dawning Day.
Third Shepherd {to Zoorg)

Be still, father; let me speak to him {turning to
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SoRj) Aye, but think of us, lad. The Great King's

soldiers will hold our lives for yours if you follow

this man. Think of it] your own kinsfolk strung

up by the thumbs and beaten to death.

Second Shepherd
Think of the vengeance the gods would take on us!

Zardak and his fire, Dorgon and his thunderbolts

—

all on account of the whim of a half-grown boy.

You cannot do it.

SoRJ {slowly, with manifest agony)

You— . . . are—right. I—I—cannot do it. I

. . . will remain.

Harpaj
The last blow] Oh, is there no truth and bravery

left among men? O Aurgath] Aurgath] why have

you forsaken me? . . . {he turns to take the road

to Thalatand but suddenly stops). But no! The
visions of the starlit heights cannot be wrong]

Even if no others can hear what I have heard, even

if none but I can find Aurgath, even if the Sacred

Seven of Thalatand have marked me for some

frightful doom—even then it is better to walk in

the light than to sit in darkness, to be scorched by
the sun than be forever bhnd. {To the shepherds

triumphantly) I go to face some d!re end, I know
not what, but yours is the most frightful of all

dooms of man—to know and worship only the gods

of darkness.

SCENE TWO
Time : Ten years later, just before dawn.

Scene: The same.

First Shepherd
The times are hard.

Second Shepherd
The gods are indeed angry.
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Third Shepherd
The gid attacks more sheep each day. They die

like flies in summer.

Fourth Shepherd
And in nine days more the King's soldiers will come
to take their tithe of the few that may survive.

ZooRG
Aye, this comes of the neglect of the gods; a decade

ago, when the sacrifices to Rhadaspes were attended

to with more care, our sheep prospered.

Third Shepherd
Perhaps. Other things than the sheep have ceased

to prosper. . . . What ails you, Sorj? For days

you have been gazing like one in a trance at those

mountain-peaks to the east.

SoRj

It is brighter tonight.

Third Shepherd
Brighter?

SoRJ

That great star above the snowy spur of Mount
Thaga. For weeks it has been approaching from

the farthest reaches of the East, waxing brighter as

it nears us. Men say it presages great things to come
to pass.

Fourth Shepherd
Yes, I too have heard of the star and its portent.

Some say it is a new god come out of the East to

wage war on the Sacred Seven—^good fortune to

him, say I.

ZoORG
Blaspheme not I The gods have quick ears.

First Shepherd
And yet, the talk of new gods is on every traveler's

lips.
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Fourth Shepherd
Aye, only yesterday a wandering beggar, bound

to Sardanopolis from the farther side of Thalatand,

told me with burning eyes and eager face of some

new god who is to overthrow all others—the Nine

of Sardanopolis no less than the Sacred Seven of

Thalatand.

Third Shepherd
Aye, he is to be a god of justice and power who
shall bring hope to the downtrodden and succour

to the oppressed. Men say he will send King

Astard's new queen, the cruel Princess Jarloa, back

home to her father and purge the court of its

wickedness.

SORJ

Ah I At last]

ZOORG
Idle tales I There is no hope of being rid of Queen

Jarloa; the Sacred Seven have sent her to us

in punishment for our sins.

Third Shepherd
And yet—there is a chance.

Second Shepherd
Not a whit! This will prove just hke the others

—

—a cult of knaves and beggars, and wandering

vagabonds, fellows who have naught to lose and

would overturn the world to fill their hands with

spoil.

ZoORG
Aye, I remember just such a one ten winters back.

He wandered to our fire just before dawn, a wild-

eyed, half-crazed beggar, clad in tattered rags.

He preached some strange new god of perfect

justice who should overthrow the Seven, soften

King Astard's heart, retrieve all past errors and

right all future wrongs. Augrath, I think he
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called his god—but where is he now? The beggar's

head, most like, grins down from some white marble

turret in high-towered Thalatand, and the god's

name falls forgotten upon the ears of men.

SoRJ

But not on mine—mine it stirs to new life like a

trumpet call at sunrise. To me he was a prophet

from another world—from the unknown lands

where dwell the spirits of the dawn—he moved in

the mists of morning—he showed me the splendid

sun—he proclaimed

—

Third Shepherd (to the Fourth)

He is often like this now—we know not why.

SoRj

He proclaimed the god of the dawning day and

bade me follow him . . . and I—alas—drew

back. . . . Oh that I had joined himl

ZoORG
Aye, that the gods might have smitten your sheep

and the soldiers flayed you alive. A splendid

mission indeed!

Third Shepherd
Aye, Sori, 'tis better as it is. King Astard tolerates

no such traitors and impostors as the beggarman

was. Be sure he is long since dead. . . . And yet,

somehow I cannot think of him as entirely gone

—

his words of wondrous beauty, the fire in the flash

of his eye and the spell in the sound of his speech

—

these seemed somehow immortal—- . . • like

the imdying Sacred Seven.

ZoORG
Bah] A common jingling minstrel who befooled

you all with his trickery. As sure as the Sacred

Seven, all-powerful, everlasting, rule the destinies

of white-roofed Thalatand, the beggar Harpaj

—

as he called himself—is long since dead.
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SORJ

I can never beKeve it.

ZooRG
Believe or not, he

—

They are interrupted by a martial trumpet trill a short

distance down the road to Thalatand. The shepherds

crowd to the cliff edge to look down the road In the

direction oj the sound and talk all at once, speculating

who the approaching stranger Is. In a moment a

magnificent, richly arrayed trumpeter enters, followed

by a gorgeous Utter borne on the shoulders oj Jour

stalwart slaves, and In turn followed by another

similarly arrayed retainer. The flashing eyes and
wildly tossing hair of the figure reclining majestically

upon the Utter proclaim him, jor all his splendid

raiment, to be Harpaj, the beggar-prophet.

SoRj {wildly triumphant)

The beggar man!—he of whom I spoke—he Hvesl

ZooRG
Silence, fool! Can you not see it is some great

lord from Thalatand? {to Harpaj) Do not mind
him, my lord. May an humble shepherd ask your

name?
Harpaj

Harpommedan, High Priest of Thalatand, Prophet

of the one true God who is Aurgath, God of the

Dawning Day, I go to worship the Spirits of the

Dawn upon Mount Horicon.

All {rei>erentlally)

May the Sacred Seven bless you and keep you,

dread majesty.

SoRj

But tell me more of this Aurgath, God of the

Dawning Day—which of the gods is he?

Harpommedan
Speak not Hghtly of Aurgath, lest he smite the hps

that profane him. There is no god but Aurgath.
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Third Shepherd
But the Sacred Seven—what of them? Does
Aurgath dare oppose them?

Harpommedan
The Sacred Seven were impostors—they are no
more.

Fourth Shepherd {to one of the others)

Then our slavery is over—but stay—what have we
now to pray to?

ZoORG {half to himself)

The Sacred Seven—the undying, everlasting—dead?

Impossible—do not the skies still stand?

Harpommedan
Nay mumble not, but acknowledge your sin in

believing in them, repent and be saved—for Aur-

gath is a god of mercy. See that you turn with

all your hearts to the God of power and justice,

lest you be smitten of Aurgath and your heads grin

down upon the streets of Thalatand from the

highest white-topped tower.

Several Together {muttering)

Forgive us, O Aurgath.

Fourth Shepherd
And King Astard and his soldiers who served the

Sacred Seven—they have been put to death?

Harpommedan
King Astard has renounced his errors, and accepted

Aurgath as god and Harpommedan as High Priest

of Thalatand.

Third Shepherd
But the soldiers who collected the tithes for the

Sacred Seven?

Harpommedan
The tax-collectors have been abolished. Instead,

all men shall go on a yearly pilgrimage to Thalatand,

bearing every tenth lamb in their flocks as an offering
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to be made to Aurgath In the great Temple of the

Dawning Day. Let anyone neglect this at his

own peril; the arm of Aurgath is long and his

justice severe. He delights in the obedience of

men.

All {salaaming)

Thanks, gracious majesty.

SORJ

But this Aurgath, God of the Dawning Day

—

where dwells he?

Harpommedan
This Aurgath 1 Speak not lightly of the Lord of

Creation. There 1 {pointing dramatically to the new

star in the East) Ye see His Star in the East] Down
on your knees and worship Him I {The shepherds

grovel in the dust obsequiously as the day begins to dawn
and the stars grow Jainter.)

SoRJ

But lol the Star pales.

Harpommedan
Again you presume! 'Tis but a tiny incense fire

lit on his altar by night. Behold the messengers

of his approach] {pointing to the first rays of the

rising sun which are tipping the peaks of the distant

eastern mountains) For Aurgath, God of the Dawn-
ing Day, is everjrw'here—invisible, all-powerful,

everlasting—a god not seen of men, one whom no

sharp sword can kill and no strong arm cast down.

Raise not your heads against the Unconquerable,

lest his arrows that you see playing on yon mountain-

tops strike you with blindness. {He makes a threat-

ening gesture as he prepares to resume his Journey.

The shepherds prostrate their Jaces to the ground with

cries oj Yes, majesty . . . We salute your divinity

. . . until he has been borne majestically off (L.)

First Shepherd
A new day has indeed dawned.
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Fourth Shepherd
No more shall we see those wolves of tax-collectors.

Second Shepherd
Give thanks to Mighty Aurgath, God of the Dawn-
ing Day.

Zoorg
Aye, this comes of humble reverence to the gods.

Third Shepherd
To God, you mean.

SoRJ {moodily, half to himself)

He rebuked me—scorned me—me who would have

followed him to the death when he was but a simple

beggar.

Fourth Shepherd
He a beggar]

First Shepherd
Never]

Zoorg
You blaspheme!

Second Shepherd
He is a divinity

—

Third Shepherd
A heavenly being

—

First Shepherd
The Son of the Stars

—

Zoorg
The New God Himself] You saw that He came
with the dawn—I tell you He Himself is Aurgath,

God of the Dawning Day, to Whose name be all

glory everlasting.

Second Shepherd
Sorj, you are a believer in the old gods at heart.

Fourth Shepherd
Infidel]

First Shepherd
Heretic!
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ZOORG
Leave us, lest Aurgath see and strike us dead
with his burning arrows.

They are jostling him angrily towards the cliff edge

when the jail rays of the morning sun strike them.

Terror-stricken, with one accord they prostrate them-

selves, crying out in fright.

Various Ones Together
Spare us. Divine Splendor 1 Be merciful. Immortal

Majesty] Have pity upon us, O Aurgath 1 Spare

us, O God of the Dawning Day, spare usl

J. W. Martin.



Thoughts On An Old Image

In dread likeness oj thyself, man,

Cast ye an idol; giving power ye knew

Was yours, but such yefeared to own.

Then that idol ye did worship well;

For the mighty weight ye dared not bear

He in silence bore alone.

In that silence found ye sorrow.

And that sorrow brought ye pain;

For the help ye sought to borrow

Made ye lesser of the twain.

Then ye cursed that silent idol

For the speech he ne'er could own,

For the glory ye had given.

And the heart ye turned of stone.

So ye vainly sought to borrow

Of that idol ye had cast.

Till ye saw his img.ge dwindle

In the shadows of the past.

Now the temple lies in ruin.

And the priest hasfled away;

And the hand that made the idol

Is mixing with the clay.

Bramwell Linn.
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The Wanderer Comes Home

/ have been back to my old town,

Seen once well-known sights again.

As a stranger in its byways

Walked, unnoticed of all men.

In the churchyard, distant, lonely

IJound many ajriend of old.

And by one grave IJelt a gentle

HandJrom underneath the mould.

J. B. M., from the German
oj Martin GreiJ.
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". . . All that we see or seem

Is but a dream within a dream."

In a Vision or in None

HE AWOKE from the dream panting and dry-

mouthed. His tongue felt Hke so much cotton;

and he was tired—worn out. Even now, half-

awake as he was, with the sun peering through the

cracks in the drawn blinds, he could see, as if floating

in a dull mist, a woman's face. It was a beautiful face,

with a high, broad brow, topped by wavy effusions of

tawny hair; broad cheek-bones, fair complexion, and

moist, beckoning lips. It was all vaguely familiar,

but he could not remember where he had seen it before;

could it have been the wild, haunting dream that gave

such a strong impression of familiarity, or had he seen

her at some time in the rather dim past? It troubled

him, this undecidedness, and made him uneasy. It

seemed to weigh upon his heart and his vitals. Oh,

God, he thought, if I could only remember . . .

Trying to shake off this vague sensation of disquieting

uncertainty, he arose languidly from his bed and began
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to dress. He was never a very fastidious dresser, and
this morning, depressed as he was by so strong a feehng

of mental and moral inertia, he was particularly sketchy

in performing his toilet. Neglecting to comb his hair,

and dispensing with such a sartorial commonplace as a

necktie, he wandered downstairs, where Mrs. MuUins,

the housekeeper, had prepared a very inviting breakfast.

He sat down at the table, although he did not feel like

eating. However, merely out of deference, perhaps, to

Mrs. Mulhns, he forced down a bit of toast and a cup of

tea. Even this had a slightly nauseating effect on him,

and he decided that he might do well to take a stroll in

the fresh morning air. He prepared to leave the table;

Mrs. Mullins looked up, surprised and rather mildly

offended.

"Why, Mr. Poole," she said, "aren't you going to

eat the breakfast I got for you?"

"No, I'm sorry," he said, abstractedly. "I don't

feel at all like eating this morning. I guess I'll go for a

walk." And he went out.

Once outside, in the mild, dewy heat of the sun, he

began to wonder again. Why couldn't he place that

girl? She was so unusually beautiful, and he seemed to

remember her face so perfectly; yet rack and pommel
his memory as he might, he could not remember where,

or under what circumstances he had met her. Thus
musing, he wandered aimlessly along the straight clay

road that led from back of his house across the broad,

stubbly plain, and which seemed to run over the rim of

the horizon most disconcertingly into nowhere. He
must have trudged on in this manner for a good quarter

hour, for when he next noticed his surroundings, the

house was not in sight. He had descended a little ravine,

and on all sides the horizon was very close to him. It

was damp and muggy down here, and insects droned

heavily on leaden wings above dank, lush grass. Here
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and there, poisonous-looking shrubs, stunted in growth,

rose gauntly out of the viscid earth. Nothing was to be

heard except the buzzing of the insects. The whole

locaHty seemed to Poole to be shrouded in a musty
miasma of evil. A languidly fitful breeze sprang up out

of a seeming nowhere, and Poole decided that the best

thing to do was to leave as soon as possible. He was a

highly neurotic person, and this ravine instilled in him a

weird feeling, of nightmare intensity. He felt dizzy . . .

He turned about, and reached the top of the rise. He
could now see his house, indistinct in the yellow morning

haze, at the narrow end of the lazy road. On the way
back, the girl of his dream became more and more

clearly defined in his mind, yet her identity still eluded

him. Damned annoying, he thought. The feeling that

he had once been familiar with this now unknown being

drove him almost to despair. In times of stress he often

found an outlet for his emotions in poetry. He might

be able to write some verse, or perhaps a bit of prose,

about this subconscious acquaintance of his now, and in

this way get her off his mind. With this resolve, he

quickened his pace, and shortly arrived home. He found

the doctor, who visited him weekly, awaiting him when
he came in. This doctor was a person on whom Poole

wasted little affection. Damn him, anyway 1 What did

he have to come nosing around for? He never helped

him—just a nuisance. Poole's wrists began to perspire;

that was a bad sign. Hj took a chair and sat down.

"Good-morning," said the doctor; he spoke on without

waiting for a response. "You're looking bad today; I'd

suggest more exercise."

Poole snorted.

" Just had some, thanks, " he retorted, almost savagely

sarcastic. "That's what's made me look this way."

The doctor pondered, then opened his satchel and
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extracted a vial of tablets. He handed them to Poole

with directions about taking them.

"You're all on edge," he said. "These ought to do you
some good; they'll quiet you down. I'll make a special

trip tomorrow to see how you are. Good-day."

"Pray don't bother yourself on my account," said

Poole, with a mock bow, but the doctor had gone.

He stood for a moment at the door, then turned on his

heels and went to his desk. He sat down and started to

write, but had not gotten very far when he stopped

abruptly, in the sudden realization that he had not the

faintest idea of what he was writing about. Here was
the image, the clear, perfect image of that girl, painted,

it seemed, indelibly on the retina o his brain; not only

her features, but her very personality, were clearly out-

lined to him;—but try as he might, he could not express

the slightest bit of her on paper.

He gave up in utter despair. Further activity for that

day was out of the question. No food touched his hps;

poor, conscientious Mrs. MuUins was in a state of frantic

solicitude. Poole sat and brooded.

He retired early that evening, in a really alarming

state of mental depression and physical enervation.

Once in bed, his fatigued body wrestled with his duly

alert brain in trying to sleep.

Slowly—slowly, fatigue conquered.

Poole found himself bathed in cold perspiration; he

was struggling mightily to get awake. That face! It was
there again, hovering near him, gazing at him from a faint

mist, with those tender, longing eyes, and that wet,

voluptuous mouth. He had hoped to forget it—^never

to see it again; and now—here . . .

He awoke languidly, with an almost insensible shudder.

He looked about him. Why—why—he wasn't in bed;

this wasn' t his room ; and he was fully clothed ! Where—

?
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Godl Part of the truth dawned upon him. He was in

that hateful, noisome ravine, where he had been yester-

day morning. He could feel the soft, oozy grovmd give

way under his feet; he could even detect the musty
odor of the hideous, bristling shrubs, bathed in unhealthy

night dews.

He looked up. The sky was sullen and overcast.

The moon was hidden. Suddenly a faint sound—

a

human sound of some sort—reached his ears from the

ground behind him. Looking down, he discerned a

vaguely defined form lying there, half hidden in the tall

rank grass. He knelt down, the better to see. A face

—

horridly livid and distorted, but hellishly recognizable

—glared up at him. That face! He rose, stunned. That
girl I—Christ! Full realization of what had happened

broke upon him, hke a gigantic tidal wave. He tottered.

Everything became vividly scarlet . . .*****
At eleven the next morning, his housekeeper, entering

the room to awaken him, was struck by an indefinable

marshy odor, mingled with the faint essence of an

exotic perfume. As she pulled back the rumpled bed-

clothes from the sleeper's head, she noticed that his

flesh felt deathly cold. The face was not pleasant to see.

Frank W. Lindsay.



A Fragment From "Truth''

Reason! thou art but a prince among
Eternal kings; and all thy realms a cloud

Wherein we hide the sun. One meagre hope,

One passingflame oj that high fire, and thou

Art gone, gone as the thunder and the rain.

But thou wouldstjustijy thyself again.

And brooding as tomorrow s storm upon

The West wejeel thee, though we watch the sun.

purest Reason! ij ihou wouldst rule, be king

Alone; and in thy realm no subject state.

No day-born prince, nor dreaming night reveal.

Ij I would read thy hand must write alone.

BramwelL Linn.

".
. . Too, Too Solid Flesh . .

/'

Like the heavy oxen plodding through the mud
That April rains have made oj everyfield.

These dull and unimaginative clods

Oj clay, that boastingly have dared to call

Themselves the very likenesses oj God,

Trudge on through lije. And since they know not how
To conjure jor themselves a magic land,

And never learned to live ajairy tale.

Or saw an elfling in a budding rose,

Or watched the moon-sprites da.ncing on the grass;

Because they think there is no best in man.

And all, as they, are children to the beasts,

They clamorjor their empty realism.

But I can always laugh at them, because

I am so child-like as to quite believe

Injairies, witches, elves, man, love and God.

D. K. Spelt.
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Morning Melancholy

The evening gay,

Care chased away,

Light hearts and lighter laughter;

The swaying dance.

The roguish glance,

The parted lips that breathe romance;

And then—the morning after.

Those sparkling eyes,

Those low replies.

Gay hearts and girlish laughter;

While pleasure reigns,

And In her train

The pipes of Pan play silver strains;

But still—that morning after.

The moonlight walk,

The whispered talk.

Young hearts and youthful laughter;

The midnight air,

That wind-blown hair—
Drink down Its wine, defy all care,

Forget the morning after!

But now the morrow

Has brought Its sorrow,

Lead hearts and no more laughter;

The night of dreams,

Its moonlight beams,

All dust and ashes now. It seems.

Upon this morning after.

J. W. M.
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Plutus Meets Demeter

IT IS a prominent form of entertainment among
our social reformers to eulogize the simple, health-

ful Hfe led by the honest farmer, in contrast

to the stifling dust, late hours, and ruinous diet of the

city's sophisticated rich. Perhaps our "back-to-nature"

friends would care to cast a look at a small portion of this

continent to which not even the soap-salesman remem-

bers to penetrate. It is one of those far-away corners

visited by a very small part of America's summer
migration, where the contrast may be seen close to.

On a few maps of the southeastern counties of Quebec

is a tiny dot beside a large lake, which bears the label

"George's Landing". Once the dot was not so tiny.

In the days of the Revolution, New England Tories, in

danger of their hves to the south, fled down the lake

across the border into the protecting arms of King

George. Here they settled, and in gratitude for their

asylum, named the settlement for their sovereign. For

fifty years, Ufe was cold and hard. They hewed the

cedar forests, built wooden houses and barns, and
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tried as best they might to raise crops on the barren,

rocky soil with which the Lord cursed Lower Quebec.

In winter they sat and shivered in their houses, or rode

on sleighs over snow-hidden fences and across the frozen

lake. Then came a change. Fashionable people from

Boston and Montreal, with an eye for beautiful country,

began to discover the lake. Soon they started boarding

for the summer at George's Landing. Men came from

Montreal and built two hotels in George's Landing, and

shortly three steamers, one brought in pieces from

Scotland, were running up and down the lake. George's

Landing was at the height of its glory. It took its place

with the seashore and Lake Winnipiseoghee as a popular

resort. Tiny though the village was, it maintained four

stores, and the summer people got a library started.

The village youths even organized a brass band.

Then the Boston and Maine railroad built its line to

the southern end of the lake—and turned off toward

Sherbrooke. George's Landing has never recovered.

The hotels burned. Why rebuild them, since nobody

could come to them by rail? One of the steamers sank.

The railroad company sold the great Scotch-made one a

dozen years ago for jvmk. The last, small one still toils

arotind the lake, on a schedule varying with each day of

the week. One by one the library volumes were borrowed

and never returned. The brass band no longer blares

forth its cacophonies. In the place, between the two

rows of houses which make George's Landing, where the

bandstand stood, is a stone tablet: "To the sons of

George's Landing who gave their Hves to their country.

Their glory will remain." As to the boarding house

which still hangs on, in the words of Mr, Walters, whom
we shall meet again, "They hain't got no boarders

'cep'n' on'y the hired girl."

The last tremor of fresh life has passed from George's

Landing. Now it hves on in dead peace, disturbed only
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by the rattle of a flivver halting in front of the one

remaining general store, or by the cawing of the great

black crows, high overhead. And ifyou were to enter the

store, perhaps (it has been known to happen) old Maggie

Donaldson would tell you "No, I don't keep no white

sugar. It don't pay. Yer see it sells out too quick.''

She is the same lady who, in long-past days, when the

city people still made a last stand in George's Landing,

made a dress for a Boston girl. When tried on, it proved

to fit about like a horse-blanket. But old Maggie knew
the reason. "It's yer j'ints. It looks grand on mel"

The hustling enterprise that once made George's Land-

ing fashionable has gone, but the blue lake still laps

against the wharf, and the rolling pasture and deep

birch and cedar woods which attracted the first sea-

weary Bostonian are still there. Only the village has

slipped back into the hollow, and the houses that stand

along the highway going up the steep hills toward each

end of the lake are unoccupied, and will one day be there

no more.

The first building to come and the last to go in a human
settlement is always the house of the gods; George's

Landing, with its two hundred souls, maintains two

churches. The Montrealers, who spend the summer on

private estates ten miles down the lake, where the good

road begins, attend the Anglican church. The body of

George's Landing and the surrounding countryside hitch

up the buggy or crank the Ford each Sunday, and ride

in to the Methodist church just up the hill.

The Anglican church has stood a long time, and in

spite of His excellent word to the saints of the Lord, the

foundations are becoming weak. The matter came to a

climax a short time ago at the church funeral of old

Billy Burton, the village drunk. As Mrs. Mathews, of

Montreal, whispered to her husband, it seemed as if Hell

were gaping to claim its own. So Mrs. Mathews went
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straight home and started preparations for a lawn-

party, to raise money for the foundations of the AngUcan
Church of George's Landing. As they were driving

home, they got a good view of their green-roofed house,

with its white verandahs and the surrounding apple-

trees and green lawn, from the rise in the road beyond.

"The roof wants fixing," said Mr. Mathews. "It will

never do to have it looking like that for the lawn-party.

I'll get hold of Mr. Walters and see if he can get it

shingled for us." "I don't think we had best count on

having it done," rephed Mrs. Mathews. "You remem-
ber the last time." They had begged him to see to it

with as little delay as he possibly could, on account of

Arthur's party, and he had come around two days

beforehand with his hired man, Moses Achilles, to do

the roof. They had asked him if he could not possibly

have come any sooner, and told him about the haste,

and he had simply said, "Y' know, Mrs. Mathews, the

hardest job I ever done was gettin' at it." And Moses

had gotten up with infinite pain and difficulty to measure

the ridge-pole, and then shouted down, "It's twenty-five

times the length of the hammer-handle an' 'bout so much
more." Moses had then called down haow in Tophet

was he to get down, and Mr. Walters, in huge disgust,

had merely looked up and said "I guess yer heft'll

bring ya downl"
So the roof went unshingled, while trips were made

to the city for prizes in the potato-race, and other essen-

tials for a well-conducted English lawn-party. And Mr.

Mathews and twelve-year-old Arthur rode around on

horseback, with a beautiful white Borzoi loping behind

them, to dehver invitations.

The lawn-party is upon us. The gathering which soon

starts assembling is a fair cross-section of the vornehme

Leute of the summer countryside. There are old gentle-

men with white mustachios to match their flapping
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duck hats, and little boys with bare knees and peanut-

caps, and not-quite-middle-aged maiden ladies, very

plain and athletic, wearing sneakers, and handsome
youths with tousled hair and bare ankles, carrying

tennis-rackets under their arms. There is a slight leaven-

ing of odd lots—a professor, a radical editor, a boy in a

blazer who rattles up the road at a great rate in an aged

Ford, cutting it into the ditch to prevent its rolling back

down the hill, and one or two others of the incomprehen-

ibles who live down at the lakeside and actually prefer

sleeping in tents and using oil lanterns. (These last are

all Americans.) Finally, there are a few farmers'

children, invited out of neighborliness, but feeling shy,

uncomfortable, and out of place in shoes and stockings

and company manners, among all these strange people

who seem to take shoes and stockings and company
manners for the usual and accustomed thing. It is

with difficulty that they can be prevailed on to ;oin the

potato-race, but they are interested watchers as the

customers of the "fish-pond" angle, through a hole

in the top of a sheet-covered structure, for whatever

prize young Arthur, concealed beneath, chooses to attach

to their hooks. In another corner, next the hedge, Mr.

Mathews, tall, handsome, and incredibly lean and

English, does a round of clock-golf with the president

of all the water-power companies in eastern Canada.

By the steps leading to the front door from the drive,

one of the four beautiful Aliens, attired as a gypsy, passes

out fortunes with a smile worth considerably more than

the paltry dime which it brings to the church, while her

less dutiful sisters visit the stables, or josh the boy in

the blazer about the dilapidation of his Ford. On the

verandah, the wives and mothers of the company sit

comfortably chatting, eating from dishes of maple-

walnut ice cream, and watching the children play. Over
the whole place is a hum of low, well-bred voices.
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Finally, when the shadow of the hedge and trees grows

long on the lawn, and the last prize is gone from the

fish-pond, and the bottom of the freezer has been scraped

for the second time, and the Uttle boys with bare knees

and peanut-caps have successfully brought to their

mothers all the silver spoons and pocket-knives and

soap-bubble pipes which they have won in the potato-

race and running high-jump and fished out of the fish-

pond, the four beautiful Aliens with their portly, smiling

father go around to Mrs. Mathews, shake hands, tell

what a great success the party has been, and start off

down the road in the family McLoughlin for the lower

end of the lake. Almost as if at a preconcerted signal,

the rest of the party breaks up, and in twenty minutes

nobody is left on the scene but Mr. and Mrs. Mathews,

Arthur, and the governess. All hands set to work sorting

the change from the different tables, collecting ice-cream

dishes, and taking in the tables. At the close of the

financial operations, Mrs. Mathews has stacked up and

counted out fifty dollars. "I think I'll send them a

check for twenty-five more, to make it worth while,"

she says to her husband, "the church does need it so."
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II

Up the hill in the Methodist church, the timbers of

the building still hold out, but generations of hands,

roughened by the leathern rein, the hayfork, and the

axe, have worn the old hymn-books to shreds. The
Methodists of George's Landing are a thrifty people,

but there are limits, and the state of the hymnals bothers

the congregation. One of its prominent members, Mr.
Walters, he of shingling fame, is an elderly, almost

white-haired man, bent with fifty years of heaving rocks

and wielding the pitchfork. On the afternoon of Mrs.

Mathews' lawn party, he was bringing into the barn the

last installment of his substitute for lawn-parties—^a

mowful of hay. When he had unloaded the last load,

brought the horses to their stalls, and closed the barn

door as best he might for its missing hinge, he went into

the house at the kitchen door. Only strangers and

wedding guests use the front door in the Eastern Town-
ships.

Inside, the table was set, and his wife stood over the

range. At his entrance, she lifted a great kettle to the

back of the stove, and came to the table. She was quite

tall, spare and hollow-cheeked, with her gray hair done up
about her ears so as to spread out into a sort of broad

isosceles triangle. It would have been hard indeed to

tell that once she had been young, sprightly, and beauti-

ful, and could perform enchantingly on the harmonica.

Those were the days when Mr. Walters was young, and

the best fellow to dance a quadrille in the township, and

when he worked for John Donnan, the treasurer of the

Methodist church, for whom the old iron bell called out

on Sundays (ask any native of George's Landing), "Come,

John Donnan! Come, John Donnan!" Forty years

have gone since then, forty summers of haying and
building fences, forty autumns of harvesting in haste
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before the frost, forty winters of drifting snow and

smashing ice, forty springs of building up what the ice

had torn down. And old John Donnan is these many
years in his grave, and another man guards the tiny

hoard of the Methodist church, but still the old iron

bell booms out its clanging appeal, "Come, John Donnan 1"

Still the people of George's Landing struggle to keep the

house of God as it should be kept, though milk may
be cheap and mash dear, though the fields may be orange

with Devil's Paint-Brush, which brings poverty and

ruin where it grows. It was on the church that the

couple's conversation now ran. "Well, w^e're gett'n'

along naow on the church social," Mrs. Walters started

off. "That over there in the big kettle's the candy.

But 'tain't nawthin' to what we got to do yet. My soul

and gizzard! I ain't worked so hard sence I worked

down to Senator Burbage's summer place on the lake,

the summer they had thirty people down there at once

for that—^you know what I mean—that conference of

theirs. But still, we certainly do need them hymnals

bad—the old ones was all worn out. They've had 'em

nigh onto forty years. The social will be a big he'p that

way." "Haow much y got done?" inquired Mr.

Walters, whose haying had left no time for thought on

church socials. "Well, Georgia's ben doin' some em-

broidered table-covers—she sent away to Eaton's for

the patterns" (this was accompanied by a gesture

towards a small table visible through the door in the next

room, on which, on top of a pile of Montreal Stars and

Stanford County Journals, lay the indispensable Eaton

mail-order catalogue). "They're real pretty. An' old

Mrs. Achilles an' Mother ;ust got through with some

more rag rugs. Harry" (this was daughter Georgia's

intended) "went round this afternoon in the Ford an'

left notices in the post-offices at the Landin' an' Lord's

Bay." This review completed, Mrs. Walters called
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Georgia, and Harry who ran the garage at Lord's Bay
and had just been repairing the flivver. The four of

them sat down to supper.

The next day Mr. Walters, his haying finished, has

gone back to fixing the road, going to George's Landing

for groceries, and repairing the water system of one of

the American camps by the lake. But in the house all

day long there has been running about the kitchen, and

watching of the fire to make sure it is right, and beating

of batter, and shaving of maple-sugar for frosting.

The thin, delectable maple cookies and fat doughnuts,

which city people would buy by the gross if they were

able, are too much a commonplace matter and the

contents of every pantry in the township to have a place

on the tables at the social. During the day, neighbors

have come in with other things, or to help with the

decorations, and finally everything is ready for the

morrow. As a last preparation on the succeeding morn-

ing, Mr. Walters and Harry have gotten out the ten-

gallon freezer, and frozen it full of the maple-walnut

ice-cream which Georgia and Mrs. Walters mixed the

evening before. The shores of the lake are covered with

maple woods between the cedar and the birch, and they

leave their sweet taste on everything which George's

Landing eats.

At last the afternoon arrives. A little before the

announced hour. Fords and buggies start to roar and

rattle off the road to the open space in front of the barn,

and the affair is begun. Two long tables are out on the

grass toward the road, bearing Georgia's table-covers,

the old ladies' rag rugs, the cakes, and all the rest of the

fruits of the past days' labors. At another table the ice

cream, a little soft, but nevertheless in considerable

demand, is passed out in cones and saucers. Here are

no fish-pond, no potato-race and high-jump for little

boys in bare knees and peanut-caps, no clock-golf for
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Mr. Mathews and Mr. Smith. The George's Landing

farmer's money is too hard come by and too scarce for

it even to occur to those who run socials that anybody

would spend it without getting something actual and

tangible in return. This is not the white-flanneled,

English-voiced assembly of the house on the lake road.

It is mostly farmers, looking just a little strange and

unnatural in their best clothes and Sunday manners.

Their wives seem a httle more comfortable, and the

children, after their shyness has a little worn off, frisk

about on the grass oblivious of their Sunday suits and

manners as well. The older girls follow their mothers

around, while the corresponding boys stand in a group

at the corner of the house, or examine the antique

vehicle of the newly-arrived boy in the blazer, who
appears, with the rest of the lakeshore group, to belong

as little to the Mathews as to the Walters camp. Some
of these Americans, as well as Mrs. Mathews herself

and one or two of our friends from the lawn-party, turn

up during the afternoon, but here it is their turn to seem

shy, embarrassed, and out of place. They know nothing

of haying, nor of the prospects for the Sherbrooke

fair, they cannot honestly admire Georgia's Eaton-sent

embroideries, and so, finding no connection with the

rest of the company, they are unable to realize that this

is one of the events of the summer, at which everybody

is enjoying himself hugely. It is for the good of the

church, and it gives a heaven-sent interruption to the

monotony of labor, as well as a chance to see one's

neighbors and discuss the progress of the season. What
is one lawn-party more or less to the four beautiful

Aliens, who dance at least twice a week, play bridge and

gol all day, and take prizes with their ponies at fairs

the remainder of the time? But for those for whom it is

intended, the social is McGill prom, bridge-party (only

that all the respectable people of George's Landing
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know that the D—1 is in playing-cards) and afternoon

tea rolled into one. What is more, it comes only once

or twice a summer.
After the party is over, the tables back in the wood-

shed, and everything cleaned up, Mrs. Walters counts

up expenditures and receipts, and brings a shining face

to meet her husband at the supper-table. "Well, haow
d'you come out?" inquires he. "Oh, we're so pleased,

we did real well. After we paid for everything, we've

got $2.67 for the hymnals."

J. B. Mussey.



YOUR WEIGHT AND HOW TO CONTROL IT

By Jourteen specialists of the Adult Weight Conference

Just when I'd paid our last installment on the new
"take off weight by exercising" machine, what should

come along but this little pearl of great price ($5.00, net)

written by fourteen (count 'em) experts loaned by the

Adult Weight Conference and I bet youdon't know what
that is, do you? I always was pretty proud (and justly)

of my figure, and I'm wondering if this isn't ;ust a

warning of the treacherous years stealing in on me and

trying to pull the wool over my eye. I guess it was just

sent down from Heaven, parcel post, special handling,

and pay the postman only $1.98 on delivery. Just like

a bolt out of the blue, that's what it was. I thought first

that it might be another of those big books on the Middle

Ages from cousin Clara Wright (she's just hell on the

Middle Ages) and maybe I wasn't just as surprised as sur-

prised can be when it turned out to be just the dandiest

little book all about reducing, and all got up by fourteen

experts, too. You just can't guess how my mouth
watered when I gave just one look at those diet tables!

My God how it watered! You don't know the salivary

glands I've got. I can hardly keep from running right

out this minute and making some bran soup for lunch,

and the Hell I couldn't make bran soup if I wanted to.

Somebody named Morris Fishbein seems to have

edited the book, and if he doesn't weigh at least 275

pounds in his stockings and button oxfords, I'll eat my
hat—I guess I ate it anyway in all this excitement.

{Boubleday, $5.00)
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THE GREENE MURDER CASE

S. S. Van Dine

S. S. Van Dine has already proven himself (via The

Canary Murder Case) to be just about the dean of

detective fiction, and his latest novel seems to have
firmly established his reputation. The story is about a

family of six most unpleasant people who have become
the victims of an extraordinarily subtle murder plot,

and before the whole affair has been brought to light,

four of them have been killed. The plot is extremely

well constructed, and Mr. Van Dine is very ingenious

in not dropping a single hint as to the identity of the

murderer. The character of Philo Vance, the young
criminologist who finally solves the mystery, is very

refreshing, and acts as a sort of mitigating influence in a

thick miasma of murder and sudden death.

You may guess at the solution as much as you want;

the denouement is still more than likely to come as a

complete surprise.

{Scribners, $2.00)

BLACK MAJESTY

John W. Vandercook

This, as with so many other of the popular biographies

of the moment, deals with a figure so peculiar that he

can scarcely be treated of except with superlatives.

Christopher, the only black man ever to become a

sovereign in the Americas, was a pure black, so that his

achievements cannot be attributed to an admixture of

white blood, and his diagnosis of the black man's ill was
that he had no sustaining race pride, no race achieve-

ments to which he could point with pride, nothing in

fact but to imitate the white.
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Vandercook's treatment of this story is entirely

commendable as he does not intrude himself on the

scene, but lets the story tell itself.

{Harpers, $2.50)

CALAMITY JANE AND THE LADY WILDCAT
Duncan Airman

And now, dearie, you just sit down and look over

Calamity Jane, etc. while I squeeze the oranges and
before you know it we'll have a bit of tea.This book is all

about a bunch of famous Western Lulu Belles suffering

from a bit of masochism, and if I knew you all better

I'd tell you what masochism means. The cream of this

coterie are Mile. Moustache, Cattle Kate, Belle Starr

and Bridget Grant and every last mother's daughter

of thejn was ornery and proud of it. Of course I wouldn't

go so far as to say that they were morally unclean, but

they certainly gave their virtue a run for its money.

Just a drop more tea?

Well, those girls certainly could hold their liquid

refreshment and if I'd ever had the luck, God forbid,

to sit in on a poker game with these women I would have

emerged sans pants etc., said pants having been taken

in a sportsmanlike way of course. But all levity to the

rear, these cow women weren't in the game for their

health and they had their husbands on the companionate

marriage plan and made them like it. Just broadminded,

that's all. Have another shot?

Calamity herself checked out one night while tight,

leaving a varied assortment of husbands behind to lament

her passing. She was a bad woman and did a heap of

sinning in her time but I liked her—at a distance.

Yes, just knock three times and ask for a quart of special.

{Henry Holt and Company, $3.00)
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AN ARTIST IN THE FAMILY

Sarah G. Millan

This book is a puzzle for the reviewer as it diagrams

two separate problems, giving neither a solution.

The first is that of a very imaginative young man who
paints, possibly very well, but whose painting nobody
of his family or acquaintances can understand. He
finally gives up in despair to work in a coal mine.

The second is that of the negro, which here receives

from an independent source the same diagnosis above

noted, that the negro can emulate nothing but the white

man, that he has no pride. The author's treatment can

best be described as intelligently sympathetic.

{Boni and Llverlght, $2.50)

MEET MR. MULLINER
P. G. WODEHOUSE

Don't waste any time on the title, for it is misleading.

You do, of course, meet Mr. Mulliner in a distant,

perfunctory sort of way, but the book is concerned

mostly in describing the antics and adventures of Mr.

Mulliner's ancestors and relatives. Wodehouse has

written another delightfully amusing volume of short

stories, this time about a particularly hilarious family

which seems to be rampant all over England, and he has

been mainly successful in it—or, as he himself would no

doubt have it: "rallied 'round". Wodehouse, hke all

humorists, has his own group of devotees, and if you
have read one of his books, you have probably read all

the others you could lay your hands on; and now he has

afforded you another amusing evening's entertainment

in his latest opus.

{Doubleday, Doran, $2.00)
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